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Abstract

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is recognised as a major health issue with global
prevalence increasing at epidemic rates. There is a substantial risk of CVD event
recurrence or death among patients with existing CVD.
Evidence shows that there is a higher prevalence of CVD and recurrent CVD events
among Arabic-speaking immigrants (in this thesis Arabic-speaking immigrants refer to
immigrants from the Middle East, or North Africa) than among other patient groups.

However, there is a paucity of studies exploring the health care challenges facing Arabicspeaking immigrants with CVD in undertaking secondary prevention measures, and their
needs in order to address these challenges. In turn, there is lack of studies to determine a
suitable health care model that addresses the health care needs of this patient population.
A suitable health care model could improve patients’ self-management, secondary
prevention and health outcomes.
The central premise of this project was to gain insight into the health care challenges and
needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD in Australia (from their perspective) in
order to identify their challenges in undertaking secondary prevention measures, and their
needs in addressing these challenges. This knowledge contributed to recommendations
for the development of a suitable health care model for Arabic-speaking immigrants with
CVD.
In three stages, this research investigated Arabic-speaking participants’ views on their
health care challenges and needs, using semi-structured interviews. It also investigated
their dominant health locus of control (HLC) profile, which plays a significant role in
disease management (using a multicentre, cross-sectional questionnaire). Further, it
explored their preferences for a model of care that addresses their health care challenges
and needs, using a multicentre, cross-sectional questionnaire.
Study results suggest that Arabic-speaking immigrants may have unique health care
needs, including assured privacy and pharmacist–physician collaboration. The results
also indicate that Arabic-speaking immigrants have low Internal HLC. Given that low
Internal HLC is associated with poor disease management and poor health outcomes, the
study highlights the need to include Internal HLC as a dimension of any health care model
for this patient group. The study results also indicate that Arabic-speaking immigrants

xiii

with CVD need a culturally mindful, customised care (CMCC) model. This is because
this type of model may promote socio-cultural competence (acknowledging culture and
health literacy level, and communicating at a level that is easy for the patient to
comprehend).
This research makes a significant contribution to CVD secondary prevention research
among the Arabic-speaking immigrant population. The findings provide detailed
information on the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with
CVD, and the type of health care model that best addresses these challenges and needs.
The thesis concludes with recommendations for the development of a suitable health care
model for Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD, one that may improve cardiovascular
care among them. This, in turn, may improve secondary prevention among Arabicspeaking immigrants with CVD and improve their health outcomes. Ultimately, this will
not only reduce the heavy economic burden existing due to CVD but will also reduce
mortality rates among patients with CVD.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 The issues
The burden of cardiovascular disease (CVD) is substantial in terms of its worldwide
prevalence (WHO, 2017a) and its health, social and economic burden (Bloom et al., 2011;
Carter, Schofield & Shrestha, 2019). In 2016, 17.9 million people died from CVD
globally (WHO, 2017a). The World Health Organization (WHO) projects that by the year
2030, 23.6 million deaths will occur annually due to CVD (Kumar, 2017). In Australia,
CVD is the second highest cause of disease burden, accounting for 15% of the total
disease burden. One person dies every 12 minutes due to CVD in Australia (Australian
Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW), 2012). It is also a costly disease; in 2015–2016
it consumed the largest proportion of health expenditure in Australia ($5.6 billion)
(AIHW, 2019a).
Factors such as genetic predisposition, birthplace, country of origin, and culture have
been shown to influence the prevalence of CVD and its risk factors among different ethnic
groups (Dassanayake et al., 2009; Thanassoulis & Vasan, 2010; Australian Bureau of
Statistics (ABS), 2016) (an ‘ethnic group’ referring to a community or a population that
shares common characteristics including language, ancestry or culture) (Bhopal, 2004;
Dassanayake et al., 2009). Several international studies (El-Sayed & Galea, 2009; Tu et
al., 2015; McDermott-Levy & Al Balushi, 2015; El-Sayed et al., 2011) have suggested
that Arabic-speaking immigrants (‘immigrants’ being people who are members of ethnic
groups, who were born overseas, and who have settled in a country permanently)
(Carrington, McIntosh & Walsmley, 2007) have a higher prevalence of CVD and CVD
risk factors compared to many other cultural groups, including the mainstream cultural
group of the countries studied.
In Australia, the Arabic-speaking immigrant group (makes up approximately 1.4% of the
Australian population), which makes up the third-largest language group after English
speakers (ABS, 2016), has a higher prevalence of CVD and recurrent CVD events than
many other groups living in Australia (Dassanayake et al., 2009; Dassanayake et al., 2011;
Gallegos et al., 2019; NSW Health, 2008; El Masri et al., 2017; ABS, 2008). It has been
suggested that this may be due to lifestyle factors associated with their countries of origin.
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Such factors include the consumption of a high-calorie diet and physical inactivity, which
often persist in Australia (El Masri et al., 2017; Gholizadeh et al., 2011).
There is a substantial risk of CVD event recurrence among patients with existing CVD
(Lindh et al., 2018) and there is a significantly higher risk of death due to a repeat CVD
event, compared to an initial event (Redfern, 2011). CVD secondary prevention has been
shown to decrease the risk of subsequent CVD events or death (Li et al., 2019), improve
functional status, and improve patients’ quality of life (Mayer-Berger et al., 2014).
Therefore, it has been suggested that one of the most effective ways of decreasing the
burden of CVD is promoting CVD secondary prevention. International (National Clinical
Guidelines Centre, 2013; Perk et al., 2012; Smith, Jr. et al., 2011) and national (National
Heart Foundation of Australia & Cardiac Society of Australia and New Zealand, 2012)
guidelines recommend CVD secondary prevention for all patients with existing CVD.
Secondary prevention measures include smoking cessation, low alcohol consumption,
being physically active, weight management, blood pressure control, type 2 diabetes
mellitus

management,

depression

screening

and

treatment,

using

relevant

pharmacotherapy, and secondary prevention programs including cardiac rehabilitation
(CR) (Smith, Jr. et al., 2011).
There is substantial evidence that immigrants face many challenges to secondary
prevention compared to their non-immigrant counterparts (Lewey & Choudhry, 2014;
Alzubaidi, McNamara & Browning, 2017; Ling Zhang et al., 2017). These challenges
include poor access to secondary prevention services (Juergens et al., 2016) and
challenges to self-management (NSW Health, 2008; Ling Zhang et al., 2017), selfmanagement being a key strategy in CVD secondary prevention (Huygens et al., 2016).
Therefore, immigrants tend to have significantly higher rates of recurrent CVD events
and higher rates of CVD-related mortality than non-immigrants (Lauffenburger et al.,
2014).
Patients with CVD need to self-manage their disease on a daily basis by managing their
symptoms, adhering to pharmacotherapy and adopting a healthy lifestyle (Huygens et al.,
2016). Despite the benefits associated with self-management, particularly in the
prevention of recurrent CVD events or death, immigrant patients may have fewer
resources to enable them to self-manage their chronic disease (Diaz, Ortiz-Barreda &
Ben-Shlomo, 2017; El Samman et al., 2013; Jowsey, Gillespie & Aspin, 2011).
Furthermore, few disease self-management interventions have been tailored to enable
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their application to be adapted to immigrant patients (Maleku & Aguirre, 2014; White et
al., 2019).
The Arabic-speaking immigrant group appears to be one of the less-studied patient
groups. There is a paucity of studies on the health care challenges facing Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD, and their needs to be able to ideally manage their CVD. In turn,
there is lack of studies to determine a suitable health care model that addresses the health
care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD. This is a significant
gap given that implementing a suitable health care model may improve self-management
(Schmittdi el et al., 2008), treatment adherence (Kahn et al., 2007), patient satisfaction
with care (Gulliford, Naithani & Morgan, 2007; Kinmonth et al., 1998) and health
outcomes (Yeoh et al., 2018; Edelman et al., 2006; Rocco et al., 2011; Rathert et al., 2015)
among those with chronic disease (Gulliford et al., 2007; Titchener, 2014; Yeoh et al.,
2018; Zandbelt, 2007; Stock et al., 2014).
This thesis seeks to address this knowledge gap by providing recommendations for the
development of a suitable health care model for Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD.
These recommendations support the development of a health care model that addresses
these patients’ health care needs, to enable them to successfully manage their disease. In
doing so, this thesis answers the thesis questions: What are the health care challenges and
needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD in Australia? What is a suitable health
care model that addresses the challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with
CVD in Australia?
It should be noted that in this thesis the terms ‘Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD’
and ‘Arabic-speaking patients with CVD’ will be used interchangeably as they both refer
to Arabic-speaking immigrants who are patients with CVD.

1.2 Research approach
This thesis approaches the research in five stages.
First, a comprehensive literature review is presented. This identifies that there is scant
information regarding the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD living in Australia. In turn, there is a lack of a suitable health care
model that addresses the health care challenges and needs of this patient population.
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Second, a qualitative study using semi-structured interviews (hereafter, ‘Study One’) was
conducted to explore the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants
with CVD residing in Victoria, Australia. The study employed a comparative approach
whereby the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD
were compared to those of Caucasian English-speaking background patients with CVD.
Caucasian English-speaking background patients refers to those patients who selfidentified as ‘Western’ – someone of Caucasian identity, whose first language is English,
and who was born in Australia.
A constructivist paradigm was considered suitable for Study One. Within this paradigm,
social realities are believed to be ‘mind-dependent’ and cannot be explained without
people’s points of view/perspectives, as any reality derives from people’s interpretations
(Slevitch, 2011). Given that the aim of Study One is to understand the perspectives of
patients with CVD (regarding their health care challenges and needs), and to derive
meanings from these perspectives, a constructivist paradigm was considered suitable.
Further, patients with the same disease may have different health care challenges and
needs. Therefore, their reality regarding health care challenges and needs may vary.
Accordingly, this study was conducted within a constructivist paradigm, where there is a
belief that there are multiple truths (Slevitch, 2011) and that various people may construct
meaning of the same phenomenon differently depending on each individual’s experience
and beliefs (Crotty, 1998; Slevitch, 2011). Accordingly, employing a constructivist
paradigm for this study allowed the use of a qualitative method to attain the study aim.
The interviews are an original contribution, given the paucity of studies about the health
care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD worldwide. The
interviews contribute to the understanding of these patients’ health care challenges and
needs, shedding light on whether there is a need to explore a suitable health care model
for this patient group. Then, the comparison of Arabic-speaking immigrants’ health care
challenges and needs with those of Caucasian English-speaking background patients with
CVD assists in determining whether health care providers require a tailored approach to
assisting Arabic-speaking immigrants to manage their CVD or whether a common
approach is appropriate for both patient groups. Immigrants with CVD may have different
needs regarding their disease management approach due to factors such as their cultural
characteristics and linguistic needs, which may in turn shape their disease management
needs. To determine whether this is the case, we compare the views of Arabic-speaking
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immigrants with CVD with those of Caucasian English-speaking background patients
with CVD.
Evidence shows that those with high Internal HLC (the belief that one’s health is
controlled by one’s behaviour) tend to be more involved in health-promoting behaviours,
including physical activity (Janowski et al., 2013; Steptoe & Wardle, 2001) and are more
likely to undertake self-management measures (Morowatisharifabad et al., 2010;
Williams et al., 2016), which are important aspects of CVD secondary prevention
(Williams et al., 2016) that may improve patients’ health outcomes (Toukhsati, Driscoll
& Hare, 2015). Additionally, high Internal HLC may promote information access, which,
in turn, may enhance treatment adherence, self-management (Valaker et al., 2017) and
health outcomes (Cohen et al., 2017). It may also enhance patient empowerment, which
is important for secondary prevention. Intervention studies have shown that HLC (a
multidimensional psychological construct that refers to a person’s perception of the extent
to which their health is controlled by internal or external factors) orientation may be
modified (i.e., to become more internal) using interventions such as cognitivebehavioural therapy (Mehrtak et al., 2017). Therefore, it is important to identify Arabicspeaking immigrants’ dominant HLC profile in order to clarify whether there is a need to
include Internal HLC in a health care model for this patient group. No health care model
to date has included Internal HLC as a dimension, despite its importance in disease
management and health outcomes.
Accordingly, as a third step in answering the thesis questions, a quantitative study
(hereafter, ‘Study Two’) exploring the dominant HLC profile of Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD was conducted in Sydney, Melbourne and the virtual community
(recruited from Facebook). The study used a comparative approach, whereby Caucasian
English-speaking background patients with CVD were utilised as a comparison group.
The rationale for using a comparison group is the same as that for Study One above.
The positivist paradigm was considered suitable for Study Two. The aim of Study Two
is to identify an objective reality (single truth) – the dominant HLC profile of each
participant group, aiming for generalisability. Therefore, the positivist paradigm was
considered suitable for this study as positivists believe that phenomena have objective
reality and tend to search for the single truth. (Slevitch, 2011). Positivist methodology
aims to measure as well as analyse causal relationships among phenomena, aiming for
generalisation (Slevitch, 2011). It explains relationships between dependent factors, such
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as HLC, and independent factors, such as ethnicity, age and gender, and identifies causes
that impact outcomes. Therefore, it allows prediction and generalisation (Scotland, 2012).
Given that objectivity and generalisation which are the fundamental principles of
positivism, are important for attaining this study’s aim, a positivist paradigm was
considered suitable for this study.
Employing a positivist paradigm allowed the use of quantitative methods to attain the
study aim, which required quantification of numerical data (where people’s perceptions
are given a number so to enable the undertaking of statistical procedures and
mathematical calculations), being participants’ HLC subscale scores. The study was
conducted by way of a written questionnaire (using questionnaires being one method for
conducting quantitative research) using Form C of the Multidimensional Health Locus of
Control scales (MHLC-C), which was developed by Wallston and Wallston (Wallston,
Stein & Smith, 1994).
Fourth, to answer thesis question 2 – what is a suitable health care model that addresses
the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD in
Australia? – a quantitative study was conducted (hereafter, ‘Study Three’). The study was
conducted to determine Arabic-speaking immigrants’ preference for a model of care
provision that could address their health care needs. The study was conducted by way of
a written questionnaire and used a comparative approach, with Caucasian Englishspeaking background patients with CVD utilised as a comparable group. The rationale
for using a comparison group is the same as that for Study One above.
A need may be defined as ‘a feeling of deficit with the desire to relieve this deficit’
(Juhnke, 2013). Eliminating a deficit leads to the satisfaction of a need. This, in turn, may
elevate patients’ satisfaction with care and adherence to treatment (Juhnke, 2013). Health
care models are often used to address the health care challenges and needs of specific
patient groups (Institute of Medicine (IOM), 2003; Padela, Gunter & Killawi, 2011;
Hasnain, 2006; Jayadevappa & Chhatre, 2011; Purnell, 2002). Developing and
implementing models of care for various diseases and patient groups enables the delivery
of health care that meets the community’s health care needs, and also meets the national
priorities for health outcomes by delivering reliable and impartial health care (Savage,
2009). Importantly, developing and implementing models of care has been shown to
improve treatment adherence (Kahn et al., 2007), self-management (Schmittdiel et al.,
2008), patient satisfaction with care (Gulliford et al., 2007; Kinmonth et al., 1998) and
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health outcomes (Alamo, 2002; Dobscha, 2009; Greenfield et al., 1988; Yeoh et al., 2018;
Edelman et al., 2006; Rocco et al., 2011; Rathert et al., 2015) among those with chronic
disease (Gulliford et al., 2007; Titchener, 2014; Yeoh et al., 2018; Zandbelt, 2007; Stock
et al., 2014).
Health care models that may be relevant to Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD
include the patient-centred care (PCC) model, the chronic care model, the cultural
competence model and the pharmaceutical care model. The last three models are regarded
as patient-centred approaches to care, as each incorporates a few of the dimensions of the
multi-faceted PCC model.
It is unclear from the literature whether any of the abovementioned models is sufficiently
comprehensive to address the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD. Therefore, it is important to explore whether Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD view any of these models (the chronic care model, the cultural
competence model, the pharmaceutical care model, or the PCC) as a suitable model of
care that may address their health care challenges and needs, or whether other factors
should be included. Therefore, the aim of Study Three is to determine Arabic-speaking
participants’ preference for a model of care provision that may address their health care
needs.
Again, a positivist paradigm was considered suitable for Study Three. The aim of Study
Three is to explore the objective reality (single truth) of the components of the preferred
model of care by each participant group, aiming for generalisability. Therefore, the
positivist paradigm was appropriate, as positivists believe that phenomena have objective
reality (Slevitch, 2011; Sale, Lohfeld & Brazil, 2002) and tend to search for a single truth
(Slevitch, 2011). Positivist methodology aims to measure as well as analyse causal
relationships among phenomena, aiming for generalisability (Slevitch, 2011). Employing
a positivist paradigm for this study was consistent with the use of quantitative methods to
attain the study aim, which required quantification of numerical data (participants’
preference scores) by way of a written questionnaire (WHO, 2008, p. 40).
The fifth step in this thesis involves a discussion drawing on the findings of the three
studies conducted in this thesis, and the literature relevant to these findings.
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1.3 Thesis structure
This thesis consists of eight chapters. The current chapter introduces the thesis. Chapter 2
presents a comprehensive literature review. It examines and critiques the relevant
literature on the thesis topic. It then concludes with identifying the gaps in that literature
and presents the aim of this PhD project. It is here that it is shown how the thesis relates,
and further contributes, to existing knowledge. Chapter 3 describes the methods and data
analysis of the three studies conducted for this thesis. Details of the research sample,
recruitment method, setting, data collection, ethical considerations and data analysis for
each study are discussed. This chapter also discusses data management, rigour of the
research and trustworthiness. Chapter 4 presents and discusses the findings from Study
One, being the interviews with Arabic-speaking participants with CVD and Caucasian
English-speaking background participants with CVD. Chapter 5 presents and discusses
the findings of the MHLC-C questionnaire completed by Arabic-speaking participants
with CVD and Caucasian English-speaking background participants with CVD, being the
findings of Study Two. Chapter 6 presents and discusses the findings emerging from the
health care model preference questionnaire (Study Three questionnaire) completed by
Arabic-speaking participants with CVD and Caucasian English-speaking background
participants with CVD. Chapter 7 provides a discussion drawing on the findings of the
three studies conducted in this thesis and the literature relevant to these findings. Chapter
8 concludes the thesis and discusses the implications of the three studies. It also provides
recommendations for the development of a suitable health care model for Arabicspeaking immigrants with CVD and, finally, suggests future directions for research.
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Chapter 2: Literature review
2.1 Health
Good health is fundamental to the well-being of individuals. It also contributes to
economic growth, as a healthy population tends to be more productive and reduces healthrelated economic costs (WHO, 2008, p. 40).
However, one may ask, what is health? Health is regarded as a ‘dynamic’ and complex
concept (Keleher & MacDougall, 2008). It may be difficult to define, and may be defined
differently by different people, societies, disciplines and cultures (Keleher &
MacDougall, 2008).
The definitions of health have evolved over many years to include more dimensions than
initially assumed to be relevant. In 1948, the WHO defined health as ‘a state of complete
physical, mental, and social wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity’
(WHO, 2006). That is, according to the WHO, health comprises three dimensions:
physical, mental, and social. Thereafter, Eberst suggested that health consists of five
dimensions: the physical, mental, social, spiritual, and emotional wellbeing (Eberst,
1984). In contrast to the WHO, Eberst did not define health as ‘a state of complete
physical’ wellbeing. This is because the WHO definition neglects issues such as wellmanaged chronic disease, which may enable chronic disease patients to function well
(Svalastog et al., 2017). Thus, the original WHO definition which defines health as a
complete state of health is lacking. The WHO definition is also lacking in that it does not
include spiritual and emotional wellbeing, two dimensions that may be central to attaining
and maintaining a healthy life (Stoewen, 2017).
The WHO’s definition was developed in 1948, when communicable diseases were highly
prevalent (Cossart, 2014). People with communicable diseases may have had poor
functional capacity. In contrast, chronic disease is currently highly prevalent worldwide
(Roth et al., 2017). Chronic disease patients may regard themselves (and may be
regarded) as ‘healthy’ when appropriately managing their disease and perceiving it as
being under control (Witt et al., 2017). Therefore, it may be argued that health is no longer
a ‘state of complete wellbeing’, but a state of relatively complete wellbeing (Alejandro &
O’Grady, 2008).
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More recently, ‘health’ has been more conclusively defined as ‘a relative state in which
one is able to function well physically, mentally, socially, and spiritually in order to
express the full range of one’s unique potentialities within the environment in which one
is living’ (Svalastog et al., 2009, p. 432). That is, ‘health is primarily a measure of each
person's ability to do and become what he wants to become’ (The Free Dictionary, 2006).
While this definition still lacks an important health dimension – namely, emotional
wellbeing – it could be considered more reflective of health in contemporary society. It
takes into account that a person with a disease may have high functional capacity, lead a
normal life and, therefore, may be justified in reporting good health status. It also states
that health is a relative state rather than an absolute state – rightly so, as one’s health may
vary day to day. This is in contrast to the initial WHO definition which defines health as
a ‘complete’ state of wellbeing. The WHO definition is impractical as it may be difficult
to measure or even attain ‘complete’ health, given the complexity of the concept and lack
of a comprehensive definition of it (Huber et al., 2011).
Therefore, it appears that it may be impossible to fully define such a complex concept.
This is even more so as almost all definitions of health were provided by Western scholars
who can be presumed to hold Western views about health. One can question whether
health would be defined differently by non-Western cultures.

2.1.1 Determinants of health
Health behaviours influence people’s health. A health behaviour is
[t]he activity undertaken by individuals for the purpose of maintaining or enhancing
their health, preventing health problems… [and] includes the physically handicapped
and persons with chronic diseases who seek to control, minimize, or contain their
affliction through positive forms of health behaviour, such as diet, exercise, and
avoiding smoking. (Cockerham, 1998, p. 84)

According to Short and Mollborn (2015, p. 1), a person’s health and health behaviours
may be influenced by
[a] cumulated set of experiences and circumstances that have unfolded over time, in
distinct social and physical contexts. This perspective, a blend of medical, sociology,
social demography, and social epidemiology, emphasizes… social determinants of
health

Various factors within the individual’s living environment may influence health and
health behaviour. This is because health is determined not only by advances in science
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but also by the individual’s – and her/his society’s – lifestyle choices and efforts. These
aspects are referred to as social determinants of health (AIHW, 2016). According to the
WHO, social determinants of health are ‘the conditions in which people are born, grow,
work, live, and age, and the wider set of forces and systems shaping the conditions of
daily life’ (WHO, 2017b, p. 1). Social determinants of health include the individual’s
physical, economic and social environment as well as her/his characteristics and actions.
Examples of social determinants of health include access to education, social support,
culture (as cultural beliefs affect health), literacy, social norms and social attitudes (for
example discrimination), socioeconomic status (SES), and the availability and utilisation
of health services (AIHW, 2016). Arguably, however, while social determinants of health
may encompass many aspects that influence an individual’s health, it could be argued that
they are not the only aspects that influence it. For example, religious beliefs may also
influence health-seeking behaviour and health-promoting behaviour patterns (Abed et al.,
2014) and, therefore, may influence health and health outcomes.
While a good physical, economic and social environment is positively associated with
health-promoting behaviours (Short & Mollborn, 2015), it cannot be assumed that living
in such an environment will always result in health-promoting behaviours and good
health. For example, some individuals with higher SES may not undertake health
promoting behaviours, such as diet or exercise, due to time constraints and the physical
demands of their job. Therefore, it may be argued that the relationship between social
determinants of health and health-promoting behaviour is not always linear. Instead, one
may argue that health-promoting behaviour may be influenced by an interplay between
various social determinants of health.
Poor health is becoming a common experience, not just in Australia but globally (Deaton
et al., 2011). For example, there is an increased prevalence of chronic non-communicable
diseases, particularly CVD, worldwide (Deaton et al., 2011). Evidence has established
that social determinants of health such as access to health services and appropriate
lifestyle choices can help delay the onset of many of these diseases (Kreatsoulas, 2010).
Yet, poor access to health services – for example, due to lack of culturally acceptable
health services (Alzubaidi et al., 2015) – and poor uptake of disease prevention measures
may be very common health care issues contributing to illness (Piepoli et al., 2016).
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2.2 Cardiovascular disease
Cardiovascular disease refers to all diseases of the heart and blood vessels (AIHW, 2011).
Both globally and in Australia, the majority of CVD mortality is caused by atherosclerosis
(AIHW, 2011). The most common types of CVD in Australia are coronary heart disease
and heart failure (Tong & Stevenson, 2007).
CVD risk factors can be categorised as either modifiable or non-modifiable risk factors.
Non-modifiable risk factors are those risk factors that cannot be changed by individuals.
These include age, gender, ethnicity, and family history of the disease. On the other hand,
modifiable risk factors can be changed or managed. Modifiable risk factors include
smoking, physical inactivity, poor nutrition, excessive alcohol consumption, obesity,
hypertension, diabetes, depression and dyslipidaemia. Improving these modifiable risk
factors, using preventive health interventions, can decrease the risk, progression or impact
of CVD (AIHW, 2011).
A case-control study, ‘INTERHEART’, which recruited 27,098 participants from 52
countries, identified that 90% of acute myocardial infarction cases occurred due to nine
modifiable risk factors. These include diabetes, depression, unhealthy diet and physical
inactivity (Yusuf et al., 2004). However, the INTERHEART study did not explore the
impact of social determinants of health, which play a major role in CVD risk prediction
and are causative factors for health inequities between countries (Havranek et al., 2015).

2.3 The extent of the problem
2.3.1 Prevalence and burden of cardiovascular disease worldwide
CVD is the leading cause of death worldwide (Wirtz et al., 2016). In 2016, 17.9 million
people died due to CVD globally (WHO, 2017a) and it is predicted that by the year 2030,
23.6 million deaths will occur annually due to CVD (Mathers & Loncar, 2006).
The burden of CVD is substantial in terms of its worldwide prevalence (WHO, 2017a)
and its health, social and economic burden. (Bloom et al., 2011; Carter et al., 2019). Data
on trends in CVD prevalence show rapid increases in CVD prevalence worldwide (WHO,
2011a). Approximately 84 million US adults have CVD and it is projected that by 2030
over 40% of adults in the USA will have CVD (Heidenreich et al., 2011). In the United
Kingdom, more than 7.4 million people suffer from CVD (British Heart Foundation,
2020).
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CVD places heavy economic burdens on health care systems worldwide. It is projected
that total global CVD direct and indirect costs will increase to US$1.044 trillion (a 22%
increase from 2011 levels) by 2030 (Bloom et al., 2011; Heidenreich et al., 2011). It is
further projected that unless countries worldwide invest in CVD prevention and
treatment, the global cost may be as high as $47 trillion in the next 25 years (Laslett et
al., 2012).

2.3.2 Prevalence and burden of cardiovascular disease in the Arabic
speaking countries
Despite the socioeconomic variation amongst Arabic-speaking countries – which refers
to the 22 countries who are member states of the Arab League and where Arabic is the
official spoken language or is spoken by the majority of the population (Mazbouh-Moussa
& Ohtsuka, 2017) – CVD is the leading cause of morbidity and mortality in all these
countries (Deniz, 2013).
Arabic-speaking countries have experienced vast socioeconomic changes in the past few
decades. Countries in the Arabian Gulf region have had significant increases in wealth
since the discovery of oil in the region and are now amongst the most affluent countries
in the world (Alnohair, 2014). As a result, they have undergone globalisation,
urbanisation, industrialisation and socioeconomic development, with their associated
elevation of CVD prevalence (Alnohair, 2014). Urbanisation and industrialisation lead to
increased access to modern technologies, which tend to reduce physically demanding
tasks and promote a more sedentary lifestyle. They also increase access to many foods,
including unhealthy foods, which may increase obesity (Deaton et al., 2011).
Globalisation is associated with ‘interdependence’ of economies, which involves
international trading and the cross-border flow of items such as tobacco, alcohol,
unhealthy food and modern technologies (Mendez & Popkin, 2004; Meetoo, 2008). That
is, globalisation, urbanisation and industrialisation may promote smoking, physical
inactivity, poor nutrition, excessive alcohol consumption and obesity, which are CVD
risk factors. This is compounded by high food intake at regular social gatherings, part of
a cultural norm of ‘generosity’ in the Arabic-speaking countries (Al-Othaimeen, AlNozha & Osman, 2007; Badran & Laher, 2011). Hence, CVD mortality rates in these
regions are amongst the highest in the world (Badran & Laher, 2011).
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While countries in the Arabian Gulf region have had seen significant increases in wealth,
other Arabic-speaking countries (such as Yemen) suffer from poverty, violent conflicts,
and political and social turmoil. These countries were initially predominantly rural, then
became urbanised, resulting in alteration of their dietary and physical activity patterns.
This change has led to an elevated risk of CVD, with no substantial preventative programs
due to the poor economic situations in these countries (Ramahi, 2010; Wolf-Maier et al.,
2003).

2.3.3 Prevalence and burden of cardiovascular disease in Australia
In Australia, CVD is the second leading cause of disease burden, accounting for 15% of
the total disease burden (measured by premature death and disability), second only to
cancer (AIHW, 2011). In Australia, one person dies every 12 minutes due to CVD
(AIHW, 2012). This is not surprising given that CVD affects 4.2 million Australian
people (Dunbar, 2017) and nine in ten Australian adults have one or more CVD risk
factors (AIHW, 2012). It is projected that by the year 2051, 6.4 million Australian people
will have CVD (Access Economics, 2005).
CVD also has the highest health care expenditure in Australia (Dunbar, 2017). In 2015–
2016, it consumed the largest proportion of health expenditure, at $5.6 billion (AIHW,
2019b) or 12% of total health care expenditure (Dunbar, 2017).

2.3.4 Prevalence and burden of cardiovascular disease among
immigrants
Factors such as genetic predisposition, birthplace, country of origin and culture have been
shown to influence the prevalence of CVD and its risk factors in different ethnic groups,
including immigrants (Dassanayake et al., 2011; Rose et al., 2013; Thanassoulis & Vasan,
2010).
CVD prevalence tends to be higher among immigrants living in Western countries than
among their non-immigrant counterparts (Dassanayake et al., 2011; Rose et al., 2013;
Juergens et al., 2016; Fedeli et al., 2018). In Australia, an observational study (n = 6304
participants) has found that myocardial infarction and heart failure were more common
among those with English as their second language compared to those with English as
their first language. In-hospital mortality was also higher among those participants (7.1%
vs 3.8%; p < 0.001). However, rates of cardiac procedures, such as percutaneous coronary
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intervention, and rates of referral to CR programs were lower among those with English
as their second language (Juergens et al., 2016). Similar results have been reported in a
systemic review of 12 studies (Dassanayake et al., 2009), which showed that CVD
prevalence tended to be higher among immigrants from the Middle East and some
European countries compared to their non-immigrant counterparts.
Ethnic minority patients (including immigrants) are also known to have significantly
higher CVD-related mortality (Lauffenburger et al., 2014). Ethnic minority patients tend
to have higher risk of in-hospital mortality compared to other patients (Juergens et al.,
2016).

2.3.5 Prevalence and burden of cardiovascular disease among Arabicspeaking immigrants in Australia
Australia is one of the most multicultural countries in the world (Dassanayake et al.,
2009), with 28% of the Australian population born overseas (AIHW, 2019x). Australia
has 200 ethnic groups, speaking more than 300 languages at home (Dassanayake et al.,
2009). Therefore, ‘Australia’s national health profile’ is significantly influenced by the
health profiles of the ethnic groups living in it (Shahwan-Akl, 2010).
Arabic-speaking immigrants make up the third-largest language group in Australia (after
English speakers) (ABS, 2016). Arabic-speaking immigrants in Australia comprise
immigrants from the Middle East and North Africa. Therefore, in this thesis ‘Arabicspeaking immigrants’ refers to immigrants from the ‘Middle East’, or ‘North Africa’. The
majority of Arabic speaking immigrants in Australia live in NSW and Victoria.
Several international (El-Sayed & Galea, 2009; Tu et al., 2015; McDermott-Levy & Al
Balushi, 2015; El-Sayed et al., 2011) and Australian studies (Dassanayake et al., 2009;
Dassanayake et al., 2011; Gallegos et al., 2019; El Masri et al., 2017; ABS, 2008) suggest
that Arabic-speaking immigrants have a higher prevalence of CVD and CVD risk factors
than many other cultural groups, including the mainstream cultural group of the countries
studied. The Cardiovascular Health in Ambulatory Care Research Team (CANHEART)
Immigrant Study, which included 824,662 first-generation immigrants from 201
countries, showed that the prevalence of major CVD events was highest among firstgeneration immigrants from Iraq, Afghanistan and East Asia compared to the other
groups under study (Tu et al., 2015).
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In Australia, the Arabic-speaking immigrant group has a higher prevalence of CVD and
recurrent CVD events compared to many other groups living in Australia (Dassanayake
et al., 2009; Dassanayake et al., 2011; Gallegos et al., 2019; El Masri et al., 2017; ABS,
2008). An Australia-based study has shown that male immigrants from the Middle East
have a higher risk of acute myocardial infarction than Australian-born males
(Dassanayake et al., 2011). Additionally, a systematic review by Dassanayake et al. of 12
Australian studies finds that the prevalence of CVD risk factors, CVD morbidity, and
CVD mortality was higher among Middle Eastern immigrants compared to the Australiaborn population (people living in Australia who were born in Australia) (Dassanayake et
al., 2009). It has been suggested that this may be due to lifestyle factors associated with
their countries of origin, including the consumption of a high-calorie diet, physical
inactivity and high smoking levels, which often persist in Australia (Gholizadeh et al.,
2011).

2.4 Secondary prevention
There is a substantial risk of CVD event recurrence or death among patients with existing
CVD (Lindh et al., 2018; Redfern, 2011). An Australian study has found that among a
total of 28,941 participants with coronary heart disease, 43% of participants had recurrent
CVD events (Briffa et al., 2011). There is a significantly higher risk of death due to a
repeat CVD event compared to an initial event (Redfern, 2011). Evidence shows that one
in five repeat myocardial infarction cases results in death, while only one in ten initial
events results in death (Redfern, 2011).
It is reported that one of the most effective ways of decreasing the burden of CVD is
promoting CVD secondary prevention. CVD secondary prevention refers to the provision
of a harmonised set of risk-reduction interventions to patients with existing CVD, with
the aim of decreasing the risk of subsequent CVD events and death, using long-term case
management (Perk et al., 2012). CVD secondary prevention has been shown to decrease
the risk of subsequent CVD events or death (Li et al., 2019), improve functional status
and improve patients’ quality of life (Mayer-Berger et al., 2014). International (National
Clinical Guidelines Centre, 2013; Smith, Jr. et al., 2011; Perk et al., 2012) and national
(National Heart Foundation of Australia & Cardiac Society of Australia and New
Zealand, 2012) guidelines recommend CVD secondary prevention for all patients with
existing CVD. Secondary prevention measures include smoking cessation, low alcohol
consumption, physical activity, weight management, blood pressure control, type 2
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diabetes mellitus management, depression screening and treatment, using relevant
pharmacotherapy, and secondary prevention programs including CR programs (Smith, Jr.
et al., 2011). CR programs assist patients in identifying, addressing, and managing
modifiable CVD risk factors, and, assist in improving compliance with medical therapies
(Goble, 1999; Thurston, 2008). According to the WHO, more than 75% of CVD mortality
could be avoided by the adoption of a healthy lifestyle (Perk et al., 2012).
One limitation of current secondary prevention guidelines is that most of the randomised
controlled trials utilised to develop these guidelines have not included immigrant
participants (Lip et al., 2007; Piepoli et al., 2016). Accordingly, most of the secondary
prevention guidelines are directed at the general population, with very limited reference
to immigrants. For instance, the guidelines provided by the National Heart Foundation of
Australia only suggest the following: ‘Tailor messages to the needs of patients of different
ethno-cultural groups and literacy levels’ (National Heart Foundation of Australia &
Cardiac Society of Australia and New Zealand, 2012). There is no mention of suggested
methods by which this can be achieved. It is important that ethnicity is taken into account
when developing secondary prevention guidelines, as doing so will lead to the provision
of more effective recommendations which members of various ethnic groups can adhere
to, and benefit from.
In order to provide effective secondary prevention guidelines to immigrants, it is
important to consider their cultural characteristics and their values, beliefs and social
norms, as these aspects shape patients’ behaviour. Accordingly, recommendations must
be culturally and linguistically tailored (Stuart-Shor et al., 2012).
Noteably, while secondary prevention refers to the provision of a harmonised set of riskreduction interventions to patients with existing CVD, with the aim of decreasing the risk
of subsequent CVD events and death, primary prevention refers to the provision of a
harmonised set of risk-reduction interventions to people without CVD, with the aim of
decreasing the risk of experiencing a CVD event. On the other hand, tertiary prevention
is utilised once long-term effects occur, in order to assist patients to manage pain, and,
enhance life expectancy and quality of life (Perk et al., 2012). This thesis focuses on
secondary prevention and secondary prevention services.
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2.5 Challenges to secondary prevention among immigrants
Poor undertaking of secondary prevention measures increases immigrants’ risk of
recurrent CVD events or death (Li et al., 2019). There is ample evidence that immigrants
face many challenges to secondary prevention compared to their non-immigrant
counterparts. (Juergens et al., 2016; Lewey & Choudhry, 2014; Stuart-Shor et al., 2012).
These challenges include barriers to self-management (Diaz et al., 2017; El Samman et
al., 2013), poor access to secondary prevention services (Juergens et al., 2016) and gaps
in the implementation of CVD secondary prevention interventions in primary care
(Huang, Daddo & Clune, 2009). Therefore, immigrants have significantly higher rates of
recurrent CVD events and higher rates of CVD related mortality (Lauffenburger et al.,
2014).

2.5.1 Barriers to self-management
Patients with CVD are required to self-manage their disease on a daily basis by managing
their symptoms, adhering to pharmacotherapy, and adopting a healthy lifestyle (Huygens
et al., 2016). Self-management refers to ‘the ability to manage the symptoms, treatment,
physical and psychosocial consequences, and life-style changes inherent in living with a
chronic condition’ (Barlow et al., 2002). Self-management allows patients to play a major
role in their own care while health care providers (HCPs) act as the mediators of such
care (Aslani et al., 2011; Lorig, 2003; Bodenheimer, 2002). Evidence shows that effective
CVD self-management may decrease recurrent CVD events, decrease hospital admission,
decrease CVD complications, improve health outcomes and improve quality of life
(Toback & Clark, 2017). However, despite these benefits, immigrants may have fewer
resources to enable them to self-manage their chronic disease (Barbara & Krass, 2013;
Jager et al., 2019). These will be discussed next.

2.5.1.1 Disease knowledge and experience
Literature suggests that patients’ cultural beliefs shape their health beliefs and their
perceptions of illness and treatment. It has been suggested that cultural beliefs tend to
influence patients’ beliefs, attitudes, understanding and knowledge regarding illness and
their experience of it (i.e., their explanatory models) (Davidson et al., 2011; Alzubaidi et
al., 2015; Shahin et al., 2020). This, in turn, may influence their health behaviour (Bertran
et al., 2015; Shahin et al., 2020; McNamara et al., 2015; Alzubaidi et al., 2015) and impact
on their self-management practices (El Masri et al., 2020; Fritz et al., 2016). Therefore,
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patients from differing cultural backgrounds may have different understandings and
experiences of CVD and its treatment (Hirani & Newman, 2005), which may impact on
their health behaviours (Bertran et al., 2015) and self-management practices (El Masri et
al., 2020; Fritz et al., 2016). Consequently, it is important to explore immigrant patients’
beliefs, concerns, knowledge and experiences in relation to CVD. This is important for
identifying their barriers and facilitators to self-management, which in turn may enable
the development of appropriate interventions that are congruent with their cultural beliefs
(Bertran et al., 2015; El Masri et al., 2020; Fritz et al., 2016; Song et al., 2012).
A few studies have found that the Arabic culture may have an impact on chronic disease
patients’ self-management behaviour, calling for the exploration of Arabic-speaking
patients’ beliefs, and the incorporation of their related needs into their health care (Bertran
et al., 2015; El Masri et al., 2020; Fritz et al., 2016). These studies identify that Arabicspeaking immigrants’ cultural beliefs impact on their health behaviour, so, the provision
of health information that is linguistically and culturally competent may enhance selfmanagement. Given that the Arabic culture emphasises family unity, family involvement
in care is also important in self-management. Additionally, given their high regard for
physicians (El Samman et al., 2013; Bertran et al., 2015; El-Islam, 2005) an effective
HCP–patient relationship that is characterised by guidance and where HCPs educate
patients and provide them with needed resources may enhance self-management among
these patients (El Masri et al., 2020; Fritz et al., 2016).
No studies have been conducted to determine the impact of the Arabic culture on disease
self-management behaviour of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD. It is important to
explore this issue in order to determine these immigrant patients’ barriers and facilitators
to self-management, which in turn may inform the development of appropriate selfmanagement interventions for this patient group (Bertran et al., 2015; Song et al., 2012).

2.5.1.2 Barriers to health-seeking behaviour
Health-seeking behaviour has been defined as a ‘sequence of remedial actions that
individuals undertake to rectify perceived ill-health’ (Bhuiya, 2009). Health-seeking
behaviour regulates health service utilisation and, therefore, the health outcomes of a
community (Musoke et al., 2015). Health-seeking behaviour can be measured by the time
difference between disease onset and consulting a HCP; the degree to which the patient
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adheres to the treatment; reasons for not seeking help from HCPs; the type of HCPs
preferred; and the reasons for choosing a HCP (Bhuiya, 2009).
Barriers to health-seeking behaviour among immigrants will be discussed next.

2.5.1.2.1 Barriers to treatment adherence
The terms ‘adherence’ and ‘compliance’ tend to be used interchangeably in the literature.
The term ‘compliance’ tends to refer to ‘the extent to which a person’s behaviour – taking
medication, following a diet, and/or executing lifestyle changes – corresponds with
agreed recommendations from a healthcare provider’ (Cramer et al., 2003, p. 46). The
term ‘adherence’ refers to ‘the extent to which a patient’s actual history of drug
administration, lifestyle and/or diet corresponds with the prescribed regimen. It concerns
the timing, dosage, and frequency of day-to-day treatment’ (WHO, 2003, p. 4).
Patients with CVD are required to self-manage their disease on a daily basis by managing
their symptoms, adopting a healthy lifestyle and adhering to pharmacotherapy (Barlow et
al., 2002). Immigrants tend to be less likely to adhere to CVD treatment than their nonimmigrant counterparts due to barriers to treatment adherence (Lewey & Choudhry,
2014). According to Lai, the factors playing a major role in poor medication adherence
among immigrants include: lack of knowledge regarding the disease, its consequences
and its treatment; lack of knowledge regarding disease self-management; stress; poor
communication with HCPs; poor literacy; mistrust of Western health care systems; and
fatalism (Lai et al., 2011). Other barriers to medication adherence among immigrants
include cultural and religious beliefs regarding disease and treatment (Aslani et al., 2011),
low motivation (possibly due to factors such as fatalism), lack of perceived need for
medications or perceived inefficacy of medications (Lai et al., 2011), poor follow-up by
HCPs (Lauffenburger et al., 2014), poor social support (Aslani et al., 2011) and language
barriers, which may contribute to poor understanding of HCPs (Lewey & Choudhry,
2014; Lai et al., 2011). Language barriers may result in patients not understanding verbal
or written information, which in turn may result in poor medication adherence (Aslani et
al., 2011; Lai et al., 2011).
Patients’ beliefs and knowledge regarding their disease and treatment, their treatment
outcome expectations, their motivation to self-manage their disease and their confidence
(self-efficacy) to do so are all factors that interact to affect medication adherence (Aslani
et al., 2011). A recent Australian study showed that there is a significant link between
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illness perceptions and medication adherence (p = 0.000) among Arabic-speaking
immigrants. The study also reported that those who attribute their disease causes to
external factors (for example, fate) are less likely to adhere to their medication regimen.
On the other hand, those who believe that they can control their disease, and those who
believe that treatment may improve their symptoms, are more likely to adhere to their
medications (Shahin et al., 2020).
Other barriers to treatment adherence include low SES (Aslani et al., 2011), low education
levels (Ho, 2006; Aslani et al., 2011) and poor health literacy (Aslani et al., 2011; Ngoh,
2009). These barriers may be particularly evident among immigrants (Lai et al., 2011).
Low level of education (Ho, 2006; Aslani et al., 2011) and poor health literacy (Aslani et
al., 2011; Ngoh, 2009) have been linked to medication discontinuation. This is because
patients may have limited knowledge regarding their disease and its consequences, and
the importance of adhering to treatment, or may have difficulty understanding verbal and
written information, which in turn may lead to poor medication adherence. (Aslani et al.,
2011). Given that in many Arabic-speaking countries health education and secondary
prevention are minimal (Salman, 2012), immigrants from these countries may be unaware
of the importance of medication adherence.
Some treatment-related factors may also affect medication adherence. These include
confusion due to the complexity of medication regimen, previous experience with
treatment failure, constant change of medication regimen causing confusion for the
patient, concerns regarding side effects, lack of medication counselling (Jackevicius, Li
& Tu, 2008) and lack of medical support to address medication-related issues (Aslani et
al., 2011; Jackevicius et al., 2008).
Studies among Middle Eastern patients with chronic disease have reported a wide
variation of non-adherence rates across studies, with rates of non-adherence ranging from
1.4% to 88% across the various studies. Among 19 studies, reasons for non-adherence
included medication side-effects, concerns regarding drug dependency, feeling
asymptomatic, perception that the medication is ineffective, poor follow-up, and poor
health education regarding disease and treatment (Al-Qasem, Smith & Clifford, 2011).
While no studies were identified that focussed on treatment adherence among Arabicspeaking immigrants with CVD, one study examined Arabic-speaking immigrants with
diabetes in Australia. That study reported that 88.3% of Arabic-speaking participants
were non-adherent with their medication regimen, compared to 45.1% of their English21

speaking counterparts. It was suggested that the difference in adherence levels between
the two groups may be due to Arabic-speaking participants’ significantly higher
scepticism about diabetes medication. However, given that the study sample was limited
to Victoria, these results may not be generalisable (Alzubaidi et al., 2015).
Poor adherence to CVD treatment has been shown to increase the likelihood of recurrent
CVD events, hospitalisation, increased mortality, and to increase health care cost (Bitton
et al., 2013; Jackevicius et al., 2008). In a retrospective cohort trial of 15,767 participants
with coronary artery disease, which included a 4.1 year follow up, poor adherence to CVD
medications was associated with 10–40% relative risk elevation of CVD hospitalisations,
an increased risk of revascularisation and an elevated rate of mortality (Ho et al., 2008).
Likewise, in a study by Jackevicius et al. (n = 4591 post-acute myocardial infarction
patients) the adjusted one-year mortality rate was higher among those who filled some of
their discharge medications compared to those who filled all of them (odds ratio 1.44;
95% confidence interval, 1.15 to 1.79; p

0.001). Additionally, the adjusted one-year

mortality rate was higher among participants who did not fill any of their discharge
medications compared to those who filled all of them (odds ratio, 1.80; 95% confidence
interval, 1.35 to 2.42; p

0.0001). In this study, participants who did not obtain any of

their discharge medications within 120 days following acute myocardial infarction had
an 80% elevated risk of death while those who obtained only some of their discharge
prescriptions had 44% elevated risk of death. Participants who were provided with
discharge medication counselling were more likely to obtain all discharge prescriptions,
and their risk of one-year mortality was lower than those who were not provided with
discharge medication counselling (Jackevicius et al., 2008). This highlights the
significant role pharmacists can play in medication adherence among those with CVD.
There is a lack of studies exploring whether Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD
adhere to treatment and, if not, what barriers to treatment adherence they face, particularly
in the Australian context. It is important to explore these issues and address barriers to
adherence among these patients, given the severe consequences associated with poor
adherence to CVD treatment.

2.5.1.2.2 Barriers to adherence to a healthy lifestyle
Arabic-speaking people’s way of life may also create barriers to adopting a healthy
lifestyle, which is important for CVD secondary prevention. This is because the
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traditional Arabic lifestyle tends to promote high-calorie diet, which is compounded by a
high frequency of social gatherings that involve food sharing (El Masri et al., 2020) as
generosity is a cultural norm (Badran & Laher, 2011). Therefore, Arabic-speaking
immigrants tend to have a higher prevalence of overweight and obesity compared to the
general population (Alejandro & O’Grady, 2008). Additionally, the traditional Arabic
lifestyle tends to promote smoking and physical inactivity, which are CVD risk factors
(Collier & Kienzler, 2018). Cigarettes are offered in social gathering as often as
beverages. Consequently, Arabic-speaking people have a high prevalence of smoking
(Shara et al., 2010). Furthermore, Arabic-speaking immigrants may find it challenging to
exercise publicly due to cultural modesty, particularly in a mixed-gender setting. This
issue is further compounded by the lack of affordable gender-specific exercise facilities
(Benjamin & Donnelly, 2013). Therefore, physical inactivity is prevalent among Arabicspeaking immigrants (Shara et al., 2010). These issues may be compounded by the fact
that in the Arabic-speaking countries health education and preventative care tend to be
minimal (Salman, 2012). Therefore, Arabic-speaking immigrants’ health literacy may be
low, highlighting the importance of educating this patient group regarding CVD
secondary prevention.
Few studies have explored Arabic-speaking immigrants’ adherence to a healthy lifestyle.
Studies of Arabic-speaking immigrants with chronic disease show they tend not to adhere
to a healthy lifestyle due to factors including cultural beliefs, social norms, lack of family
support and poor self-efficacy (Alzubaidi et al., 2015; Bertran et al., 2015). In a study by
Olaya-Contreras et al., Iraqi participants (n = 50 Iraqi first-generation immigrants with
diabetes) reported facing many barriers to lifestyle modification. Despite acknowledging
the importance of following a healthy diet, participants reported that they tended to follow
a high-calorie diet due to social norms and being accustomed to their cultural diet which
is a high calorie diet. They also reported being physically inactive due to the difficulty of
finding conveniently located gender-specific exercise facilities, being discouraged by the
family, and not being accustomed to physical activity as it is uncommon in Iraq (OlayaContreras et al., 2019).
Similarly, studies in the Arabic-speaking countries from which people migrate to
Australia suggest that patients with chronic diseases, including CVD, do not tend to
adhere to a healthy lifestyle (Serour et al., 2007). In a Kuwaiti study by Serour et al.,
63.5% of participants reported that they do not follow a healthy diet. This was attributed
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to factors including traditional high-calorie diets, regular consumption of fast food, the
impracticality of following a different diet to the rest of the family and having many social
gatherings. Overall, 90.4% of participants were overweight or obese, while 64.4% did not
undertake physical activity due to factors including lack of time, having multiple diseases,
and hot weather (Serour et al., 2007). Similarly, in a study that explored CVD secondary
prevention among Palestinians, physicians reported that patients with CVD do not tend
to exercise as this is not a common activity for Palestinians. Work commitments were
also reported as a barrier to physical activity and it was further identified that smoking
was highly prevalent among their patients as it is used to socialise with others and to
combat stress. Additionally, participants reported that people are ‘complacent’ regarding
CVD prevention (Collier & Kienzler, 2018).
Cardiac rehabilitation programs assist patients in identifying, addressing and managing
modifiable CVD risk factors and help in improving compliance with medical therapies
(Goble, 1999; Thurston, 2008). Evidence shows that the benefits associated with CR
participation include symptom improvement, decreased risk of recurrent CVD events or
death, improved independence and improved quality of life (Suaya et al., 2009; Thurston,
2008). Despite this, the patient groups that are least likely to be referred to CR programs
include immigrants (Jolly, 2004; Patrick, 2010). It has been suggested that immigrant
patients face many barriers to CR participation (Juergens et al., 2016). These include
language barriers (Al-Sharifi et al., 2019; Haghshenas & Davidson, 2011), cultural
barriers (for example, lack of culturally sensitive advice) (Haghshenas & Davidson, 2011;
Neubeck et al., 2011), lack of referral (Neubeck et al., 2011) and poor understanding of
CR (Chauhan et al., 2010; Neubeck et al., 2011).
An extensive literature search did not identify any studies exploring possible barriers to
adopting a healthy lifestyle and to CR participation among Arabic-speaking immigrants
with CVD in Australia. These barriers should be identified and addressed in order to
enable the development of education programs and CR programs that meet the needs of
these patients, and in turn improve their undertaking of secondary prevention measures.

2.5.1.2.3 The type of health care providers preferred
The literature identifies that patients from ethnic backgrounds tend to prefer consulting
HCPs who are of the same ethnic group (Quine, 1999; Wang, Rosenberg & Lo, 2008).
For instance, in a study by Wang, 80% of participants (Chinese immigrants living in
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Canada) disclosed that they preferred consulting Chinese physicians, whom they felt were
better able to understand them, understand their culture, and provide them with culturally
competent health care. This preference was strong regardless of participants’ SES,
education level and age. However, those who had spent longer in Western countries were
more likely to utilise non-Chinese doctors (Wang, 2007).
The literature provides inconsistent information regarding the ethnic identity of the HCPs
Arabic-speaking immigrants prefer to consult. Some studies suggest that Arabic-speaking
immigrants prefer consulting Arabic-speaking HCPs (El Samman et al., 2013; Quine,
1999; Erickson & Al-Timimi, 2001). For example, Erickson and Al-Timimi, established
that when consulting HCPs who are not of Arabic-speaking background, Arabic-speaking
immigrants living in the USA fear not being understood and being negatively stereotyped
(Erickson & Al-Timimi, 2001). Other studies suggest that Arabic-speaking immigrants
prefer not to consult Arabic-speaking HCPs, for reasons including privacy concerns. In a
study by Youssef and Deane (2006) participants identified that confidentiality concerns
preclude them from consulting Arabic-speaking general practitioners (GPs), as there is a
broad lack of confidentiality within the Arabic-speaking community. Therefore, they fear
that Arabic-speaking HCPs may reveal their private information to others in the Arabic
community, particularly if they also interact with these HCPs socially in places such as
churches or mosques (Youssef & Deane, 2006).
It is important to explore the ethnic identity of the HCPs Arabic-speaking immigrants
prefer to consult given that access to preferred HCPs impacts on health-seeking behaviour
(Bhuiya, 2009).

2.5.1.3 Insufficient provider support
There is substantial evidence for the benefits associated with self-management of chronic
conditions. Self-management support refers to actions (beyond any formal selfmanagement training) that may help patients to implement and maintain the health
behaviours required to manage their disease on an ongoing basis (Haas et al., 2013).
Evidence shows that self-management support can elevate patients’ self-efficacy (belief
in their ability to perform the behavioural activities needed to reach the required aim) and
capacity to self-manage their disease. This may allow patients to make accurate choices,
help them to embrace healthy behaviours and help them to access health care (Haas et al.,
2013). HCPs can enhance self-efficacy by delivering self-management education to
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patients. Self-management education should include a plan that offers patients problemsolving expertise, enabling them to determine their issues, and that provides them with
methods to assist them in making health-related decisions, taking actions and altering
these actions when needed (Lenzen et al., 2017). Therefore, it has been suggested that
‘partnering with patients’ is important in developing suitable self-management
approaches (Fritz et al., 2016).
Provider support which should entail accessibility, sound communication and a good
patient–provider relationship (Mead et al., 2010) has been shown to improve selfmanagement (Lenzen et al., 2017), including improving pharmacotherapy management
which leads to improved treatment adherence (Mead et al., 2010) and improved health
outcomes (Lenzen et al., 2017).
Studies of immigrants with CVD identified that these patients lack provider support
(Kaholokula et al., 2008; Jin et al., 2019). Participants in these studies reported poor
understanding of their disease and its risk factors, and poor adherence to treatment and
lifestyle changes due to poor provider support. In a study by El Samman et al., Arabicspeaking participants with chronic disease reported poor provider support, which they
regarded as a barrier to disease management. Participants reported that HCPs do not
educate them regarding their disease and treatment, do not provide them with
linguistically competent written information and do not answer their questions, which
impacts on their disease management (El Samman et al., 2013).
There is lack of studies examining whether Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD are
provided with sufficient provider support, and what type of provider support issues they
may face. Given the impact of provider support on CVD management and health
outcomes, these issues should be explored and addressed.

2.5.1.4 Family involvement in care
The role of family as an important factor in CVD management has been well documented.
It has been suggested that family dynamics, cooperation, interference and contextual
issues impact on patients’ outcomes (Saleh et al., 2018; Hill, Carson & Vitale, 2019).
Some research suggests that family role may have a positive impact on CVD management
(Shahriari et al., 2013) while other research indicate that it may have a negative impact
(Kokab et al., 2018; Saleh et al., 2018). Putting family commitments and family needs as
a priority can hinder the undertaking of secondary prevention measures and act as a
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barrier to self-management (Saleh et al., 2018; Kokab et al., 2018; Hill et al., 2019).
Studies have also shown that patients who experience severe family problems may have
poor treatment adherence (Patel et al., 2017). Additionally, family members can provide
patients with inaccurate information (Hirani & Newman, 2005), which may impact on
their self-management.
Family members may also play a positive role in disease management as they may be a
source of support for patients (Hill et al., 2019; Stewart et al., 2010). Social support
(including family support) tends to provide immigrants with information regarding various
aspects of life in the new host country, including information regarding access to health
care, improve their health status and reduce their stress level (Salinero-Fort et al., 2011). It
has been reported that lack of social support may increase immigrants’ stress levels, worsen
their health status, decrease their health care utilisation and impede their access to health
care (Salinero-Fort et al., 2011; Joo & Lee, 2016; Stewart et al., 2010; Ozbay et al., 2007).
While the literature suggests that family involvement may impact (positively or
negatively) on self-management, family involvement has not been extensively explored
among Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD.

2.5.1.5 Fatalism and religious beliefs
Fatalism may be defined as an individual’s perception of lack of control over events and
their associated health outcomes. Those with fatalistic beliefs may perceive that their
lifestyle choices have less impact on their health than external factors, including heredity
(Keeley, Wright & Condit, 2009). Socioeconomically deprived people are more likely to
have fatalistic beliefs than affluent people (Savage, Dumas & Stuart, 2013). Those of nonWestern backgrounds may also be more likely to have fatalistic beliefs (Gholizadeh &
Davidson, 2010).
The impact of fatalism on health behaviour has been extensively studied. However, study
results tend to be inconsistent (Savage et al., 2013; Gholizadeh & Davidson, 2010; Brown,
2007). Some studies suggest that fatalism may be a barrier to secondary prevention; for
example, Savage et al. (2013) showed that the fatalistic beliefs of socioeconomically
deprived men with a history of a CVD event are a major barrier to undertaking secondary
prevention measures, including health-promoting behaviour. Additionally, they reported
that the fatalistic beliefs exhibited by participants, together with their spiritual beliefs,
caused participants to believe that health status is dependent upon fate and is outside the
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individual’s personal control. Those with fatalistic beliefs believe that fate surpasses any
CVD-related preventative measures (Savage et al., 2013). However, Franklin et al. (2007)
identified a different view. Their study aimed to determine the link between religious
fatalism and health care utilisation among 1273 participants aged 18–96 years. The results
indicated that fatalistic beliefs did not significantly predict health care utilisation variables
or health behaviour (Franklin, 2007).
There is conflicting evidence regarding the relationship between religion and health
(Powell, Shahabi & Thoresen, 2003; Sloan, 1999; Hall et al., 2008; Ahmed et al., 2006;
Franklin, 2007; Kortt & Dollery, 2014; Monteros & Gallo, 2013). Some studies reported
that religious beliefs and practices may have positive psychological effects, including
relaxation, decrease depression and anxiety, and may provide social support and
discourage harmful behaviours such as smoking and excessive drinking (Powell et al.,
2003; Schnall et al., 2010; Padela & Curlin, 2013). Other studies found that some religious
beliefs may hinder healthy behaviours and health care utilisation – for example, due to
embracing illness as a form of repentance (Padela & Curlin, 2013; Alzubaidi et al., 2015) –
and, in effect, cause negative health outcomes (Brown, 2007; Franklin, 2007; Padela &
Curlin, 2013). It could be argued, however, that people’s conduct is rarely based wholly on
religious views but, rather, arises from an interplay of many factors including culture,
literacy, health literacy, knowledge and social support, together with religious views.
The impact of fatalism and religious beliefs on immigrant patients’ health behaviours has
been well studied. (Gholizadeh & Davidson, 2010; Gullatte et al., 2010; Monteros &
Gallo, 2013; Padela & Curlin, 2013; Tjiam et al., 2011). However, study results tend to
be inconsistent and differ across various groups, and the literature identifies both positive
and negative effects on health-promoting behaviour (Gholizadeh & Davidson, 2010;
Keeley et al., 2009; Hall et al., 2008; Ahmed et al., 2006; Franklin, 2007; Kortt & Dollery,
2014; Monteros & Gallo, 2013). Some literature suggest that fatalistic beliefs may
negatively impact on health-promoting behaviour as immigrant patients may not
acknowledge their role in altering their health lifestyle. (Monteros & Gallo, 2013; Savage
et al., 2013) Likewise, some studies suggest that patients who believe that God is the only
healer and that any health outcomes are determined by His will tend to be passive, and
may not self-manage their disease appropriately (Padela & Curlin, 2013; Alzubaidi et al.,
2015). However, studies have also found that religious beliefs may provide immigrants
with the support needed to meet disease-related challenges (Padela & Curlin, 2013).
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Therefore, it is apparent that there are various cultural interpretations of religious beliefs,
which tend to be linked tp different approaches to disease management.
Arabic-speaking immigrants tend to have strong religious beliefs (Salman, 2012),
particularly strong religious fatalistic beliefs, which are common among Muslims and
Christians of Arabic-speaking background (Aboul-Enein & Aboul-Enein, 2010; Padela
et al., 2011). However, it is unclear how these beliefs influence their self-management
practices. It is important to explore these issues and establish whether fatalism is a barrier
to secondary prevention among Arabic-speaking immigrants.
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2.5.1.6 Barriers to help-seeking behaviour
Psychological issues/mental health illnesses are common among CVD patients (Mead et
al., 2010). Many CVD patients suffer from stress, anxiety, or depression due to being
forced to alter their lifestyle following a CVD event, the need to adhere to a complicated
pharmacotherapy regimen, possible inability to work, and inability to resume their normal
life. Therefore, psychological issues pose a significant barrier to self-management and
may lead to negative health outcomes (Mead et al., 2010).
Psychological issues may be more pronounced among immigrants with CVD. This is
because immigrants tend to suffer from psychological issues due to factors such as
perceived discrimination, cultural conflicts (El-Sayed & Galea, 2009), immigration,
social isolation, lack of knowledge regarding the health care system, language barriers
and economic factors such as unemployment (WHO, 2018).
Psychological issues may contribute to poor treatment adherence among those with CVD
as they may cause patients to stop following physicians’ advice, which in turn may lead
to adverse health outcomes. (Bauer et al., 2012; Holvast et al., 2019). This is concerning
given evidence showing that psychological issues are undertreated among those with
CVD (Colquhoun et al., 2013). Indeed, it might be suggested that the problem of undertreatment is likely to be more prominent among Arabic-speaking immigrants due to the
stigma associated with psychological diseases among this group (Tobin, 2000; Youssef
& Deane, 2006; Hamid & Furnham, 2013).
Although psychological issues tend to be more prevalent among Arabic-speaking
immigrants (Tinghog et al., 2017), it has been shown that there is low utilisation of mental
health services by Arabic-speaking immigrants in Australia (i.e., they have lower
utilisation rates than other ethnic groups) (Tobin, 2000; Youssef & Deane, 2006). This is
due to the stigma and shame associated with mental illness within the Arabic culture
(Tobin, 2000; Youssef & Deane, 2006).
Other barriers to seeking help regarding psychological issues among Arabic-speaking
immigrants include lack knowledge regarding mental health (Youssef & Deane, 2006).
Many Arabic-speaking people tend to somatise their mental health issues (Al-Krenawi &
Graham, 2000; Hamid & Furnham, 2013). Somatisation may hinder accurate diagnosis
of mental health issues and appropriate referral to mental health services. One study
reported that 91% of participants (Arabic-speaking immigrants) stated that anxiety and
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depression were not forms of mental illness. This may explain the under-utilisation of
mental health services among this patient group (Youssef & Deane, 2006).
Other barriers to seeking help include the issue of privacy. In Arabic culture it is
unacceptable to discuss family or personal issues with ‘outsiders’ (non-family members),
as this is viewed as a sign of disloyalty to the family and as creating the risk of being
judged by other members of the community (Chauhan et al., 2010).
The abovementioned barriers to seeking help regarding psychological issues are
compounded by confidentiality concerns (Hare & Bunker, 1999; Al-Krenawi & Graham,
2000). It has been suggested that difficulty establishing a trusting doctor–patient
relationship hinders Arabic-speaking people from seeking help (Youssef & Deane, 2006).
While the barriers discussed above are all linked to the patient, a study by Tobin showed
that lack of referral to mental health services is also a major barrier to seeking help for
psychological issues among Arabic-speaking immigrants (Tobin, 2000). This accords
with a study by Youssef et al. that showed that some HCPs do not believe in the efficacy
of mental health services. Surprisingly, some Arabic-speaking GPs have indicated that
they avoid diagnosing mental illness as it may offend their Arabic-speaking patients and
thus jeopardise the patient–HCP relationship (Youssef & Deane, 2006). This is of concern
given many Arabic-speaking immigrants may prefer to visit Arabic-speaking GPs.
Although the literature discusses psychological issues and possible barriers to ‘helpseeking’ among Arabic-speaking immigrants generally, there is lack of studies regarding
psychological issues and possible barriers to ‘help-seeking’ among Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD in Australia. Further, there is lack of research regarding how these
issues should be addressed. It is important to explore these issues given the negative
consequences of ignoring psychological issues, particularly among those with CVD.

2.5.2 Barriers to accessing health services
Poor access to health and preventative services among immigrants are well documented
(Henderson & Kendall, 2011; Jolly, 2004; Mochari, 2006; Patrick, 2010; Thomas et al.,
1996; Tod et al., 2001). Immigrants tend to have lower rates of access to health services
than their non-immigrant counterparts (Alzubaidi et al., 2015; Sarria-Santamera et al.,
2016). Gushulak et al. (2010) reported that recently arrived immigrants are twice as likely
to face barriers to access than those born in the host country. Australia faces significant
challenges in providing accessible care to immigrants (Henderson & Kendall, 2011) as
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immigrants tend to have poor utilisation rates of health and preventative services (Logan
et al., 2017; Juergens et al., 2016; Logan et al., 2017). While secondary prevention
guidelines recommend that secondary prevention programs should be offered to all
patients with CVD (Goble, 1999; Hare & Bunker, 1999; National Heart Foundation of
Australia & Cardiac Society of Australia and New Zealand, 2012) to improve patients’
quality of life, decrease the likelihood of recurrent CVD events and elevate survival rates
(Li et al., 2019), immigrants are the patient group least likely to be referred to such
programs (Chauhan et al., 2010; Jolly, 2004; Mochari, 2006; Patrick, 2010; Ski et al.,
2018; Thomas et al., 1996; Tod et al., 2001).
The most common barriers to health service access among immigrants are language and
cultural barriers (Al-Sharifi et al., 2019; Juergens et al., 2016; Maleku & Aguirre, 2014;
Alzubaidi et al., 2015). According to Maleku and Aguirre (2014), culture comprises a
unique set of beliefs and perceptions regarding the meaning of health and illness which
may differ from those of the Western medical model. These beliefs determine how
symptoms are assessed and interpreted, what symptoms are attributed to, and how and
whether health care may be sought. Health, disease and treatment tend to be interpreted
differently by different cultures (Maleku & Aguirre, 2014). People’s attitudes, health beliefs
and health-seeking behaviour may be determined by their cultural beliefs (Henderson &
Kendall, 2011; Martin, 2009). Therefore, cultural beliefs may often create barriers to health
service access (Henderson & Kendall, 2011; Martin, 2009). Other cultural barriers to access
may include stigma associated with chronic disease, modesty and fatalism, as discussed
earlier (Padela & Curlin, 2013; Walton, Akram & Hossain, 2014).
Poor language proficiency, which impedes effective HCP–patient communication, is a
common barrier to health service access (Yosef, 2008; Maleku & Aguirre, 2014; Gesink
et al., 2014). Language barriers may contribute to delayed presentation and delays in
seeking care (de Moissac & Bowen, 2018; Guirgis et al., 2012). Guirgis et al. (2012)
reported that poor English proficiency and cultural barriers impeded access to health
services among immigrants (including Arabic-speaking immigrants) with viral hepatitis
in Australia. In a Queensland-based study, immigrant participants indicated that language
barriers, which lead to poor HCP-patient communication, were the main contributors to
poor access to care (Henderson & Kendall, 2011). Similarly, a study by Renzaho et al.
reported a higher rate of hospital admission for acute myocardial infarction among nonEnglish-speaking participants than for English-speaking participants, after controlling for
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confounding factors such as age and gender. The authors suggested this may be due to
late presentation as a result of language barriers (Renzaho et al., 2007).
Other barriers to access to care among immigrants include illiteracy (Abed et al., 2014;
El Samman et al., 2013), lack of knowledge regarding available health services
(Henderson & Kendall, 2011; Gesink et al., 2014), poor health literacy (El Samman et al.,
2013; Gesink et al., 2014; Ng & Omariba, 2013) and perceived discrimination
(Henderson & Kendall, 2011; Guirgis et al., 2012). According to Maleku and Aguirre
(2014), immigrants who have negative experiences of health care tend to perceive that
they are being discriminated against, feel disrespected and feel a lack of power and
control. Such patients tend to lack trust in the health care system and to experience health
disparities (Maleku & Aguirre, 2014).
Immigrants may also experience inequalities in health service access due to system- or
HCP-related factors. HCPs’ lack of cultural awareness and sensitivity (Henderson &
Kendall, 2011; Leffrey et al., 1989; Warburton, Bartlett & Rao, 2009; Hammoud, White
& Fetters, 2005; Szczepura, 2005; Maleku & Aguirre, 2014; Wechkunanukul et al., 2014)
may impact on immigrant patients’ health service access and create a barrier to selfmanagement and secondary prevention (Maleku & Aguirre, 2014; Bertran et al., 2015).
Other extrinsic barriers to access include service cost (Davidson et al., 2014; Mead et al.,
2010; Sadig et al., 2017; Spike, Smith & Harris, 2011) and discontinuity of care (Lipson
& Meleis, 1983; Mead et al., 2010).
While there are studies of barriers to accessing health services among immigrant patients,
there is a lack of such studies focussing on Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD,
particularly in the Australian context. It is important that these barriers are identified and
addressed, as poor access may contribute to health inequalities, poor self- management,
low uptake of secondary prevention measures, recurrent CVD events and poor health
outcomes (Chan, Ng & Van, 2010; Guirgis et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2018).

2.5.3 Gaps in the implementation of CVD secondary prevention
interventions in primary care
In Australia, there is suboptimal management of CVD risk factors in primary care (WHO,
2011b) due to the existence of CVD risk factor management gaps (the difference between
evidence-based guideline recommendations and clinical practice) WHO, 2011b; Harris
& Lloyd, 2012; Huang et al., 2009; Vale, 2003). One of the main reasons for the existing
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gaps in primary care is placing almost all preventative care responsibilities upon GPs.
However, with barriers such as lack of time, there is limited availability of preventive
care in primary care (Harris, 2008). Therefore, more effective teamwork between primary
HCPs is needed to reduce CVD risk factor management gaps and improve CVD
secondary prevention care. However, despite evidence showing the significant benefits
associated with pharmacist-led interventions in the management of CVD and its
associated risk factors (for example, interventions to address drug-related problems and
manage hypertension and hypercholesterolaemia; see Lau et al., 2010; Lee, Grace &
Taylor, 2006), these HCPs are currently under-utilised in preventative care (Berbatis et
al., 2007; Puspitasari, Aslani & Krass, 2015).
It remains unclear whether Arabic-speaking immigrants place trust in HCPs other than
physicians, for whom they have high regard and respect (El Samman et al., 2013; Bertran
et al., 2015; El-Islam, 2005). This issue should be explored, as involving HCPs such as
pharmacists in the management of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD may contribute
to the improvement of secondary prevention among this patient group.

2.6 The need for a suitable health care model
There is a paucity of studies regarding the specific health care challenges that Arabicspeaking immigrants with CVD face, and their needs in successfully addressing these
challenges. Poor understanding of these immigrants’ health care challenges and needs
may contribute to poor disease management, as patients may not be sufficiently equipped
to manage their own health (Valaker et al., 2017; Gobeil-Lavoie et al., 2019), which may
increase their risk of recurrent CVD events or death (Lewey & Choudhry, 2014).
Therefore, the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD
should be explored, and a model of care that addresses these challenges and needs should
be sought, to improve cardiovascular care in this patient group.
Health care models are often used to address the health care challenges and needs of
specific patient groups (Davidson et al., 2006; Grover & Joshi, 2015; NSW Agency for
Clinical Innovation, 2013; Boult et al., 2009). Developing and implementing models of
care for various diseases and patient groups enables the delivery of health care that meets
the community’s health care needs (Savage, 2009). Importantly, developing and
implementing models of care has been shown to improve patient satisfaction with care
(Gulliford et al., 2007; Kinmonth et al., 1998; McMillan et al., 2013; Yeoh et al., 2018),
treatment adherence, self-management (Schmittdiel et al., 2008) and health outcomes
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(Yeoh et al., 2018; Stock et al., 2014; Edelman et al., 2006; Rocco et al., 2011) among
those with chronic disease. Such health care models include the patient-centred care
(PCC) model, the pharmaceutical care model (DiGioia et al., 2010; Stauffer, 2019), the
chronic care model and the cultural competence model (Shen, 2014).

2.6.1 Patient-centred care model
Health care systems worldwide are in the middle of a paradigm shift, transitioning from
provider-centred care to patient-centred care (PCC) (Australian Commission on Safety &
Quality in Healthcare (ACSQH), 2010; Al Muammar, Ahmad & Aldahmash, 2018). This
shift is due to recognition of the importance of respecting the patient as a unique individual
and of providing care that is of significant value and meaningfulness to each individual
patient (Epstein & Street, 2011). PCC focuses on providing respectful care to the patient as
a whole person (not simply a disease) with unique/individualised needs (Louw, Marcus &
Hugo, 2017). This evolving philosophy is particularly important in CVD management,
where there is a need for integrated and accessible care (which may be provided by PCC
implementation) to enable self-management, a core aspect of CVD management. Thus, in
Australia, the delivery of patient-centred care is supported by the Australian Charter of
Healthcare Rights, and the National Safety and Quality Framework (ACSQH, 2010).
There is no universal definition of PCC (Louw et al., 2017). The most widely
acknowledged definition is that of the Institute of Medicine (IOM), which defines PCC
as ‘providing care that is respectful of and responsive to individual patient preferences,
needs, and values, and ensuring that patient values guide all clinical decisions’ (IOM,
2001). To put it more succinctly, PCC can be defined as treating the patient as a unique
individual (Mead & Bower, 2000) since it is acknowledged that each patient’s disease,
beliefs, past disease experiences, needs, preferences, commitments and personal
experience with diseases (due to factors including culture) are unique to that individual
(Titchener, 2014). PCC is an individualised model of health care (Kibicho & Owczarzak,
2012) that emphasises the importance of placing patients at the centre of the care delivery
process (Reid Ponte & Peterson, 2008).

2.6.1.1 Available patient-centred care models
The absence of a universal definition for PCC has hindered the development of a PCC
conceptual framework model (Mead & Bower, 2000). In looking at the literature, it is
evident that numerous PCC models describing various dimensions of PCC exist (see Table
2.1) (Körner, 2013; Little et al., 2001a; McCormack et al., 2011; Ouwens et al., 2009).
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Table 2.1
Commonly discussed PCC models in the literature
PCC model
Dimensions
Models focusing on dimensions relating to patient–HCP interaction
Mead and Bower (2000)
Consists of five dimensions: patient-as-person, biopsychosocial
perspective, doctor-as-person, therapeutic alliance, and sharing power
and responsibility.
Stewart et al. (2000)

Consists of six dimensions: incorporating prevention and health
promotion, understanding the whole person, enhancing the patientdoctor relationship, being realistic, exploring both the disease and the
patients’ illness experience, and finding common ground to management
(this may be attained by shared decision making)

Models that include clinical, interpersonal, organisational, and structural PCC dimensions
Picker/Commonwealth

Consists of seven dimensions: respect of patient’s needs; preferences;

program for PCC

and values, care coordination and integration, education; information;
and communication, physical comfort, emotional support, family and/or
friends’ involvement, and continuity of care.

Ouwens et al. (2009)

Designed for cancer care; consists of eight dimensions: physical support,
emotional and psychosocial support, access, involvement, care
coordination, follow-up, communication and respect, and information.

McCormack et al. (2011)

Designed for cancer care; consists of six dimensions: sharing
information, developing healing relationships, acknowledging and
responding to emotions, managing uncertainty, decision making, and
empowering patient to be able to self-manage their disease.

Green et al. (2012)

Includes nine dimensions: effective HCP–patient communication,
understanding the patient as a whole person, enabling healing
relationships, care team characteristics, shared decision making, care
coordination and continuity of care, types of encounters, built
environment of the practice, access to care, information technology, and
finding common grounds.

A PCC model for underserved populations
Silow-Carroll, Alteras &

Dimensions include: respecting patients’ needs and values, patient

Stepnick (2006)

empowerment, socio-cultural competence (acknowledging culture,
traditions, health literacy level, other socioeconomic factors, and,
communicating at a level that is easy for the patient to comprehend), and
community outreach.

A comprehensive PCC integrative model
Scholl et al. (2014)

Includes 15 interrelated dimensions that may be classified under three
categories: principles (important propositions that form the basis of
PCC), enablers (dimensions that promote PCC), and activities (patientcentred set of behaviours).
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Many PCC models include dimensions of care that emphasise the physician–patient
interaction (Hudon et al., 2012; Mead & Bower, 2000). Mead and Bower’s PCC model
consists of five dimensions: patient-as-person, biopsychosocial perspective, doctor-asperson (HCPs should display ‘humanness’), therapeutic alliance, and sharing power and
responsibility (Stewart et al., 2000). Along similar lines, Stewart et al. developed a PCC
model consisting of six interconnected dimensions: incorporating prevention and health
promotion, understanding the whole person, enhancing the patient-doctor relationship,
being realistic, exploring both the disease and the patients’ illness experience, and finding
common ground to management (Stewart, 2005). Finding common ground to
management may be attained by ‘shared decision making’, a term less commonly used
for ‘patient involvement in health care decision making’) (Little et al., 2001a).
In order to attain PCC, a multi-dimensional PCC model is required that includes clinical,
interpersonal, organisational and structural dimensions, as all these dimensions influence
the patient’s experience of health care. This is because the patient’s experience extends
beyond the patient’s encounter with the HCP during consultation. Therefore, in addition
to PCC dimensions relating to the patient-HCP interaction, other PCC dimensions –
including access to care, care coordination, continuity of care, and inter-professional
teamwork – are also essential for the implementation of PCC (Green, 2012).
While many PCC models include dimensions of care that emphasise the physician–
patient interaction, others adopt a broader approach, taking into account organisational
and structural dimensions of care. Such dimensions include care coordination, continuity
of care, access to care and inter-professional collaboration (Green, 2012; Ouwens et al.,
2009). In 1987, the Picker/Commonwealth program for PCC was developed in the USA
to explore hospital patients’ health care needs and concerns (from the patients’ and their
families’ perspective), with a view to making their disease experience in hospital more
‘humane’. This yielded seven PCC dimensions: respect of patient’s needs, preferences
and

values;

care

coordination

and

integration;

education,

information

and

communication; physical comfort; emotional support; family and/or friends’
involvement; and continuity of care. This model adopted a broad approach to care as it
included organisational and structural dimensions of care. However, the question might
be asked: Are the needs of patients in secondary care similar to those in primary care? It
may be that primary care patients, particularly Arabic-speaking patients with CVD, also
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need other PCC dimensions – such as access to care, and empowerment (to enable them
to self-manage their disease) – that are not included in this model.
While most of the PCC models in the literature are directed at general patients, SilowCarroll et al. took a further step in developing a PCC model specifically for ‘underserved
populations’, which include the elderly and minority groups. The dimensions of their PCC
model include: respecting patients’ needs and values; patient empowerment; sociocultural competence (acknowledging culture, traditions, health literacy level and other
socioeconomic factors, and communicating at a level that is easy for the patient to
comprehend); and community outreach (Silow-Carroll, Alteras & Stepnick, 2006).
However, it is unclear which dimensions of this US model may be relevant to Arabicspeaking immigrants with CVD living in Australia.

2.6.1.2 Available patient-centred care models for CVD
An extensive search of the literature was conducted to determine whether there are
existing PCC models for CVD in the literature. Search terms for patient-centred care were
collected using theoretical and conceptual articles, and Cochrane Library MeSH. The
terms used included ‘patient-centred care’, ‘patient-centered care’, ‘patient-centredness’,
‘person-centred care’, ‘patient-focused care’, ‘patient-and family-centred care’ and
‘patient-centred approach’. Any of these words were used plus one additional keyword
from the following terms representing cardiovascular disease: ‘cardiovascular disease’,
‘cardiovascular’, ‘heart disease’ and ‘heart’.
MEDLINE, EMBASE, Cochrane Library, and PubMed databases were searched, in
addition to a secondary search. The search yielded six articles relating to patient-centred
care models for cardiovascular disease. Models were excluded if they were not designed
for primary care. No exclusions were found.
The PCC models found differed in some ways. While two models focused on nurse–
patient collaboration in the context of CVD secondary prevention (Feinstein, 1999;
Lusignan, Wells & Russell, 2003), another model focused on HCP–patient interaction in
the context of CVD primary prevention (Edelman et al., 2006). While these three models
were designed for CVD in general, others focused on a specific cardiovascular disease
(for example, heart failure) (Bekelman & Lehmann, 2013; Redfern, Ellis & Freedman,
2008). One model was proposed for the prevention and management of CVD and erectile
dysfunction (Hatzichristou & Tsimtsiou, 2005). All the available models focused on
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HCP–patient interaction, without taking into account some important organisational and
structural elements, including access to care. Further, none of the models encouraged
family involvement, which may be particularly important for those with CVD.
Additionally, despite the importance of including pharmacists as part of the interprofessional team, none of the available models did so.
Overall, the literature shows that there is limited agreement regarding the ideal PCC
model. Even PCC models developed for the same patient group differ significantly from
each other. This may be due to the different methods used to develop the models and the
different countries in which these models were developed (Ouwens et al., 2009;
McCormack et al., 2011). Recognising this, Scholl et al. (2014) systematically reviewed
the literature to develop ‘integrative model of patient-centredness’ (Scholl et al., 2014).
Scholl et al.’s integrative model of patient-centredness (Appendix A1) includes the
various PCC dimensions described in the literature. This integrative model recognises 15
interrelated dimensions, which may be classified under 3 categories. These are: (1)
principles (important propositions that form the basis of PCC, including ‘essential
characteristics of the clinician’, ‘clinician–patient relationship’, ‘patient as a unique
person’ and ‘biopsychosocial perspective); (2) enablers (dimensions that promote PCC,
which include ‘clinician–patient communication’, ‘integration of medical and nonmedical care’, ‘teamwork and teambuilding’, ‘access to care’ and ‘coordination and
continuity of care’); and (3) activities (patient-centred set of behaviours that include
‘patient information’, ‘involvement of family and friends’, ‘patient empowerment’,
‘emotional support’ and ‘patient involvement in care’) (Scholl et al., 2014). It is unclear
which of these dimensions might address the health care challenges of Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD. This is particularly so as the model is a collection of the PCC
dimensions discussed in the literature.
Notably, ‘patient involvement in care’ refers to the involvement of patients in health care
decision-making (which is also referred to as ‘shared decision-making’). Hereafter,
‘patient involvement in care’, ‘patient involvement in health care decision-making’ and
‘shared decision-making’ will be used interchangeably, as they are in the literature.
(Scholl et al., 2014)
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2.6.1.3 Efficacy of patient-centred care
There is a plethora of evidence for the effectiveness of PCC implementation in improving
health outcomes among patients with chronic diseases, including CVD (see, e.g.,
Bauman, Fardy & Harris, 2003; McMillan et al., 2013; Rathert, Wyrwich & Boren, 2012;
Cipolle, 2012). Several intervention trials have shown a positive relationship between
PCC implementation and outcomes including improved adherence (Kahn et al., 2007;
Schmittdiel et al., 2008), symptom improvement (Alamo, Moral & Torres, 2002; Dijkstra
et al., 2005), patient satisfaction (Gulliford et al., 2007; Kinmonth et al., 1998), lower
levels of health care utilisation (Stewart et al., 2000) and improved self-management
(Rathert et al., 2012). Overall results have been promising, with many large randomised
controlled trials showing positive outcomes (Bauman et al., 2003; McMillan et al., 2013;
Rathert et al., 2012; Rocco et al., 2011; Loh et al., 2007).
Importantly, the evidence indicates that PCC interventions have a significantly positive
impact on the health outcomes of ethnic minority patients, particularly those with chronic
disease (Gulliford et al., 2007; Titchener, 2014; Zandbelt et al., 2007) and may decrease
racial/ethnic disparities (Beach et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 2004). This is particularly the
case as PCC is thought to promote the provision of socio-culturally competent care to
patients (acknowledging culture, traditions, health literacy level, and communicating at a
level that is easy for the patient to comprehend) (Slade, 2007).
There is substantial evidence supporting the effectiveness of PCC implementation in
improving health outcomes among ethnic minority patients, including those with chronic
disease. Despite this, it is unclear as to which PCC dimensions or processes included in
the available PCC models are important to addressing racial disparities in a given
immigrant/ethnic group such as the Arabic-speaking immigrant group with CVD. This
arises due to possible differences in barriers to care and needs across various
immigrant/ethnic groups with the same disease due to factors including (but not limited
to) cultural/ethnic characteristics ( (Beach et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 2004).

2.6.2 The pharmaceutical care model
Another commonly utilised health care model that may be relevant to Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD is the pharmaceutical care model. The pharmaceutical care model
is a ‘professional model of practice that provides medication management services to
patients’ (Chung et al., 2014). It involves the determination and ‘resolution’ of
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medication-related issues, the prevention of potential medication issues (Chung et al.,
2014) and monitoring of medication adherence (Montgomery et al., 2010) in order to
optimise pharmacotherapy and enhance health outcomes (Cipolle, 2012). This illustrates
the role of pharmacists in exploring patients’ drug-related issues and needs, including the
need to understand each medication’s indication and safety profile, and the need for any
medication-related concerns/issues to be addressed. This, in turn, may prevent and/or
resolve medication-related issues, improve patients’ health-related quality of life and
improve health outcomes (Sakthong & Sangthonganotai, 2018).
Pharmaceutical care focuses on the patient’s medication-related needs (Lui, Ha &
Truong, 2017). According to the WHO, pharmaceutical care entails the pharmacist taking
responsibility for managing each patient’s drug therapy by evaluating each patient’s
medication-related needs and developing, instigating, assessing and monitoring an
individualised care plan with each patient (Wiedenmayer, 2006) by way of pharmacist–
patient collaboration, with the aim of preventing and addressing medication-related issues
(Chung et al., 2014). Pharmaceutical care also entails pharmacist–physician collaboration
(Chung et al., 2014), including pharmacists discussing patients’ medication-related issues
and possible solutions with physicians, which, in turn, may enable the effective use of
medicine and improve health outcomes (Omboni & Caserini, 2018).
Pharmaceutical care can be defined as ‘a patient-centred practice in which the practitioner
assumes responsibility for a patient’s drug-related needs’ (Cipolle, Strand & Morley,
2004, p 8). Therefore, the literature refers to pharmaceutical care as a PCC practice that
contributes to PCC by promoting some PCC dimensions, including patient information
provision, patient involvement in care, inter-professional collaboration, and patient
empowerment (Wiedenmayer, 2006; McGivney et al., 2007).
The implementation of the pharmaceutical care model has been shown to improve
pharmacist–patient communication, medication use, health outcomes (Lyra et al., 2007;
Sakthong & Sangthonganotai, 2018), medication-related quality of life (Sakthong &
Sangthonganotai, 2018) and medication adherence (Chung et al., 2014), particularly
among patients with chronic diseases (Chung et al., 2014; Shao et al., 2017). In a
randomised controlled prospective study (n = 240 with type 2 diabetes mellitus), the
control group received standard care while the intervention group received more intensive
pharmaceutical care from a pharmacist. Following the six-month intervention, compared
to the control group the intervention group showed significant improvements in fasting
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blood glucose, glycosylated haemoglobin A1C, total cholesterol and blood pressure. The
study concluded that the provision of pharmaceutical care by pharmacists may improve
health outcomes among patients with diabetes and stressed the significant role that
pharmacists can play in disease management (Shao et al., 2017).
Despite the benefits associated with the pharmaceutical care model, it is uncertain
whether Arabic-speaking immigrants’ health related needs are confined to medicationrelated needs.

2.6.3 The cultural competence model
In order to develop a health care model to address patients’ needs, it is essential that the
health care model be congruent with patients’ beliefs. According to Leiniger’s cultural
care theory, the provision of health care that is not harmonious with the patient’s values
and beliefs leads to cultural conflicts, which, in turn, causes tension and non-adherence
(Cai, 2016). Thus, another health care model that may be relevant to Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD is the cultural competence model, which takes patients’ cultural
beliefs into account (Hasnain, 2006).
Although there is no universal definition of cultural competence, it can be defined as ‘the
knowledge, skills, and attitudes required for providing quality clinical care to patients
from different cultural, ethnic, and racial backgrounds’ (Saha, 2008). That is, according
to this model, care should be tailored to meet each patient’s linguistic needs and cultural
beliefs (Saha, 2008). It refers to an individualised care plan initiated by an evaluation
through a ‘cultural lens’, since culture has a significant effect on illness and health.
Therefore, it is important to acknowledge and respect patients’ cultural beliefs and
assimilate these beliefs into their care plans. The attributes of cultural competence are:
1. Cultural awareness: refers to HCPs’ awareness of the different beliefs, values and
norms of various patients, including cultural dissimilarities and similarities among
patients (without stereotyping), and the influence of culture on health. In this
context, it important that the HCP is aware of her/his own culture and thoughts,
without allowing these to affect those of other cultural backgrounds. It is also
important that HCPs do not assume that their beliefs are the same the patient’s (Cai,
2016; Purnell, 2002).
2. Cultural sensitivity: refers to HCPs’ respect and appreciation of patients’ cultural
diversity, and their acknowledgement of the fact that patients’ cultures cannot be
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assumed to be the same, and that no culture is superior to another. Respecting
diversity will result in the provision of satisfactory care. In this respect, it is
important that HCPs’ communication method is sensitive to the patient’s culture so
that they do not say things that may be offensive in the patient’s culture (Cai, 2016;
Purnell, 2002).
3. Cultural knowledge: refers to HCPs’ knowledge regarding different cultures. This
enables them to understand different values, beliefs and attitudes of patients,
including what may or may not be acceptable when dealing with patients of various
cultures. This helps establish trust, enables the development of a good patient–HCP
relationship, and allows HCPs to determine individual patients’ needs (Vargas et
al., 2007).
4. Cultural skills: refers to HCPs’ ability to ‘perform cultural assessment to collect
relevant cultural data of a client's current health problem, as well as to accurately
incorporate related data into care planning and provision in a culturally sensitive
manner’ (Vargas et al., 2007).
5. Dynamic process: this emphasises that cultural competence is an ongoing process
rather than an endpoint. One progresses to become culturally competent by regular
contact with patients of diverse cultural backgrounds, rather than being culturally
competent. This is because cultural competence is ‘not static’ (Cai, 2016).
It has been suggested that culturally competent care is an important component of PCC
(Hasnain, 2006; Renzaho et al., 2013). PCC and cultural competence emphasise treating
the patient as a unique individual, maintaining a good HCP–patient relationship and
recognising the patient as a whole person. They also emphasise respecting the patient’s
beliefs, exploring patients’ needs using appropriate communication methods, meeting
patients’ needs and preferences, providing patients with tailored information, and finding
common ground to treatment. In addition to these features/dimensions, a PCC model
includes other dimensions such as providing physical comfort, access to care (for
example, same-day appointments), continuity of care and care coordination (Saha, 2008).
Some studies have explored the efficacy of the cultural competence model and have
reported a positive relationship between cultural competence and health outcomes
(Bainbridge et al., 2015; Cai, 2016). One study reported that patients with heart failure
who were provided with individualised, culturally competent disease management
education/information to enable disease self-care experienced a significant decrease in
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adverse events following percutaneous coronary interventions. They also had
significantly decreased hospital re-admissions and mortality rates and improved patient
satisfaction with care (Cook et al., 2010).

2.6.4 The chronic care model
Another health care model that may be relevant to Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD
is the chronic care model. It provides a ‘framework’ for delivering improved care to patients
with chronic disease (Schmittdiel et al., 2008) as it ‘offers a framework’ to address some of
their health care challenges (Stock et al., 2014). The implementation of the chronic care
model may enable the delivery of continuous and coordinated care to those with chronic
disease (Stock et al., 2014). It is an approach for reforming health care by way of an
interaction between the health care system and the community, with the aim of enhancing
six interconnected dimensions of the health system: decision support (which can promote
patient involvement in care), coordinated delivery system design (which can promote care
coordination), health care organisation and leadership (refers to an organisational
environment that aids care via appropriate guidance), self-management support (which can
promote empowerment), clinical information systems, and linkage to community resources
(which can promote access to care) (Schmittdiel et al., 2008) (Table 2.2).
Table 2.2
Description of the chronic care model dimensions

Source: Grover & Joshi (2015, p. 216)
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It has been suggested that the chronic care model may promote PCC dimensions including
care coordination, patient involvement in care, access to care, patient empowerment
(Grover & Joshi, 2015), effective communication, interprofessional collaboration
(Krucien, Le Vaillant & Pelletier-Fleury, 2015) and psychological support (Grover &
Joshi, 2015).
There is evidence to support the efficacy of implementing the chronic care model among
those with chronic diseases, including those with diabetes and CVD (Bongaerts et al.,
2017; Caruso, Clough-Gorr & Silliman, 2007; Cramm & Nieboer, 2012; Vargas et al.,
2007). Studies have shown that the implementation of the chronic care model may
decrease health service utilisation, lower the risk of heart failure and other CVDs (Turner
et al., 2012), improve HbA1c and blood lipids (Caruso et al., 2007) and improve blood
pressure (Turner et al., 2012). Some studies have also reported improvement in patient
compliance with therapy, promotion of health behaviour, satisfaction with care, and a
decrease in medical burden (Yeoh et al., 2018; Davy et al., 2015).
The pharmaceutical care model, the chronic care model and the cultural competence
model are regarded as patient-centred approaches to care that incorporate some
dimensions of the multi-faceted PCC model. It is unclear whether any of these models
(the pharmaceutical care model, the chronic care model, the cultural competence model,
or the PCC model) is sufficiently comprehensive to address the health care challenges
and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD, or whether other factors should be
included in order to address their health care challenges and needs. This is a significant
gap in the literature, as models of care enable the delivery of health care that meets the
community’s health care needs. They also enable the delivery of health care that meets
the national priorities for health outcomes by delivering reliable and impartial health care
(Savage, 2009). Importantly, developing and implementing models of care have been
shown to improve patient satisfaction with care (Gulliford et al., 2007; Kinmonth et al.,
1998), treatment adherence (Kahn KL, 2007), self-management (Schmittdiel et al., 2008)
and health outcomes (Yeoh et al., 2018; Edelman D & TW, 2006; Rocco et al., 2011;
Rathert et al., 2015) among those with chronic disease (Gulliford et al., 2007; Titchener,
2014; Yeoh et al., 2018; Zandbelt LC, 2007; Stock et al., 2014).
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2.7 Summary of the literature review
Appropriate disease management is crucial for those with CVD as it may prevent
recurrent CVD events and CVD-related mortality, which are highly prevalent among
Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD. Unaddressed CVD-related health care
challenges and needs can negatively impact on disease management and health outcomes.
CVD-related health care challenges and needs tend to be multifactorial and can only be
understood through the eyes of the target patient group. An understanding of Arabicspeaking immigrants’ perspectives on their health care challenges and needs provides an
opportunity to improve CVD management through the development of a health care
model that addresses this patient group’s health care challenges and meets their needs.

2.8 Literature gap
There is a paucity of studies which have explored the health care challenges and needs of
Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD. Additionally, there is a paucity of studies to
identify a suitable health care model that may address those health care challenges and
needs – that is, a model that incorporates an optimal approach to delivering relevant
dimensions that address the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD. This is despite evidence showing the higher prevalence of CVD
and recurrent CVD events in Arabic-speaking immigrants compared to other groups, and
despite evidence that implementing a suitable health care model can address the
challenges and needs of specific patient groups (Jayadevappa & Chhatre, 2011; Purnell,
2002; Savage, 2009; Hasnain et al., 2011; Padela et al., 2011) including ethnic minority
patients with chronic disease (Cooper et al., 2011; Titchener, 2014) and can significantly
improve patients’ health outcomes (Boult et al., 2009; Yeoh et al., 2018; Edelman et al.,
2006; Rathert et al., 2012; Rocco et al., 2011).
This thesis aims to fill the above significant gap by exploring the health care challenges
and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD and providing recommendations for
the development of a suitable health care model for them. These recommendations may
support the development of a health care model that addresses these patients’ health care
challenges, and meets their needs, to enable them to successfully manage their disease.
Ultimately, the implementation of this health care model could improve cardiovascular
care in this patient group. In doing so , this thesis answers the thesis questions: What are
the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD in
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Australia? What is a suitable health care model that addresses the health care challenges
and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD in Australia?

2.9 Theoretical framework
This thesis is guided by the health belief model (HBM). This will be discussed next.

2.9.1 Description of the health belief model
The health belief model is a psychological health behaviour change model that may be
used to predict or explain health-related behaviour, particularly in regards to health
service uptake (Janz & Becker, 1984). According to the HBM, a person’s perception of
susceptibility to a disease, severity of the disease, benefits of the action taken, barriers
(e.g., access issues) and cues to action (these include internal cues/triggers such as pain
or external cues such as information provision by a HCP), and self-efficacy (refers to a
person’s confidence in their ability to successfully do the action) may predict whether a
person will adopt a health-related action or health-promoting behaviour such as up taking
secondary prevention measures (Figure 2.1) (Jones et al., 2015).

Figure 2.1 Representation of the health belief model (Source: Saunders et al., 2013).
Within the HBM, there are predictors of health-related behaviours that contribute to
secondary prevention. These may include: perceived ‘barriers’ or health care challenges;
the perceived benefit of undertaking health-related behaviours (e.g., whether patients
consider that their action will promote secondary prevention, or whether they believe that
external factors such as fate are the main determinant of their condition); cues to action
(e.g., the provision of health-related information by HCPs); and self-efficacy (e.g.,
whether patients have confidence in their ability to successfully undertake secondary
prevention measures, or whether they need empowerment) (Jones et al., 2015).
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According to the HBM, patients’ psychosocial characteristics (e.g., personality and social
class), demographic characteristics (e.g., education and ethnicity), and structural variables
(e.g., disease knowledge) may influence their perceptions of any health-related
behaviours (Jones et al., 2015) that are needed for CVD secondary prevention. Using
HBM as a research framework enables psychosocial, demographic and structural
differences contributing to patients’ health care challenges and needs to be explored by
provoking patients’ views about their illness.
The efficacy of the HBM in explaining and predicting individuals’ health-related
behaviour has been documented by several meta-analyses (Carpenter, 2010; Janz &
Becker, 1984). It has been concluded that the most significant predictors of health-related
behaviour are perceived barriers and perceived benefits, while the weakest predictor is
perceived severity (Carpenter, 2010).

2.9.2 Theoretical underpinnings and utility
The HBM has been applied successfully to predict various health-related behaviours
including disease self-management (Jalilian et al., 2014) and disease prevention (e.g.,
exercise); sick role behaviours (i.e., whether patients adhere to treatment following
diagnosis); and chronic disease patients’ behaviours (Janz & Becker, 1984). Therefore,
the use of the HBM provides an opportunity to understand patients’ health care challenges
or ‘barriers’ to undertaking secondary prevention measures, and their health care needs
to addressing such challenges (e.g., the need to enhance perceived benefits of undertaking
secondary prevention measures while addressing perceived barriers to doing so).
Understanding these factors may enable the development of more appropriate health care
models for the target patient group. Therefore, the HBM is useful in pharmacy research
to gain a better understanding of patients’ disease experiences, which, in the context of
this research, includes their health care challenges and needs.
The model has also been utilised to develop interventions to alter people’s health-related
behaviour by targeting the model constructs discussed above. Interventions may aim to
elevate perceived susceptibility and severity of a certain disease (e.g., by providing
information regarding prevalence) (Carpenter, 2010). They may also attempt to
encourage the adoption of a health-promoting behaviour by enhancing perceived benefits
while lowering perceived barriers – for example, by providing information on the benefits
of a certain health-promoting behaviour to prevent recurrent CVD events, while also
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addressing possible barriers, such as poor access (Carpenter, 2010). Some interventions
aim to provide cues to action to inspire people to adopt a certain health-promoting
behaviour. They may also provide self-efficacy training for a health-promoting behaviour
such as diet, exercise or treatment adherence (Nezami et al., 2016). Therefore, the HBM
may provide guidance in formulating recommendations for a suitable health care model
to address Arabic-speaking immigrants’ health care challenges and needs by targeting the
model’s constructs.
To gain a better understanding of study participants’ health-related behaviours that
promote secondary prevention– and, more specifically, to gain an understanding of how
to improve health-related behaviours that promote secondary prevention – a thorough
understanding of participants’ health care challenges and needs is required. In the first
phase of this research, participants’ health care challenges and their needs in order to
undertake appropriate health-related behaviours are explored using qualitative methods,
as described in Chapter Four (Study One of this thesis). In the second phase, participants’
health locus of control profile, which impacts on health-related behaviour, is explored
using a quantitative approach. In the third phase, participants’ preference for a model of
care that enables them to undertake appropriate health-related behaviours that promote
secondary prevention is assessed using a quantitative approach. Therefore, the HBM may
provide underlying guidance for a suitable health care model for Arabic-speaking patients
with CVD, one that can address their health care challenges and needs.
Data collection methods used in this research were designed to enable the assessment of
variables of interest and were informed by the HBM.

2.10 Thesis question
What are the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD
in Australia? What is a suitable health care model that addresses the challenges and needs
of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD in Australia?

2.11 Aim of the thesis
To provide recommendations for the development of a suitable health care model that
addresses the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD
in Australia.
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Chapter 3: Methods
3.1 Introduction
The literature review (Chapter 2) identified that Arabic-speaking immigrants have a high
prevalence of recurrent CVD events and death compared to other groups in Australia
(Dassanayake et al., 2009; Dassanayake et al., 2011; Gallegos et al., 2019). However,
there is lack of studies exploring the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD. As such, there is lack of studies to determine a suitable health care
model that addresses the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants
with CVD. This may contribute to their higher prevalence of recurrent CVD events and
death. A review of the available literature leaves the following questions unanswered:


What are the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants
with CVD in Australia?



What is a suitable health care model that addresses the health care challenges and
needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD in Australia?

Therefore, the aim of this project is:


To provide recommendations for the development of a suitable health care model
that addresses the health care challenges and needs of Arabic speaking immigrants
with CVD in Australia.

Three studies have been conducted to achieve this aim (Figure 3.1).
1. Study One (a qualitative study) explores the health care challenges and needs of
Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD. The study uses a comparative approach
with Caucasian English-speaking background patients with CVD utilised as a
comparison group.
2. Study Two (a quantitative study) determines the dominant HLC profile of Arabicspeaking immigrants with CVD, using a comparative approach with Caucasian
English-speaking background patients with CVD utilised as a comparison group.
This is in light of evidence showing that patients’ HLC profile impacts their disease
management.
3. Study Three (a quantitative study) examines Arabic-speaking immigrants’
preference for a model of care provision that may address their health care needs.
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The study uses a comparative approach with Caucasian English-speaking
background patients with CVD utilised as a comparison group.

Figure 3.1 Steps undertaken to attain the thesis aim.

3.2 Research paradigm
Any scientific inquiry is founded on a paradigm. A paradigm may be defined as a ‘world
view’ or a set of associated assumptions regarding knowledge (Slevitch, 2011). It
encompasses four elements:, ontology, epistemology, methodology and methods
(Kothari, 2004). Any scientific enquiry, therefore, can be described using a group of
philosophical assumptions and theoretical assumptions regarding what constitutes reality
(ontology) and knowledge (epistemology), the standards controlling a scientific enquiry
(methodology), and the tools used to gather and analyse data (research methods)
(Slevitch, 2011). Paradigms (for example, the positivist paradigm, constructivist
paradigm and interpretivist paradigm) tend to vary in their epistemology, ontology and
methodology (Figure 3.2). The research paradigm chosen impacts the research design and
data collection as well as data analysis. In order to attain congruence and consistency, it
is important to select a suitable research paradigm and approach that aligns with the
research question and the phenomenon under study (Franziska & Joy, 2009).
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Figure 3.2 Research paradigms (Source: Moon & Blackman, 2014).
The constructivist paradigm endeavours to make sense of the social world (Crotty, 1998).
The underlying principle of constructivism is that reality is socially created (not
discovered or found) and that meaning exists in and emerges out of an individual’s
engagement with the realities that exist in that individual’s world (Crotty, 1998). Within
this paradigm, social realities are believed to be ‘mind-dependent’ and cannot be
explained without people’s points of view, as any reality derives from people’s
interpretations (Slevitch, 2011). Constructivists believe that there are multiple social
realities, as various people may construct meaning of the same phenomenon differently
as events may be experienced differently by various people depending on each
individual’s beliefs (Slevitch, 2011; Crotty, 1998).
Positivism is a scientific approach that does not allow for subjective opinion, only
absolute facts (Slevitch, 2011). Positivism refers to the ‘belief that an objective reality
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exists that is independent of any individual’s subjective experience’ (Hesse-Biber, 2010,
p. 105) and that reality is discovered, not created (Levers, 2013; Balnaves & Caputi,
2001). Positivist methodology aims to measure and analyse causal relationships among
phenomena, aiming for generalisation. It attempts to identify causes that impact outcomes
(Slevitch, 2011). The discoverable knowledge is considered to be absolute and value-free
(Balnaves & Caputi, 2001). Therefore, positivists search for the single truth (a realist
ontology), in which case quantitative research is utilised (Slevitch, 2011). This is because
the fundamental assumptions of quantitative research are independence and objectivity
(Balnaves & Caputi, 2001).
Positivists believe that a positivist paradigm is important for objective and rigorous
research. They believe in empiricism and the use of rationality to generate knowledge,
and that ‘reality is concrete and objectivity is achievable’ (Broom & Wallis, 2007, p. 20).
On the other hand, the humanist paradigms, such as the constructivist paradigm, extend
beyond the observable realm. Constructivists believe that no knowledge could be
complete without understanding the subjective meaning of the experience as provided by
the participants who were involved in the event (Broom & Wallis, 2007). It has been
suggested that neither positivism nor constructivism should be regarded as superior; each
has its unique function. Therefore, health researchers need to critically assess the purpose
of the research and the type of knowledge sought, and then select a suitable paradigm
(Broom & Wallis, 2007). However, because of its perceived objective approach,
positivism is used widely in health-related research (Martin & Felix-Bortolotti, 2014).
Having described the two paradigms that are relevant to my research, I will now describe
the four elements of a paradigm – ontology, epistemology, methodology and methods.
Ontology may be defined as the study of elements that encompass reality. That is, it is
concerned with what comprises reality (Scotland, 2012). Relativism is the fundamental
assumption that there is more than one version of reality/ knowledge, and that each
individual tends to construct their unique version of reality (Scotland, 2012). Therefore,
it suggests that reality is subjective and varies between individuals (Guba & Lincoln,
1994). In this context, reality may be altered due to ‘historically and culturally effected
interpretations rather than eternal truths of some kind … and that at different times and
in different places there have been and are very divergent interpretations of the same
phenomena’ (Crotty, 1998, p.67). Often, relativism is the ontological approach selected
by qualitative researchers (Scotland, 2012). In contrast, realism is where research is used
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to detect the one truth, typically using a quantitative approach (Scotland, 2012).
Therefore, an ontological position determines our process of knowing. This leads to the
next element, epistemology.
Epistemology is concerned with how knowledge can be generated, obtained and
communicated (Crotty, 1998). There are three epistemological positions, objectivism,
subjectivism and constructionism (Guba & Lincoln, 2005).
Constructionism holds that
truth, or meaning, comes into existence in and out of [one’s] engagement with the
realities in [one’s] world. There is no meaning without a mind. Meaning is not
discovered but constructed. In this understanding of knowledge, it is clear that
different people may construct meaning in different ways, even in relation to the
same phenomenon. In this view of things, subjects and objects emerge as partners in
the generation of meaning. (Crotty, 1998, p. 42)

Constructionism assumes that the social creation of meaning is associated with culture
and that, within each culture, meanings guide human behaviours. Therefore, culture is
regarded as the foundation of human behaviour (Crotty, 1998).
Subjectivism holds that meaning or knowledge is determined by how individuals
comprehend and perceive reality (Moon & Blackman, 2014). It refers to the belief that
knowledge is ‘always filtered through the lenses of language, gender, social class, race,
and ethnicity’ (Guba & Lincoln, 2005, p. 21).
On the other hand, objectivism holds that things exist as meaningful and truthful
independent of experience (therefore it is not appropriate when studying human
behaviour). That is, things have objective truth and meaning within them, which may be
discovered using quantitative methods. Objectivist epistemology is closely aligned to
realist ontology, as there is a belief that objects ‘embody essences that are above and
beyond the influence of humans, and these essences are discoverable through impartial
observation’ (Nicholls, 2009, p. 528). The knowledge obtained is utilised to explain and
predict (Levers, 2013; Balnaves & Caputi, 2001). Therefore, while according to
subjectivism believing defines what is seen, in objectivism ‘seeing is believing’.
Positivism is objectivist as it is founded on a belief that only knowledge attained through
scientific methods – ‘through unprejudiced use of the senses’ – is correct and valid (Moon
& Blackman, 2014).
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The epistemological position must align with the research aim and the research question.
An epistemological position informs the research methodology and allows the utilisation
of justifiable research methods (Slevitch, 2011).
A research methodology refers to ‘the strategy, plan of action, process or design lying
behind the choice and use of particular methods, and linking the choice and use of
methods to the desired outcomes’ (Crotty, 1998, p. 3). A suitable methodology acts as a
guide to choosing and utilising suitable research methods that are applicable to the
research questions, and allows a researcher to systematically address these questions
(Kothari, 2004). The methodology used in any given study tends to be founded on a group
of theories that stipulate assumptions regarding reality, beliefs regarding what is
significant to study, and assumptions regarding what comprises genuine knowledge and
expressive data (Slevitch, 2011). Methodology relates to why, what, where, when and
how data is collected and analysed (Scotland, 2012).
While the research methodology (philosophical position) delivers the framework and
tactic to logically answer the research question, research methods (tool) are ‘the steps,
procedures, and strategies for gathering and analysing the data in research investigation’
(Polit, 1997). That is, they are the steps taken in conducting the research, as guided by the
methodological framework. Using a suitable research method will ensure that credible
results are obtained (Kothari, 2004).
Given the above descriptions, the research paradigms of the three studies conducted in
this thesis will now be discussed.

3.2.1 Study One research paradigm
The aim of Study One was to explore the health care challenges and needs of Arabicspeaking immigrants with CVD, using a comparative approach with Caucasian Englishspeaking background patients with CVD utilised as a comparison group. A constructivist
paradigm was considered suitable for this study. Within this paradigm, social realities are
believed to be ‘mind-dependent’ and cannot be explained without people’s points of view
as any reality derives from people’s interpretations (Slevitch, 2011). According to this
paradigm, reality is constructed using various people’s points of view as facts are
determined using people’s perceptions, not objective truth (Crotty, 1998). Therefore,
given that the aim of Study One was to understand the perspectives of patients with CVD
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(regarding their health care challenges and needs), and to derive meanings from these
perspectives, a constructivist paradigm was considered appropriate.
The constructivist paradigm was also suitable because patients tend to have different
health care challenges and needs and, therefore, their reality regarding health care
challenges and needs may vary. Accordingly, this study was conducted within a
constructivist paradigm – that is, where there is a belief that there are multiple truths
(Slevitch, 2011) as various people may construct meaning of the same phenomenon (for
example, health care challenges and needs) differently because events may be
experienced differently by various people depending on each individual’s beliefs (Crotty,
1998; Slevitch, 2011).
The constructivist paradigm chosen for this study aligns with relativist ontology and
subjectivist epistemology. The constructivist paradigm aligns with relativist ontology,
which is the fundamental assumption that there is more than one version of reality/
knowledge (for example, participants may have various beliefs regarding health care
challenges and needs) (Scotland, 2012). The constructivist paradigm also aligns with
subjectivist epistemology, which holds that reality is subjective and varies between
individuals (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Constructivists believe that no knowledge could be
complete without understanding the subjective meaning of the experience as provided by
the participants who were involved in the social interaction (Broom & Wallis, 2007).

3.2.1.1 Rationale for choosing a qualitative research method
Qualitative research methods differ from quantitative research methods, and the strengths
and weaknesses of each need to be considered in research. Qualitative research methods
are described by Sofaer as helpful ‘in providing rich descriptions of complex phenomena’
(Sofaer, 1999, p. 1101). Sofaer (1999, p. 1102) notes that
[t]hey enhance understanding of the context of events as well as the events
themselves… Thus, qualitative research not only serves the desire to describe; it also
helps move inquiry toward more meaningful explanations. (Sofaer, 1999)

According to Curry et al., qualitative research methods ‘provide detailed perspectives of
individuals or descriptions of processes, thereby ensuring a more comprehensive
understanding of the phenomenon of interest’ (Curry, Nembhard & Bradley, 2009,
p. 1443). Similarly, according to Mills, qualitative research methods are used when indepth understanding of a ‘phenomenon’ from a person’s perspective is required (Mills et
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al., 2015). Qualitative research methods tend to emphasise participants’ points of view.
As such they are regarded as the most suitable methods for exploring people’s thought
processes including their reasoning and decision making process that can impact on their
behaviour (Smith, 1998). Therefore, in recent years, qualitative research methods,
particularly interviews, have been frequently used in pharmacy practice research
(Anderson, 2010; Smith, 1998) due to their ability to describe, comprehend and clarify
social phenomena (Sofaer, 1999) as well as behavioural and cultural facets within the
health setting (Green & Thorogood, 2009) using people’s (rather than researchers’)
perspectives (Hammersley, 1992). A qualitative approach is useful in health research as
it aids researchers to understand patients’ lived experiences and accordingly implement
appropriate health care measures. It is frequently utilised when exploring health-related
issues among immigrant patients (Alzubaidi et al., 2015; Caperchione et al., 2011;
Renzaho & Oldroyd, 2014).
In contrast, as Bloomberg and Volpe describe, ‘all quantitative strategies collect and
analyse numerical data to explain, predict, and/or control phenomena of interest’
(Bloomberg & Volpe, 2012, p. 30) and quantify relationships between well-defined
variables (Smith, 1998). Unlike quantitative research methods, qualitative research
methods do not seek to explain hypotheses using numbers. Rather, they focus on the
quality of the participant’s experience, to understand and explain a certain phenomenon
(Elliott & Timulak, 2005).
The use of a qualitative method was important to attain the study aim. In order to attain
the study aim it was important that participants’ health care challenges and needs are
explained through participants’ own points of view/interpretations (Slevitch, 2011). This
is because health care challenges and needs may be experienced differently by various
patients (Slevitch, 2011; Crotty, 1998) and qualitative methods are useful for gaining an
understanding of participants’ perspectives (Broom & Wallis, 2007). Accordingly, given
that this part of the thesis (Study One) primarily seeks to obtain rich descriptions of
patients’ health care challenges and needs (from their perspective), rather than being
concerned with testing a hypothesis, qualitative research, and the use of a qualitative
research method, was considered most appropriate for this study. Additionally, some of
Arabic-speaking immigrants’ health care challenges and needs may be strongly linked to
their cultural beliefs and their unique social context. Therefore, qualitative research
methods, which allow researchers to describe, comprehend, and clarify social phenomena
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(Sofaer, 1999) as well as behavioural and cultural facets within the health setting (Green
& Thorogood, 2009), enabled the exploration of these beliefs within a health context.
This helped the researcher to comprehensively understand these participants’ health care
challenges and needs.
The qualitative method used in this study is congruent with the constructivist paradigm
selected. This is because within the constructivist paradigm social realities are believed
to be ‘mind-dependent’ and cannot be explained without reference to people’s points of
view as any reality derives from people’s interpretations. (Slevitch, 2011). Qualitative
methods aim to record data types that may allow researchers to ‘reflect on subjective
meanings and interpretations’ and ‘the social and culturally embedded nature of
individual experiences’ (Broom & Wallis, 2007, p. 25). Accordingly, employing a
constructivist paradigm for this study allowed the use of a qualitative method in order to
attain the study aim.

3.2.1.2 Research design
This study is an exploratory study. An exploratory design is useful ‘when there are few
or no earlier studies to refer to. The focus is on gaining insights and familiarity for later
investigation or undertaken when problems are in a preliminary stage of investigation’
(Lynn University, 2015). An exploratory study was appropriate for this study given the
paucity of studies regarding the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD in Australia.

3.2.1.3 The research sample
Purposive sampling and snowball sampling were used in this study. Purposive sampling
involves the selection and recruitment of participants who have certain characteristics and
experiences that are applicable to the study, allowing the collection of rich data (Smith,
1998), which may enable the provision of rich description of the phenomena understudy
(Sofaer, 1999). Purposive sampling was used to ensure recruitment of participants with a
range of socio-demographic and disease characteristics, and experiences with CVD
management. This sought to include all significant points of view in this study. A
snowball sampling strategy was also utilised, whereby participants were asked to refer
other patients who fit the eligibility criteria.
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Participants were eligible to be included in this study if they met certain inclusion and
exclusion criteria (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1
Study inclusion and exclusion criteria
Inclusion criteria

Exclusion criteria
Arabic-speaking participants

18+ years of age

Diagnosed with cognitive impairment

Born in a country that speaks Arabic (one of the
22 member states of the Arab League), and first
language is Arabic
Diagnosed with cardiovascular disease
English-speaking participants
18+ years of age

Diagnosed with cognitive impairment

Born in Australia, self-identifies as ‘Western’
(someone of Caucasian identity whose first
language is English)
Diagnosed with cardiovascular disease

3.2.1.4 Recruitment
To recruit participants for the study, various health care practices, community centres and
senior citizens’ clubs were contacted by telephone or email, to enquire whether they were
willing to allow recruitment of potential participants at their facilities. One health care
practice, two community centres and four senior citizens’ clubs in the west, east and north
of Melbourne agreed to participate in this study. Follow-up with each of the facilities was
made one to two weeks after the telephone calls, or after the emails were sent, and suitable
times were arranged for recruitment. Those that consented to allow recruitment in their
facilities were provided with patient information leaflets and the ethics approval letter.
On the day(s) of recruitment, the principal researcher (who is a pharmacist and an Arabic
speaker) was present in the community centres/senior citizens’ clubs/ health care
practices.

Receptionists

informed

patients/

members

regarding

the

study.

Patients/members who approached the principal researcher for more details about the
study were given a description of the project (including interview process and study aim)
to assist them in deciding whether to participate. Potential participants who indicated that
they might be willing to take part in the research were screened for eligibility (via a few
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simple screening questions to ascertain eligibility to take part in the research). If eligible,
the potential participant was provided with written information (Appendices B1, B2, and
B3) regarding the project, and a consent form (Appendices B4 and B5). All potential
participants who agreed to participate were contacted to set a date and time for the
interview. Consent forms were collected from all participants prior to the interview.

3.2.1.5 Setting
This study was conducted in Brunswick, Doncaster, Sydenham, Coburg, Bulleen and
Templestowe, in Victoria. Twenty-nine interviews were conducted in private rooms at
these sites: one general health practice, four senior citizens’ clubs, and two community
centres.

3.2.1.6 Data collection
To gain an in-depth understanding of participants’ health care challenges and needs, an
interview guide (Appendix B6) consisting of open-ended questions was developed
following an extensive literature review and in consultation with the researcher’s
supervisors.
Face-to-face individual interviews were conducted with all participants due to the
exploratory nature of the study, with the aim of collecting in-depth data (Horter et al.,
2014). Interviews have been used as a method of collecting data in many studies for the
purpose of obtaining data to provide ‘rich, and thick descriptions’ (Bloomberg & Volpe,
2012, p. 32). Interviews were also conducted as, according to Patton, the rationale for
conducting interviews is to enable researchers to obtain participants’ perspectives (Patton,
2002).
Face-to-face interviews were chosen instead of telephone interviews for a number of
reasons. Telephone interviews lack visual communication, which may make participants
feel impersonal. This lack of visual communication may hinder rapport building and trust,
which are important for eliciting effective responses and personal information from
participants. As such, face-to-face interviews allow gathering richer data than that
gathered using telephone interviews. This is important in qualitative research (Vogl,
2013).
Individual interviews, rather than focus group interviews, were utilised as Arabicspeaking people tend to value privacy and may not provide personal details and
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experiences when placed in a group. It has been shown that Arabic-speaking immigrants
may be more motivated to provide ‘real life’ disease management experience during an
individual interview, as it eliminates fear of the possible peer judgement that may occur
in a group setting (Alzubaidy & Marriott).
The interviews used a semi-structured questionnaire schedule. This allowed participants
to speak freely (which enabled obtaining rich data), yet allowed for exploration of the
specific issues that were intended to be explored (Horter et al., 2014) including
participants’ health care challenges and their needs in order to manage their CVD.
For Arabic-speaking participants, the interview guide was available in Arabic as well as
English, to suit participant preference. However, all Arabic-speaking participants
preferred to be interviewed in English.
Demographic information was collected from each participant before the start of the
interview, using a brief survey. During the interview, participants were asked about the
health care challenges that they face in managing their CVD and their needs in order to
address those challenges. Participants were asked questions about their knowledge
regarding secondary prevention, the secondary prevention measures they undertake, any
barriers to secondary prevention, and their perceptions regarding HCPs.
In doing the above, this study addressed the following questions:


What are the health care challenges that Arabic-speaking immigrants face when
managing their CVD, and their needs in order to manage their CVD?



How do Arabic-speaking immigrants’ health care challenges and needs compare
to those of Caucasian English-speaking background patients with CVD?

The duration of each interview was between 45 and 55 minutes. The interviews were
audio-recorded (only if the participant consented, otherwise hand-written notes were
used) and then transcribed verbatim. Hand-written notes regarding the interviewer’s
observations during interviews (for example, notes regarding participants’ facial
expressions and body language) were also taken with consent.
Interviews continued to be conducted until data saturation was attained, when no further
information or new themes emerged. For Arabic-speaking participants, data saturation
was attained after 12 interviews. Then, three additional interviews were conducted to
confirm data saturation, with no new themes emerging from these additional interviews.
For Caucasian English-speaking background participants, data saturation was attained
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after 10 interviews. Four additional interviews were conducted to confirm that data
saturation was attained. All transcripts were checked against the original audio-recordings
to ensure precision (Tuckett, 2005).
A large sample size was not considered important for this study. This is because this is a
qualitative study in which a thorough interpretation of participants’ experiences and
perceptions was needed (Van Manen, 2016) in order to obtain rich data to emphasise
meanings (Marshall, 1996). In qualitative research, a small, purposeful sample of
participants may be used to provide deep understanding of knowledge/meaning (Sofaer,
1999).

3.2.1.7 Data analysis
Before analysing the data, a theory-driven codebook (Appendix B7) was created. A
codebook refers to a table that lists: a ‘predetermined’ list of codes that may be used for
data coding; a label for each code; a brief as well as a full definition of the code; and
information regarding when to utilise the code. The aim of developing a codebook is to
‘provide definitions for codes and to maximize coherence among codes’ (Creswell, 2009,
p. 248). This codebook may be further developed or altered during a study, based on the
data analysis (Creswell, 2009). The codebook was created by the principal researcher and
reviewed by the research supervisors. All researchers then finalised the code book.
The interview data was imported into NVivo (QSR NUD Vivo: version 11) and organised
into themes that described participants’ views using a thematic analysis framework. The
thematic analysis approach was used to analyse the data for the following reasons. Firstly,
thematic analysis concentrates on finding meaningful patterns across participants, to
obtain more generalised views (Larkin, Watts & Clifton, 2006). Secondly, it is flexible,
allowing the provision of a rich and detailed account of the data. Thirdly, it is useful for
analysing data suited to inform interventions. This is congruent with this study, as the aim
of the study was to explore participants’ health care challenges and needs, and to use the
findings to inform the development, if needed, of a health care model to address these
health care challenges and needs (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
For thematic analysis of the data, the data were read line-by-line to determine the various
responses for each interview guide question. Following this step, the data were coded for
identification of important findings, and then organised into themes that described the
perceptions and views of participants. Some codes were informed by the theory-driven
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codebook. New data-driven codes were also developed during analysis. Participant
quotations were selected to evidence the creation of various themes and subthemes.
Relationships between the coded data and participants’ demographic information were
explored. Following each interview, data were analysed, and new themes were developed.
These were used to probe for information in subsequent interviews. The initial analysis of
the data was conducted by the principal researcher. Three other researchers then analysed
the transcripts to review themes. Discrepancies were resolved by way of discussion.

3.2.1.8 Rigor of the research
This study followed Guba and Lincoln’s standards for transferability, credibility and
confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). To establish credibility, the steps taken to analyse
the data have been discussed. Additionally, participants’ responses were recorded and
transcribed word for word without any changes. Credibility was also attained by choosing
research methodology and techniques that suited the research question. To enhance
transferability, a thick description of the methodology and research procedures used was
provided (as described in this methodology section). This allows the reader to assess the
findings’ transferability and potential to be implemented in other settings. However, as
with many qualitative studies, this study’s sample size of 29 participants is not large
enough to enable generalisation. In order to establish confirmability, analyst triangulation
(using different analysts to review the findings) was used.
The interviews (data collection) and data analysis were conducted concurrently. This
allowed the exploration of new and evolving ideas introduced by participants during
the interviews. Additionally, data analysis included field notes and four coders, three
of whom confirm the coding of the principal researcher.

3.2.1.9 Trustworthiness
In this study, trustworthiness was enhanced by transcript auditing. A review of the

transcripts and coding was undertaken by the research supervisors. Following the review,
the research supervisors and principal researcher undertook extensive discussions to reach
agreement where inconsistencies were recognised.

3.2.1.10 Ethical considerations
This study was approved by the Faculty of Science Low Risk Human Ethics Committee
(protocol number 400/2017/10). A written informed consent form was signed by each
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participant prior to the commencement of the interview, following detailed explanation
of the study by the principal researcher and the provision of a patient information leaflet.
The patient information leaflet contained a comprehensive description of the study,
including any potential benefits and risks. The consent forms and patient leaflets were
available in Arabic and English.
It was clearly stated verbally (prior to the interview) and in writing (in the patient
information leaflet) that participation in the interview is voluntary, and that participants
can withdraw from participation at any time without prejudice. Additionally, participants
were informed that they had the right to decline to answer any question and that the
information they provided would remain confidential.
Consent forms were collected and stored separately from participants’ transcripts.
Participants’ names were not mentioned in the interview audio-recordings. Study-related
paperwork, tape recordings and USBs are securely stored in a lockable cabinet at the
principal researcher’s study office.

3.2.2 Study Two research paradigm
The aim of Study Two was to determine the dominant HLC profile of Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD in Sydney, Melbourne and the virtual community, using a
comparative approach with Caucasian English-speaking background patients with CVD
used as a comparison group. The study aimed to explore the objective reality (single truth)
of the dominant HLC profile of each participant group, aiming for generalisation.
Therefore, the positivist paradigm was considered suitable as positivist methodology aims
to measure as well as analyse causal relationships among phenomena, aiming for
generalisation (Slevitch, 2011). Positivist methodology explains relationships between
dependant factors such as HLC and independent factors such as age and gender, and
identify causes that impact outcomes, thereby allowing prediction and generalisation
(Scotland, 2012).
A realist ontology and objectivist epistemology were considered suitable for this study as
they align with the positivist paradigm employed in this study. The positivist paradigm
aligns with a realist ontology as positivists search for single truth (Slevitch, 2011),
endorsing the view that ‘an objective reality exists that is independent of any individual’s
subjective experience’ (Hesse-Biber, 2010, p. 105) and realism is where research is used
to detect the one truth (for example, the dominant HLC profile of each participant group).
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(Scotland, 2012). The positivist paradigm also aligns with objectivism. This is because
positivists believe that phenomena have objective reality, (Slevitch, 2011) and
objectivism is is a belief that things exist as meaningful and truthful independently of
experience or human perception and have objective truth and meaning within them
(Levers, 2013).

3.2.2.1 Rationale for choosing a quantitative (psychometric) research
method
Qualitative research methods differ from quantitative research methods. According to
Bloomberg and Volpe, ‘all quantitative strategies collect and analyse numerical data to
explain, predict, and/or control phenomena of interest’ (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2012, p. 30)
and quantify relationships between well-defined variables (Smith, 1998). Conversely,
qualitative research methods are described by Sofaer as helpful in providing rich
descriptions of complex phenomena (Sofaer, 1999). Therefore, qualitative research
methods are used when in-depth understanding of a ‘phenomenon’ from a person’s
perspective is required (Mills et al., 2015). Given that we were seeking to test a hypothesis
(H0: Ethnic origin has no impact on the psychometric sub-scale scores of the HLC of
patients with CVD in Australia) using numbers, rather than focusing on the quality of the
participant’s experience (Elliott & Timulak, 2005), quantitative research was considered
most appropriate for this study.
Quantitative methods are congruent with the positivist paradigm employed for this study
(Slevitch, 2011) as the fundamental assumptions of quantitative research are also
independence and objectivity, and quantitative methods measure such properties
(Balnaves & Caputi, 2001). Employing a positivist paradigm for this study allowed the
use of quantitative methods to attain the study aim which needed quantification of
numerical data (participants’ HLC subscale scores).

3.2.2.2 Methodological approach
The MHLC Form C (hereafter referred to as MHLC-C), a validated HLC questionnaire
(Wallston, 2005; Thege, Rafael & Rohanszky, 2014; Castarlenas et al., 2018) was used
to investigate HLC in the study groups. MHLC-C was developed by Wallston and
Wallston (Wallston, Stein & Smith, 1994) to determine patients’ HLC beliefs regarding
an existing disease (Wallston, 2005). This scale has been used in various studies,
including studies involving Arabic-speaking participants (Albargawi et al., 2016). The
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scale has been shown to be reliable and valid when tested on patient groups including
those with CVD, cancer, irritable bowel syndrome, diabetes (Thege et al., 2014), arthritis
(Wallston et al., 1994) and chronic pain (Castarlenas et al., 2018). Internal reliability
(Cronbach’s alphas between 0.69 and 0.79) (Thege et al., 2014) and criterion validity
have been shown to be adequate (Castarlenas et al., 2018). According to Wallston (2005),
the MHLC-C shows concurrent validity (a form of criterion-related validity), knowngroups validity, convergent validity, and construct validity. It was important to use a
validated questionnaire to ensure that the questions capture the issue under investigation
(Bolarinwa, 2015).
The questionnaire (the MHLC-C) was translated by a translator from English to Arabic,
to enable participants with poor English proficiency to participate in the study should they
prefer to use the Arabic version.

3.2.2.3 The research sample
Purposive sampling was used in this study to ensure recruitment of participants with a
range of socio-demographic characteristics, disease characteristics and experiences with
CVD management. The aim was to include as many significant points of view as possible.
Given that objectivity and generalisation are the fundamental principles of the
quantitative positivist approach, this approach calls for methods associated with statistical
analysis and include techniques such as hypothesis testing and questionnaires. In this case
using an appropriate sample size is important, as a sizable sample enables generalisability
of findings (Slevitch, 2011).
According to the latest statistics released by the Australian Bureau of Statistics, there are
1.2 million (5.1% of the total population) Australians with CVD (ABS, 2015). This would
represent the full (true) population for this study. However, no ethnicity breakdowns are
available. This is a significant limitation for this study comparing Caucasian Englishspeaking background patients with CVD to Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD, as it
is difficult to calculate the number of participants that should be recruited from each
group.
A priori sample size determination is essential to achieve a sufficiently powered study.
The power procedure has been used for sample size calculation and power determination
in cross-sectional studies comparing patient-reported outcomes between two patient
groups (Blanchin et al., 2015). A priori power analysis was carried out using G*Power
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3.1.9.2 (http://www.gpower.hhu.de/en) for a t-test (2 tailed) and an ANOVA (1 way, 2
groups), using in each case a probability for type 1 error (false positive) α = 0.05 and a
type 2 error (false negative) β = 0.8. The predicted effect size was 0.5 for the t-test and
0.25 for the ANOVA, both of which are considered moderate expected effect sizes. The
number of participants was expected to be equal between the two groups. These
computations suggested a total sample of 128 participants for the t-test and the ANOVA
(64 participants per group).
An analysis of the impact of reduced sample size on the power of the analysis was
undertaken. Keeping the effect size and α as predicted above, the power of the analysis
would be reduced from 0.8 (n = 128 participants across the two groups) to 0.7 (n = 100
participants across the two groups) and 0.6 (n = 80 participants across the two groups).
This would suggest a chance of a false negative result increasing from 20% to 30% and
40% for the t-test and the ANOVA respectively.
Similarly, as the Rasch model uses a Chi Square goodness of fit test to assess the goodness
of fit of the model against the data, a priori Chi square test with an expected effect size
of 0.3 (medium), a probability for type 1 error (false positive) α = 0.05, of type 2 error
(false negative) β = 0.8 and degree of freedom = 4 (5 response categories) was computed.
The sample size was 133 respondents. A sensitivity analysis of β on the basis of reduced
sample size yielded a chance of a false negative result increasing from 20% to 34% and
45% if the sample was reduced from 133 to 100 and 80 respondents respectively.
Participants were eligible to be included in this study if they met the same inclusion and
exclusion criteria as for Study One (Table 3.1). The research sample recruited aimed at
including a balanced number of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD, and Caucasian
English-speaking background patients with CVD.

3.2.2.4 Recruitment
It was considered important to recruit participants Australia-wide to assess the HLC
profile of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD and Caucasian English-speaking
background patients with CVD. This was necessary to ascertain that the participant
sample was representative of the population, and to enable the generalisation of results
(Kukull & Ganguli, 2012). Participants were recruited in person (by the principal
researcher) in Sydney and Melbourne, where the majority of Australia’s Arabic-speaking
immigrants reside (Community Information Summary, 2011). For the other states, where
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only a limited number of Arabic-speaking immigrants reside, participants were recruited
via the social media platform Facebook. Facebook was also used to recruit additional
participants from Sydney and Melbourne.
Using Facebook to recruit participants for health-related research is becoming popular.
This is because Facebook is widely used by people with a wide range of characteristics.
Additionally, Facebook recruitment allows researchers to overcome some of the
limitations associated with traditional recruitment methods. Unlike traditional
recruitment methods, Facebook allows the recruitment of participants in a short period of
time due to its widespread use. Researchers are also able to target participants with certain
inclusion criteria (Thornton et al., 2016).
Facebook recruitment has been useful for research in various topics, using various study
populations, and study designs. It has been shown to be particularly useful in recruiting
participants from ‘hard-to-reach populations’. Facebook has been used to recruit
participant groups including immigrants, and those of low socioeconomic characteristics.
Most studies utilising Facebook for recruitment have been cross-sectional studies, many
of them addressing disease issues (Thornton et al., 2016).
Participant characteristics that often tend to be reported as ‘imbalanced’ when recruiting
via Facebook included gender, age (no consistent trend was shown), and education (those
with higher education are more likely to use Facebook) (Thornton et al., 2016). However,
in this study (Study Two), the use of both traditional recruitment methods and Facebook
enabled the recruitment of participants with balanced characteristics. While in this study
Facebook participants tended to be younger, given that they formed only a small
proportion of the sample this did not affect the age balance.

3.2.2.4.1 Recruitment process
Initially, various community centres and senior citizens’ clubs in Sydney and Melbourne
were contacted by telephone or email to enquire whether they were willing to allow the
recruitment of potential participants at their facilities. Five community centres and three
senior citizens’ clubs in the west, east, south and north of Melbourne agreed to participate
in this study. Two community centres and three senior citizens’ clubs in the north, east and
west of Sydney also agreed to participate (different cites to those used in Study One).
Follow-up with each of the facilities was made one to two weeks after the telephone calls,
or after the emails were sent, and suitable times were arranged for recruitment. Those who
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consented to allow recruitment in their facilities were provided with an information leaflet
(Appendix C1) and the ethics approval letter.
On the day(s) of recruitment, the principal researcher was present in the community
centres/senior citizens’ clubs. Receptionists informed members about the study. Members
who approached the principal researcher for more details about the study were given a
description of the project (including questionnaire aims and process) to assist them in
deciding whether to participate. Potential participants who indicated that they may be
willing to take part in the research were screened for eligibility. If eligible, the potential
participant was provided with written information (Appendixes C3 and C4) regarding the
project, the questionnaire (Appendixes C7 and C8) and a consent form (Appendixes C5
and C6). Potential participants were given the option to take the information leaflet, the
questionnaire and the consent form home to give them time to consider whether they
would like to participate in the study.
All potential participants who agreed to participate were informed that, should they decide
to take part in the study, they must place the signed consent form together with the
completed questionnaire in the poll box that was placed in each senior citizens’ club/
community centre. All participants preferred to complete the questionnaire on the
day(s) of recruitment. Consent forms were collected from all participants with hard
copies securely stored in a lockable cabinet at the principal researcher’s study office.
Eligible participants were also recruited using Facebook (using nine Australia-based
Facebook pages). This was done in the following way: firstly, the questionnaire was
created online using Survey Monkey (https://www.surveymonkey.com/). The
administration personnel of each suitable Facebook page were contacted via Facebook to
enquire whether they would be willing to allow the recruitment of potential participants
via their Facebook pages. They were provided with details regarding the study, including
a link to the Survey Monkey online questionnaire, the ethics approval letter and an
information leaflet (appendix C2).
After receiving permission from the administration personnel of each Facebook page, a
public post inviting potential participants to participate in the questionnaire was posted
and advertised on these Facebook pages. The post included the study’s eligibility criteria
and provided a link containing an information leaflet and the actual questionnaire so that,
should any members chooses to participate in the questionnaire, they could click on the link
provided in the same post. The first page in the link was an information leaflet outlining the
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study details, including the aim. If participants were willing to participate, and were eligible,
they proceeded to the following page, which contained the questionnaire. Completion of
the questionnaire was considered as offering implied consent.

3.2.2.5 Setting
This study was conducted in diverse metropolitan locations in the east, north, west and
south of Melbourne (see Appendix C9), and the north, east and west of Sydney (Appendix
C9). The study was also conducted via Facebook (Appendix C9). In total, 96
questionnaires were completed by Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD and 69 by
Caucasian English-speaking background patients with CVD. The questionnaires were
completed by participants at six senior citizens’ clubs and seven community centres. An
additional six questionnaires were completed online via Facebook.

3.2.2.6 Data collection
In seeking to determine the dominant HLC profiles of Arabic-speaking immigrants with
CVD and Caucasian English-speaking background patients with CVD, the responses of
each participant were elicited using a self- administered questionnaire (Appendixes C7
and C8).
Demographic information was collected from each participant using a brief survey
(Part A of the questionnaire). This enabled inter- and intra-group comparison of
sociodemographic status and the relationship between these variables and HLC
orientation. This part of the questionnaire was developed by the principal researcher based
on the available literature on the topic and in consultation with the research supervisors.
The second part of the questionnaire (Part B) included the MHLC-C. The MHLC-C was
used to determine the dominant HLC profile of participants. This validated scale has been
used in similar studies involving patient groups with CVD, cancer, irritable bowel
syndrome and diabetes (Thege et al., 2014).
The MHLC-C includes 18 items and three subscales, which correspond to the three HLC
orientation types: Internal, Chance, and Powerful Others. Each subscale consisted of six
items. In each item, participants chose one of six responses ranging from ‘strongly agree’
(= 6) to ‘strongly disagree’ (= 1). Therefore, the total score for each subscale ranged from
6 to 36. The mean score for each subscale was used in the statistical analysis of the data
(as recommended by Wallston, Stein & Smith, 1994).
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The questionnaire was available in Arabic as well as English, to suit participant
preference. In that regard, for Facebook participants, the link to the Arabic and English
versions of the questionnaire was available for Arabic-speaking participants, enabling
them to choose the version that suited them.
The readability (ease of understanding) of the questionnaire was determined using the
Flesch Reading Ease Test (Nair et al., 2016). This test determines the readability of a
questionnaire based on the average number of syllables per word and the average number
of words per sentence. Scores range from 0 to 100. Higher scores indicate that a larger
percentage of individuals can easily understand the questionnaire (Nair et al., 2016).
According to this test, a writer should aim for a score of 60–70. The score for this
questionnaire was 68.78 and the questionnaire should therefore be easy to understand.
Additionally, this validated questionnaire has previously been used successfully in studies
conducted with Arabic-speaking immigrants and other non-English-speaking groups (the
English version) (Grotz et al., 2011; Shara et al., 2010; van Dijk et al., 2013). Therefore,
it appears to be easily understood by Arabic-speaking immigrants.
A written questionnaire was chosen as the collection method for this study for the
following reasons.
1. The aim of this study was to determine the dominant HLC profile of Arabicspeaking immigrants with CVD and Caucasian English-speaking background
patients with CVD in Sydney, Melbourne and the virtual community. Therefore,
the MHLC-C, a validated HLC questionnaire designed to predict the HLC profile
of individuals, was used as the collection method (Wallston et al., 1994).
2. Quantitative research methods involve mathematical analysis of collected data,
which may be collected using questionnaires, or interviews in order to generalise
it across groups of individuals, or to predict a phenomenon (Earl, 2015).
Therefore, this study used a quantitative research collection method, being
questionnaires.
3. A written questionnaire has advantages including time efficiency, low cost and
elevated objectivity compared to other data collection methods. Additionally, a
written questionnaire allows participants sufficient time to answer questions. This
may ensure more complete responses (Dudovskiy, 2013).
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3.2.2.7 Ethical considerations
This study was approved by the Charles Sturt University Human Research Ethics
Committee (protocol number H18169). A written informed consent form was signed by
each participant recruited from Sydney and Melbourne (consent forms were available in
Arabic and English), following detailed explanation of the study (to each participant) by
the principal researcher, and the provision of a patient information leaflet. For Facebook
participants, completion of the questionnaire was considered as giving consent. The
patient information leaflet contained a comprehensive description of the study, including
any potential benefits and risks (leaflets were available in Arabic and English). It was
clearly stated in the information leaflet that participation in this questionnaire was
entirely voluntary and that participants could withdraw at any time without any
prejudice or any consequences to themselves.
Prior to data analysis, participants’ names and any contact details provided were
separated from the questionnaire to ensure that participants’ confidentiality and privacy
were protected. Study-related paperwork and USBs are securely stored in a lockable
cabinet at the principal researcher’s study office.

3.2.2.8 Data Analysis
The collected data were analysed using classical test approaches in the Statistical Package
for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 24.0 (SPSS, 2015). RUMM2030 version 5.4
(www.rummlab.com) was used for the Rasch analyses. Descriptive statistics were used
to generate means, standard deviations and frequencies for all variables. Descriptive
statistics were calculated for the MHLC subscales. An analysis of demographic data was
conducted, with each variable described using standard descriptive statistics.

3.2.2.8.1 Research questions and hypothesis testing
The research question for this study was formulated using a PICO (T) Approach: (Aslam
& Emmanuel, 2010).


Population: Patients with cardiovascular diseases in Australia



Indicator: Health Locus of Control category



Comparison: Ethnic origin (Arabic and English-speaking patients)



Outcome: Characterisation of the populations



Type of Study: Survey
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The question for this study is therefore formulated as: Is there a difference between the
health locus of control profile of Caucasian English-speaking background patients and
Arabic speaking immigrants with cardiovascular diseases in Australia?
The following hypotheses were investigated in this study.


The MHLC-C is a valid instrument to be used in the context of this study; the
validation process relates to the reliability of the scale, evidence of no differential
item functioning (DIF).



The MHLC-C data contributes towards characterising the studied populations.

The following hypothesis was tested:


H01: Ethnic origin has no impact on the psychometric sub-scale scores of the HLC
of patients with CVD in Australia.

3.2.2.8.2 Correlational and mean differences analyses
Inferential statistical analyses were conducted to determine the relationship between
various demographic variables, and subsequently the relationship between demographic
variables and the outcome variable (HLC subscales). The variables were first examined
for assumptions of normality when using the t-tests and ANOVA (Shapiro Wilks test)
and homogeneity of the variance (Barlett test).

3.2.2.8.3 Psychometric analyses
A psychometric analysis of the scale was conducted using Rasch analysis to contribute to
validation of the MHLC-C.

3.2.2.8.4 Classical test analyses
A reliability analysis of the MHLC-C subscales was conducted using Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient. Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was calculated for each subscale using Quest
and SPSS (the two systems were used to confirm the results). It is recommended that a
Cronbach’s alpha of 0.70 is the minimum acceptable value to assume internal reliability
(Cooper, 2001).
Confirmatory factor analysis was conducted to determine whether the three-factor
structure of the MHLC-C would replicate in each group. Follow-up analyses were
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conducted to determine whether items loaded in a similar manner across both groups to
form consistent scales.

3.2.2.8.5 Reasons for performing analysis using a combination of the
classical test theory and item response theory
Classical test theory (CTT) and item response theory (Rasch analysis) were both used
(using the one-parameter logistic Rasch model) to analyse the study data as these analysis
methods complement each other. Both theories allow the prediction of test outcomes by
detecting parameters of item difficulty and participants’ ability to undertake the test.
Additionally, both methods aim to enhance the reliability and validity of questionnaires
(Magno, 2009). However, both analysis methods partially incorporate different
approaches, yield different information and apply dissimilar criteria for failure and
success (Petrillo et al., 2015). Therefore, these approaches may complement each other.
Hence, they have been used concurrently in various studies (McCreary et al., 2013). Study
results indicate that neither instrument is more beneficial than the other (Prieto,
Alonsoand & Lamarca, 2003).
While CTT has been a traditional method of analysis, it has limitations that may be
addressed by using item response theory (IRT). These limitations include the following.
1) while the emphasis of the CTT analysis is on the total test score, frequency of correct
responses (to determine item difficulty), frequency of responses (to assess distracters) and
reliability of the test and item-total correlation (to assess discrimination at the item level),
one limitation is that these statistics belong to the sample under study; therefore, they tend
to be sample dependent. This is of concern as it indicates that when using a questionnaire
from a previous study, it is necessary to calculate the internal consistencies using the
sample used in the current study, as internal consistencies calculated in previous studies
cannot be used given that they are sample-dependent. However, in IRT, estimates of
reliability are more consistent than CTT methods. Using IRT estimates of person and item
reliability are more beneficial when reporting internal consistencies of scales as they tend
to be more stable and are not sample-dependent. 2) Estimates of standard errors are much
greater when using the CTT method than IRT method. Standard error estimates are
regarded as chance factors that confound test results. Therefore, it is important when
developing a scale to reduce measurement errors to a minimum. This is possible by having
an independent calibration of person and items so that they do not affect each other, which
can be attained using IRT (Magno, 2009). 3) When using the CTT approach, missing data
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are not dealt with easily and ‘conservative rules to set total scores to missing when a
certain number of items are missing unnecessarily ignore the information contained in the
non-missing items.’ (Petrillo et al., 2015, p. 32). One advantage of using Rasch analysis
is that it deals with missing data as it utilises expected score information to account for
missing data (Prieto et al., 2003). Therefore, the limitations of the CTT approach tend to
be addressed using the IRT approach.
The IRT approach tends to make stronger assumptions than CTT. This method, which is
based on item analysis, takes into account the possibility of getting certain items right or
wrong. In this method, each questionnaire item has an item characteristic curve which
describes the probability of getting an item right or wrong given the ability of the
participant (Magno, 2009).
The CTT approach may shed light on issues such as items that may impede the scale’s
validity, redundant items, and skewed response categories. Additionally, the IRT method
determines poor item fit, local dependencies (which may constrain reliability and validity)
and poor targeting (which may limit measurement precision). The IRT method provides
further information to that provided by the CTT approach and ‘sheds light on potential
causes of possible issues and sheds light on possible ways for improvement (for example,
item misfit)’ (Petrillo et al., 2015, p. 31).

3.2.3 Study Three (the questionnaire)
This project entailed two stages: a pilot study and the Study Three questionnaire (hereafter
the Study Three questionnaire will be referred to as Study Three). The two stages of the
project are discussed in detail below.

3.2.3.1 The pilot study
A pilot study was conducted before conducting Study Three to address Arabic-speaking
participants’ issues that arose when completing the Study Two questionnaire. In Study
Two, the Arabic translation of two questions was unclear. Additionally, a small number
of Arabic-speaking participants reported that the questionnaire was too long. Therefore,
before recruiting participants for Study Three, a pilot study incorporating a 30-minute
focus group with four Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD was conducted. The aim of
this focus group was to explore the views of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD about
the clarity of the Arabic version of Study Three questionnaire and whether it was easy to
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complete. This was conducted to improve comprehension. In doing so, they were asked
to make suggestions about these aspects.

3.2.3.1.1 Rationale for choosing a qualitative research method for the pilot
study
Unlike quantitative research methods, qualitative research methods do not seek to explain
hypotheses using numbers. Rather, they focus on the quality of the participant’s experience
(Elliott & Timulak, 2005) to describe, comprehend and clarify social phenomena (Sofaer,
1999). Accordingly, given that the pilot study primarily sought to obtain patients’ views
regarding the clarity of the Study Three questionnaire (from their perspective), rather than
being concerned with testing a hypothesis, qualitative research, and the use of a qualitative
research method, was considered most appropriate (Sofaer, 1999).

3.2.3.1.2 The research sample of the pilot study
Purposive sampling was used in the pilot study to recruit participants. The pilot study
focus group comprised four Arabic-speaking participants with CVD. A similar number
of participants has been used in many similar studies, in Australia and internationally
(see, e.g., Alzubaidi et al., 2015; Olave Quispe et al., 2011). The pilot study entailed
similar inclusion and exclusion criteria to those of Study Three, with the addition of the
following inclusion criteria: ‘Participants must be able to read Arabic’. This was added
to ensure participants could read the Arabic version of the questionnaire and provide
suggestions.

3.2.3.1.3 Participant recruitment strategy for the pilot study
The recruitment process for the pilot study was the same as that for Study Three
(discussed below). However, recruitment for the pilot study only took place in
Melbourne. Potential participants were given time to consider whether they would like to
participate in the pilot study. Those who decided to take part in the pilot study contacted
the principal researcher. All potential participants who agreed to participate were
contacted by phone/email to set a date and time for the focus group.

3.2.3.1.4 Pilot study setting
The pilot study was conducted at a mutually agreed location, being a community centre
in Preston, Melbourne.
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3.2.3.1.5 Data collected from the pilot study focus group
The focus group guide was available in English and Arabic, to suit participant preference.
The questions asked to participants (that is, the focus group guide) were as follows.
1. Are the questions (questions in Study Three questionnaire) clear and easy to
understand?
2. Is the questionnaire too long?
3. For each question in Study Three questionnaire, participants are provided with
five possible answers to choose from (being: strongly agree, agree, strongly
disagree, disagree, not applicable). Does this number of choices make the
questionnaire difficult or confusing? If so, how many choices should be provided?
A focus group was chosen as the collection method for the pilot study for the following
reasons.
1. The aim of the pilot study was to explore the views of Arabic-speaking immigrants
with CVD about the clarity of the Arabic version of Study Three questionnaire,
and whether it was easy to undertake. Therefore, a focus group was used as the
collection method as focus groups are useful for obtaining people’s perceptions
about a certain issue or topic (Krueger, 1988). Focus groups entail the gathering
of participants with similar experiences who can provide detailed descriptions of
their views by way of a discussion (Morrison-Beedy, Côté-Arsenault & Feinstein,
2001).
2. Group discussions tend to enhance the richness of the data (Newton & McKenna,
2007). Arabic-speaking people value privacy and may not provide personal
details/experiences when placed in a group (Alzubaidy & Marriott). However, as
this focus group did not entail the provision of personal details/experiences,
participants actively engaged in the focus group discussion and appeared to speak
freely.
3. It is a time efficient way of collecting data when compared to other methods such
as interviews.

3.2.3.1.6 Pilot study results
Themes that emerged from the focus group were as follows.
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Almost all questions were clear and well understood.
To ensure that questions were clear and understood accurately, participants were asked to
briefly explain what they understood by each question. It appeared that, apart from
Question 2, questions were understood accurately and were clear.
Question 2 was ambiguous.
All four participants indicated that Question 2 was ambiguous, as the Arabic translation
of the phrase ‘financial situation’ suggests that HCPs should know full details of the
patient’s financial position, including all debts and savings. Therefore, participants
suggested that this phrase should be replaced with ‘financial ability’, which indicates that
HCPs should only ask patients whether they can afford treatment cost.
This means my finance like… how much I have in bank and how much I owe bank.
[Participant 1]
It is best to ask how much can the patient pay… Doctor or pharmacist can ask if
things like medicine are expensive for me. If I say ‘yes’, they can say ‘ok, how about
this cheap medicine’… best to say ‘financial ability’. [Participant 4]

5-point Likert scale vs 3-point Likert scale
Participants suggested that the 5-point Likert scale should be reduced to a 3-point Likert
scale. That is, they suggested the removal of ‘strongly agree’ and ‘strongly disagree’. It
was their view that being given five choices for each question was confusing and difficult.
This was particularly so as it was their view that ‘strongly agree’ and ‘agree’ have the
same meaning, namely ‘agree’. They further suggested that being given five choice may
cause participants stress as it may be difficult to make decisions. Therefore, it was their
view that a 3-point Likert scale (‘agree’, ‘disagree’, or ‘not applicable’) should be used.
Too much choices here… if I agree, I say I agree… hard to think if I agree or strongly
agree. I am just agree. [Participant 3]
I agree here. Just put agree or disagree or not applicable. That is enough for people to
make up their mind… Or people will be very tired and upset… stressed because things
[choices] are confusing. Make it simple. [Participant 2]

Based on the focus group results, the questionnaire was amended. Question 2 was
redrafted based on participants’ suggestions. In this question, the phrase ‘financial
situation’ was replaced with ‘financial ability’. Additionally, the 5-point Likert scale was
reduced to a 3-point Likert scale. No questions were removed or added.
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3.2.3.2 Study Three (the questionnaire) research paradigm
The aim of Study Three was to determine Arabic-speaking immigrants’ preference for a
model of care provision that could address their health care needs. The study used a
comparative approach with Caucasian English-speaking background patients with CVD
used as the comparison group. The study aimed to explore the objective reality (single
truth) of what is the preferred model of care by each participant group (based on their
needs), aiming for generalisation. Therefore, a positivist paradigm (see section 3.2) was
considered suitable for this study (Slevitch, 2011).

3.2.3.2.1 Rationale for choosing a quantitative research method for Study
Three
A quantitative research method was chosen for Study Three. The rationale for choosing
a quantitative research method is the same as that for Study Two. Further, given that in
this study we were seeking to test a hypothesis using numbers (hypothesis: Ho – no
difference in model of care preference between participant groups), rather than focusing
on the quality of the participant’s experience (Elliott & Timulak, 2005), quantitative
research was considered most appropriate.

3.2.3.2.2 Study Three sample
Purposive sampling was used in Study Three to recruit participants with a wide range of
socio-demographic characteristics, disease characteristics and experiences with CVD
management. This was to enhance the likelihood that all significant points of view were
included in this study.

3.2.3.2.3 Study Three participants
The sample size calculation method was the same as that in Study Two [section 3.2.2.3].
Participants were eligible to be included in this study if they met the same inclusion and
exclusion criteria as for Study One [section 3.2.1.3]. The research sample recruited aimed
at including a balanced number of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD, and Caucasian
English-speaking background patients with CVD.

3.2.3.2.4 Recruitment
Participants were recruited in the following way. Initially, various Arabic community
centres, community groups and senior citizens’ clubs in Sydney and Melbourne were
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contacted by telephone or email to enquire whether they were willing to allow the
recruitment of potential participants from their facilities. Three Arabic community
centres, two community groups, and six senior citizens’ clubs in the west, east, south and
north of Melbourne agreed to participate in this study. Additionally, two Arabic
community centres, two community groups and three senior citizens’ clubs in the north
and west of Sydney agreed to participate (different cites to those used in Study One and
Two). Follow-up with each of the facilities was made one to two weeks after the telephone
calls, or after the emails were sent, and suitable times were arranged for recruitment.
The recruitment process was the same as for Study Two (3.2.2.4). However, based on the
ethics committee recommendation no consent form or patient leaflet was required for this
study.

3.2.3.2.5 Study Three setting
This study was conducted in diverse metropolitan locations in west, east, south and north
of Melbourne and in the west and north of Sydney (Appendix D3). A total of 258
questionnaires were completed. Of those, 131 questionnaires were completed by Arabicspeaking immigrants with CVD, and 127 by Caucasian English-speaking background
patients with CVD (Notably, this was a different group of participants to that in Study
Two). The questionnaires were filled by participants at nine senior citizens’ clubs, four
community groups and five Arabic-community centres.

3.2.3.3. How the questionnaire was developed
Despite searching the literature carefully, no suitable questionnaire covering the
requirements of this study was identified. Therefore, to attain the study aim, a health care
model preference questionnaire was developed specifically for the study, informed by the
literature and the results of Study One and Study Two of this thesis. The literature
explored included validated questionnaires relating to the various health care models
under investigation.
It was not possible to use a validated questionnaire for the models under study. This is
because in the literature, health care models such as the PCC model (Little et al., 2001b;
ACSQH, 2010; Scholl et al., 2014) tend to be described differently by different authors.
Therefore, various authors suggest slightly different model dimensions. Also, different
authors tend to suggest various way in which each dimension of each model under study
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may be implemented. Therefore, it was not possible to use a validated questionnaire for
the models under study. This is particularly that case as it was also important to
incorporate the health care needs of participants as described by Study One and Study
Two into the Study Three questionnaire. This was to enable the provision of
recommendations for a health care model that could address the health care challenges
and needs of the patient group under study.
The following steps were taken to develop the questionnaire. Firstly, a thorough literature
search was conducted to obtain the most commonly discussed and studied models (Scholl
et al., 2014; Grover & Joshi, 2015; Strickland et al., 2010; Purnell, 2002; Alamo et al.,
2002). Secondly, health care model questionnaires that were developed for each model
(Britto et al., 2004; Schmittdiel et al., 2008), particularly validated questionnaires
(Suhonen, Schmidt & Radwin, 2007; Ouwens et al., 2009; Edvardsson, 2009; Radboud
University, n.d.; Juhnke, 2013; Weech-Maldonado et al., 2012; Alzubaidi et al., 2019;
Dancet et al., 2011; Olave Quispe et al., 2011; Aung et al., 2016) were searched. This
involved searching several databases including MEDLINE, EMBASE, Cochrane Library,
and PUBMED, in addition to a secondary search. Thirdly, the results of these searches as
well as the results of Study One and Study Two were used to develop the Study Three
questionnaire. For the PCC model, questionnaire items were based on the key elements
of patient-centredness defined by the WHO and the Picker Institute. For details regarding
the sources used to develop each question, see Table 3.2.
Some dimensions of the models under study tend to overlap. Therefore, it would have
been time consuming and impractical for participants to answer four questionnaires
(corresponding to the four models under study) with overlapping items. To reduce the
repetition of items, it was necessary to develop a questionnaire that incorporated the
dimensions of the four models under study.

3.2.3.4 Sections of the questionnaire
In seeking to determine participants’ preference for a model of care provision that may
address their health care needs, each participant’s responses were elicited using a selfadministered questionnaire (Appendices D1 and D2). Firstly, in Part A of the selfadministered questionnaire, basic demographic information was collected from each
participant. This part of the questionnaire consisted of a set of questions that enabled the
determination of the demographic characteristics of each participant including age,
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gender, occupation, education level and country of origin. This enabled inter- and intragroup comparison of sociodemographic status and the relationship between these
variables and participants’ preferences.
The second part of the questionnaire (Part B) involved a health care model preference
questionnaire. The questionnaire was used to determine participants’ preference for a
model of care provision that may address their health care needs. The questionnaire
consisted of 28 items. These encompassed all the various dimensions of the relevant
health care models identified above (the PCC model, the cultural competence model, the
pharmaceutical care model and the chronic care model), with the addition of Internal HLC
as a dimension. The questionnaire included 28 items and included four subscales, which
correspond to the four health care models mentioned above (Table 3.2).
As previously mentioned, the pharmaceutical care model, the chronic care model and the
cultural competence model can be described as patient-centred approaches to care but
incorporate only a few of the dimensions of the multi-faceted PCC model. Accordingly,
all the dimensions/items referring to these models refer to a PCC model that incorporates
the dimensions of the other three models, in addition to additional dimensions (Table 3.2).
Initially (prior to the focus group), for each questionnaire item, participants were to be
asked to choose one of five answers/responses, ranging from ‘strongly agree’ (= 4) to ‘not
applicable’ (= 0). However, as discussed in the results section of the pilot study (section
3.2.3.1.6), the focus group participants recommended that participants should only be
provided with three answers to choose from, being ‘agree’, ‘disagree’ or ‘not applicable’.
In their view, being given five choices for each question was confusing, difficult and
stressful.
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Table 3.2
Themes to which questionnaire items belong
Item/Sources

Original model

Q 1. My health care provider should be friendly, and easy to talk to as my friend (approachable)
Britto et al., 2004; Dancet et al., 2011; Edvardsson, 2009; Laplante-Levesque, Hickson & Grenness, 2014;
Little et al., 2001b; Moore, 2008

PCC model, cultural
competence model

Theme

Reversed
item

HCP-patient
communication.

Q 2. My health care provider needs to know me well (e.g. my financial situation, family, employment, and cultural and religious beliefs), and know my personality in
order to treat my illness
Britto et al., 2004; Suhonen et al., 2007; Cheraghi-Sohi et al., 2008; Moore, 2008; Cunningham, 2008;
Doorenbos et al., 2005; Laplante-Levesque et al., 2014; RANZCP, 2012)

PCC model, cultural
competence model

Q 3. It is important that I have confidence and trust in my health care providers’ expertise
Britto et al., 2004; Ouwens et al., 2009; Edvardsson, 2009; Jenkinson, 2002; Radboud University, n.d.;
PCC model
Rathert et al., 2015; Weech-Maldonado et al., 2012
Q 4. It is important that I have confidence and trust in my health care providers’ ability to keep my information confidential
Ouwens et al., 2009; Weech-Maldonado et al., 2012

PCC model, cultural
competence model

Biopsychosocial
perspective
HCP-patient relationship

HCP-patient relationship

Q 5. My health care provider should be respectful towards me and should not treat me differently because of my culture/religion
Cunningham, 2008; Jenkinson, 2002; Ouwens et al., 2009; Rathert et al., 2015; Rathert et al., 2012;
Weech-Maldonado et al., 2012; RANZCP, 2012

PCC model, cultural
competence model

HCP-patient relationship

Q 6. My health care provider should not be interested in how my health problem affects my daily life, and lifestyle
Britto et al., 2004; Little et al., 2001b; Simonsen, Koponen & Suominen, 2018; Steinhaeuser et al., 2011;
Suhonen et al., 2007

PCC model, chronic care
model

HCP-patient relationship

Q 7. My health care provider should spend enough time with me to find out the reasons for my visit, answer my questions, and deal with my concerns
Britto et al., 2004; Suhonen et al., 2007; Dancet et al., 2011; Elwyn, 2003; Jenkinson, 2002; Little et al.,
2001b; Ouwens et al., 2009; Rathert et al., 2015
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PCC model, chronic care
model

HCP-patient
communication

Yes

Item/Sources

Original model

Q 8. My health care provider should listen to everything that I have to say, and I should feel understood
Edvardsson, 2009; Little et al., 2001b; Radboud University, n.d.; Weech-Maldonado et al., 2012; Brazil et PCC model, chronic care
al., 2012; de Witte, Schoot & Proot, 2006)
model

Theme

Reversed
item

HCP-patient
communication

Q 9. My health care provider should ask me whether I am experiencing anxiety, distress or depression, and provide me with the needed support
Cheraghi-Sohi et al., 2008; Jenkinson C, 2002; Little et al., 2001b; Ouwens et al., 2009; Rathert et al.,
2015; Weech-Maldonado et al., 2012; Zucca, Sanson-Fisher, Waller, Carey & Boadle, 2017

PCC model, chronic care
model

Biopsychosocial
perspective

Q 10. My health care provider should clearly explain my health condition and treatment in a way that I can understand (e.g. use words that are easy to understand, and
not speak fast), and checks that I have understood the information
Britto et al., 2004; Edvardsson, 2009; Jenkinson C, 2002; Little et al., 2001b; Radboud University, n.d.;
PCC model, cultural
HCP-patient
Moore, 2008; Cunningham, 2008; Dancet et al., 2011; Elwyn, 2003; Laplante-Levesque et al., 2014;
competence model
communication to enable
Rathert et al., 2015; Weech-Maldonado et al., 2012; Zucca et al., 2017
access
Q 11. My health care provider should talk to me about my goals in caring for my condition, help me to make a treatment plan to improve my health, and give me a copy
of this plan
Cunningham, 2008; Dancet et al., 2011; Laplante-Levesque et al., 2014; Simonsen et al., 2018;
PCC model, chronic care
Empowerment and selfSteinhaeuser et al., 2011
model
management support
Q 12. I should visit the same health care provider so that she/he can have my history and know my needs and preferences
Cunningham, 2008; Dancet et al., 2011; Radboud University, n.d.
PCC model
Q 13. I should get the same information/advice from all health care providers, and never get contradictory information

Continuity of care

Dancet et al., 2011; Jenkinson C, 2002; Ouwens et al., 2009; Rathert et al., 2015
Q 14. My health care provider should ensure that my care is well organised
Cunningham, 2008; Jenkinson, 2002; Ouwens et al., 2009; Rathert et al., 2015; Simonsen et al., 2018;
Steinhaeuser et al., 2011; Zucca et al., 2017

PCC model

Continuity of care

PCC model, chronic care
model

Care coordination

PCC model

Information access

Q 15. I do NOT need written information about my disease and treatment
Ouwens et al., 2009; Suhonen et al., 2007; Laplante-Levesque et al., 2014; Cunningham, 2008; Elwyn,
2003; Steinhaeuser et al., 2011

Q 16. I should be offered interpreter service when needed, and be assured that my privacy will be maintained
Weech-Maldonado et al., 2012; RANZCP, 2012
PCC model, cultural
competence model
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HCP-patient
communication

Yes

Item/Sources

Original model

Theme

PCC model, cultural
competence model

Cultural competence to
improve information
access

PCC model, chronic care
model

Information access to
enable involvement in care

Reversed
item

Q 17. I should be provided with translated written materials about my health and treatment
RANZCP, 2012
Q 18. I should always get information about all benefits and harms of medical treatment choices
Radboud University, n.d.; Suhonen et al., 2007; Dancet et al., 2011; Elwyn, 2003; Simonsen et al., 2018;
Steinhaeuser et al., 2011; Stiggelbout, 1997

Q 19. My health care provider and I should make decisions about my health together after he /she gives me information about all benefits and harms of medical
treatment choices
Brazil et al., 2012; Britto et al., 2004; Cheraghi-Sohi et al., 2008; Cunningham, 2008; Dancet et al., 2011;
PCC, cultural competence Patient involvement in care
de Witte et al., 2006; Elwyn, 2003; Jenkinson, 2002; Laplante-Levesque et al., 2014; Little et al., 2001b;
& chronic care models
Radboud University, n.d.; Moore, 2008; Ouwens et al., 2009; Steinhaeuser et al., 2011; Stiggelbout, 1997;
Suhonen et al., 2007; Weech-Maldonado et al., 2012; Zucca et al., 2017
Q 20. Health care providers should NOT involve my family and friends when making decisions about my health care
Cunningham, 2008; Dancet et al., 2011; Jenkinson, 2002; Ouwens et al., 2009; Rathert et al., 2015;
Steinhaeuser et al., 2011

PCC model, cultural
competence model

Family involvement in care Yes

Q 21. My health care provider should give me easy to understand instructions about things I should do to improve my health and reduce the risk of future illness
Little et al., 2001a; Dancet et al., 2011; Rathert et al., 2015; Simonsen et al., 2018; Steinhaeuser et al.,
2011; Weech-Maldonado et al., 2012

PCC, cultural competence
& chronic care models

Patient empowerment

HLC

HLC

Q 22. I should NOT be referred to health services to educate me on how to take care of my own health
Dancet et al., 2011; Simonsen et al., 2018; Steinhaeuser et al., 2011

Q 23. I should be referred to health services that include health care providers who speak my language and are of my culture
RANZCP, 2012

PCC model, cultural
competence model

Cultural competence to
improve access

PCC model, cultural
competence model

Community resources for
empowerment

Q 24. I will benefit from attending health education sessions delivered by a priest or a sheikh.
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Yes

Item/Sources

Original model

Theme

Reversed
item

Q 25. Pharmacists should spend enough time to clearly explain everything I need to know about my medicine, and to answer any questions I may have
Britto et al., 2004; Ouwens et al., 2009; Dancet et al., 2011; Edvardsson, 2009; Elwyn, 2003; Gourley &
PCC, pharmaceutical care Effective pharmacistSolomon, 2001; Jenkinson, 2002; Little et al., 2001b; Radboud University, n.d.; Rathert et al., 2015;
& chronic care modes
patient communication
Simonsen et al., 2018; Steinhaeuser et al., 2011; Weech-Maldonado et al., 2012; Zucca et al., 2017
Q 26. Pharmacies should offer a health service to help patients look after their health and manage their medications.
PCC, pharmaceutical care
& chronic care modes

Pharmacists’ role in selfmanagement support and
empowerment
Q 27. The pharmacist should assess my medication plan, and when needed, discuss it with my doctor, to ensure that I am provided with an effective medication plan
Cunningham, 2008; Gourley & Solomon, 2001; Radboud University, n.d.; Simonsen et al., 2018;
Steinhaeuser et al., 2011

PCC, pharmaceutical care
& chronic care modes

Pharmacist-physician
collaboration

Q 28. Pharmacists do NOT have to check whether my ongoing medications are working or deal with any medication related problems that I may have
Gourley & Solomon, 2001; Steinhaeuser et al., 2011

PCC, pharmaceutical care
& chronic care modes
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Patient follow up by
pharmacists to enhance
pharmacists’ role

Yes

As in Study Two, the readability (ease of understanding) of the questionnaire was
determined using the Flesch Reading Ease Test. According to this test, a writer should
aim for a score of 60–70 (Nair et al., 2016). The score for this questionnaire was 69.28.
Therefore, it ought to be easy to understand. The questionnaire was available in Arabic
as well as English, to suit participant preference and to enable participants with poor
English proficiency to participate in the study should they prefer to use the Arabic version.
To ensure that the questionnaire was accurately translated, the questionnaire was
developed in English, then translated to Arabic and back-translated to English. This was
to ensure that the Arabic and English versions are similar. This method is commonly used
when an English questionnaire is to be administered in another language (Baron-Epel et
al., 2017).
A questionnaire was used to collect data for Study Three. The aim of this project was to
determine both participant groups’ preferences for a model of care provision that could
address their health care needs, aiming for generalisability. Questionnaires are a
quantitative research collection method; quantitative research methods involve
mathematical analysis of collected data, which may be collected using questionnaires and
interviews, or by manipulating pre-existing data to generalise it across groups of
individuals, or to predict a phenomenon (Earl, 2015). This study used a quantitative
research collection method, namely questionnaires.
The questionnaire was reviewed by four university academics, and by eight patients who
pilot-tested the questionnaire (a different pilot to the focus group discussed above. It
entailed eight participants completing the questionnaire), in order to confirm the
questionnaire’s face and content validities.

3.2.3.5 Method of interpreting responses to the proposed instrument
This is a new questionnaire. Therefore, there was no previous scoring system or method
of interpretation for it. In looking at validated questionnaires consisting of subscales, such
as the Multidimensional Health Locus of Control Scale, the scores for the Internal HLC
are between 6 and 36 (as discussed in section 3.2.2.6). Therefore, the median score is 21.
Participants with scores above the median (that is, those scoring above 21) are regarded
as displaying high Internal HLC. Conversely, those with scores below the median (that
is, those scoring below 21) are regarded as displaying low Internal HLC (Grotz et al.,
2011; Wu, Tang & Kwok, 2004; K. A. Wallston, personal communication,10 July 2019;
Wallston & DeVellis, 1978). Therefore, for each model in the Study Three questionnaire,
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those with scores above the median will be regarded as displaying high preference for the
health care model. On the other hand, those with scores below the median score will be
regarded as displaying low preference for the health care model.

3.2.3.6 Ethical considerations
This study was approved by the Charles Sturt University Human Research Ethics
Committee (protocol number H19270). Before data analysis, participants’ names and any
contact details provided were separated from the questionnaire to ensure that participants’
confidentiality and privacy are protected. Study-related paperwork and USBs are securely
stored in a lockable cabinet at the principal researcher’s study office.

3.2.3.7 Data Analysis
The collected data were analysed using classical test approaches in the Statistical Package
for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 24.0 (SPSS, 2015). RUMM2030 version 5.4
(www.rummlab.com) was used for the Rasch analyses.
Descriptive statistics were utilised to generate means, standard deviations and frequencies
for all variables. Descriptive statistics relating to each item in the questionnaire were
reported. An analysis of the demographic data was conducted, with each variable
described using standard descriptive statistics.

3.2.3.8 Research question and hypothesis testing
The research question for this study was formulated using a PICO (T) Approach: (Aslam
& Emmanuel, 2010).


Population: Patients with cardiovascular diseases in Australia



Indicator: Preference for a model of care provision



Comparison: Ethnic origin (Arabic and English-speaking patients)



Outcome: Characterisation of the populations



Type of Study: Survey.

The question for this study is therefore formulated as: Is there a difference between Arabic
speaking immigrants’ health care model preference, and that of Caucasian Englishspeaking background patients with cardiovascular diseases in Australia?
The following hypotheses were investigated in this study:
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The questionnaire is a valid instrument to be used in the context of this study. The
validation process relates to the reliability of the scale and evidence of no
differential item functioning.



The questionnaire data contributes towards characterising the studied populations.

3.2.3.9 Validation of the instrument
A psychometric analysis of the questionnaire (the scale) was conducted to contribute
towards the validation of the questionnaire. The questionnaire was validated using IRT
and CTT.
A reliability analysis of the questionnaire was conducted using the Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient statistical method to ascertain that the measures met the criteria for research
purposes (Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). The Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was calculated
using Rumm2030 and SPSS (the two systems were used to confirm the results). It is
recommended that a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.70 is the minimum acceptable value to assume
internal reliability (Cooper, 2001).
Using a CTT approach, the construct validity of the questionnaire was examined using
exploratory factor analysis (principal component exploratory factor analysis). This was
conducted to identify dimensions, assess unidimensionality and determine whether there
were redundant items that may be poorly linked to the construct. Using an IRT approach,
the questionnaire was examined for fit of the Rasch model, fit of items and persons,
unidimensional, item and persons targeting, as well as the correlations amongst the
residuals correlations.
The questionnaire’s face validity and content validity were evaluated. Face validity was
determined by pre-testing/pilot testing the questionnaire using patients with CVD.
Content validity was evaluated by asking four academics about the content of the
questionnaire. They were satisfied that the questionnaire items were appropriate.
Additionally, the questionnaire contained items that reflect the model dimensions
described in the literature as being central aspects of the models under study. Further, the
content of the questionnaire was based on the key elements of patient-centredness defined
by WHO and the Picker Institute, and reflect the dimensions described in the literature as
being central aspects of patient-centred care. Finally, four Arabic-speaking participants
with CVD were asked regarding the clarity and readability of the questionnaire items (by
way of a focus group).
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3.2.3.10 Correlational and mean differences analysis
The variables were first examined for assumptions of normality necessary in t-tests, and
homogeneity of the variance using the Barlett test. Subsequently, inferential statistical
analyses were conducted to determine the relationship between various demographic
variables, and the relationship between demographic variables and the outcome variable
(the subscales).
It should be noted that this study’s dataset is essentially categorical (dichotomous, with
two levels being agree/disagree) and ordinal (an order of increasing endorsement of the
measured trait between ‘agree’ and ‘disagree’ is consistent in all the variables). The Rasch
model is useful for modelling dichotomous responses and modelling the probability of a
participant’s accurate response for a dichotomous item (Magno, 2009).
The data were coded as 0 = Disagree and 1 = Agree in order to carry out the Cronbach
alpha calculation and subsequently the Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA). This is
because traditional EFA requires scale-level (interval or ratio) data. Likert scale data are
considered to be scale-level. However, there is contradictory information in the literature
regarding using this approach when computing EFA for categorical/ordinal data as there
is a debate regarding whether or not agree/disagree, which is dichotomous, is a scale
(Gelin, Beasley & Zumbo, 2003; Linting et al., 2007). Generally, EFA may be conducted
on dichotomous variables using CATPCA (for categorical EFA) (Linting et al., 2007).
Another approach is the tetrachoric correlation (the appropriate approach for binary or
dichotomous data) (Lorenzo-Seva & Ferrando, 2012). Also, IRT (Rasch analysis) is an
approach to deal with dichotomous data. I have used the IRT approach which suits this
type of data and complements the CTT analysis approach (Prieto et al., 2003).

3.3 Conclusion
This research project adopted qualitative as well as quantitative methods in order to attain
the project aims. The project consisted of one qualitative phase and two quantitative
phases, the results of which are reported and discussed in individual chapters (chapters 4,
5 and 6). These are followed by a general discussion of the findings in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 4: The health care challenges and needs
of Arabic-speaking participants and Caucasian
English-speaking background participants with
cardiovascular disease
4.1 Introduction
CVD secondary prevention has been shown to decrease the risk of subsequent CVD
events or death (Li et al., 2019), improve functional status and increase patients’ quality
of life (Mayer-Berger et al., 2014). However, there is substantial evidence to suggest that
immigrants face many challenges to secondary prevention compared to their nonimmigrant counterparts (Lewey & Choudhry, 2014). These challenges include poor
access to secondary prevention services (Juergens et al., 2016) and challenges to selfmanagement (NSW Health, 2008; Zhang et al., 2018).
Despite the benefits associated with self-management, particularly in the prevention of
recurrent CVD events, immigrant patients may not undertake self-management due to
barriers including language barriers, cultural beliefs and social norms (El Masri et al.,
2017; Gholizadeh et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2018). Additionally, they may have fewer
resources to enable them to self-manage their chronic disease (Diaz et al., 2017; El
Samman et al., 2013; Shaw et al., 2012). For example, few disease self-management
interventions have been tailored to enable their application to be adapted to these patients
(Alzubaidi et al., 2015; Haghshenas & Davidson, 2011). Tailored interventions may be
important for immigrant patients as they tend to face barriers including language (AlSharifi et al., 2019) and cultural (Teng et al., 2014) barriers in using ‘mainstream’ selfmanagement interventions.
Further, poor understanding of patients’ health care challenges and needs may contribute
to poor self-management, as patients may not be sufficiently equipped to manage their
own health (Valaker et al., 2017). This may increase their risk of recurrent CVD events
or death (Lewey & Choudhry, 2014). Despite this, there is a paucity of studies
investigating the health care challenges facing Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD,
and their needs to be able to ideally manage their CVD. This is despite evidence showing
that Arabic-speaking immigrants tend to have a higher prevalence of CVD and recurrent
CVD events than other groups (Dassanayake et al., 2009; Dassanayake et al., 2011;
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Gallegos et al., 2019; NSW Health, 2008; El Masri et al., 2017; ABS, 2008). Therefore,
there is a need to identify this patient group’s challenges in undertaking secondary
prevention, and their needs to overcome those challenges.
Therefore, the aim of this study (‘Study One’) is to explore the health care challenges and
needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD. The study used a comparative approach,
with the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD
compared to those of Caucasian English-speaking background patients with CVD. This
comparison assisted in determining whether health care providers’ approach to assisting
Arabic-speaking immigrants in managing their CVD needs to be a tailored approach, or
whether a common approach (the ‘mainstream’ approach to care) is effective for both
patient groups. Immigrants with CVD may have different needs regarding their disease
management approach due to factors such as their cultural characteristics and linguistic
needs, which may in turn shape their disease management needs. To determine whether
this is the case, we compared the views of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD with
those of Caucasian English-speaking background patients with CVD.
CVD-related health care challenges and needs tend to be multifactorial and can only be
understood through the eyes of the target patient group. An understanding of Arabicspeaking immigrants’ perspective regarding their health care challenges and their needs
provides an opportunity for improving CVD management by addressing this patient
group’s health care challenges and meeting their needs while acknowledging that each
patient is a unique individual.

4.2 Methodology
Methods used to obtain the results reported in this chapter are presented in detail in
Chapter 3, section 3.2.1.

4.2.1 Study participants
The sociodemographic characteristics of participants are shown in Table 4.1. The two
groups of participants were of a similar age distribution, similar female-to-male ratio, and
similar education and employment profiles. Compared to Caucasian English-speaking
background participants, more Arabic-speaking participants were living with family, and
more rated their health as unsatisfactory to poor.
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Table 4.1
Participants’ sociodemographic characteristics
Characteristic

Arabic-speaking
participants with CVD

English-speaking
participants with CVD

Gender:
Female
Male

8 (53.0%)
7 (47.0%)

8 (57.1)
6 (42.9)

Age
40–49
50–59
60–69
70–79
80–89

3 (20.0%)
3 (20.0%)
4 (26.7%)
4 (26.7%)
1 (6.7%)

2 (14.3%)
3 (21.4%)
2 (14.3%)
5 (35.7%)
2 (14.3%)

Ave. no. of years in Australia

25.8 years (3-57)

NA

Education status
Primary school education
High school education
University degree or above

2 (13.3%)
8 (53.3%)
5 (33.3%)

2 (14.3%)
7 (50.0%)
5 (35.7%)

Socioeconomic status
Low
Medium
High

4 (26.7%)
6 (40.0%)
5 (33.3%)

5 (35.7%)
4 (28.6%)
5 (35.7%)

Employment status
Employed
House wife
Unemployed
Retired

5 (33.3%)
3 (20.0%)
2 (13.3%)
5 (33.3%)

5 (35.7%)
0
2 (14.3%)
7 (50.0%)

Living arrangement
Living with family
Living alone

12 (80.0%)
3 (20.0%)

7 (50.0%)
7 (50.0%)

English proficiency (self-rated)
Poor
Unsatisfactory
Satisfactory
Excellent

3 (20.0%)
3 (20.0%)
6 (40.0%)
3 (20.0%)

Health status (self-rated)
Poor
Unsatisfactory
Satisfactory
Excellent

3 (20.0%)
7 (46.7%)
4 (26.7%)
1 (6.7%)

Nil
5 (35.7%)
7 (50.0%)
2 (14.3%)

Country of origin
Egypt
Sudan
Lebanon
Syria
Iraq
Palestine

6 (40.0%)
3 (20.0%)
2 (13.3%)
2 (13.3%)
1 (6.7%)
1 (6.7%)

N/A

NA
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4.3 Findings
Participants’ perceptions and points of view regarding their health care challenges and
needs revolved around eight themes: exploration of the biological, psychological and
social aspects of the disease by HCPs; effective communication with patients; accessible
care; patient empowerment; participation in decision-making; family involvement in
care; continuity of care and care coordination; and the role of the pharmacist.

4.3.1 Exploration of the biological, psychological, and social aspects of
the disease by health care providers
4.3.1.1 Biological aspect
Most Arabic-speaking participants (n = 11) reported that their HCPs do not explore or
address all their health-related issues. Many reported that HCPs only allow them to
discuss one health related issue/concern during any one consultation or pharmacy visit.
These issues appeared to be more pronounced among participants with poor Englishspeaking skills who visit English-speaking HCPs.
She listen …. But quickly and write prescription. [Arabic-speaking participant 6]

Most Arabic-speaking participants also reported that HCPs do not explore each patient’s
unique health care needs and preferences, with some attributing this to stereotyping.
In contrast, most Caucasian English-speaking background participants reported that their
HCPs explore and address all their health-related issues and encourage them to express
their health concerns.

4.3.1.2 Social aspect
In contrast to Caucasian English-speaking background participants’ view, most Arabicspeaking participants indicated that HCPs should not explore patients’ social context,
including family (that is, they can explore their family history of a disease but not familyrelated issues such as family support), cultural and religious beliefs, financial issues or
employment. In the view of some participants, exploring these issues is a violation of the
patient’s privacy. For others, it is a potential cause of discrimination or racism as they
may be perceived as different.
Actually, has got no right to ask me about my life or money. He had the right to ask
about my life history… the health history. [Arabic-speaking participant 5]
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They [HCPs] do not need, no [do not need to know about her culture and religion].
Why they need? I am patient like... like everyone. God in my heart not to do with
anyone. [Arabic-speaking participant 14]

A few Arabic-speaking participants (n = 4) reported that they encountered racism within
the health care system. One participant recalled that her culture was mocked by HCPs in
hospital. This adversely affected her family’s trust in the health care system and resulted
in reluctance to seek health care.
Staff [hospital staff] made fun of my culture there. So we [including family
members] do not want to go back there. [Arabic-speaking participant 3]

A few Arabic-speaking participants suggested that information regarding cultural or
religious beliefs should only be provided by patients voluntarily, should they perceive the
need to do so.
In contrast, Caucasian English-speaking background participants reported that their GPs
know about their social context due to knowing them for many years, with many of them
regarding them as friends.

4.3.1.3 Psychological aspect
Most Arabic-speaking participants (n = 12) reported that they do not discuss any
psychological issues (including stress and anxiety) with their HCPs as they regard this as
a breach of their privacy, which is not acceptable in their culture.
If it is personal problem, it is only about the family, not out the family. [Arabicspeaking participant 11]

One Arabic-speaking participant indicated that she would be keen to discuss her personal
stresses and anxieties with her GP, but her culture, which emphasises family privacy,
prevents her from doing so.
I think family problems does have a lot things… when the doctor knows about it, he
might be able to help… But in our culture is very hard to open up about that. [Arabicspeaking participant 4]

In contrast, Caucasian English-speaking background participants reported that they
discuss psychological issues with their GPs, whom they regarded as friends due to
knowing them for many years.
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4.3.2 Effective communication with patients
Participant in both groups indicated that effective HCP–patient communication is
important. They expressed the view that effective communication skills – which
encompasses clarity, approachability and two-way communication – is important in
promoting appropriate use of medicine, self-management, a good HCP–patient
relationship, and treatment adherence.
Most Arabic-speaking participants reported that their HCPs are unapproachable, as they
do not listen to them, do not encourage them to express their health concerns and do not
answer their questions. Many cited HCPs’ lack of time as a possible reason for the
perceived unapproachability. This perception of unapproachability appeared to be
expressed more by Arabic-speaking participants with poor English-speaking skills, who
visit English speaking HCPs.
If I speak honest, they have not time to listen to me... no time. He tried to finish.
[Arabic-speaking participant 7]

As such, Arabic-speaking participants spoke of the importance of being provided with
sufficient consultation time to enable them to express their concerns, and for those
concerns to be addressed accordingly.
A few Arabic-speaking participants recalled visiting their HCPs to express concern
regarding experiencing severe chest pain. However, their HCPs did not listen to their
concerns, dismissed their symptoms and complaints, and did not address their need to be
examined and treated promptly. Subsequently, the patients suffered a myocardial
infarction.
Before I had the heart attack, I went to the doctor [patient reported that he visits an
‘Australian’ doctor] and I said, I breathe very hard, and my left hand not very good,
and I feel tired, and feel too much water on my face, he no listen much… he said to
do nothing. He said, ‘No, no, no, do not worry about it, just I think you are working
hard… I give you two-day rest…’ In the third day, I had a heart attack, and the first
time I have. [Arabic-speaking participant 3]

Also, many Arabic-speaking participants (n = 8) reported that their HCPs are not clear as
they do not use simple language, tend to speak fast, and do not provide them with clear
information regarding their health condition, treatment plan and medications. They
suggested that this impacts on their ability to manage their disease.
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I think he must speak slowly because... because I cannot understand if he speaks to
me normal. He can explain it in easy language not medical language, or I can’t know
how to take medicine the right way. [Arabic-speaking participant 7]

Further, some Arabic-speaking participants reported that language barriers lead to poor
HCP–patient communication. According to some of those participants, this issue is
compounded by the fact that there is lack of access to Arabic-speaking HCPs (some
Arabic-speaking participants preferred visiting Arabic-speaking HCPs), forcing those
wishing to visit Arabic-speaking HCP, to visit English-speaking HCPs instead.
With regard to the issue of language barriers, many participants indicated that they prefer
using family members as interpreters to maintain their privacy.
I prefer my family… because... I shy that anybody outside of my family know my
situation. [Arabic-speaking participant 7]

However, those participants who indicated that they prefer using an interpreter (n = 3)
reported that they do not get offered an interpreter service.
A few Caucasian English-speaking background participants reported that their HCPs are
unapproachable as they do not listen to them. Additionally, a few participants reported
that their HCPs are not clear; they do not provide clear information and tend to use
medical terms.
Because of time limits, they tend to be unclear. For example, my pharmacist does
not explain much. [English-speaking participant 6]

Caucasian English-speaking background participants indicated that clarity is important in
self-management.

4.3.3 Accessible care
Almost all Arabic-speaking participants (n = 13) reported that they face barriers to access.
The access issue most frequently cited by Arabic-speaking participants was poor access
to information regarding their health condition, treatment plan and medications,
particularly in relation to pharmacists.
They [HCPs] do not give enough information like about medicine or about how I’m
going with health… I think important to tell me how I’m going or how to use my
medicine, things like that. [Arabic-speaking participant 13]

Many Arabic-speaking participants preferred written information to enable them to read
the information more carefully at home to comprehend it, or to enable their children to
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translate for them. Other participants preferred oral information as they are illiterate (in
both languages or English only).
Almost all Arabic-speaking participants identified that they do not need written
information that is tailored to their cultural needs. Participants suggested that health
information should be tailored by individual patients, in consultation with their HCPs if
necessary.
A few Caucasian English-speaking background participants reported that they face access
issues including poor information provision, particularly by pharmacists. Many
participants indicated that they try to address access issues such as poor information
access.
I do not recall getting any written information about any medication. I was never
asked whether I was going well with my heart medications... I do my own research.
[English-speaking participant 5]

Most Caucasian English-speaking background participants indicated that they prefer
written information to enable them to read the information more carefully at home, or to
keep it for future reference. A few indicated that they prefer electronic information
(websites and emailed information). These participants tended to be younger and hold a
university degree.
I would like things sent by email because that means that when I’m on my lunch
break or whatever, I can just sit down and read. [English-speaking participant 1]

4.3.4 Patient empowerment
Caucasian English-speaking background participants appeared to have more knowledge
regarding CVD secondary prevention than Arabic-speaking participants. Further, most
Caucasian English-speaking background participants reported that they were undertaking
secondary prevention measures.
Most Arabic-speaking participants reported that they follow a healthy diet plan. A few
participants described a healthy diet as one low in carbohydrates but did not acknowledge
the importance of a low-fat diet. A few participants reported that a healthy diet caused
their health to deteriorate.
He [general practitioner] tell me go home open the fridge, throw all the bread, cake,
rice, macaroni, spaghetti… Throw them away. I followed that for a week but I could
not follow. The symptoms getting worse when I follow that [diet]. [Arabic-speaking
participant 5]
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While a few Arabic-speaking participants reported that they exercise, others reported that
they do not exercise due to the perception that it worsens their condition, or the belief that
their health is under God’s control.
And I told him: Um, when I walk, my heart starts... boom, boom. And he said: you
won’t die (laughing). I did not like it. [Arabic-speaking participant 10]
I don’t go exercise much… I am too sick. If I die or live up to God. It is all up to
God. [Arabic-speaking participant 14]

Additionally, unlike Caucasian English-speaking background participants, only a few
Arabic-speaking participant spoke of the importance of medication adherence and
reducing stress in preventing disease deterioration.
When asked whether they would be interested in joining CVD-related health programs to
empower them to undertake secondary prevention measures, some Arabic-speaking
participants (n = 7) expressed interest. However, only a few Arabic-speaking participants
(n = 3) have been informed of CVD- related health programs. Participants who indicated
that they would not be interested in joining these programs provided reasons including
poor English proficiency, travel time, timing, and belief in fate.
Unlike Arabic-speaking participants, almost all Caucasian English-speaking background
participants have been informed of CVD-related health programs, which many viewed as
important in self-management.
When asked, more than half of the Arabic-speaking participants reported that their HCPs
do not empower them to self-manage their disease, as they do not educate them regarding
the disease. Participants provided reasons including HCPs’ lack of time.
In contrast, many Caucasian English-speaking background participants reported that their
HCPs empower them to self-manage their disease.

4.3.5 Participation in decision-making
Unlike Caucasian English-speaking background participants, most Arabic-speaking
participants (n = 11) indicated that they do not wish to be involved when health care
decisions are being made regarding their health. This is because they perceived they had
poor health literacy (which was also observed through their responses to the interview
questions), and therefore were concerned that they may make the wrong health care
decisions. Instead, they preferred that HCPs make all health-related decisions. Notably,
most of these participants live with family.
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I don’t know what's good for me… she [the physician] does. [ Arabic-speaking
participant 8]
I leave up to them [doctors]. I am not a doctor so I cannot make decision. I leave up
to them. [Arabic-speaking participant 6]

In contrast, a few Arabic-speaking participants (n = 4) indicated that they prefer to be
involved when decisions are being made regarding their health. Those participants tended
to have higher education levels. However, those participants reported that their HCPs do
not encourage them to be involved. They reported that they are never asked for their
opinion and are never provided with sufficient/any information to enable them to make
informed decisions. Those participants were referring to HCPs in primary care.
Notably, more than half of the Arabic-speaking participants reported that when they do
not agree with HCPs’ advice, they do not follow it.
I just don’t do. If advice I do not like it, I don’t do. [Arabic-speaking participant 11]

4.3.6 Family involvement in care
Most participants indicated that they prefer that family members be involved when healthrelated decisions are being made regarding their health. Arabic-speaking participants
expressed the view that family is a unit and must make health-related decisions together.
Family because they feel how I feel, so they answer with me better. [Arabic-speaking
participant 15]

Participants in both groups reported that HCPs tend to involve family members in healthrelated decisions, should they perceive that the patient prefers that.
Notably, when asked who manages their health, Arabic-speaking participants reported
that their health is managed by their family and the physician, while most Caucasian
English-speaking background participants reported that they manage their own health.

4.3.7 Continuity of care and care coordination
4.3.7.1 Continuity of care
Participants in both groups spoke of the importance of continuity of care in building trust
and providing patients with their needs and preferences. According to participants,
‘regular HCPs’ tend to be knowledgeable regarding patients’ medical history, needs and
preferences.
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Very important [to be cared for by the same HCP]. Very, very important because my
GP know everything about me like my health, my tests, my medicine. So, she know
what I need to do and what she needs to do to make me feel better. If I go to a
different one she would not know what I need or how to look after my health… But
she has all my tests and all my history so she can look after me better. [Arabicspeaking participant 9]

Participants spoke of HCP qualities that promote continuity of care, including
friendliness, availability, competence and good communication skills (particularly
listening skills). Some participants suggested that a good HCP–patient relationship, which
is important for building trust, promotes continuity of care.

4.3.7.2 Care coordination
Participants in both groups expressed the view that it is important that GPs coordinate
care by way of keeping track of all the patient’s health service visits. According to
participants, this allows HCPs to take health service visit results into account when
making health-related decisions.
If she know where I go then she can advice if I do not need to go somewhere else,
or maybe she does not send me there again because I went already. Like in hospital,
they gave me three tablets for blood pressure. If she does not know I taken these,
maybe she give me more and I get worse. [Arabic-speaking participant 9]
Well... it would be good if he could find out whether I have been to a dietitian or a
psychologist… Because I think if he’s got a comprehensive understanding of all my
medical needs, he can give me the right advice and really looks after me... So yeah.
[English-speaking participant 2]

Most participants (24 of the 29 study participants) reported that their GPs keep track of
all their health service visits and discuss health service results with them. It was observed
that participants who reported experiencing lack of care coordination cited GPs’ lack of
time as a possible reason. They also indicated that their GPs have poor communication
skills.

4.3.8 Role of pharmacists
Both participant groups indicated that they have higher trust in physicians’ expertise than
pharmacists’ expertise.
Most Arabic-speaking participants (n = 12) reported that their pharmacists dispense their
medications and, at times, counsel them regarding new medications. However, they do
not provide them with sufficient information (including directions for use and side
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effects), and do not follow up regarding ongoing medications. Furthermore, they do not
explore, listen to or address their medication-related concerns and do not answer their
questions. Some cited pharmacists’ lack of time as a possible reason for this. Many
perceived that pharmacists regard themselves as ‘business owners’, not health
professionals who look after patients’ health care needs.
Arabic-speaking participants raised concerns regarding poor information provision by
pharmacists, indicating that this affects medication adherence. These participants stressed
the need for medication-related information to allow them to understand the directions
for using their medications and to be familiar with any side effects.
Pharmacist is busy most of time, so hard to tell him anything or ask much… At home,
Egypt, they tell me what is wrong with me [diagnose] and give medicine. Not in
Australia. I hope get pharmacist here permission to explain more about medicine
because they have no time to explain… and help more with information. [Arabicspeaking participant 7]
Me and the wife have many medicine. Sometimes we confused about when to take
it and for what? … too many medicine… so some time I don’t take it. [Arabicspeaking participant 15]

Arabic-speaking participants indicated that they have significant trust in pharmacists in
the Arabic-speaking countries. They discussed the extensive disease management role of
pharmacists in these countries, suggesting that this impacts on patients’ trust in
pharmacists.
Arabic-speaking participants indicated that they would be keen to join pharmacy-based
CVD management services. However, they indicated that they are not aware of the
existence of any such services. Participants suggested that the care provided by
pharmacists in these services may complement the limited care provided by physicians
(due to physicians’ lack of time), and may help prevent recurrent CVD events.
For sure. doctor have no time to do all check for heart. If pharmacist can do that, is
good because I check all time and I am relax, and not have another heart attack.
[Arabic-speaking participant 12]

Caucasian English-speaking background participants reported that their pharmacists
dispense their medications and counsel them. However, a few participants reported that
pharmacists do not provide them with their needs, including the need for information.
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Most Caucasian English-speaking background participants (n = 12) identified that they
would not be willing to join pharmacy-based CVD management services. Reasons
provided for this included inconvenience.

4.3.9 Important observations
Most Arabic-speaking participants indicated that their health is managed by their HCPs
and family. It was observed that most of those participants did not wish to be involved in
health care decision-making. They also preferred that family be involved when health
care decisions are being made regarding their health.
In contrast, most Caucasian English-speaking background participants reported that they
manage their own health. They also indicated that they wish to be involved in healthrelated decision-making.
While Caucasian English-speaking background participants frequently referred to the
importance of self-management in improving their health outcomes, Arabic-speaking
participants did not acknowledge its importance.
Unlike Caucasian English-speaking background participants, who did not appear to
believe in fate, a few Arabic-speaking participants (n = 3) reported that they do not
undertake any secondary prevention measures as they believe that their health is under
God’s control. Additionally, a few Arabic-speaking participants (n = 3) indicated that
they would not be interested in joining health programs, for reasons that again included
belief in fate.
Unlike

Arabic-speaking

participants,

Caucasian

English-speaking

background

participants stressed the importance of patients playing an active role in their own care
and indicated that they do so. Unlike Arabic-speaking participants, Caucasian Englishspeaking background participants indicated that they take active steps to solve their access
issues, including by searching for needed health information on the internet.

4.4 Discussion
Previous studies found that Arabic-speaking immigrants have some health care
challenges and needs, particularly the need for cultural sensitivity towards cultural issues
such as modesty (Bertran et al., 2015; El Masri et al., 2020). This study adds to earlier
work by exploring CVD patients’ perspectives in the Australian context. The results yield
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new knowledge regarding participants’ health care challenges and needs, and how
cultural sensitivity is rejected by this group due to fear of discrimination/racism.

4.4.1 Effective communication with patients
Both participant groups expressed the view that effective HCP communication skills,
including clarity, approachability and two-way communication, are important in
promoting appropriate use of medicine, self-management and treatment adherence. This
is consistent with the findings of previous research (Berman & Chutka, 2016; Garrett,
Dickson et al., 2008). Effective HCP–patient communication plays a significant role in
gathering accurate information, providing accurate diagnosis, allowing patients to
understand their disease and treatment (Chandra, Mohammadnezhad & Ward, 2018;
Ranjan, Kumari & Chakrawarty, 2015), making accurate health-related decisions
(Lambert et al., 1997) and ensuring quality use of medicine (Bolton, Hammoud & Leung,
2002). Effective HCP–patient communication may improve self-management, treatment
adherence, patient satisfaction with care, and health outcomes (Howick et al., 2018;
Berman & Chutka, 2016; Garrett, Dickson et al., 2008).
Poor HCP–patient communication was reported by most Arabic-speaking participants,
and a few Caucasian English-speaking background participants. This is in line with the
findings of previous research, which show that poor HCP–patient communication tends
to be more prominent among immigrants (Modesti et al., 2014; Attard et al., 2013; Jowsey
et al., 2011). This is due to immigrant patients’ poor English-language skills, which may
contribute to their inability to understand HCPs, express their health concerns and discuss
symptoms, leading to negative health-related consequences, including misdiagnosis (de
Moissac & Bowen, 2018).
However, participants who expressed a preference for interpreters to be present during
medical encounters indicated that this service is never offered to them. This is consistent
with previous research which shows that only 50% of HCPs in Australia offer interpreter
services to patients with limited English (White et al., 2019; Fritz et al., 2016). This is
despite the availability of free interpreter services covering over 160 languages
(Department of Social Services, n.d.). Lack of use of interpreter services by HCPs is due
to factors including time needed to ‘engage’ interpreters, short consultation time, lack of
HCPs’ familiarity with the available interpreter services and, at times, patient preference
(Vanstone, 2012).
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Other barriers to effective HCP–patient communication cited by Arabic-speaking
participants were physicians’ use of medical terms, and the fast speed at which many
HCPs speak. These barriers were also cited by non-English speaking backgrounds
participants in a Sydney-based study, which reported that these communication barriers
contributed to poor care provision and poor compliance (Garrett, Dickson et al., 2008).
Similarly, a few Caucasian English-speaking background participants reported that they
encounter poor HCP-patient communication due to physicians’ use of medical terms. This
is in line with reports by The Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health
Care (ACSQHC), which state that one of the main barriers to HCP–patient
communication reported by patients is the use of medical terminology by physicians,
which tends to be perceived as lack of friendliness and respect for the patient (ACSQHC,
2015).
Therefore, there may be a need for HCPs to use a communication style that meets the
patient’s needs. This includes providing patients with simplified information that suits
their needs, including linguistic needs, and ensuring that they understand this information.
This calls for HCP communication training that may enable HCPs to assess individual
patients’ communication needs and to communicate effectively with individual patients.
Lack of HCPs’ time was frequently cited as a reason for poor HCP–patient
communication and lack of information access in this study, and has been reported in
other studies among Arabic-speaking immigrants (El Samman et al., 2013). While
physicians’ short consultation times are dictated by Medicare and are not limited to
immigrants, the impact of short consultations may be significantly greater for immigrant
patients given the barriers that they face. These include cultural and language barriers that
can significantly hinder HCP–patient communication and impact on patient outcomes. It
is suggested that HCPs could plan multiple consultations with patients until they are both
satisfied that the patient’s health concerns have been identified and addressed.
Additionally, patient referral to home medication reviews (HMR) or Medscheck may
allow pharmacists to spend enough time with each patient to explain treatments, answer
the patient’s questions and ensure safe use of medications. In that regard, pharmacist
communication training will ensure that they can communicate effectively with
individual patients.
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4.4.2 Accessible care
Accessible care has been defined in varies ways (Levesque, Harris & Russell, 2013).
However, the literature generally identifies four dimensions of accessibility: physical,
linguistic, financial and information access. These dimensions have been named as the
core dimensions of accessibility in health care by the WHO (Cheng et al., 2018).
Accessible care contributes to health equity and improved health outcomes (Richard et
al., 2016).
Unlike Caucasian English-speaking background participants, most Arabic-speaking
participants reported facing access issues. These included poor access to information and
to health-related services. This finding is consistent with previous research, which
established that immigrants, including Arabic-speaking immigrants, face significant
access issues (Alzubaidi et al., 2014; Henderson & Kendall, 2011; Guirgis et al., 2012).
A study by Alzubaidi et al. showed that Arabic-speaking participants with diabetes face
significantly more access issues than their English-speaking counterparts. In that study,
barriers to access faced by Arabic-speaking participants included sociocultural beliefs,
other people’s influence, previous experience with HCPs and poor knowledge regarding
available healthcare services (Alzubaidi et al., 2014).
The most common access barrier cited by Arabic-speaking participants was poor access
to health information. Participants spoke at length about poor information provision,
particularly by pharmacists. This finding is consistent with findings of previous research
(Alzubaidi et al., 2015; Alzubaidi et al., 2017; El Samman et al., 2013). In an Australian
study that included 60 Arabic-speaking participants with diabetes (mean age = 57 years,
length of stay in Australia = 3–18 years) and 40 English-speaking participants with
diabetes (mean age = 60 years), Arabic-speaking participants reported poor information
access. Participants reported being provided with limited information and having limited
discussions with HCPs regarding their medications. Poor information access contributed
to their poor knowledge regarding their disease and treatment. On the other hand, Englishspeaking participants in this Australian study reported receiving sufficient information
that suits their needs. They also tended to actively seek information from HCPs and the
internet. It was suggested that difference in information-seeking behaviour and
information access between the two groups were mainly due to language barriers and
Arabic-speaking participants’ difficulty in navigating the Australian health care system
(Alzubaidi et al., 2015).
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Information access may enhance patients’ understanding of their disease and treatment,
which in turn may enhance self-management, treatment adherence (Valaker et al., 2017;
van Geffen et al., 2011) and health outcomes (Cohen et al., 2017).
It was observed in the current study (Study One) that the type of information needed, and
the information modalities preferred, by various patients with the same condition (even
within the same patient group) varied depending on factors including English proficiency
and literacy/health literacy level, pointing to the need for a patient-centred care approach
to information provision. Similarly, studies among Arabic-speaking immigrants with
chronic disease suggest that Arabic-speaking immigrants’ preference for information
modalities depends upon factors including English proficiency, computer literacy, health
literacy and general literacy. Illiteracy in one or both languages was reported by a few
older participants in a few studies among Arabic-speaking immigrant patients (Alzubaidi
et al., 2015; Alzubaidi et al., 2017; El Samman et al., 2013).
Through services such as pharmacy-based chronic disease management services,
pharmacists can play a major role in the provision of patient-centred information to
Arabic-speaking patients with CVD – by providing medication-related information suited
to each patient’s information needs and using a style that meets each patient’s needs –
and by following up on ongoing medication use. This may improve these patients’ use of
medicine, enhance self-management and improve health outcomes. Importantly,
pharmacists providing these services should undergo communication training to ensure
they are able to provide an effective service to immigrant patients.
Given that Arabic-speaking participants indicated, and at times appeared to have, poor
health literacy (based on their responses to the interview questions), they may experience
difficulty processing and understanding both written and oral information. Therefore,
there may be a need to provide them with oral as well as written information. Written
information may reinforce any oral information provided, and may enable the provision
of additional information that the HCP might not be able to provide during a short
encounter/consultation (Ngoh, 2009).

4.4.3 Patient empowerment
Arabic-speaking participants appeared to have poor knowledge regarding CVD
secondary prevention, and some Arabic-speaking participants have inaccurate beliefs
regarding secondary prevention measures. Some participants perceived that a healthy diet
and physical activity could worsen their condition. Additionally, a few participants did
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not acknowledge the importance of a low-fat diet. Few participants acknowledged the
role of treatment adherence and reducing stress in secondary prevention, and none
acknowledged the importance of hypertension, obesity and dyslipidaemia management
in secondary prevention. This may reflect poor health literacy, poor access to health
information, and lack of empowerment by HCPs. These findings are congruent with other
studies (Gholizadeh et al., 2011; Kashani et al., 2016; Nazar et al., 2019). In a study by
Gholizadeh et al. participants (n = 55 females of Middle Eastern background with an
average age of 43.8 years) appeared to have poor knowledge regarding CVD risk factors.
In their study, participants recognised obesity, physical inactivity and psychological
distress as CVD risk factors but did not acknowledge other risk factors such as diabetes,
hypertension or dyslipidemia (Gholizadeh et al., 2011).
Patient empowerment refers to the ‘recognition and active support of the patient’s ability
and responsibility to self-manage his or her disease’ (Scholl et al., 2014) and should be
approached by the patient, the health care system and the HCP. HCPs may empower
patients with CVD by ensuring that they recognise their role in disease management and
by providing them with the information and skills that may enable them to undertake
secondary prevention measures and self-manage their disease appropriately. Because
patient empowerment enables patients with CVD to undertake appropriate secondary
prevention measures and self-manage their disease (Kashani et al., 2016), it is a major
factor in improving treatment adherence (Karner Kohler et al., 2018), decreasing health
service use (Wong et al., 2014) and improving health outcomes among those with CVD
(Karner Kohler et al., 2018).
Despite Arabic-speaking participants’ need to be empowered in relation to CVD
secondary prevention, many participants indicated that their HCPs do not empower them
to undertake appropriate secondary prevention measures, as they do not educate them
regarding their disease and its management. This highlights the importance of patient
referral to health programs, such as CR programs, that may empower patients to
appropriately manage their disease, given HCPs’ limited consultation time.
In the current study, some Arabic-speaking participants expressed interest in joining
CVD-related health programs (including CR programs). However, unlike Englishspeaking participants, only a few Arabic-speaking participants have been informed
regarding CVD-related health programs, and even fewer had joined these programs. Poor
referral to health programs may be due to poor HCP–patient communication, HCPs’
perception that patients’ poor English-speaking proficiency may hinder their
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participation, or poor care coordination, which was reported by a few participants. This
finding suggests that Arabic-speaking patients’ needs, and preferences are not being met,
indicating that a patient-centred approach to caring for this patient group is needed
whereby patients’ needs and preferences are explored and addressed.

4.4.4 Exploration of the social and psychological aspects of the disease by
health care providers
4.4.4.1 Social aspect
In contrast to Caucasian English-speaking background participants’ views, most Arabicspeaking participants regarded exploring patients’ social context (including employment,
financial issues, family, and cultural and religious beliefs) as a violation of patients’
privacy, which is highly valued in their culture (Aboul-Enein & Aboul-Enein, 2010).
Arabic-speaking immigrants’ health-seeking behaviour is influenced by whether HCPs
and health programs use strategies to maintain patients’ privacy (Salman, 2012; Youssef
& Deane, 2006; Yosef, 2008).
Arabic-speaking participants expressed the view that HCPs should not explore their
cultural beliefs. This finding is contrary to other studies conducted among Arabicspeaking patients, which showed that Arabic-speaking patients prefer that their cultural
beliefs be explored and considered when health care decisions are being made regarding
their health. This is because cultural beliefs tend to shape their beliefs regarding illness
and treatment and play a significant role in adherence (Saleh et al., 2012).
Arabic-speaking participants perceived consideration of their cultural beliefs, and being
provided with tailored health information, as being regarded as different (that is, not being
regarded as members of the Australian society). Participants did not wish to be regarded
as different and preferred to be viewed as integrated members of the Australian society,
in order to avoid racism, which some have reported experiencing. According to Abed et
al. (2014), there is a positive relationship between lack of integration in a host society and
‘perceived racism’. Participants who reported that they experienced racism have indicated
that it results in distrust of the health care system. Distrust of the system, in turn, may
have an impact on Arabic-speaking patients’ health, and health-seeking behaviour
(Hasnain et al., 2011).
According to the Australian Medical Board code of conduct, patients have the ‘right to
confidentiality, unless release of information is required by law or by public-interest
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considerations’. While it is recommended that social, and cultural issues be explored as
part of the medical history, this information is not required by law (Medical Board of
Australia, 2014). Consequently, many HCPs tend not to explore patients’ cultural issues,
despite this being important for the provision of culturally competent care.
While gathering some personal information, including regarding financial issues, may
not be necessary, gathering information regarding issues such as cultural beliefs is
important to providing patients with their unique needs. Putsch and Joyce note that
patients from some cultural groups may not be willing to provide personal information,
including regarding cultural and religious beliefs. They suggest that this information may
be gathered by adopting less direct and more tactful communication methods (Putsch &
Joyce, 1990). Therefore, it may be necessary for HCPs to explain to patients the reason
for asking any personal questions before gathering any personal information, and to
assure them that their privacy will be maintained.

4.4.4.2 Psychological aspect
In contrast to Caucasian English-speaking background participants’ views, most Arabicspeaking participants reported that they do not discuss any psychological issues with their
HCPs. This may be due to cultural differences between English-speaking participants and
Arabic-speaking participants, whose culture tends to strongly emphasise privacy.
Therefore, Arabic-speaking participants may not use mental health services when needed.
This finding is congruent with findings of other studies conducted among Arabicspeaking immigrants (Tobin, 2000; Youssef & Deane, 2006).
It is of concern that Arabic-speaking immigrants may not seek professional psychological
help when needed (Tobin, 2000; Youssef & Deane, 2006; Hamid & Furnham, 2013), as
Arabic-speaking immigrants tend to suffer from psychological issues, including
depression, due to factors including perceived discrimination, cultural conflicts (El-Sayed
& Galea, 2009), social isolation, language barriers (Shahwan-Akl, 2001), lack of
knowledge regarding the health system (Gholizadeh, 2009) and economic factors such as
unemployment (Hashemi et al., 2020). Psychological issues may be even more
pronounced among CVD patients of Arabic-speaking background; patients with CVD
have a high prevalence of psychological issues (Mead et al., 2010) due to being forced to
alter their lifestyle, needing to adhere to complicated pharmacotherapy regimen, and
being unable to work or resume their normal life post a CVD event (Mead et al., 2010).
Therefore, Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD may be more likely to face
psychological issues than other patients with CVD.
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Psychological issues may contribute to non-adherence among Arabic-speaking
immigrants, as they may cause them to stop following physicians’ advice because it
becomes ‘too much’ (i.e. overwhelming). This, in turn, may lead to adverse health
outcomes (Hammad et al., 1999; Lipson, 1983; Mead et al., 2010; Laffrey & Omidian,
1989). Therefore, there is a need to promote mental health service utilisation among this
patient group – particularly given that there is lack of written information regarding
mental health in languages other than English, which is a major contributor to the lack of
awareness of mental health services among ethnic communities (Youssef & Deane,
2006).
Within the Arabic-speaking community, religious leaders are perceived as trustwothy and
influential figures (Padela et al., 2011; Youssef & Deane, 2006). Given their status in the
Arabic-speaking community, there is a need to work ‘closely’ with them to promote helpseeking behaviour within the Arabic community (Tobin, 2000; Youssef & Deane, 2006).
This is particularly so as it has been shown that religious leaders can play an influential
role in health promotion (Padela et al., 2011). Religious leaders can discuss the
importance of seeking professional psychological help during weekly sermons and assure
people that their privacy will be maintained. Further, Arabic-speaking mental health
service workers may deliver lectures in Arabic community centres, mosques and churches
to promote help-seeking behaviour within the Arabic community. They could inform
patients regarding ways to navigate the health care system and assure them that their
privacy will be maintained.
There is also a need for HCPs to explore Arabic-speaking immigrants’ psychological
issues in a culturally competent manner (Al-Krenawi & Graham, 2000). It is suggested
that HCPs should explore psychological issues in a non-invasive manner and assure
patients that their privacy will be maintained. Improving the HCP–patient relationship
will also increase patients’ trust in HCPs, which may in turn assure patients that their
privacy will be maintained (Erickson & Al-Timimi, 2001; Martin, 2012).

4.4.5 Participation in decision-making
Unlike Caucasian English-speaking background participants, most Arabic-speaking
participants did not wish to be involved when health care decisions are being made
regarding their health. There is very limited literature regarding Arabic-speaking patients’
preference for participation in health care decision-making.
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While some literature suggests that Arabic-speaking patients prefer a paternalistic
approach to care due to their high regard for physicians (El Samman et al., 2013; Bertran
et al., 2015; El-Islam, 2005) a recent study (based in Saudi Arabia) showed that among
236 participants, preferences regarding involvement in health care decision-making
varied. In that study, 57% of participants preferred to participate in decision-making (such
participants were more likely to be more highly educated), while 28% preferred a
paternalistic approach (this was attributed to cultural beliefs and the existence of chronic
disease). Additionally, 14% of participants preferred a ‘consumerist’ approach (the
patient should make all decisions) (AlHaqwi et al., 2015). The higher level of preference
for involvement among participants in this study may be due to participants being able to
communicate effectively with HCPs given that they are using their native tongue.
Additionally, unlike participants in the current study (Study One of this thesis),
participants in the Saudi Arabian study did not perceive themselves as having poor health
literacy, which may have given many the confidence to be involved in health care
decision-making. Further, it is possible that Saudi Arabia’s Medicare system does not
impose short consultation times. However, the study results may not be generalisable as
the study was conducted in a single medical centre in Saudi Arabia; however, they do
suggests that Arabic-speaking patients’ preference for involvement in decision making
may not be purely cultural. Rather, there may be other factors at play, including language
barriers, health literacy, and the presence of chronic disease with its associated perception
of lack of control over health.
It is likely that the opinion difference between the two participant groups regarding
involvement in health care decision-making is due to the significant HCP–patient
communication barriers that Arabic-speaking participants face, and to poor health literacy
as reported by Arabic-speaking participants (Hammad et al., 1999). It may also be due to
Arabic-speaking participants’ cultural barriers to involvement (such as their high regard
and respect for physicians) (Bertran et al., 2015; El Samman et al., 2013; El-Islam, 2005).
It appears that there is a misunderstanding among Arabic-speaking participants regarding
what involvement in health care decision-making entails, as they perceive that it involves
patients making their own health care decisions. Given that most of these participants
viewed themselves as having poor health literacy, they did not wish to be involved. It is
also likely that they feared being criticised or judged by HCPs – for whom they have high
regard – should they make a wrong health care decision, or express a wrong opinion.
Therefore, they did not wish to be involved. These findings are in keeping with the
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literature, which suggests that poor health literacy is a significant barrier to patient
involvement in health care decision-making (Griffey et al., 2016; Seo et al., 2016).
Therefore, it is suggested that Arabic-speaking immigrants’ understanding regarding
involvement should be rectified through means such as community-based education
sessions. Additionally, HCPs should address each patient’s barriers to involvement,
encourage them to participate and provide them with information to assist them in making
informed decisions (Boehmer et al., 2016; Epstein, Alper & Quill, 2004).
Arabic-speaking participants who did not wish to be involved in health care decisionmaking tended to live with their families. It is possible that, given that Arabic-speaking
people prefer family to be involved in health care decision-making (Al-Krenawi &
Graham, 2000; Halligan, 2006), they may be reluctant to make autonomous decisions.
This is particularly so as almost all participants preferred family involvement in care.
While it appears that most barriers to patient involvement in health care decision-making
for Arabic-speaking immigrants are patient-related, it cannot be denied that some may
also be HCP-related. In this study, a few Arabic-speaking participants indicated that
although they prefer to be involved, their HCPs do not encourage them to do so. This may
be due to poor HCP–patient communication among the Arabic-speaking group. This
highlights the importance of promoting effective patient–HCP communication, and
encouraging and supporting patients to be involved when health care decisions are being
made regarding their health in order to promote treatment adherence.
It is important that patients are involved in health care decision-making as it has been
shown that involvement promotes adherence and improves health outcomes (Loh et al.,
2007). Involvement may be particularly important for Arabic-speaking patients, as some
participants reported that they do not adhere to advice with which they do not agree.
Involvement may also enhance immigrant-HCP communication as it may enhance
common understanding. It may also enhance HCPs’ ability to identify patients’ concerns
and needs (Suurmond & Seeleman, 2006), which according to participants are not
explored or addressed by HCPs, leading to significant negative health outcomes (i.e.,
recurrent CVD events) in some cases.

4.4.6 Role of the pharmacist
In this study, both participant groups indicated that they have higher trust in physicians’
expertise than pharmacists’ expertise. It is possible that pharmacists’ lack of information
provision, and lack of patients’ awareness regarding pharmacists’ extended role in
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Australia (including chronic disease management), may have given participants the
perception that pharmacists are not as competent HCPs as physicians (Gidman, Ward &
McGregor, 2012). Further, many participants perceived that pharmacists’ main motive
may be financial gain, which may have further contributed to participants’ low trust in
pharmacists compared to physicians (Gidman et al., 2012).
Arabic-speaking participants indicated that they have significant trust in pharmacists
practising in the Arabic-speaking countries. In the Arabic-speaking countries, where most
patients tend to be of low SES, patients tend to rely on pharmacists to prescribe and
dispense medications, and to manage their disease, as they tend to be unable to pay for a
physician’s consultation (Taher, Stuart & Hegazy, 2012). Therefore, participants’
awareness of the extensive role of pharmacists in the Arabic-speaking countries, and their
frequent encounters with these pharmacists, may have led to the development of good
HCP–patient relationships characterised by trust, particularly when provided with a high
quality service. Trust in HCPs has been shown to promote adherence (Abel & Efird, 2013)
and health-seeking behaviour (Alzubaidi et al., 2015) which are important in secondary
prevention.
Pharmacy-based chronic disease management services may improve patients’ trust in
pharmacists’ expertise, as pharmacists may have sufficient time to assist patients in
managing their disease, and to listen to and address their concerns. This, in turn, may
improve secondary prevention and health outcomes.
While Arabic-speaking participants generally indicated that they would be keen to join
pharmacy-based CVD management services, only about half the participants indicated
that they would be interested in joining other CVD-related health programs, such as CR
programs. This may be because Arabic-speaking participants reported poor access to
medication-related information (oral and written). Therefore, they may have expressed
more interest in pharmacy-related programs to ensure that they receive sufficient
medication-related information from the pharmacist, who may be obligated to spend
sufficient time with them as part of the program. It is also possible – given that, unlike
CR programs, pharmacies are usually conveniently located and time-flexible – that they
may have been more preferred by participants generally.
According to Arabic-speaking participants, pharmacy-based disease management
services promote pharmacist–physician collaboration, which may prevent recurrent CVD
events and improve health outcomes, particularly given physicians’ short consultation
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times. Studies have shown that pharmacy-based disease management services promote
adherence (Fikri-Benbrahim et al., 2013) and improve health outcomes (Kang et al.,
2016). Despite these benefits, these services are currently under-used in preventative care
(Puspitasari, Aslani & Krass, 2014).

4.4.7 Health locus of control
It was observed throughout the interviews that Caucasian English-speaking background
participants tended to perceive that their health is controlled by their own actions and
behaviours, and that they are responsible for their health status. This was evident from
their interview responses, as most participants reported that they manage their own health,
frequently referred to the importance of self-management and preferred to be involved in
health care decisions. Additionally, they tended to take active steps to try to overcome
barriers to care including barriers to information access.
Therefore, it appears that Caucasian English-speaking background participants tend to
display high Internal HLC, as, according to the HLC model, those with high Internal HLC
accept more accountability for their behaviours and actions. Therefore, they tend to be
more involved in health-promoting behaviours and health-related decisions (Cohen &
Azaiza, 2007; Janowski et al., 2013). Hence, high Internal HLC is linked to positive health
outcomes (Williams et al., 2016).
In contrast, Arabic-speaking participants tended to perceive that their health is controlled
by external factors, including family, HCPs or fate. This was evident from their responses,
as participants reported that their health is managed by their HCPs and family, or is
dependent upon fate, which is determined by God. Few participants acknowledged the
importance of self-management and involvement in decision-making, and almost all
Arabic-speaking participants indicated that they do not take active steps to try to
overcome their barriers to care.
Therefore, it appears that Arabic-speaking participants tend to display low Internal HLC
and high External HLC (Cohen & Azaiza, 2007), as patients with high External HLC and
low Internal HLC may accept less accountability for their behaviours and actions. Low
Internal HLC and high External HLC are linked to adverse health-related behaviours such
as smoking. They are also linked to negative health outcomes (Janowski et al., 2013;
Nazareth et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2016), lower attendance at health education courses,
reduced information-seeking behaviour (Grotz et al., 2011) and low levels of selfmanagement (Fan et al., 2016).
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Previous research has also shown that immigrants tend to display high External HLC (Re
et al., 2017). The very few studies conducted among Arabic-speaking immigrants show
contradictory results (Azaiza & Cohen, 2008; Cohen & Azaiza, 2007; Faslıa & Faslıb,
2017; Martínez García, Ramírez & Jariego, 2002; Shara et al., 2017; Abu-Bader, Tirmazi
& Ross-Sheriff, 2011). While some studies indicate that Arabic-speaking immigrants
have high External HLC and low Internal HLC (Azaiza & Cohen, 2008; Cohen & Azaiza,
2007; Faslıa & Faslıb, 2017; Martínez García et al., 2002) others report that they tend to
display high Internal HLC (Shara et al., 2017; Baron-Epel et al., 2017).
It has been shown that high Internal HLC may enhance patients’ self- confidence,
perceived self-responsibility regarding health (Nafradi, Nakamoto & Schulz, 2017),
treatment adherence and self- management (Fan et al., 2016; Theofilou, 2012; Nafradi et
al., 2017), which may play an important part in CVD management. These may in turn
lead to more positive health outcomes (Rybarczyk et al., 2001). Luckily, intervention
studies showed that it is possible to alter an individual’s HLC to high Internal HLC using
interventions, including cognitive behavioural therapy (Mehrtak et al., 2017). This is
promising, given that Arabic-speaking people may display low Internal HLC.
There is lack of studies to confirm the dominant HLC profile of Arabic-speaking
immigrants. Additionally, although this study’s findings suggested that Arabic-speaking
participants may display low Internal HLC and high External HLC, this finding cannot
be generalised as this study involved a small sample and was only conducted in Victoria.
Given the impact of HLC on disease management (Fan et al., 2016; Theofilou, 2012) and
health outcomes (Rybarczyk et al., 2001), particularly among those with chronic disease,
it is important to determine Arabic-speaking immigrants’ dominant HLC profile, with a
view to developing appropriate interventions targeting those with low Internal HLC and
High External HLC.

4.5 Strengths and limitations of the study
Limitations of this study include the use of small sample size, which may hinder the
generalisation of the findings without further research. Qualitative research is concerned
with explaining a phenomenon rather than examining statistical generalisation across a
certain population (Marshall, 1996). Hence, this study’s recruitment method aimed at
recruiting participants with maximum variation to be able to obtain rich data, which is a
strength of the study. Additionally, given that interviews were conducted until data
saturation was attained, and additional interviews were conducted after reaching
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saturation to ensure complete data saturation, and given that no new themes emerged from
these additional interviews, it is highly unlikely that the utilisation of more participants
would have affected the data.
The only Australian states that are heavily populated with Arabic-speaking people are
NSW and Victoria (Migrant Information Centre, 2015). A limitation of this study is that
no interviews were conducted in NSW. This was due to the high financial cost associated
with conducting the interviews in NSW. Therefore, sampling bias is possible. However,
given that the inclusion and exclusion criteria would not have changed if interviews had
been conducted in NSW, it is anticipated that the responses may not have varied
significantly between the two states.
Only one participant was recruited from a general health practice. This is because during
the interview with the first participant that was recruited from a general health practice,
it was observed that the participant was selectively revealing, and at times concealing,
certain disease management challenges and needs to avoid offending the general
practitioner of the practice from which she was recruited. Therefore, to prevent reporting
bias, no further participants were recruited from general health practices. This is a strength
of this study.
Arabic-speaking people share predominantly the same cultural beliefs and values,
including a belief in collectivism. Therefore, Arabic-speaking people tend to have strong
links to their families and tend to believe that their families must be involved in their
health care (Hammad et al., 1999). Additionally, given the cohesiveness between
individuals within the same family or community, Arabic-speaking people tend to have
frequent gatherings, which involve food sharing (El Masri et al., 2020), as generosity is a
cultural norm (Badran & Laher, 2011). Food offered in these gathering, and food
consumed by Arabic-speaking people generally, tends to be high in calories, as their
cultural diet is a high-calorie diet. (Olaya-Contreras et al., 2019). Furthermore, Arabic
culture emphasises privacy; it is culturally unacceptable to discuss family or personal
issues with ‘outsiders’ (non-family members), as this is viewed as a sign of disloyalty to
the family (Al-Krenawi & Graham, 2000). This impacts on their help-seeking behaviour
(Tobin, 2000; Youssef & Deane, 2006). Moreover, for Arabic-speaking people to interact
effectively with others (including HCPs), they must have a good (friendly) relationship
with them. This enables the building of trust (Hammad et al., 1999). Given that Arabicspeaking patients’ health care challenges and needs tend to be related to their cultural
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beliefs (as outlined above), which tend to be predominantly the same, this study did not
focus on their religious beliefs.

4.6 Conclusion
Study One found that Arabic-speaking participants with CVD have a wider range of
health care challenges and needs than Caucasian English-speaking background
participants with CVD due to factors including language barriers and poor health literacy.
Arabic-speaking participants’ health care needs include accessible care, effective HCP–
patient communication, and patient empowerment. These needs were also viewed by
Caucasian English-speaking background participants as important in CVD management;
however, only a few Caucasian English-speaking background participants cited these
health care needs as unmet needs. It was suggested that Arabic-speaking participants may
have unique health care needs, including the need for assured privacy, effective HCP–
patient communication that is tailored to their needs based on English proficiency and
health literacy, and the need for pharmacist–physician collaboration via interventions
such as pharmacy-based CVD management services. Further, while both participant
groups stressed the need for family involvement in care, and care coordination and
continuity of care, only Caucasian English-speaking background participants wished to
be involved in health care decision-making and for their psychosocial context to be
explored by HCPs. However, given the small sample size in this study, further
investigation is warranted.
There may be a need to identify a health care model that can address these patients’ health
care challenges and needs. This, in turn, may improve their disease management, prevent
recurrent CVD events and improve their health outcomes.
The findings further suggest that Caucasian English-speaking background participants
tend to display high Internal HLC, while Arabic-speaking participants tend to display low
Internal HLC and high External HLC. Given the impact of HLC on disease management
and health outcomes, it is important to determine Arabic-speaking immigrants’ dominant
HLC profile. Determining this patient group’s dominant HLC profile may confirm
whether there is a need to include HLC in a health care model for this patient group. It
can also be used to inform HCPs of Arabic-speaking immigrants’ dominant HLC profile,
enabling them to deliver care in a way that suits these patients’ needs, based on their HLC
profile.
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Chapter 5: Participants’ health locus of control
profile
5.1 Introduction
The results of Study One suggest that Arabic-speaking participants with CVD differ from
their English-speaking counterparts in their perception of control over their own health.
Unlike Caucasian English-speaking background participants, many Arabic-speaking
participants in Study One tended to perceive their health as being controlled by external
factors such as their family, HCPs, or fate as determined by God. Only a few Arabicspeaking participants appeared to perceive control over their health, as they disclosed
adopting health-promoting behaviours that could improve their health. Almost all Arabicspeaking participants indicated that they do not attempt to take active steps to try to
overcome their barriers to care. This raised a potential issue regarding health locus of
control, as it seemed possible that Arabic-speaking participants may display high External
HLC and low Internal HLC. This may have implications for health (Cohen & Azaiza,
2007; Janowski et al., 2013).
Health locus of control is a multidimensional psychological construct that refers to a
person’s perception of the extent to which their health is controlled by internal or external
factors (Williams et al., 2016). The different HLC dimensions represent the different
perceptions individuals may have regarding who or what is responsible for their health.
HLC dimensions include: Internal HLC (belief that one’s health is controlled by one’s
behaviour), Powerful Others HLC (belief that one’s health is controlled by Powerful
Others including HCPs and, possibly, family) and Chance HLC (belief that one’s health
is controlled by fate or is a matter of chance). Powerful Others HLC and Chance HLC are
collectively referred to as External HLC (Cohen & Azaiza, 2007; Janowski et al., 2013).
People do not have to display one type of control or another, as the three aspects of control
(being Internal, Powerful Other, and Chance) are independent of each other. That is, it is
not an ‘either/or situation’ (Haselden et al., 2009; Wallston, 20 K. A. Wallston, personal
communication,10 July 201919). Therefore, the HLC scale cannot be analysed as a single
scale; it must be divided into the three subscales (Haselden et al., 2009).
Patients with high External HLC may accept less accountability for their behaviour and
tend to be less involved in health-promoting behaviour than those with high Internal HLC.
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High External HLC is linked to adverse health-related behaviours such as smoking, high
consumption of alcohol, low physical activity, low attendance at health education courses,
and poor information-seeking behaviour (Chen & Shyan Lin, 2014). Furthermore,
patients with high External HLC may not have appropriate self-management skills as they
tend to depend on others to manage their disease (Williams et al., 2016). Healthpromoting behaviour and self-management have been identified as important for CVD
management (Mead et al., 2010).
It is proposed that social determinants of health influence HLC orientation, as it has been
suggested that those with lower socioeconomic (Wardle, 2003) and sociodemographic
status (for example, those with lower education attainment and older people) tend to
display high External HLC and low Internal HLC (Virmozelova Angelova, 2016).
Additionally, previous studies evidence a link between ethnicity and HLC (Cohen &
Azaiza, 2007) (see Table 5.1).
Table 5.1
Factors influencing HLC orientation
HLC
orientation
Internal

Positive predictors
Young age.

HLC

Higher level education.

References
Kostka &
Jachimowicz (2010)

Negative
predictors
Being of ethnic
background.

Male gender.
Powerful

Increasing age.

other HLC

Being of ethnic
background.
Low socioeconomic
status.
Frequent use of
medical care.

References
Cohen & Azaiza
(2007); alKrenawi &
Graham(2000).

Grotz et al. (2011)
Goldsteen &
Counte (1994)
Poortinga et al.
2008)

Low level of
education.
Being married.

Chance

Older age.

HLC

Low socioeconomic
status.
Being of ethnic
background.

Jacobs-Lawson,
Waddell & Webb
(2011)
Grotz et al. (2011)
Goldsteen &
Counte (1994)

Continued use of
health services.
Increased frequency of
medical care.

Poortinga et al. (2008)

Lower education.
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High socioeconomic status.

Wardle & Steptoe
(2003).

A USA-based study found that patients from minority groups, such as people of colour,
tend to have higher External HLC than do other American patients. It was suggested that
this finding may be due to patients from ethnic minority groups having traditional health
beliefs, including fatalistic beliefs, poor English proficiency, lower educational
attainment and lower SES (Goldsteen & Counte, 1994).
It has been suggested that the impact of elevated External HLC may be especially
pronounced among immigrants as many tend to have a greater belief in fate (Wu et al.,
2004) and they tend to perceive a lack of access to health services, which may contribute
to lower use of health services among them (Cohen & Azaiza, 2007; Frisby, 2002).
Unlike patients with high External HLC, those with high Internal HLC accept more
personal accountability for their behaviours (Cohen & Azaiza, 2007; Janowski et al.,
2013). They tend to be more involved in health-promoting behaviour, which is important
for CVD secondary prevention (Williams et al., 2016; Redeker, 1989). Additionally, they
tend to undertake chronic disease self-management (Fan et al., 2016; Mead et al., 2010;
Theofilou, 2012), which is also important for CVD management and CVD secondary
prevention. It has been shown that patients who adopt health-promoting behaviours and
self-management skills tend to able to manage their disease more appropriately (Williams
et al., 2016; Fan et al., 2016; Theofilou, 2012) and experience improved health outcomes
(Nazareth et al., 2016; El Masri et al., 2020; Stamm-Balderjahn et al., 2019). Therefore,
it may be suggested that high Internal HLC may be particularly crucial for patients with
CVD. It has also been shown that high Internal HLC may enhance patient involvement
in health care decision-making (Nawafa’h & Hamdan-Mansour, 2015; Schneider et al.,
2006), disease management (Williams et al., 2016) quality of life (Nazareth et al., 2016)
and treatment adherence (Fan et al., 2016; Nawafa’h & Hamdan-Mansour, 2015;
Theofilou, 2012) ,resulting in more positive health outcomes (Nafradi et al., 2017;
Stephenson-Hunter, 2018).
It must be noted that when discussing the beneficial effects of displaying Internal HLC
the literature tends to refer to high Internal HLC. This is because those with low Internal
HLC tend to have less accountability for their behaviours and actions (Steptoe & Wardle,
2001). In email correspondence, Professor Wallston, who developed the MHLC Form C
questionnaire, stated that only people with high Internal HLC scores ‘can be assumed to
have any belief that their own actions control their health status’ (K. A. Wallston, personal
communication,10 July 2019). Similarly, those with low External HLC may accept more
accountability for their behaviours and actions than those with high External HLC, and
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tend to be more involved in health-promoting behaviour, as they may have a weak belief
that their health is controlled by powerful others or fate (Schneider et al., 2006).
Therefore, those with low Internal HLC and/or high External HLC tend to be less
involved in health-promoting behaviour (Nawafa’h & Hamdan-Mansour, 2015).
In view of the positive relationship between high Internal HLC and health-promoting
behaviours, it could be argued that high Internal HLC is particularly important for patients
with CVD. Luckily, intervention studies have shown that HLC orientation can be
transformed (to become highly Internal) using interventions such as cognitive behavioural
therapy (Mehrtak et al., 2017).
There is a paucity of studies worldwide exploring Arabic-speaking immigrants’ dominant
HLC profile, and the few available studies report contradictory results. Some indicate that
Arabic-speaking immigrants have low Internal HLC and high External HLC (Azaiza &
Cohen, 2008; Cohen & Azaiza, 2007; Martínez García et al., 2002). A study by Cohen
and Azaiza, which compared the HLC profile of Jewish to Arabic-speaking people living
in Israel, showed that Arabic-speaking participants (especially females) had lower
Internal HLC and higher external HLC than Jewish participants. In this study, Arabic
culture, older age and lower education were significantly linked to high External HLC
(Cohen & Azaiza, 2007; Martínez García et al., 2002). The study emphasises the role of
culture and education on immigrants’ HLC profile. On the other hand, other studies report
that Arabic-speaking immigrants have high Internal HLC. A study by Shara et al. (2017)
suggested that Arabic-speaking immigrants with chronic disease residing in USA have
high Internal HLC regardless of gender. The sample had higher education levels and
higher SES than the general US population, including Arabic-speakers living in the USA,
which may have contributed to them having high Internal HLC (Shara et al., 2017).
However, unlike other studies (Hamdan-Mansour et al., 2014; Cohen & Azaiza, 2007)
this study suggests that the Arabic culture and chronic disease may not impact on
individual’s HLC profile (Shara et al., 2017).
Contradictory findings may be due to various studies utilising participants of different
socioeconomic and sociodemographic status including education level, acculturation
level and country of residence. Therefore, results of these studies may not be
generalisable. Similarly, although the findings of Study One suggested that Arabicspeaking participants display high External HLC and low Internal HLC, these findings
cannot be generalised as the study involved a small sample and was conducted only in
the state of Victoria.
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Given the impact of HLC on disease management and health outcomes (Janowski et al.,
2013; Nazareth et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2016; Fan et al., 2016), particularly among
those with CVD, it is important to determine Arabic-speaking immigrants’ dominant
HLC profile, as this knowledge may contribute towards identifying a model of care
aligned with the needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD. That is, determining
Arabic-speaking immigrants’ dominant HLC profile (for example whether they tend to
have low Internal HLC and high Chance HLC, or high Internal HLC and high Chance
HLC) may indicate whether there is a benefit to including Internal HLC as a dimension
in a health care model for this patient group. This is particularly so given that HLC
orientation may be altered (to become highly Internal) through interventions such as
cognitive behavioural therapy (Mehrtak et al., 2017).
Therefore, the aim of Study Two is to determine the dominant HLC profile of Arabicspeaking immigrants with CVD in Sydney, Melbourne and the virtual community (those
recruited via Facebook), using a comparative approach with Caucasian English-speaking
background patients with CVD used as a comparison group. The rationale for using a
comparative approach is the same as that in Study One (section 4.1 above).

5.2 Results
5.2.1 Study participants
A purposive sample of 165 participants was recruited. The sample comprised 96 Arabicspeaking immigrants with CVD, and 69 Caucasian English-speaking background patients
with CVD.

5.2.2 Participant characteristics
The sociodemographic characteristics of the 165 recruited participants are shown in
Table 5.2. Both groups had similar age distribution, living arrangement distribution and
employment status distribution. However, more Arabic-speaking participants were
females, were highly educated (had a bachelor’s degree or higher), had higher SES and
rated their health as unsatisfactory to poor.
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Table 5.2
Participants’ sociodemographic characteristics
Characteristic
Gender
Female
Male
Age
30–39
40–49
50–59
60–69
70–79
80–89

Arabic-speaking
participants with CVD

English-speaking
participants with CVD

60 (62.5%)
36 (37.5%)

24 (34.8%)
45 (65.2%)

2 (2.1%)
7 (7.3%)
15 (15.6%)
29 (30.2%)
29 (30.2%)
14 (14.6%)

1 (1.5%)
7 (10.2%)
9 (13%)
13 (18.8%)
19 (27.5%)
20 (29.0%)

Average number of years in Australia

18 (3-57)

Education status
Primary school education
High school education
University degree or above

2 (2.1%)
44 (45.9%)
50 (52%)

9 (13%)
40 (58%)
20 (29%)

Socioeconomic status
Low
Medium
High

15 (15.7%)
31 (32.3%)
50 (52.0%)

40 (57.1%)
9 (12.9%)
20 (29.0%)

Employment status
House wife
Unemployed
Retired
Employed
White collar jobs
Blue collar jobs
No answer

20 (20.8%)
0
39 (40.6%)
35 (36.5%)
31 (32.3%)
4 (4.2%)
2 (2.0%)

6 (8.7%)
0
34 (49.3%)
29 (42.0%)
10 (14.5%)
19 (27.5%)
0

Living arrangement
Living with family
Living alone

77 (80.2%)
19 (19.8%)

47 (68.1%)
22 (31.9%)

English proficiency (self-rated)
Excellent
Very good
Good
Unsatisfactory
Poor
No response

7 (7.3%)
8 (8.3%)
26 (27.1%)
41 (42.7%)
13 (13.5%)
1 (1.0%)

N/A

Health status (self-rated)
Excellent
Very good
Good
Unsatisfactory
Poor

0
14 (14.5%)
26 (27.1%)
52 (54.2)
4 (4.2%)

0
25 (36.2%)
20 (29%)
6 (8.7%)
18 (26%)

Country of birth
Egypt
Sudan
Lebanon
Syria
Jordan
Palestine

69 (71.9%)
7 (7.3%)
13 (13.5%)
1 (1.0%)
3 (3.1%)
3 (3.1%)
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5.2.3 MHLC form C results
5.2.3.1 HLC subscale scores
The mean Internal, Chance, and Powerful Others HLC scores were calculated for Arabicspeaking participants with CVD and Caucasian English-speaking background
participants with CVD (Table 5.3), and a t-test was carried out to identify mean significant
differences. There was a significant difference (t = 0.006, p = 0.006) between Arabicspeaking participants’ mean Internal HLC score (mean score = 25.05, standard
deviation = 4.99) and Caucasian English-speaking background participants’ mean
Internal HLC score (mean score = 23.67, standard deviation = 5.72).
While both groups displayed low Internal HLC, Arabic-speaking participants had slightly
higher Internal HLC scores. However, according to Wallston a score less than 27 (as is
the case with both groups) in a subscale is regarded as a low HLC score. Only people
with high Internal HLC scores ‘can be assumed to have any belief that their own actions
control their health status’ (K. A. Wallston, personal communication,10 July 2019).
There was no significant difference (t = 0.43, p = 0.43) between Arabic-speaking
participants’ mean Chance HLC score (mean score = 17.89, standard deviation = 6.36)
and Caucasian English-speaking background participants’ mean Chance HLC score
(mean score = 18.74, standard deviation = 7.27). Both groups displayed low Chance
HLC.
Along similar lines, there was no significant difference (t = 0.15, p = 0.15) between
Arabic-speaking participants’ mean Powerful Others HLC score (mean score = 27.67,
standard deviation = 4.12) and Caucasian English-speaking background participants’
mean Powerful Others HLC score (mean score = 26.98, standard deviation = 4.47). Both
groups displayed high Powerful Others HLC.
Table 5.3
HLC subscale scores for Arabic-speaking and English-speaking participants using
Wallston’s arithmetic computation of scores
Mean Internal HLC
score
Mean Chance HLC
score
Mean Powerful
Others HLC score

Arabic-speaking
participants
25.05

English-speaking
participants
23.67

Significance

H01

p = 0.006

Rejected

17.89

18.74

p = 0.43

Accepted

27.67

26.98

p = 0.15

Accepted
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5.2.3.2 Correlation between various demographic factors and HLC
Using the full dataset in this analysis (that is, Arabic- and English-speaking participants as
a single group), HLC was significantly associated with age, living arrangement (living
alone vs living with family), education level, SES and ethnicity (Table 5.4a and Table 5.4b).
There was a significant positive relationship between Chance HLC and age (t = 0.233,
p < 0.05). As age increased, participants tended to have higher Chance HLC. Additionally,
there was a significant association between living arrangement and Internal HLC (t = 0.173,
p < 0.05), and between living arrangement and Chance HLC (t = –0.230, p < 0.05).
Participants living with family tended to have higher Internal HLC, while those living alone
tended to have higher Chance HLC. There was a significant negative relationship between
education level and Chance HLC ( = –0.218, p < 0.05). Participants with fewer years of
education tended to have higher Chance HLC. Along similar lines, there was a significant
negative relationship between SES and Chance HLC (t = –0.207, p < 0.05), and a
significant negative relationship between SES and Powerful Others HLC (t = –0.188,
p < 0.05). Those with lower SES tended to have higher Chance HLC and higher Powerful
Others HLC.There was also a significant association between ethnicity and Internal HLC,
with Arabic-speaking participants tending to have higher Internal HLC (t = –0.218,
p < 0.05).
As the above mentioned multiple relationships are difficult to visualise, Table 5.4b
replicates the results using a visual approach. At best, the strength of the measured
correlations can be considered low to moderate. Nevertheless, this data contributes towards
some explanation of the profiling of the full cohort of participants.
Within the Arabic-speaking group, HLC was significantly associated with age, living
arrangement, education level, SES and English proficiency (Table 5.4a and Table 5.4b).
There was a significant positive relationship between Chance HLC and age (t = 0.233,
p < 0.05). As age increased, participants tended to have higher Chance HLC. Also, there
was a significant negative relationship between English proficiency and Chance HLC (t = –
0.263, p < 0.05). Those with lower English proficiency tended to have higher Chance HLC.
There was also a significant association between living arrangement and Chance HLC (t = –
0.230, p < 0.05). Those living alone tended to have higher Chance HLC. There was a
significant negative relationship between education level and Chance HLC (t = –0.218,
p < 0.05). Participants with fewer years of education tended to have higher Chance HLC.
Along similar lines, there was a significant negative relationship between SES and Chance
HLC (t = –0.207, p < 0.05). Those with lower SES tended to have higher Chance HLC.
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Table 5.4a
Correlations matrix of the study variables

Gender
Internal
HLC
Chance
HLC
Powerful
Others

Age

Living
arrangement

–0.038 –0.053

Ethnicity
(Arabic-speaking participants vs
Caucasian English-speaking
background participants)
Education

Health
rating

SES

0.173*

–0.218**

0.125

–0.037

0.048

0.022

0.233**

–0.230**

0.063

–0.218**

–0.106

–0.207**

–0.098

0.024

–0.050

–0.059

–0.132

–0.047

–0.188*

Shaded cells represent significant Pearson correlations at * p = 0.05 and ** p = 0.01; N = 165

Table 5.4b
Explanation of the results displayed in Table 5.4a

Age

Living arrangement

Internal
HLC
Chance
HLC

Ethnicity
(Arabic-speaking participants
vs Caucasian English-speaking
background participants)
Arabic Speaking participants >
Caucasian English-speaking
background participants

Living with Family >
Living Alone
Older >
Younger

Living Alone > Living
with Family

Education

SES

Low education
> high
education

Low SES >
High SES

Powerful
Others

Low SES >
High SES

Within the Caucasian English-speaking background group, there was a significant
association between living arrangement and Chance HLC (Table 5.5). Participants
living alone tended to have higher Chance HLC (t = –0.291, p < 0.05).
Table 5.5
Correlations matrix of the study variables for Caucasian English-speaking
background participants

Internal HLC
Chance HLC

Gender

Living arrangement

Age

Education

Health rating

SES

–0.152

–0.014

0.030

0.035

0.139

0.035

*

0.147

–0.179

–0.081

–0.123

0.012

–0.291

Powerful Others
–0.099
–0.028
–0.029
–0.143
0.128
–0.159
Shaded cells represent significant pearson correlations at * p = 0.05 and ** p = 0.01; N = 69

5.2.4 Questionnaire validation
As the MHLC-C is always used as a set of subscales, the analyses focussed on the
subscales only.
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5.2.4.1 The Internal HLC subscale
Unlike classical test theory (mostly using a range of factor analyses), which requires the
data to be tested for assumption of normality and homogeneity of variance before a model
is fitted to the data, item response theory, including Rasch analysis, carries out a set of
suitability tests to the data after the pre-determined Rasch logistic model is fitted to the
data.
These tests include:


model, items and persons fit to the Rasch model;



reliability;



Differential item functioning;



uni-dimensionality;



targeting, including cohort mean differences;



items behaviour; and



persons behaviour.

The data collected fitted the Rasch model well (chi square probability = 0.6, acceptable
value > 0.05). The Items mean was 0 logit (acceptable value is close to 0), and the
standard deviation was 0.5 logit (acceptable value < 1.3). The persons mean value was
0.3 logit, and the standard deviation was 1.1 logit (acceptable value < 1.3).
The reliability of the Internal scale was evaluated using Cronbach’s alpha and Person
Separation Indices (PSI), as calculated by SPSS and RUMM2020 respectively. PSI
differs from Cronbach’s alpha in allowing for missing data and a small computational
difference. When data are not missing (as is the case in this study), the two indices have
very similar outcomes, although based on different raw data. Cronbach’s alpha uses coded
scores from the response form, and PSI uses logit transforms in Rasch. Although
thresholds for the use of both of these indices are suggested to be 0.7, the original authors
have consistently warned users that the indices per se are insufficient in coming to a
conclusion about the reliability of the scale and that fringe values do not suggest a poor
scale design. They suggest that the reliability of a scale is best evidence using a portfolio
of evidence including these indices as well as a range of other forms of validity.
The reliability indices (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.6, PSI = 0.6) suggest that the Internal
subscale is somewhat reliable, but that caution must be exercised when using it.
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The Rasch model assumes that subgroups with similar levels of the underlying construct
respond to items in a similar manner. DIF, which is a process suited to Rasch analyses,
refers to ‘a situation in which members of different groups have different probabilities of
solving an item despite possessing the same level of the ability that the item is intended
to measure’ (Steinmayr et al., 2015, p. 165). The presence of DIF would indicate that
some participants within a group did not interpret items in the questionnaire in a similar
manner (Guisard et al., 2019). Items showing DIF should be examined to assess ‘what
might be inferred about the underlying construct and what that implies about the samples
of persons detected’ (McCreary et al., 2013, p. 7). DIF differs from ‘mean score
difference’ in that it observes ‘patterns of responses’ as opposed to mean scores.
Differential item functioning was evident for the ethnic demographic factor and for the
education factor. DIF was evident for the ethnic demographic factor (Arabic/English) for
Items 12, 13 and 17, and, for the education factor (no education/primary/
secondary/bachelor/post grad) for Item 1. No other DIF was detected for any other factors.
DIF analysis typically requires large samples to be a robust psychometric approach. The
current sample would at best support a single DIF analysis. Therefore, it is suggested that,
although DIF was observed, a cautious approach to the interpretation of the phenomena
is used.
Local dependencies are correlations between the residuals of each item after the data is
fitted to the Rasch model. The residual correlation matrix of the Rasch analysis was found
to be negative, in line with the expectation of a satisfactory scale. This suggests that the
various items in the scale were not dependent on one another. This also provides early
evidence that the set of items does not need to be reduced.
A scale would need to be reduced when items correlate with one another too highly
(correlations greater than 0.2–0.3). Unlike CTT, Rasch assumes that each item contributes
unique information to the scale, so strong inter-item correlations are undesirable. This
approach is usually used when a large scale needs to be reduced to the minimum number
of items. This is not the case here as there were a few items to start with (Boateng et al.,
2018).
A principal component analysis (PCA) of the residuals was also carried out in
RUMM2030 as a standard procedure to assess which items display the most extreme (that
is, the most and the least) residuals when fitted to a single factor. The mean of these two
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residual datasets were compared using a t-test. In this study there was no significant
difference between the mean of the two subsets of residuals.
Lack of local dependencies and lack of difference between the mean of the large and
small residuals loading on a single factor provided strong evidence that the scale was
unidimensional.
Targeting compares the spread of the logit scores of the items in the scale with those of
the respondents. Targeting is considered appropriate when it displays a range close to the
theoretically derived –3 to +3 range, and when the items’ and respondents’ score display
similar ranges. The Internal HLC items matched the respondents and were sub optimal
but acceptable in the range –1 to +1.
RUMM2020 carries out ANOVAs on the basis of the demographic factors coded in the
data. Mean group differences were detected, with Arabic-speaking participants scoring
higher than English-speaking participants, and for the education factor, with those with a
bachelor’s degree and those with no education scoring higher than the other groups.
Item behaviour in the context of a polytomous model such as a survey scale where the
participant choses one of several categories, refer to an expectation that participants are
able to differentiate between neighbouring categories such as the difference between
‘strongly agree’ and ‘agree’ when responding to an item. In CTT, these categories are
fixed and have a ‘width’ of ‘1’. Therefore, ‘strongly disagree’ contribute ‘1’ to an
arithmetic score, ‘disagree’ contributes an additional ‘1’, equating to a score of 2 for a
‘disagree’ response, and so on. The Rasch model does not assume that each category has
equal width. However, it does assume that all categories, however small, are clearly
identified by the participant. An item is called ‘misbehaving’ when at least 1 category is
computed as not being clearly identifiable by participants. Misbehaving items need
rescoring by collapsing adjacent categories so that, when combined, they constitute a
single and meaningful category. The item (behaviour) map for the Internal HLC subscale
is presented in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 The item (behaviour) map for the Internal HLC subscale.
Sometime, respondents’ (often called ‘persons’) erratic or extreme responses, such as
using the same response category for all items, may contribute to the misbehaviour of an
item. Persons behaviour was examined by examining the standard deviation of the fitted
residual to the Rasch model. Four participants were identified as extreme (fitted residual
well above the acceptable ±2.5). Given that the model required re-scoring and a new
model be re-examined, these participants were not removed from the dataset.
Re-scoring of the sub-scale was carried out using the structure displayed in Figure 5.2.
Items 1, 6, 8 and 13 collapsed the ‘Moderately Disagree’ and ‘Slightly Disagree’
categories, therefore being rated using four categories instead of six. Item 12 collapsed
‘Strongly Disagree’, ‘Moderately Disagree’ and ‘Slightly Disagree’, therefore being rated
using four categories instead of six. Item 17 collapsed ‘Strongly Disagree’, ‘Moderately
Disagree’ and ‘Slightly Disagree’ as one category, and ‘Slightly Agree’ and ‘Moderately
Agree’ as another category, therefore being rated using three categories instead of six. No
item was left as the original scale.
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Figure 5.2 Re-scoring structure of the Internal HLC subscale.
Once re-scored, the new model showed good fit (chi square probability = 0.9), good Item
and Persons mean scores (0 and 0.3 logit respectively) and Items and Persons residuals
standard deviations (0.8 and 1.1 logit respectively). PSI was 0.52, suggesting poor and
reduced consistency. Individual Persons fit was good, but the four extreme participants
remained. Given that their logit score was 3, logit for all participants and the other fit
indicators were kept in the analysis.
Differential item functioning was again evident for the ethnic demographic factor for
Items 12 and 17. Caucasian English-speaking background participants were more likely
to endorse Item 12 when they displayed low to moderate Internal HLC, but not when they
displayed high Internal HLC. Caucasian English-speaking background participants were
more likely to endorse Item 17 than their Arabic-speaking counterparts when they
displayed medium to high Internal HLC, but not when they displayed low Internal HLC.
Residual correlation matrix was mostly negative, and the model was found to be
unidimensional. Targeting was appropriate in the range –1.5 to +1.5 but several persons
were present in the positive part of the scale with no appropriate items. Overall, because
of the improved range, targeting was improved by rescoring. Some mean group responses
were detected for the education factor, with those with a bachelor’s degree and those with
no education scoring higher than other groups.

5.2.4.2 The Chance HLC subscale
The reliability indices (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.7, PSI = 0.7) suggest that the subscale is
reliable.
The raw model showed good fit, good Item and Persons mean scores and residuals
standard deviation. Individual Persons fit was good. PSI was 0.7, suggesting acceptable
internal consistency. However, poor item behaviour was detected.
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Re-scoring of the model was carried out (Figure 5.3 displays the best re-scoring structure).
Multiple re-scoring is often used in an attempt to understand the respondent’s perception
of the item. For example, when three categories seem to overlap, multiple attempts to
rescore only two at a time are undertaken before a final merge of three categories is carried
out.

Figure 5.3 Re-scoring structure of the Chance HLC subscale.
Figure 5.3 suggests that participants were not able to make a distinction between subtle
levels of agreements or disagreements. Participants preferred an agree/strongly agree and
disagree/strongly disagree approach to express their agreement and disagreements
respectively.
Overall, the model showed good fit, good Item and Persons mean scores (0 and –0.3
respectively), and residuals standard deviation for Persons and Item fit was within the
acceptable range (acceptable value < 1.3). These results suggest that, overall, participants
were slightly negative on the Chance scale. PSI was 0.7, suggesting acceptable internal
consistency. On that basis, up to two factors should be used for respondents’
differentiation.
Differential item functioning was evident for the ethnic demographic factor
(Arabic/English) and gender factor for Item 9 (Figure 5.4). Caucasian English-speaking
background participants were more likely to endorse Item 9 than their Arabic-speaking
counterparts. Male participants were more likely to endorse Item 9 than their female
counterparts when they display very low or very high Chance HLC, but not when they
display moderate Chance HLC. Similarly, Caucasian English-speaking background
participants were more likely to endorse Item 9 when they displayed mid to high Chance
HLC. These results suggest that Item 9 may be interpreted differently by participants on
the basis of their gender and ethnic background. No other DIF was detected on any other
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factors. DIF analyses requires large samples to be a robust psychometric approach. The
current sample would at best support a single DIF analysis. Therefore, it is suggested that
although DIF was observed, a cautious approach to the interpretation of the phenomena
is used.

Figure 5.4 Item characteristic curve for Item 9 displaying the responses on the basis of
ethnic background (top) and gender (bottom).
The residual correlation matrix of the Rasch analysis was found to be negative, in line
with the expectation of a satisfactory scale, suggesting that the various items in the scale
were not dependent on one another. This also provides early evidence that the set of items
does not need to be reduced. A PCA of the residuals was also carried out in RUMM2030
as a standard procedure to assess which items display the most extreme (that is, the most,
and the least) residuals when fitted to a single factor. The mean of these two residual
datasets were compared using a t-test. In this study there was no significant difference
between the mean of the two subsets of residuals.
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The combination of the lack of local dependencies and lack of difference between the
mean of large and small residuals loading on a single factor provided strong evidence that
the scale was unidimensional.
When considering scale targeting, the Chance HLC items matched the respondents and
was sub-optimal but acceptable in the range –1.5 to +1.5 logits.

5.2.4.3 The Powerful Others HLC subscale
The reliability indices (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.4, PSI = 0.4) suggest that the scale is
unreliable.
The raw model showed good fit, good Item and Persons mean scores and residuals
standard deviation. Individual Persons fit was good. PSI was 0.4 suggesting poor internal
consistency. On that basis, the model should not use a factor structure for the
differentiation of participant groups. Poor item thresholds behaviour was detected. All
items showed reversed thresholds.
Re-scoring of the model was carried out. The re-scored model (Figure 5.5) showed good
fit, good Item and Persons mean scores and residuals standard deviation. Individual
Persons fit was good. PSI was still 0.4, suggesting poor internal consistency. On that
basis, the model should not use a factor structure for the differentiation of participant
groups. Poor item thresholds behaviour was also detected. This is highly predictable on
the basis of poor overall separation of the items’ categories.

Figure 5.5 Re-scoring structure of the Powerful Others HLC subscale.
The above structure is somewhat extreme. Items 3, 5, 14 and 18 needed a complete
collapse of the ‘disagree’ categories into one. Only Items 7 and 10 retained two categories
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in the ‘disagree’ answers. All items retained two categories in the ‘agree’ responses, with
the ‘mildly agree’ and ‘agree’ collapsed.
Following re-scoring, the Items and Persons mean response was 0 and 0.6 logits
respectively suggesting that, overall, participants displayed a positive attitude towards
Powerful Others. All items behaved appropriately following the re-scoring.
The Powerful Others HLC items matched the participants and were acceptable in the
range –1.5 to +2. The residual correlation matrix of the Rasch analysis was found to be
negative, in line with the expectation of a satisfactory scale, suggesting that the various
items in the scale were not dependent on one another. This also provides early evidence
that the set of items does do not need to be reduced. A PCA of the residuals was also
carried out in RUMM2030 as a standard procedure to assess which items display the most
extreme (that is, the most and the least) residuals when fitted to a single factor. The mean
of these two residual datasets were compared using a t-test. In this study there was no
significant difference between the mean of the two subsets of residuals.
The combination of the lack of local dependencies and lack of difference between the
mean of large and small residuals loading on a single factor provided strong evidence that
the scale was unidimensional.
There were no DIF and a small difference between the score means for education and
health status (in line with the other subscales). Poor internal consistency of this subscale
does not allow the discussion of differences between groups.

5.3 Discussion
This study defines and compares the health locus of control scores of Arabic-speaking
participants with CVD, and Caucasian English-speaking background patients with CVD
in Australia. This is the first study identified in the literature to examine and compare the
HLC profiles of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD and Caucasian English-speaking
background patients with CVD.
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5.3.1 Participants’ HLC profiles
5.3.1.1 Internal HLC
The study results established that Caucasian English-speaking background participants
and Arabic-speaking participants tended to have low Internal HLC. This finding is
consistent with findings of previous research reported by Fan et al. (2016) (n = 301) in
which patients with chronic disease had low Internal HLC, high Powerful Others HLC
and low Chance HLC. The study suggested that, given that patients with chronic disease
tend to perceive poor control over their health, they tend to have low Internal HLC (Fan
et al., 2016). Given that chronic disease is associated with ongoing exposure to
circumstances that patients may not be able to fully control (Nagy & Wolfe, 1983), having
a chronic disease may give patients the perception that they have poor control over health.
Therefore, those with chronic disease tend to have low Internal HLC (Stephenson-Hunter,
2018; Wallston & DeVellis, 1978; Nagy & Wolfe, 1983).
The above finding also accords with findings of research conducted among Arabicspeaking patients, which showed that Arabic-speaking patients tend to display low
Internal HLC due to their traditional health beliefs that tend to link disease causes to
outside forces rather than themselves (Al-Krenawi & Graham, 2000; Cohen & Azaiza,
2007; Trento et al., 2006). In a study by Cohen and Azaiza (n = 358 Jewish participants
and 162 Arabic-speaking participants living in Israel), Arabic-speaking participants
displayed lower Internal HLC and higher External HLC compared to their Jewish
counterparts (Azaiza & Cohen, 2008).
While both Arabic-speaking participants and Caucasian English-speaking background
participants displayed low Internal HLC, there was a significant difference between their
mean Internal HLC scores (25.05 vs 23.67, p = 0.006). That is, Arabic-speaking
participants had slightly higher Internal HLC compared to their English-speaking
counterparts. This finding is inconsistent with many studies conducted among Arabicspeaking patients which showed that they most commonly display lower Internal HLC
and higher External HLC than other patient groups. This is due to their traditional health
beliefs which tend to link disease causes to outside forces including God’s will and fate,
rather than internal causes (Al-Krenawi & Graham, 2000., Cohen & Azaiza, 2007).
Additionally, previous studies have found that they most commonly display lower
Internal HLC and higher External HLC than other patient groups due being from
collectivist societies; those from collectivist societies tend to display lower Internal HLC
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than those from Western societies (Cohen & Azaiza, 2007; Azaiza & Cohen, 2008; Fan
et al., 2016). Further, patients from ethnic minority groups tend to have lower education,
lower economic status and poor English-speaking proficiency (Magnani et al., 2018; Ng
& Omariba, 2013), which may contribute to their lower Internal HLC compared to other
patient groups.
However, while many studies have suggested that Arabic-speaking individuals tend to
display lower Internal HLC than other patient groups, a recent Israeli study by BaronEpel et al. (n = 242 Arabs and 358 Jews living in Israel) found that a significantly higher
percentage of Arabic-speaking participants displayed higher Internal HLC compared to
their Jewish counterparts. It was suggested that this finding may be due to inherent bias,
which may have been caused by a difference in the way the two participant groups
responded to the study questionnaire items, possibly due to cultural differences between
them (Baron-Epel et al., 2017). When answering questionnaires, it is more likely that
those of Arabic background will provide extreme or positive answers compared to other
groups (Baron-Epel et al., 2017; Baron-Epel et al., 2010). This may be because ‘a stronger
cultural norm may exist among Arabs’ whereby those of Arabic background strongly
prefer to agree with what is presented to them, possibly to avoid confrontation or gain
social desirability. Additionally, Arabic-speaking immigrants tend to be a minority in the
locations where studies have been carried out, and people from ethnic minority groups
tend to be unwilling to provide negative questionnaire answers due to lack of trust in
strangers (Baron-Epel et al., 2010). Therefore, it has been suggested that extreme and
acquiescence biases tend to be significantly higher among those of Arabic background
compared to other groups such as Jews (Baron-Epel et al., 2017; Baron-Epel et al., 2010).
Hence, it is possible that Arabic-speaking participants’ Internal HLC scores were slightly
higher than those of their English-speaking counterparts due to extreme and acquiescence
biases being significantly higher among Arabic-speaking participants compared to their
English-speaking counterparts.
It is also possible that Arabic-speaking participants had slightly higher Internal HLC
compared to their English-speaking counterparts as they tended to have higher education
levels (52% vs 29%) and higher SES (52% vs 29%) compared to their English-speaking
counterparts. It has been suggested that those with higher education levels tend to have
higher Internal HLC (Kostka & Jachimowicz, 2010). In a study by Malcarne, Fernandez
and Flores (2005), South Asian women and Filipino American students had higher
Internal HLC than Caucasian Americans. This was attributed to their higher education
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compared to their Caucasian American counterparts (Malcarne et al., 2005). Higher SES
and higher education levels have been linked with higher Internal HLC because
individuals with higher SES and higher education levels tend to have more access to
health-related information and to have better health literacy than those of lower SES and
lower education levels. Therefore, they may understand the impact of health-promoting
behaviour on health and the importance of being in control of their own health, which, in
turn, may promote a better sense of control over their lives and health (Eswar, 2015).
Notably, despite the fact that Arabic-speaking participants had slightly higher Internal
HLC than their English-speaking counterparts, both participant groups still have low
Internal HLC. This is because, according to Wallston, a score less than 27 (as is the case
with both groups) in a subscale is regarded as a low HLC score and only people with high
Internal HLC scores ‘can be assumed to have any belief that their own actions control
their health status’ (K. A. Wallston, personal communication,10 July 2019).

5.3.1.2 Chance HLC
The study results suggest that Caucasian English-speaking background participants and
Arabic-speaking participants tend to have low Chance HLC. This finding is contradictory
to the literature, which suggests that immigrants tend to display high Chance HLC (Grotz
et al., 2011) and that Arabic-speaking people more generally tend to display high Chance
HLC due to coming from countries where there is a strong belief that fate and God
determine people’s state of health (Azaiza & Cohen, 2008).
Arabic-speaking participants may have displayed low Chance HLC as more than half of
the participants had high education levels (a bachelor’s degree or above) and high SES.
This study’s results, and the results of other studies (including those conducted among
Arabic-speaking people), show that there is a significant negative relationship between
education level and Chance HLC (Albargawi et al., 2016; Goldsteen & Counte, 1994; van
Dijk et al., 2013) and a significant negative relationship between SES and Chance HLC
(Grotz et al., 2011; Wardle, 2003). One study of patients with diabetes (n = 120)
suggested that there is a significant negative relationship between Chance HLC and
education level (r = –0.192, p < 0.05) (Morowatisharifabad et al., 2010). Similarly, a
study by Albargawi et al. showed that participants’ HLC orientation varied based on their
education levels. Participants with lower education had a higher chance of believing that
other people in their lives or chance affect their type 2 diabetes mellitus (Albargawi et al.,
2016). Those with higher education may have better health literacy and, therefore, may
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not strongly believe that fate influences health. Rather, they may be more mindful and
knowledgeable regarding the importance of health, the impact of health-promoting
behaviour on health, and the importance of being in control of their own health. On the
other hand, those with lower education tend to also have lower SES, with its associated
disadvantaged lifestyle, which may reduce their ability to take control of their lives and
their health (Islam et al., 2017). Additionally, those with lower education levels may not
perceive responsibility for their health as they may have poor health literacy and
therefore, may not understand the impact of health-promoting behaviour on health, or the
importance of controlling their health (Eswar, 2015).
Studies have shown that SES influences a patient’s HLC orientation (Grotz et al., 2011;
Chen & Lin, 2014). Wardle and Steptoe (2003) showed that Chance HLC was inversely
related to social class. Also, Grotz et al., in a study of 5542 German adults, suggested that
low SES, older age and being an immigrant were associated with higher Chance HLC
scores (Grotz et al., 2011). It is suggested that people of higher SES may be less likely to
have high Chance HLC as they may have less fatalistic beliefs, possibly due to having
higher education and better health literacy. Additionally, people with higher SES may
have greater financial stability and better access to health-related information than those
of lower SES, which may promote a strong sense of control over their lives and health
(Eswar, 2015).
The Study Two results further establish that there is a significant positive relationship
between Chance HLC and age. This finding is consistent with findings of previous
research reported by Jacob-Lawson et al. (2011), which showed that demographic factors
are associated with HLC. In that study, older age was associated with high Chance HLC.
Similarly, in a study of the associations between HLC and depressive symptoms among
native and non-native Dutch individuals living the Netherlands, older participants were
found to have higher Chance HLC scores than younger participants (van Dijk et al., 2013).
It was suggested that older people tend to perceive poor health as being beyond their
control and to view external factors as controlling their health and health outcomes. This
modification of their HLC orientation may act as a protection mechanism to their selfesteem by taking less responsibility for their own health (Jacobs-Lawson et al., 2011).
Older people tend to accept ‘uncontrollable degenerative physical processes’, which may
contribute to them having higher Chance HLC (Grotz et al., 2011).
It is concerning that older age (Grotz et al., 2011) is linked with higher Chance HLC, as
this may indicate that a large segment of the Australian population may be less likely to
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be involved in health-promoting behaviours. Approximately 3.8 million people (1 in 7
people) living in Australia are aged 65 years and over (ABS, 2017).
The Study Two results also show a significant association between living arrangement
and Chance HLC, and between living arrangement and Internal HLC. Participants
living with family tended to have higher Internal HLC, while those living alone
tended to have higher Chance HLC. While a few studies have found that those living
with family tend to display high Internal HLC and those living alone tend to display high
External HLC (Islam et al., 2017; Virmozelova Angelova, 2016; Grotz et al., 2011), other
studies showed that living with family is linked to high Powerful Others HLC
(Goldsteen & Counte, 1994; Jacobs-Lawson et al., 2011), while yet other studies have
reported no link between living arrangement and HLC (Eswar, 2015). This
inconsistency may be due to the small sample size used in these studies. It is possible
that married individuals may display high Internal HLC as they may perceive themselves
as responsible for their lives as well as their spouses’ lives. Therefore, they may perceive
their lives and health as being under their control. It is also possible that living alone may
be linked to high Chance HLC as those living alone may have limited social support.
Consequently, they may feel a sense of helplessness (Smallheer & Dietrich, 2019) and
perceive their health as being determined by fate or chance.
The Study Two results also indicate a significant negative relationship between English
proficiency and Chance HLC. While a few studies explored the relationship between
English proficiency and HLC, it is possible that those with poor English proficiency
may display higher Chance HLC due to having less access to health-related information.
Consequently, they may not recognise the importance of undertaking health-promoting
behaviour and of being in control of their own health. This perception may be further
enhanced by the Arabic culture, which emphasises that a person’s health is mainly
determined by God and fate (Cohen & Azaiza, 2007). It is possible that Arabic-speaking
participants tended to display low Chance HLC given that 42.7% of them identified their
English proficiency as good to excellent.
Although the study results may not be generalisable, as studies of this nature (HLCrelated studies) tend to use self-reports, there appears to be an association between HLC
and sociodemographic factors (including age) (Grotz et al., 2011; Burford et al., 2016),
SES (Grotz et al., 2011), education (Albargawi et al., 2016; Goldsteen & Counte, 1994;
van Dijk et al., 2013), living arrangements (Virmozelova Angelova, 2016; Grotz et al.,
2011) and English proficiency.
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5.3.1.3 Powerful Others HLC
Prior to discussing the Powerful Others HLC orientation of each group, it must be noted
that the following discussion is based on Wallston’s scores only. As observed from the
study findings, there is a question regarding the reliability of this sub-scale using the
Rasch approach. The MHLC is, however, a well-accepted scale and deserves to be
considered using the traditional approach to scoring.
The study results showed that all participants, regardless of ethnic background, tended to
have high Powerful Others HLC. This is a common perception among patients with
chronic disease worldwide (Hamdan-Mansour et al., 2014). Studies show that patients
with chronic disease tend to perceive that their health as being influenced by those who
are involved in their treatment, namely family and HCPs (Hamdan-Mansour et al., 2014).
This may be due to being exposed to external influences over health rather than personal
control. Patients with CVD tend to be in regular contact with HCPs, who may be
perceived by patients as more capable of affecting their health outcomes (Nagy & Wolfe,
1983). Ongoing contact with HCPs may amplify CVD patients’ belief that Powerful
Others are in control of their health outcomes (Nagy & Wolfe, 1983). Consequently,
patients with chronic disease such as those with CVD tend to have high Powerful Others
HLC (Nagy & Wolfe, 1983). A US based study involving 298 elderly participants showed
that frequent use of medical care increased participants’ Powerful Others HLC, as
participants may have perceived HCPs as authoritative figures (Goldsteen & Counte,
1994) who are in control of their health outcomes.
Previous studies showed that Arabic-speaking patients tend to have high Powerful Others
HLC whether they are in the Arabic-speaking countries (Hamdan-Mansour et al., 2014)
or in a country as immigrants (Abu-Bader et al., 2011). This is because Arabic-speaking
immigrants are the least likely cultural group to integrate into a host society (Al Wekhian,
2015). Consequently, they tend to retain their poor perception of control over health
following immigration. This is particularly so as integration has been linked to HLC
profile alteration. Consequently, poor integration among Arabic-speaking immigrants
causes them to continue to have high powerful Others HLC in their host countries (AbuBader et al., 2011).
Arabic-speaking patients tend to have high powerful Others HLC as they tend to perceive
that their health outcomes are mainly determined by Powerful Others. It has been
suggested that this is because there is ‘immature development of partnership between
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patients and health professionals’ (Hamdan-Mansour et al., 2014. page 248) in the
Arabic-speaking countries. Consequently, patients ‘are not yet allowed to be equivalent
partners in health-care planning’ (Hamdan-Mansour et al., 2014. page 248). Therefore,
Arabic-speaking patients tend to perceive their health outcomes as being determined by
the HCPs who manage their health (Hamdan-Mansour et al., 2014). Further, Arabicspeaking people tend to have high regard for physicians, who are regarded as authoritative
figures (El Samman et al., 2013; Bertran et al., 2015; El-Islam, 2005). Thus, patients may
perceive that their health is controlled by their HCPs, rather than themselves.
Consequently, it is possible that studies among Arabic-speaking immigrants – including
the current study, showed that they tend to have a high Powerful Others HLC (Abu-Bader
et al., 2011; Cohen & Azaiza, 2007; Martínez García et al., 2002) due to their cultural
beliefs which tend to be maintained following immigration due to poor integration.
Another possible reason for Arabic-speaking participants’ high Powerful Others HLC is
their belief in collectivism. Western societies emphasise individualism, with individuals
taking responsibility for their own wellbeing, which may promote high Internal HLC
(Cohen & Azaiza, 2007). Conversely, Arabic-speaking societies tend to reflect a
collectivist outlook, which emphasises cohesiveness between individuals within the same
family or community (Cohen & Azaiza, 2007). Thus, Arabic-speaking people tend to
have strong links with their families and to believe that their families must be involved in
their health care (Hammad et al., 1999), which may further contribute to their high
Powerful Others HLC orientation.
The immigrant interdependence hypothesis suggests that immigrants’ needs in a hosting
country necessitate that they maintain or elevate their collectivist attitude, particularly
their dependence on other people. Ayçiçegi-Dinn and Caldwell-Harris (2011) show that,
compared to Turkish people living in Istanbul, those living in USA endorsed high
horizontal collectivism (‘emphasizes mutual interdependence, respect, and alliances
based on equality and reciprocity’) and high vertical collectivism (‘emphasizes duty to
social superiors’) (2011, p. 10), which is congruent with the immigrant interdependence
hypothesis. Therefore, Arabic-speaking immigrants may display high Powerful Others
HLC due to their belief in collectivism, which may be enhanced following immigration
(Hammad et al., 1999).
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5.3.2 Impact of the study results
The Study Two results establish that both participant groups have high Powerful Others
HLC, low Chance HLC and low Internal HLC. Those with low Internal HLC and high
External HLC (including those with high Powerful Others HLC) may accept less
accountability for their behaviours. They tend to be less involved in health-promoting
behaviour such as physical activity, attendance of health education courses and
information seeking behaviour (Janowski et al., 2013; Nazareth et al., 2016; Williams et
al., 2016). Additionally, they may not acquire the self-management skills needed to able
to appropriately manage their disease (Fan et al., 2016).
Studies show that those with high Powerful Others HLC and low Internal HLC may not
acquire the self-management skills needed to manage their disease appropriately (Fan et
al., 2016; Zaky, 2016), as they tend to depend on others to manage their disease (Nazareth
et al., 2016). In a study by Fan et al. (2016), the majority of participants (n = 301 Chinese
dialysis patients) had high External HLC and low to medium levels of self-management.
The study showed that high External HLC was negatively linked to self-management
performance, while high Internal HLC was positively linked to self-management. The
study further suggested that most participants may have displayed high External HLC as
Chinese culture (like Middle Eastern culture) supports collectivism (Fan et al., 2016; van
Dijk et al., 2013). However, it may also be suggested that these participants might have
higher External HLC due to their continuous utilisation of health services, which, in turn,
leads them to believe that they are less capable of managing their disease than others,
such as HCPs (Nazareth et al., 2016).
It is important that those with CVD display high Internal HLC. Those with high Internal
HLC may accept more accountability for their behaviours, and tend to be more involved
in health-promoting behaviours (Janowski et al., 2013; Steptoe & Wardle, 2001; Redeker,
1989). Health promoting behaviour has been identified as important for CVD
management (Williams et al., 2016). Elevated Internal HLC may enhance patients’ selfconfidence and sense of responsibility for their own health (Rybarczyk et al., 2001) and
treatment adherence. These may, in turn, lead to more positive health outcomes
(Rybarczyk et al., 2001). Importantly, those with high Internal HLC tend to undertake
self-management measures (Fan et al., 2016; Mead et al., 2010; Theofilou, 2012), which
is an important aspect of CVD management and CVD secondary prevention (Mead et al.,
2010) as it promotes positive health outcomes (Nazareth et al., 2016). Therefore, it is
submitted that high Internal HLC may be particularly crucial for those with chronic
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disease, as studies show that patients particularly chronic disease patients, who display
significant levels of adherence, self-care and self-management tend to be able to manage
their disease more appropriately (Fan et al., 2016; Theofilou, 2012; Mead et al., 2010),
which may, in turn, improve their health outcomes (Rybarczyk et al., 2001; Nazareth et
al., 2016).
Additionally, high Internal HLC may promote information provision as patients with high
Internal HLC may be willing to share information (for example, symptoms and health
concerns) with their HCPs to obtain accurate health advice, and may request information
to enable them to be involved in health care decision-making and to self-manage their
disease. Information provision may promote involvement in care, adherence, access and
self-management.
High Internal HLC may promote patient empowerment and involvement in care
(Hamdan-Mansour et al., 2014; Williams et al., 2016). High Internal HLC may promote
patient empowerment, because those who perceive themselves as in control of their own
health may be more willing and able to be empowered to be able to self-manage their
disease and play a part in their disease secondary prevention. Additionally, high Internal
HLC promotes involvement in care (Hamdan-Mansour et al., 2014; Williams et al.,
2016), which promotes treatment adherence (Wilson et al., 2010). Thus, behaviours
consistent with high Internal HLC may contribute to improved disease management and,
in turn, improved health outcomes (see Table 5.6).

5.3.3 What can be done?
While some researchers believe that HLC is a ‘constant personality trait’, others argue that
it is, rather, a ‘continuum’ along which a person may move throughout life (Goldsteen &
Counte, 1994). It has been suggested that an individual’s HLC can be altered by life
experiences. That is, the individual’s Internal/External HLC may increase/decrease
depending on disease-related experiences (Nazareth et al., 2016; Przybylski, 2010; Trento
et al., 2006; Goldsteen & Counte, 1994). Some studies show that health care utilisation may
influence HLC. In a study involving 298 elderly participants in the USA, it was shown that
frequent use of medical care increased participants’ Powerful Others HLC, as they
perceived HCPs as authoritative figures. Furthermore, continued use of health services also
increased Chance HLC, as participants likely perceived fate or chance as controlling their
health (Goldsteen & Counte, 1994). Therefore, it appears that HLC is not a ‘constant
personality trait’, rather, it is a ‘continuum’ along which a person may move.
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Table 5.6
Summary of studies on the impact of HLC orientation on health outcomes
Authors
Fan et al. (2016)

Study sample
301 Chinese dialysis patients,
China.

Design
Questionnaire

Findings
High Internal HLC was positively linked with selfmanagement, while high External HLC was negatively
linked with self-management.

Steptoe and
Wardle (2001)

7115 young adult students from
18 European countries.

Survey

Nazareth et al.
(2016)

163 youth with chronic condition,
USA.

Survey

The odds of five healthy behaviours were 40% higher
among individuals with high Internal HLC compared to
individuals with low Internal HLC. Higher compared to
lower Chance HLC was associated with unfavourable
health-related behaviour.
High Internal HLC
was positively linked with transition readiness. Chance and
Powerful Others HLC were negatively linked with transition
readiness, and, positively linked with emergency department
visits and length of hospital stay.

Albargawi et al.
(2016)

30 patients with type 2 diabetes,
Saudi Arabia.

Questionnaire

Higher Powerful Others HLC was positively associated
with adherence to self-care activities including diet.

Goldsteen &
Counte (1994)

298 Older American participants,
USA.

Face-to-face
interviews

Grotz et al.
(2011)

5542 adult participants, Germany.

Survey

Powerful Others and Chance HLC were associated with
increased health care utilisation.
There was a reciprocal relationship between External HLC
and health care utilisation.
High Chance HLC may be considered as a risk factor of
sufficient health behaviour.

Cohen, & Azaiza
(2007)

358 Jews and 162 Arabs, aged 50–
75 years, Israel.

Telephone survey

Arabic-speaking participants, particularly females, had
lower Internal HLC and less health promoting behaviour
than Jew participants.

Trento et al.
(2006)

56 diabetes patients followed up
by Group Care for 5-7 years, and
51 controls followed up by
individual care.

Questionnaire

The HOMA index of insulin resistance was inversely
related to Internal HLC.
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Implications
The significant relationship between HLC and selfmanagement should be taken into consideration when
designing health education programs for patients with
chronic disease.

Patients with high External HLC are at an elevated risk
of having negative health outcomes and may not be able
to acquire the appropriate self-management skills
required for disease management. Therefore, there is a
need to develop interventions that aim to elevate
patients’ Internal HLC. This may enhance their selfmanagement skills and health outcomes.
HCPs should take patients' HLC orientation into
account to
to maximise adherence to effective self-care activities
HLC orientation should be used cautiously in research
(as an independent variable in cross-sectional surveys).
While it may be a result of incidents and experience, it
may also be a precursor to them.
The link between high Chance HLC, low
socioeconomic status, and migration shows the
importance of developing health education programs
which include a component aimed at decreasing Chance
HLC among socially disadvantaged people.
HLC as well as health-promoting behaviours are
associated with ethnicity and gender. Therefore,
messages to improve health-promoting behaviours
should be culturally tailored.

Authors
Keedy et al.
(2014)

Study sample
61 chronic back pain patients,
USA.

Acikgoz Cepni &
Kitis (2017)

572 undergraduate students,
Turkey.

Kostka &
Jachimowicz
(2010)

Three groups of participants aged
65 years and above: 110 healthy
community-dwelling elderly;102
people who voluntarily live in
veteran home; and 112 living in
long-term care home, Poland.
88 participants receiving
immunosuppressive medications,
Brazil.

Silva et al.
(2016)

Design
Multidisciplinary
chronic back pain
rehabilitation
program
Pre- and postintervention
functional survey
Questionnaire

Face-to-face
interviews

A cross-sectional,
single centre,
observational
study
Questionnaire

Rydlewska et al.
(2013)
Chen & Lin
(2014)

66 hospitalised chronic systolic
heart failure patients, Poland.
285 diabetes patients,
Taiwan.

Cross et al. (2006)

70 rheumatoid arthritis patients
and 223 osteoarthritis patients,
Australia.

Questionnaire

Al Nawafa’h &
Hamdan-Mansour
(2015)

793 patients with type-II diabetes,
Jordan.

Structured
interviews

Face-to-face
interviews

Findings
Higher Internal and lower Powerful Others HLC were
associated with improvement in lift capacity.

Implications
Pre-treatment evaluation of self-efficacy, HLC,
depression, and mental health status may enable HCPs
to determine which patients may benefit from
interventions.

Internal HLC and Powerful Others HLC influenced healthy
lifestyle behaviours by way of health-specific self-efficacy.
Chance HLC was negatively linked with healthy lifestyle
behaviours through self-efficacy.
Disability and diseases were linked to lower Internal HLC
and elevated Powerful Others and/or Chance HLC. High
Internal HLC was linked with higher quality of life. Internal
HLC and self-efficacy were significantly positively
intercorrelated.

HCPs should use strategies to enhance people’s
perceived self-efficacy, Internal HLC, and healthy
lifestyle behaviours

Poor adherence was linked with Chance HLC.
Adherence was positively associated with self-efficacy.

Treatment adherence interventions based on selfefficacy and behavioural change may improve
adherence.

Higher Internal HLC was associated with higher selfefficacy.
Internal HLC was significantly positively linked with selfefficacy and self-care.
External HLC was significantly positively linked to
depression
Higher Internal HLC was linked with less pain and improved
function.
Higher External HLC was linked with worse pain and
function.
Those with high Internal HLC and high self-efficacy had
higher improvement in health status than those with low
Internal HLC and low self-efficacy
Internal HLC had positive and significant link with selfefficacy and a negative link with HbA1C.
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Intervention
programs should be tailored to suit individual patients’
HLC orientation.

HCPs should enhance patients’ Internal HLC and selfefficacy to improve their health out-comes.

Research shows that it is possible to alter an individual’s HLC orientation (to become
highly Internal) using interventions, including patient education programs (Mehrtak et
al., 2017; Coughlin et al., 2000). These health education programs tend to differ from
traditional health promotion programs, which have been shown to be ineffective in
altering patients’ HLC orientation (Grisolia et al., 2015). Unlike traditional health
promotion programs, which focus on disease management training (empowerment), these
health education programs tend to include cognitive-behavioural therapy, which aims to
alter inaccurate interpretations, build a perception of control over life events and
strengthen coping skills. These outcomes, in turn, may transform a patient’s HLC to high
Internal HLC (Mehrtak et al., 2017; Coughlin et al., 2000). A study by Trento et al. (2006)
showed that a group-care education program that included problem-solving techniques
decreased type 2 diabetes patients’ fatalistic attitude and increased their Internal HLC
(p < 0.001). Such changes can improve adherence, self-management, and health
outcomes (Fan et al., 2016; Nazareth et al., 2016; Przybylski, 2010; Trento et al., 2006).
It is proposed that patients with CVD should be provided with training to develop a high
Internal HLC (via health education programs that include cognitive-behavioural training).
This may give them a sense of control over their health and thereby promote treatment
adherence, health-promoting behaviour, involvement in care, information exchange,
empowerment and self-management, all of which are particularly important for CVD
secondary prevention.
Given that HLC orientation can be altered (to become highly Internal) using interventions
including health education programs (cognitive behavioural therapy), and given the
benefits associated with displaying high Internal HLC, particularly among those with
CVD, it is suggested that Internal HLC should be included as an important dimension of
any health care model for Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD. No published health
care model has included Internal HLC as a dimension, despite its importance in disease
management and health outcomes.

5.3.4 Validity of the MHLC-C
The findings from the validity analysis of the MHLC-C are of interest, particularly in
light of its potential clinical utility for this study’s target patient group.
The results of this study showed that the internal consistency of the Powerful Others HLC
subscale and the Internal HLC subscale were low. This is consistent with other validation
studies conducted using the MHLC-C internationally. In a study by Ip and Martin (2006),
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the Chinese version of the MHLC-C was shown to have low internal consistency. In the
Chinese study, all models showed poor fit to the data using CTT. That study suggests that
the MHLC-C is not a valid measure of HLC among pregnant Chinese women.
Additionally, in a study comparing Lebanese and South African university students’ HLC
and its link to poverty, the internal consistency of the MHLC-C subscales was low. It was
suggested that this may be because the questionnaire items within each subscale are not
harmonious with each other (Nasser & Abouchedid, 2006).
A small level of DIF was detected within the Chance and Internal HLC subscales. This
may be due to participants of various educational levels and ethnic backgrounds
perceiving and interpreting items of the Internal HLC subscale and Chance HLC subscale
differently. This is possibly due to differences in item meaning (Tokuda et al., 2010; Gierl
& Khaliq, 2001), translation mistakes, translation leading to increasing item/question
difficulty, or lack of cultural relevance (Allalouf, Hambleton & Sireci, 1999; Gierl &
Khaliq, 2001). Therefore, it is suggested that items with significant DIF should be revised
and the subscales should be re-evaluated (Tokuda et al., 2010).
Given the small amount of DIF detected in the Internal HLC subscale, it is proposed that
in order to use the MHLC-C for patients with CVD, the questionnaire should be adapted
for patients of various education levels. However, the small amount of DIF detected in
the Chance HLC subscale does not warrant a modification of this validated subscale
unless new evidence supports the creation of an adapted scale for Item 9.
Overall, it appears that the Internal and Chance HLC subscales could be validly used, but
not the Powerful Others HLC subscale; while Cronbach’s alpha for the Internal and
Chance subscales was 0.6 and 0.7 respectively, for Powerful Others HLC the value was
low (0.4).
It should be noted that, prior to conducting the study, the principal researcher requested
permission to use a validated Arabic version of the MHLC-C. However, no response was
received from the researchers who developed the Arabic version of the questionnaire.
Therefore, the English-version of the MHLC-C was translated by an interpreter. A few
participants identified that the questionnaire was too long, with six possible answers to
choose from per item. Additionally, it appears that two questions were unclear (that is,
they were difficult to understand). This suggests that there may be response bias.
Therefore, patient involvement in the formulation process may have been beneficial. This
is also suggested by Lundgren et al. (n = 416 Swedish patients with rheumatoid arthritis),
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whose study showed poor validity of the translated version of the MHLC-C (Lundgren et
al., 2009).

5.4 Study limitations
Although the purpose of using Facebook was to recruit participants from across Australia,
there were no responses from Queensland or the Northern Territory. However, the only
states that are heavily populated with Arabic-speaking people are NSW and Victoria,
from which most responses were collected. Additionally, given that the inclusion and
exclusion criteria were the same for all states, it is considered unlikely that responses
would have varied significantly between the states.
In this study, specific groups who would otherwise be eligible to participate in and
may have wished to be included in this project were excluded from participation
(exclusion bias). These include those with cognitive impairment. However, there
were justifications for the exclusion of this patient group. These patients may not have
been able to give consent, nor complete the questionnaire. As the questionnaire entailed
questions regarding their health care challenges, this may have caused them more distress
and discomfort than other participants, as people with cognitive impairment tend to be
more vulnerable to discomfort and stress.
Regarding recruiting from Sydney and Melbourne, it was possible that illiterate potential
participants may have been discouraged from participating in this study as this is a written
questionnaire. To avoid this issue, I stipulated verbally to all potential participants that
participants who could not read and write could have any member of their social
network assist them in filling in the questionnaire.
While the use of questionnaires has been shown to be an effective data collection method,
they have certain limitations. These include the possible selection of random answers by
participants, without reading the question appropriately or thinking about it (survey bias).
While this type of bias may not have been fully controlled for, participants were
encouraged to provide accurate answers to all questions by informing them of the
importance of appropriate health care to Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD.
Additionally, Rasch analysis was used to identify erratic responder behaviour. Each of
these cases was reflected on and a decision was made as to whether they should be
included in the analysis or omitted.
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Participants may answer questions in a manner that they believe will be viewed
favourably by researchers (for example, they may not wish to reveal that they believe that
fate controls their health), leading to social desirability bias. The use of anonymous
questionnaires has been shown to reduce social desirability bias, as participants may not
perceive that they may be linked to the answers that they provided ( (Bowling, 2005).

5.5 Conclusion
While the Chance subscale of the MHLC-C showed an acceptable internal consistency,
the Internal subscale showed lower internal consistency and the Powerful Others HLC
subscale showed poor internal consistency. Therefore, it is proposed that the Internal and
Chance HLC subscales may be validly used, but not the Powerful Others HLC subscale.
Both participant groups had low Chance HLC and low Internal HLC and high Powerful
Others HLC. However, Arabic-speaking participants displayed slightly higher Internal
HLC than Caucasian English-speaking background participants. This is possibly due to
the Arabic-speaking participants being of higher educational level and higher SES than
their English-speaking counterparts. Additionally, extreme and acquiescence biases tend
to be significantly higher among Arabic-speaking people.
Those with high Internal HLC tend to accept more accountability for their behaviours
(Janowski et al., 2013; Steptoe & Wardle, 2001; Redeker, 1989), be more involved in
health-promoting behaviours (Redeker, 1989) and undertake self-management measures
(Fan et al., 2016; Mead et al., 2010; Theofilou, 2012. These are important aspects of CVD
secondary prevention (Williams et al., 2016). Additionally, high Internal HLC may
promote information provision, patient empowerment and patient involvement in care,
which promote treatment adherence. Therefore, displaying behaviours consistent with
high Internal HLC may contribute to improved disease management and, in turn,
improved health outcomes among those with CVD. Hence, it is submitted that patients
with CVD should be referred to health education programs that include cognitivebehavioural therapy to improve their Internal HLC.
Currently, Internal HLC is not included as a dimension of any health care model, despite
its importance in disease management and health outcomes. Given the benefits associated
with displaying high Internal HLC among those with CVD, and given that HLC
orientation can be transformed (to become highly Internal) using interventions such as
health education programs, it is suggested that Internal HLC should be included as an
important dimension of any health care model for patients with CVD, including Arabic151

speaking immigrants with CVD. However, initially there is a need to confirm the most
suitable health care model for Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD. Such a model
should address their health care challenges and meet their needs, including the need to
perceive themselves as having control over their health and health outcomes. That is,
there is a need to confirm the most suitable health care model for Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD, in which Internal HLC can be included as an important dimension.
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Chapter 6: Participants’ preference for a model
of care
6.1 Introduction
Study One identified that Arabic-speaking participants’ health care needs include
accessible care and empowerment. It also identified that they may have unique health care
needs. These include the need for effective HCP–patient communication tailored to their
English proficiency and health literacy, the need for pharmacist–physician collaboration
and the need for assured privacy (these patients need to be informed that their privacy
will always be maintained given that, culturally, they value privacy highly).
Further, Study One established that Arabic-speaking participants appeared to perceive
that they have or exert little control over their health and that their health is controlled by
external factors including family, HCPs, fate or God. This finding raised the possibility
that Arabic-speaking participants may display high External HLC and low Internal HLC
(Cohen & Azaiza, 2007). There is, however, a paucity of studies exploring the dominant
HLC profile of Arabic-speaking people, and the few available studies report contradictory
results (Azaiza & Cohen, 2008; Cohen & Azaiza, 2007; Faslıa & Faslıb, 2017; Martínez
Garcíıa, 2002; Shara et al., 2017; Abu-Bader et al., 2011).
Study Two established that both participant groups (Arabic- and English-speaking
participants with CVD) had low Chance HLC, low Internal HLC and high Powerful
Others HLC. Studies showed that those with high Powerful Others HLC and low Internal
HLC may not acquire the skills needed to manage their disease appropriately (including
self-management skills) (Chen & Lin, 2014; Fan et al., 2016), as they tend to depend on
others to manage their disease (Williams et al., 2016).
Both participant groups in Study Two displayed high Powerful Others HLC and low
Internal HLC. However, Caucasian English-speaking background participants in Study
One (a different sample to that in Study Two but with the same inclusion and exclusion
criteria) did not report having many unmet health care needs as they reported taking active
steps to address some of their health care needs. In contrast, Arabic-speaking participants
in Study One (a different sample to that in Study Two but with the same inclusion and
exclusion criteria) reported having many unmet health care needs and did not appear to
take steps to address some of their health care needs. This suggests that, unlike Caucasian
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English-speaking background patients with CVD, Arabic-speaking immigrant patients
appear to translate their perception of poor control over health (as they tend to display
low Internal HLC and high Powerful Others HLC) into inaction by not taking steps to
address some of their health care needs, such as the need for health information. This may
be because HLC is a ‘perception’ of control but does not necessarily guarantee that the
patient translates such perception into action (Wallston, 2005). It is possible that Arabicspeaking participants translated their ‘perception’ of poor control over health into inaction
due to their cultural belief that physicians, who are highly regarded in their culture, are in
control of the patients’ disease management.
Therefore, there may be a need to include Internal HLC as a dimension of any health care
model for Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD, given the following.
1. Those with high Internal HLC accept more accountability for their behaviours and
actions (Janowski et al., 2013; Steptoe & Wardle, 2001; Redeker, 1989) and tend
to be more involved in health-promoting behaviours (Redeker, 1989).
2. Displaying high Internal HLC may be particularly important for Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD because those with high Internal HLC tend to undertake
self-management measures (Fan et al., 2016; Mead et al., 2010; Theofilou, 2012),
which is an important aspect of CVD management (Williams et al., 2016).
3. Intervention studies have shown that HLC orientation may be modified (to
become highly Internal) using interventions such as cognitive-behavioural therapy
(Mehrtak et al., 2017).
Health care models are often used to address the health care challenges and needs of
specific patient groups (IOM, 2003; Padela et al., 2011; Hasnain, 2006; Jayadevappa &
Chhatre, 2011; Purnell, 2002; Davidson et al., 2006; Grover & Joshi, 2015; NSW Agency
for Clinical Innovation, 2013; Boult et al., 2009). Developing models of care for various
diseases and patient groups enables the delivery of health care that meets the community’s
health care needs and also meets the national priorities for health outcomes by delivering
reliable and impartial health care (Savage, 2009).
As discussed in the literature review, there are four health care models that may be
relevant to Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD. These models are: the PCC model
(Saha, Beach & Cooper, 2008; Wagner et al., 2005), the pharmaceutical care model
(Chung et al., 2014), the chronic care model (Schmittdiel et al., 2008) and the cultural
competence model (Cai, 2016; Purnell, 2002). The latter three health care models can be
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described as patient-centred approaches to care, but incorporate only some dimensions of
the multi-faceted PCC model (Saha, 2008; Wagner, 2005). It is important to explore
whether Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD view any of these models as a suitable
model of care that may address their health care challenges and needs, or whether other
factors should be included.
There is a paucity of studies to determine a suitable health care model that can address
the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking patients with CVD in Australia.
No studies were identified in the literature which explore what Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD in Australia view as a suitable health care model that can address
their health care challenges and needs. Therefore, the aim of Study Three was to
determine Arabic-speaking immigrants’ preference for a model of care provision that may
address their health care needs. The study used a comparative approach with Caucasian
English-speaking background patients with CVD used as a comparison group. The
rationale for using a comparative approach is the same as that for Study One (section 4.1).

6.2 Rationale for Study Three
According to various guidelines on complex intervention development, it is important
that researchers work in ‘partnership’ with patients to explore their challenges and needs
before developing any intervention (Craig, 2006; National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence, 2007). This is because the success of any intervention/model of care is
governed by whether or not it meets patient needs (Gerteis et al., 1993). Furthermore, it
is important to identify the key components of a successful intervention, how each
component can bring about an effect and can be applied in a certain patient group (Craig,
2006).
If patient priorities are considered, this may satisfy patients’ needs and increase patients’
satisfaction with care, promote adherence to treatment, and improve health outcomes
(Juhnke, 2013). Additionally, with growing resource and time restraints on HCPs,
providing a sense of which health care model and health care model dimensions are most
relevant for a certain patient group will help HCPs implement the dimensions that they
should focus on when dealing with a certain patient group.
Using patients’ perspectives to improve health care is not a new approach. Campbell et
al. (2004) described a study that used patient perspective to improve services and facilitate
practice development in the United Kingdom (UK). That study was conducted in response
to the government’s call for the National Health Service to ‘be redesigned to offer a
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personalised service through patient-centred healthcare delivery’. The study incorporated
patient interviews to explore the health care issues that are of importance to patients, and
to explore patients’ health care needs. The study team identified 75 issues across all
interviews. Data were used as the evidence-basis for service improvement as well as
practice development in the UK. The study resulted in improved services in which
patients are placed at the centre of the care delivery process (Campbell et al., 2004).
Therefore, exploring Arabic-speaking immigrants’ preference for a suitable health care
model that can address their health care challenges and needs, as explored in Study One
and Study Two, may result in improved health care delivery to these immigrants in
Australia.

6.3 Results
6.3.1 Study participants
A purposive sample of 258 participants was recruited. The sample comprised 131 Arabicspeaking participants with CVD, and 127 Caucasian English-speaking background
participants with CVD.

6.3.2 Participant characteristics
The sociodemographic characteristics of the 258 recruited participants are shown in
Table 6.1. Both groups had similar age and gender distribution. However, more Arabicspeaking participants were highly educated (had a bachelor’s degree or higher), had
higher SES, were employed, were living with family and rated their health as
unsatisfactory to poor.

6.3.3 Instrument validation
As mentioned in section 3.2.3.2.6, despite a careful search of the literature no suitable
questionnaire covering all the requirements of this study was identified. Therefore, to
attain the study aim, a health care model preference questionnaire was developed
specifically for the study (Table 3.2), informed by the literature and the results of Study
One and Study Two. The following sections discuss the developed questionnaire’s
validation.
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Table 6.1
Participants’ sociodemographic characteristics
Characteristic

Arabic-speaking participants
with CVD

English-speaking participants
with CVD

Gender
Female
Male

85 (65.0%)
46 (35.0%)

77 (60.63%)
50 (39.37)

Age
18–29
30–39
40–49
50–59
60–69
70–79
80–89
90–95

3 (2.3%)
4 (3.0%)
19 (14.5%)
25 (19.1%)
29 (22.1%)
30 (22.9%)
20 (15.3%)
1 (0.8%)

NIL
5 (3.9%)
16 (12.7%)
20 (15.7%)
20 (15.7%)
41(32.3%)
25 (19.7%)
NIL

Ave. no. of years in Australia

20.1

Education status
Primary school education
High school education
TAFE diploma
University degree or above

11 (8.4%)
31 (23.7%)
27 (20.6%)
62 (47.3%)

14 (11.0%)
64 (50.4%)
26 (20.5%)
23 (18.1%)

Socioeconomic status
Low
Medium
High

27 (20.6%)
42 (32.1%)
62 (47.3%)

48 (37.8%)
56 (44.1%)
23 (18.1%)

Employment status
House wife
Unemployed
Retired
Employed
Student

31 (23.6%)
6 (4.6%)
28 (21.4%)
65 (49.6%)
1 (0.8%)

16 (12.6%)
2 (1.6%)
62 (48.8%)
47 (37.0%)
0

Living arrangement
Living with family
Living alone

102 (77.9%)
29 (22.1%)

56 (44.1%)
71 (55.2%)

English proficiency (self-rated)
Excellent
Very good
Good
Unsatisfactory
Poor

11 (8.4%)
2 (1.5%)
37 (28.2%)
62 (47.3%)
19 (14.5%)

N/A

Health status (self-rated)
Excellent
Very good
Good
Unsatisfactory
Poor

1 (0.8%)
5 (3.8%)
61 (46.6%)
52 (39.7%)
12 (9.2%)

NIL
23 (18.1%)
60 (47.2%)
35 (27.6%)
9 (7.1%)

Country of birth
Egypt
Sudan
Lebanon
Syria
Jordan

47 (35.9%)
23 (17.6%)
27 (20.6%)
31(23.7%)
3 (2.3%)

N/A
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6.3.3.1 Reverse scored items
Item 6, 15, 20, 22 and 28 were negatively phrased. Thus, a positive answer (‘agree’)
indicated that the participant did not prefer the health care dimension relating to the item.
Therefore, prior to validating the questionnaire, these items’ data were mirrored to allow
for comparison with other items where ‘agree’ indicated a high preference for the related
health care dimension. That is, prior to validating the questionnaire, negatively worded
items (item 6, 15, 20, 22 and 28) were reverse-scored so that higher scores indicated
higher preference for the related health care model dimension.

6.3.3.2 Validation of the whole instrument using Rasch analysis (Item
Response Theory)
Item 16, 17, 23 and 24, which related specifically to the cultural competence model, were
removed from the original dataset as all Caucasian English-speaking background
participants responded with ‘not applicable’ to these items. Therefore, these items are
considered as a complementary set of items for Arabic-speaking participants.
Additionally, items 1 and 10 were removed from analysis as they were constants (all
participants answered with ‘Agree’) and therefore cannot be considered ‘variables’ in the
dataset.
At this stage of the study, the ‘instrument’ is referred to as the ‘questionnaire’ when
relating to the overall instrument. In the process of validation of the questionnaire, it will
be established whether its structure includes a single scale or a range of clearly
identifiable scales.
In order to determine the internal consistency of the questionnaire (hereafter, also referred
to as ‘the scale’ under the subsequently tested assumption that the questionnaire is
unidimensional), reliability analysis was conducted. The reliability of the questionnaire
was evaluated using PSI, as calculated by RUMM2020. The reliability indices
(PSI = 0.64) suggest that the scale is somewhat reliable; however, caution must be
exercised when using it. Notably, as discussed in section 3.2.3.2.6 the dimensions listed
in the Study Three questionnaire are regarded as PCC model dimensions.
The overall scale validation was conducted using the entire set of items as a single scale.
The data collected did not fit the Rasch model well (chi-square probability = 0.002,
acceptable value > 0.05). The interpretation of the fit of the data to the Rasch model is,
however, a multifaceted issue. The value found is below the threshold value, but this does
not preclude the use of the model altogether as this study aims to contribute towards a
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valid instrument. The items mean was 0 logit (acceptable value close to 0), and the
standard deviation was 1.79 logit (acceptable value < 1.3). The persons mean value was
2.53 logit, and the standard deviation was 0.96 logit.
Persons and items that poorly fit the model were assessed to determine the possible
reasons for the poor fit, including items with confusing words or those that may be
measuring a different construct to that being measured. Assessing poor fit enabled
decisions to be made regarding improving or deleting items (McCreary et al., 2013).
The residual correlation matrix of the Rasch analysis included 11 pairs where the
correlation strength was greater than 0.2 and up to 0.5. This provided early evidence that
some of the items needed to be reviewed or that the scale could be reduced. The presence
of local dependencies provided further evidence that the scale may not be unidimensional
by violating the assumption of item independence.
A PCA of the residuals was carried out in RUMM2030 as a standard procedure to assess
what items display the most extreme (in this analysis, the six most and the six least)
residuals when fitted to a single factor (hence providing evidence against
unidimensionality). The mean of the two residual datasets were compared using a t-test.
In this study, there was no significant difference between the mean of the two subsets of
residuals. The scale could therefore be considered unidimensional.
Targeting is considered appropriate when it displays a range close to the theoretically
derived –3 to +3 range, and when the items’ and respondents’ scores display similar
ranges. The scale items were appropriate in the range –3.5 to +3, but the respondents’
location had a range of +0.5 to +4.8. This result was predictable in view of the high
respondent mean (2.53 logit) reported above. Targeting was therefore poor, and
participants tended to easily endorse the questions asked. These results suggest that the
items did not challenge participants sufficiently or suggest a small unforeseen bias from
participants.
RUMM2020 carries out ANOVAs on the basis of demographic factors coded in the data.
Some differences in the mean group responses were detected for participants, with those
aged 30–39 and those aged 40–49 scoring higher than participants of other age groups.
Additionally, mean group responses were detected with English-speaking participants
scoring higher than Arabic-speaking participants. These results must be viewed with
caution as the PSI was low.
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Differential item functioning was evident for the ethnic demographic factor
(Arabic/English) for items 9, 16, 17 and 24. DIF was also evident for the age factor for
item 2. Further, DIF was evident for the living arrangement factor (living alone/with
family) for items 2, 9 and 24 and for the health status factor for item 16. These results
suggest that item 9 may consistently be interpreted differently by participants on the basis
of their ethnicity and living arrangement. Further, item 16 may be interpreted differently
by participants on the basis of their ethnic background and health status. Item 17 may also
be interpreted differently by participants on the basis of their ethnic background, item 24
on the basis of ethnic background and living arrangement and item 2 on the basis of age
and living arrangement. No other DIF was detected on any other factor. Lack of DIF in
an analysis provides a robust construct validation; hence, in view of the fact that DIF was
observed, a cautious approach to the interpretation of the phenomena should be adopted,
particularly for Items 9, 16 and 24.

6.3.3.3 Validation of the instrument using SPSS (Classical Test Theory)
6.3.3.3.1 Internal consistency of the overall questionnaire
Questionnaire validation was conducted using the entire set of questionnaire items as a
single scale. In order to determine the internal consistency of the questionnaire, reliability
analysis was conducted. The reliability of the questionnaire was evaluated using
Cronbach’s alpha as calculated by SPSS. The reliability indices (Cronbach’s
alpha = 0.64) may suggest that there is ‘poor interrelatedness’ between the questionnaire
items (Tavakol & Dennick, 2011), and thus that the questionnaire is somewhat reliable
but that caution must be exercised when using it.
Due to the low Cronbach’s alpha of the overall questionnaire, it was important to explore
whether dividing the questionnaire/scale into subscales relating to the models under study
could improve the overall questionnaire’s reliability.

6.3.3.3.2 Internal consistency of the separate models under study
In order to determine the internal consistency of the subscales relating to the pharmaceutical
care model and the chronic care model, reliability analysis was conducted on each subscale
that relates to each model (Table 6.2). The reliability of the subscales was evaluated using
Cronbach’s alpha as calculated by SPSS. The reliability indices (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.23
for the pharmaceutical care model, and 0.45 for chronic care model) suggest that the
subscales are unreliable. The low Cronbach’s alpha may be due to the small number of
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items within each subscale that represent each model (Pallant, 2016). Items relating
specifically to the cultural competence model were excluded due to Caucasian Englishspeaking background participants responding with ‘not applicable’ to these items.
Table 6.2
Internal consistency of the models under study
Overall
Original subscales
model
0.64
Pharmaceutical care
alpha = 0.23

Factors arising from
the subscale EFA
2 factors

Chronic care
alpha = 0.45

3 factors

Number of items loading
on the factor
Factor 1 = 3 items

Alpha
0.48

Factor 2 = 1 items

n/a

Factor 1 = 5 items

0.69

Factor 2 = 2 items

0.39

Factor 3 = 2 items

0.45

6.3.3.3.3 The construct validity of the models under study
The construct validity of the pharmaceutical care subscale and the chronic care subscale
were examined using EFA. Items relating specifically to the cultural competence model
were excluded due to English-speaking participants responding with ‘not applicable’ to
these items.
For each subscale, EFA was conducted using principal components analysis with varimax
rotation, whereby components with eigenvalues greater than 1 were extracted. The KaiserMeyer-Olkin test was utilised to determine sampling adequacy, with a value of 0.5 or above
indicating that factor analysis was appropriate. Further, Bartlett’s test of sphericity was
utilised to determine whether the variables were correlated in an identity matrix. It should
be noted that Levene's test is an alternative to Bartlett test. However, Levene’s test is less
sensitive to departures from normality than Bartlett’s test. Therefore, Bartlett’s test was
considered more appropriate to use.
For the pharmaceutical care subscale, EFA with varimax rotation resulted in two factors.
Items were divided into two subscales based on the factor loadings. An item was assigned
to a factor if its loading was greater than 0.4. The eigenvalues for the two factors were 1.51,
and 2.173. One factor consisted of three items and had a reliability coefficient α of 0.48,
and the second factor consisted of one item. Low Cronbach’s alpha may be due to the small
number of items (Pallant, 2016) and/or ‘poor interrelatedness’ between the items (Tavakol
& Dennick, 2011).
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For the chronic care subscale, EFA with varimax rotation resulted in three factors. An item
was assigned to a factor if its loading was greater than 0.4. The eigenvalues for the three
factors were 2.321, 1.588 and 1.223. One factor consisted of five items and had a reliability
coefficient α of 0.69. The second factor consisted of two item and had a reliability
coefficient α of 0.39. The third factor consisted of two item and had a reliability coefficient
α of 0.45. Low Cronbach’s alpha may be due to the small number of items (Pallant, 2016)
and/or ‘poor interrelatedness’ between the items (Tavakol & Dennick, 2011).
Therefore, dividing the overall questionnaire/scale into subscales relating to the models
under study did not improve reliability, as the Cronbach’s alpha values for the subscales
were low. This is most likely because of the small number of items within each subscale
that represent each model (Pallant, 2016) and/or ‘poor interrelatedness’ between the items
(Tavakol & Dennick, 2011).

6.3.3.3.4 The construct validity of the overall questionnaire examined using
exploratory factor analysis
The construct validity of the questionnaire (which excluded items relating specifically to
the cultural competence model due to English-speaking participants responding with ‘not
applicable’ to these items) was examined using EFA. This was conducted in the following
manner.
An EFA was conducted to identify dimensions, assess uni-dimensionality and determine
whether there were redundant items that may be linked poorly to the construct. A PCA
with varimax rotation was used, whereby components with eigenvalues greater than 1
were extracted. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test was utilised to determine sampling
adequacy with a value of 0.5 or above indicating that factor analysis was appropriate.
Further, Bartlett’s test of sphericity was utilised to determine whether the variables were
correlated in an identity matrix.
The EFA resulted in five factors. Items in the questionnaire were therefore divided into
five subscales based on the factor loadings to ascertain whether the factors represented
coherent constructs. An item was assigned to a factor if its loading was greater than 0.4.
There were two items with split loadings in which the items had loadings on two factors.
Each item was assigned to the factor on which it had the highest loading. The eigenvalues
for the five factors were 4.31, 2.17, 1.98, 1.85 and 1.35.
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The EFA resulted in five factors (Table 6.3). The ‘Effective communication to promote
empowerment’ subscale consisted of five items and had a reliability coefficient α of 0.73.
The ‘Effective HCP–patient relationship’ subscale consisted of three items and had a
reliability coefficient α of 0.90. The ‘Knowledge and respect for individual patients and
their needs including care coordination and continuity of care’ subscale consisted of five
items and had a reliability coefficient α of 0.47. This may suggest that the items in this
subscale are poorly interrelated and/or the number of items in the subscale is too low to
appropriately characterise the construct. Attempts to perform further factor analysis to
improve this Cronbach’s alpha were unsuccessful. The ‘Self-management support’
subscale consisted of five items and had a reliability coefficient α of 0.64. All negatively
worded items loaded exclusively on this factor. Attempts to perform further factor
analysis to improve this Cronbach’s alpha were unsuccessful. The remaining two items
made up the ‘Mental and physical health planning’ subscale, which had a reliability
coefficient α of 0.78. Therefore, dividing the overall questionnaire into the five
subscales/factors as suggested by the EFA improved reliability, as shown by the higher
Cronbach’s alpha of most of the subscales/factors.
Table 6.3
The five factors that resulted from an EFA of the overall questionnaire
Overall
model
0.64

EFA on overall model

Items – Alpha

Effective communication to promote empowerment

5 items; alpha = 0.73

Effective HCP–patient relationship

3 items; alpha = 0.9

Knowledge and respect for individual patients and their 5 items; alpha = 0.47
needs including care coordination and continuity of care
Self-management support

5 items; alpha = 0.64

Mental and physical health planning

2 items; alpha = 0.78

6.3.3.3.5 Construct validity of the cultural competence model
Construct validity of the cultural competence model was conducted separately from that
of the overall questionnaire above, as the items relating specifically to the cultural
competence model were not included in the overall questionnaire. This was due to
Caucasian English-speaking background participants responding with ‘not applicable’ to
these items.
For the cultural competence subscale, EFA with varimax rotation resulted in two factors.
An item was assigned to a factor if its loading was greater than 0.4. The eigenvalues for
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the two factors were 1.87, and 1.27. One factor consisted of three items and had a
reliability coefficient α of 0.56, and the second factor consisted of three item and had a
reliability coefficient α of 0.23. The low Cronbach’s alpha values may be due to the small
number of items (Pallant, 2016) and/or ‘poor interrelatedness’ between the items
(Tavakol & Dennick, 2011).

6.3.4 Item scores
Participants’ endorsements of the various questionnaire items are shown in Table 6.4.
Some model dimensions were less frequently rated as preferred by one or both participant
groups (that is, less than half the participants rated them as preferred).
Table 6.4
Participants’ endorsement of each item
No. Arabicspeaking
participants
endorsing
item

Item 1
Item 2
Item 3
Item 4
Item 5
Item 6
(reversed)
Item 7
Item 8
Item 9
Item 10
Item 11
Item 12
Item 13
Item 14
Item 15
(reversed)
Item 16
Item 17
Item 18
Item 19
Item 20
(reversed)
Item 21
Item 22
(reversed)
Item 23
Item 24
Item 25
Item 26
Item 27
Item 28
(reversed)

% Arabicspeaking
participants
endorsing
item

No of
Englishspeaking
participants
endorsing the
item

% Englishspeaking
participants
endorsing
item

Significance

131
55
130
130
124
45

100.0
42.0
99.2
99.2
94.7
34.5

127
89
126
125
125
46

100.0
70.1
99.2
98.4
98.4
36.2

N.S*
p < 0.05
N.S
N.S
N.S
N.S

129
129
42
131
128
129
125
121
46

98.5
98.5
32.1
100.0
97.7
98.5
95.4
92.4
35.1

126
124
125
127
117
122
115
122
49

99.2
97.6
98.4
100.0
92.1
96.1
90.6
96.1
38.6

N.S
N.S
p < 0.05
p < 0.05
p < 0.05
N.S
N.S
N.S
N.S

117
122
130
58
74

89.3
93.1
99.2
44.3
56.5

0
0
119
123
71

0
0
93.7
96.9
55.9

p < 0.05
p < 0.05
p < 0.05
p < 0.05
N.S

127
84

96.9
64.1

120
64

94.5
50.4

N.S
p < 0.05

93
61
125
127
125
32

71.0
46.6
95.4
96.9
95.4
24.4

0
0
123
116
120
61

0
0
96.9
91.3
94.5
48.0

p < 0.05
p < 0.05
N.S
p < 0.05
N.S
p < 0.05
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Items < 50%
participants in
one or both
cohorts marked
‘agree’

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x

* N.S = not significant
Shaded items 1 and 10 are constants and therefore not ‘variables’ (100% endorsement).
For shaded items 16, 17, 23 and 24, English-speaking participants responded with ‘not applicable’.

The mean pharmaceutical care model preference score, chronic care model preference
score, cultural competence model preference score and PCC model preference score were
calculated for Arabic-speaking participants with CVD and Caucasian English-speaking
background participants with CVD (Table 6.5), and a t-test was carried out to identify
mean significant differences between the two groups.
There was a significant difference between Arabic-speaking participants’ mean
preference scores for the pharmaceutical care model, the chronic care model and the PCC
model and those of Caucasian English-speaking background participants. There was a
significant difference (t = 3.50, p = 0.001) between Arabic-speaking participants’ mean
preference score for the pharmaceutical care model (mean score = 3.63, standard
deviation = 0.647) and that of Caucasian English-speaking background participants
(mean score = 3.35, standard deviation = 0.671). Additionally, there was a significant
difference (t = 2.39, p = 0.02) between Arabic-speaking participants’ mean chronic care
model preference score (mean score = 8.0, standard deviation = 1.34) and that of
Caucasian English-speaking background participants (mean score = 7.61, standard
deviation = 1.30). Along similar lines, there was a significant difference (t = –3.881,
p = 0.000) between Arabic-speaking participants’ mean PCC preference score (mean
score = 17.62, standard deviation = 2.10) and that of Caucasian English-speaking
background participants (mean score = 18.75, standard deviation = 2.56).
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Table 6.5a
Health care model preference scores for Arabic- and English-speaking participants
Model
median
score

Arabicspeaking
participants’
mean score
3.63
(n = 131;
SD = 0.65)

Englishspeaking
participants’
mean score
3.35
(n = 127;
SD = 0.67)

Significance
(at the 5%
confidence
level)
p = 0.001

Cohen d of effect
size

H01

Pharmaceut2
–0.42
Rejected
ical care
Confidence interval
model
(–0.671 to
preference
–0.177)
score
Chronic
5
8.00
7.61
p = 0.18
–0.30
Accepted
care model
(n = 131;
(n = 127;
Confidence interval
preference
SD = 1.34)
SD = 1.30)
(–0.54 to
score
–0.05)
PCC
11
17.62
18.75
p = 0.000
0.48
Rejected
preference
(n = 131;
(n = 127;
Confidence interval
score
SD = 2.10)
SD = 2.56)
(0.24 to 0.73)
4
5.37
0*
n/a**
Cultural
n/a**
n/a
competence
preference
score
* All English-speaking participants responded with ‘not applicable’ to dimensions specifically related to
the cultural competence model.
**n/a = not applicable.

Table 6.5b
Number of participants scoring above the median scores
Model
median
score
Pharmaceutical
care model
preference score
Chronic care
model preference
score
PCC preference
score
Cultural
competence
preference score

2

No of Arabicspeaking
participants at
or above the
median score
131

% of Arabicspeaking
participants at
or above the
median score
100

No of Englishspeaking
participants at
or above the
median score
125

% of Englishspeaking
participants at
or above the
median score
98.4

5

131

100

124

97.6

11

130

99.2

126

99.2

4

119

90.8

n/a*

n/a*

*n/a = not applicable.

The median scores for the pharmaceutical care model, the chronic care model, the cultural
competence model and the PCC model are 2, 5, 4 and 11 respectively (Table 6.5a and
Table 6.5b). Both participant groups’ mean preference scores for the pharmaceutical care
model, the chronic care model and the PCC model were above the median (table 6.5a).
Therefore, these models were strongly preferred by both participant groups (table 6.5b).
However, while the cultural competence model (the dimensions specifically relating to
the cultural competence model) was strongly preferred by the Arabic-speaking participant
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group, all Caucasian English-speaking background participants reported that the model’s
dimensions are not applicable to them.

6.3.5 Correlation between various demographic factors and health care
model preferences using the full dataset
Using the full dataset in this analysis (that is, Arabic- and English-speaking participants
as a single cohort), health care model preference was significantly associated with age,
living arrangement (living alone vs living with family), education level, SES, gender
and ethnicity (Table 6.6a and Table 6.6b). There was a significant association
between living arrangement and preference for the pharmaceutical care model
(t = 0.268, p < 0.05), and between living arrangement and preference for the chronic
care model (t = 0.141, p < 0.05). Participants living with family had a stronger
preference for the pharmaceutical care model and the chronic care model than those
living alone. There was a significant positive relationship between education level
and preference for the chronic care model (t = 0.136, p < 0.05). Participants with
more years of education had stronger preference for the chronic care model than those
with lower education. There was also a significant positive relationship between age
and preference for the pharmaceutical care model (t = 0.268, p = 0.00). Older
participants had a stronger preference for the pharmaceutical care model than
younger participants. There was a significant negative relationship between age and
preference for the chronic care model (t = –0.262, p < 0.05), and between age and
preference for the PCC model (t = –0.173, p < 0.05). Younger participants had a
stronger preference for the chronic care model and the PCC model than older
participants. There was a significant association between ethnicity and preference for
the pharmaceutical care model, with Arabic-speaking participants having a stronger
preference for the pharmaceutical care model (t = –0.207, p < 0.05) than Caucasian
English-speaking background participants. There was also a significant association
between ethnicity and preference for the PCC model, with Caucasian Englishspeaking background participants having a stronger preference for the PCC model
than Arabic-speaking participants (t = 0.242, p < 0.05). Additionally, there was a
significant positive relationship between SES and preference for the pharmaceutical
care model (t = 0.126, p < 0.05), SES and preference for the chronic care model
(t = 0.184, p < 0.05), and SES and preference for the PCC model (t = 0.128,
p < 0.05). Those with higher SES had a stronger preference for the three models than
those with lower SES. Finally, there was a significant association between gender
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and the preference for the PCC model (t = 0.129, p < 0.05). Male participants had a
stronger preference for the PCC model than female participants.
Table 6.6a
Correlations matrix of the study variables

Pharmaceutical
care model

Chronic care
model

Patientcentred
care model

Pearson
Correlation
Sig.
(2-tailed)
N

Ethnicity
–0.207**

Gender
0.037

Age
–0.083

Living
arrangement
0.268**

0.001

0.555

0.184

0.000

0.121

0.044

0.971

258

258

258

258

258

258

258

0.141*

0.136*

0.184**

0.116

Education
0.097

SES
0.126*

Health status
0.002

Pearson
Correlation
Sig.
(2-tailed)
N

0.086

0.115

–0.262**

0.167

0.067

0.000

0.024

0.029

0.003

0.062

258

256

258

258

258

258

258

Pearson
Correlation
Sig.
(2-tailed)
N

0.242**

0.129*

–0.173**

0.102

0.071

0.128*

0.076

0.000

0.040

0.005

0.103

0.259

0.040

0.224

258

258

258

258

258

258

258

* p = 0.05 and ** p = 0.01

As the above relationships are difficult to visualise, Table 6.6b summarises the results
described above.
Table 6.6b
Explanation of the results displayed in Table 6.6a

Pharmaceutical
care model

Ethnicity
Arabic-speaking
participants >
English-speaking
participants

Gender

Chronic care
model
PCC model

Age

Living
arrangement
Living with family
> living alone

Education

Younger > Living with family More educated
older
> living alone
> less educated
English-speaking
participants >
Arabic-speaking
participants

Males >
females

Younger >
older

SES
Higher SES
> lower
SES
Higher SES
> lower
SES
Higher SES
> lower
SES

6.3.6 Correlation between various demographic factors and health care
model preferences among Arabic-speaking participants with CVD
Within the Arabic-speaking participant group, health care model preference was
significantly associated with age, SES, living arrangement, education level, gender,
health status and English proficiency (Table 6.7a and Table 6.7b).
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There was a significant association between living arrangement and preference for the
pharmaceutical care model (t = 0.239, p < 0.05), living arrangement and preference for
the chronic care model (t = 0.188, p < 0.05), and living arrangement and preference for
the cultural competence model (t = –0.183, p < 0.05). Those living with family had a
stronger preference for the pharmaceutical care model and the chronic care model,
whereas those living alone had a stronger preference for the cultural competence model.
There was a significant positive relationship between health status and preference for the
pharmaceutical care model (t = 0.186, p < 0.05), health status and preference for the
chronic care model (t = 0.312, p < 0.05), and health status and preference for the PCC
model (t = 0.218, p < 0.05). Participants with better health status had a stronger
preference for the three models than those with worse health status.
There was a significant positive relationship between SES and preference for the
chronic care model (t = 0.295, p < 0.05), and SES and preference for the PCC model
(t = 0.244, p < 0.05). Those with higher SES had a stronger preference for the chronic
care model and the PCC model than those with lower SES.
There was a significant negative relationship between age and preference for the
chronic care model (t = –0.364, p < 0.005), and also age and preference for the PCC
model (t = -0.296, p < 0.05). Younger participants had a stronger preference for the
chronic care model and the PCC model than older participants.
There was a significant positive relationship between English proficiency and
preference for the chronic care model (t = 0.361, p < 0.05), and English proficiency
and preference for the PCC model (t = 0.215, p < 0.05). Those with higher English
proficiency had a stronger preference for the chronic care model and the PCC model
than those with lower English proficiency. Conversely, there was a significant
negative relationship between English proficiency and preference for the cultural
competence model (t = –0.205, p < 0.05). Those with lower English proficiency had
a stronger preference for the cultural competence model.
There was a positive relationship between education and the preference for the
chronic care model (t = 0.216, p < 0.05). Those with higher education had a stronger
preference for the chronic care model than those with lower education. There was
also an association between gender and the preference; males (t = 0.175, p < 0.05)
had a stronger preference for the chronic care model than females.
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Table 6.7a
Correlations matrix of the study variables for Arabic-speaking participants

Cultural
competence
model

Pearson
Correlation
Sig.
(2-tailed)
N
Chronic care
Pearson
model
Correlation
Sig.
(2-tailed)
N
Patient-centred Pearson
care model
Correlation
Sig.
(2-tailed)
N
Pharmaceutical Pearson
care model
Correlation
Sig.
(2-tailed)
N

Gender
0.160

Age
0.109

Living
arrangement
–0.183*

0.070

0.216

0.036

0.019

0.603

0.363

0.526

130
0.175*

131
–0.364**

131
0.188*

131
0.361**

131
0.295**

131
0.312**

131
0.216*

0.047

0.000

0.031

0.000

0.001

0.000

0.013

131
0.142

131
–0.296**

131
0.100

130
0.215*

131
0.244**

131
0.218*

131
0.161

0.108

0.001

0.257

0.014

0.005

0.012

0.066

130
0.049

131
–0.018

131
0.239**

131
–0.010

131
0.028

131
0.186*

131
0.038

0.577

0.837

0.006

0.912

0.753

0.033

0.664

131

131

131

131

131

131

131

English
proficiency
–0.205*

SES
–0.046

Health
status
–0.080

Education
–0.056

* p = 0.05 and ** p = 0.01

Table 6.7b
Explanation of the results displayed in Table 6.7a
Gender

Age

Cultural
competence
model
Chronic care
model

PCC model

Pharmaceutical care
model

Living
arrangement
Alone >
living with
family

Males > Younger >
females
older

Living with
family >
living alone

Younger >
older

English
proficiency
Lower English
proficiency >
higher English
proficiency

Health status

Education
Lower
education>
higher
education

SES

Higher English
proficiency >
lower English
proficiency

Better health
status > worse
health status

More
educated >
less
educated

Higher
SES >
lower
SES

Higher English
proficiency >
lower English
proficiency

Better health
status > worse
health status

Living with
family >
living alone

Better health
status > worse
health status
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Higher
SES >
lower
SES

6.3.7 Correlation between various demographic factors and health care
model preferences among Caucasian English-speaking background
participants with CVD
Within the Caucasian English-speaking background participant group, health care model
preference was significantly associated with age and living arrangement (Table 6.8a
and Table 6.8b). There was a significant negative relationship between age and
preference for the chronic care model (t = –0.187, p < 0.05). Younger participants
had a stronger preference for the chronic care model than older participants.
Additionally, there was a significant association between living arrangement and
preference for the pharmaceutical care model (t = 0.194, p < 0.05), and between
living arrangement and the preference for the PCC model (t = 0.230, p < 0.05). Those
living with family had a stronger preference for the pharmaceutical care model and
the PCC model than those living alone.
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Table 6.8a
Correlations matrix of the study variables for Caucasian English-speaking
background participants

Pharmaceutical
care model

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2tailed)
N
Chronic
Pearson
care model Correlation
Sig. (2tailed)
N
PatientPearson
centred care Correlation
model
Sig. (2tailed)
N

Gender
0.043

Age
–0.111

Living
arrangement
0.194*

Education
0.035

SES
0.115

Health
status
–0.091

0.630

0.216

0.030

0.699

0.200

0.311

127
0.115

127
–0.187*

127
0.164

127
0.134

127
0.156

126
–0.095

0.198

0.035

0.065

0.135

0.080

0.291

127
0.144

127
–0.135

127
0.230**

127
0.112

127
0.149

127
–0.138

0.110

0.131

0.010

0.212

0.096

0.123

127

127

127

127

127

127

Table 6.8b
Explanation of the results displayed in Table 6.8a
Gender
Chronic care model

Age
Younger
> older

Living
arrangement

PCC model

Living with family
> living alone

Pharmaceutical care
model

Living with family
> living alone

English
proficiency

Health
status

Education

SES

6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Questionnaire validity
The findings from the validity analysis of the health care model preference questionnaire
are of interest, particularly in light of their potential clinical utility for this study’s target
patient group, namely Arabic-speaking patients with CVD.
The overall questionnaire consists of a model that incorporates dimensions of the PCC
model, the pharmaceutical care model and the chronic care model, plus HLC as an
informative variable. Items relating specifically to the cultural competence model were
removed prior to analysis as Caucasian English-speaking background participants
responded to these items as ‘not applicable’. ‘Not applicable’ is not an informative
response category as it indicates that a participant group feels that the items are not related
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to their perception of the construct measured. Therefore, these items are regarded as a
complementary set of items for Arabic-speaking participants as they were specific to
immigrants and only immigrants would respond to them.
The study results established that the internal consistency of the questionnaire was low,
as Cronbach’s alpha was 0.64, and PSI was 0.64. These values suggest that the scale is
somewhat reliable, but that caution must be exercised when using it. It is possible that the
Study Three questionnaire’s internal consistency was not satisfactory as the scale was not
unidimensional using EFA but was unidimensional using Rasch (Tavakol & Dennick,
2011). Additionally, according to the Rasch analysis, there were local dependencies and
the data did not fit the Rasch model well (chi-square probability = 0.002, acceptable value
> 0.05). The Items mean was 0 logit (acceptable value close to 0), and the standard
deviation was 1.79 logit (acceptable value < 1.3). The Persons mean value was 2.53 logit,
and the standard deviation was 0.96 logit.
Differential item functioning was detected within the scale. DIF was evident for the age,
living arrangement, health status and ethnic (Arabic/English) demographic factors. This
may be due to participants of various age groups, living arrangements, health status and
ethnic backgrounds perceiving and interpreting questionnaire items differently to each
other. Participants of various ethnic backgrounds may perceive and interpret
questionnaire items differently due to differences in item meaning (Tokuda et al., 2010;
Gierl & Khaliq, 2001), translation mistakes or lack of cultural relevance (Allalouf et al.,
1999; Gierl & Khaliq, 2001). Given the DIF detected in the questionnaire, it is suggested
that in order to use the questionnaire for patients with CVD, the questionnaire should be
adapted for patients of various age groups, living arrangements, health status and
ethnicities. Therefore, items with significant DIF should be revised and the scale should
be re-evaluated (Tokuda et al., 2010). It must be noted that DIF analysis requires large
samples to be a robust psychometric approach. The current sample would, at best, support
a single DIF analysis. Therefore, it is suggested that although DIF was observed, a
cautious approach to the interpretation of the phenomenon be adopted.
Using the entire data set, the EFA yielded five factors with improved internal consistency.
These five factors/subscales were: the ‘Effective communication to promote
empowerment’ subscale (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.73), the ‘Effective HCP–patient
relationship’ subscale (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.90), the ‘Knowledge and respect for
individual patients and their needs including care coordination and continuity of care’
subscale

(Cronbach’s

alpha = 0.47),

the
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‘Self-management

support’

subscale

(Cronbach’s alpha = 0.64), and the ‘Mental and physical health planning’ subscale
(Cronbach’s alpha = 0.78). This finding is consistent with findings of previous research
(Little et al., 2001b). In one study (n = 865) investigating patients’ preferences for patientcentred general practice consultations, the EFA identified three domains of patient
preferences with good internal consistency. These domains were: health promotion (85–
89% of participants preferred this factor) which had a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.90;
communication (88–99% of participants preferred this factor), which had a Cronbach’s
alpha of 0.92; and partnership (77–87% of participants preferred this factor), which had
a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.87 (Little et al., 2001b)
The Cronbach’s alpha value of the chronic care model question set was 0.45, which is
low. An EFA yielded three factors, with reliability coefficient α of 0.69, 0.39 and 0.45.
These findings are inconsistent with other published research. Although there have been
no studies to determine patients’ preferences for the chronic care model dimensions (as
is the case with Study Three), there has been a published study conducted to develop and
validate the Patient Assessment of Chronic Illness Care (PACIC) questionnaire. This
questionnaire assesses the extent to which patients’ care align with the chronic care
model, using patients’ perspective. The developed questionnaire consists of 20 items
organised in five subscales, with internal consistency ranging from 0.77 to 0.93. The
internal consistency of the overall questionnaire was 0.93 (Glasgow et al., 2005). It is
possible that the Cronbach’s alpha of the chronic care model question set in Study Three
was low because the question set only consisted of 10 items, while the PACIC consisted
of 20 items. The Cronbach’ s alpha value may be influenced by the length of a
questionnaire –when a questionnaire is short, the Cronbach’s alpha tends to be low
(Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). It may also be due to ‘poor interrelatedness’ between the
items (Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). However, incorporation of these strongly preferred
items into the overall questionnaire (as discussed in the previous paragraph) yields a high
Cronbach’s alpha value for the related factor/subscale that was developed using EFA.
The Cronbach’s alpha value for the pharmaceutical care model question set was 0.233.
An EFA resulted in two factors. One factor consisted of three items, with a reliability
coefficient α of 0.48, and the second factor consisted of one item. It is possible that the
Cronbach’s alpha of the pharmaceutical care model question set was low because it
consisted of a small number of items (four items overall). This is highly possible as
similar studies with higher number of items, yield higher Cronbach’s alpha values
(Larson, Rovers & MacKeigan, 2002). However, incorporation of these highly preferred
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pharmaceutical care-related items into the overall questionnaire (as discussed previously)
yields high Cronbach’s alpha value for the related factor/subscale developed using EFA.
The Cronbach’s alpha for the cultural competence model question set was 0.5, which is
low. An EFA resulted in two factors. One factor consisted of three items and had a
reliability coefficient α of 0.56, and the second factor consisted of three items and had a
reliability coefficient α of 0.23. Although no studies have been conducted to determine
patients’ preferences for the cultural competence model’s dimensions, some studies have
measured cultural competence among HCPs. One such study assessed the validity of the
Consumer Assessments of Healthcare Providers and Systems (CAHPS) Cultural
Competence (CC) item set. This item set evaluates ethnic and language differences in
patient experiences with health care and consists of 27 items. The Cronbach’s alpha of
the overall item set is not reported. However, factor analysis resulted in an eight-factor
structure with Cronbach’s alpha values ranging from 0.58 to 0.92 (Weech-Maldonado et
al., 2012). It is possible that the Cronbach’s alpha for the Study Three cultural competence
question set was low due to its small number of items or ‘poor inter-relatedness between
items or heterogeneous constructs’. Therefore, further research is warranted (Tavakol &
Dennick, 2011).
Overall, it may be suggested that Study Three questionnaire could be validly used when
divided into the subscales that resulted from the EFA. This is because, while Cronbach’s
alpha for the overall questionnaire was 0.64, the Cronbach’s alpha values for the subscales
that resulted from the EFA were 0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.64, and 0.78. However, it is suggested
that further work should be undertaken to validate the questionnaire. This may include
further modification of some items and further controlling for possible sources of bias.
Although every effort was made to control sources of bias in this study, it is possible that
some sources of bias – such as respondent fatigue due to the length of the questionnaire
– could be further controlled to yield improved results.
Additionally, the cultural competence model question set may be used as a
complementary set of items for Arabic-speaking participants. However, it must be revised
to improve its validity.

6.4.2 Participants’ health care model preferences
This study defines and compares the health care model preference scores of Arabicspeaking participants with CVD and Caucasian English-speaking background
participants with CVD in Australia.
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6.4.2.1 Preference for the pharmaceutical care model
The study results established that Caucasian English-speaking background participants
and Arabic-speaking participants with CVD had a strong preference for the
pharmaceutical care model (100% of Arabic-speaking participants’ and 98.4% of
English-speaking participants’ preference scores were above the median score). That is,
they strongly endorsed items relating to the pharmaceutical care model. This finding
resonates with the findings of Merks et al., who reported that factors relating to the
dimensions of the pharmaceutical care model – including the provision of professional
pharmacy services, the opportunity to discuss health care issues with the pharmacist and
the provision of appropriate advice – determine patients’ choice of pharmacies (Merks et
al., 2014).
Both participant groups may have strongly preferred the implementation of the
pharmaceutical care model because patients with CVD tend to report poor access to
medication-related information, which impacts on their medication adherence (Boyde et
al., 2009; Lie et al., 2012). They also tend to report medication-related problems,
including medication dosage issues, highlighting the importance of pharmacist–physician
collaboration (Cohen et al., 2017). Consequently, it is important to implement the
pharmaceutical care model. This enables the provision of medication management
services where an individualised care plan can be developed, implemented and monitored
with the aim of preventing and addressing medication-related issues through
interprofessional collaboration (Chung et al., 2014).
Evidence shows that pharmacy-based disease management services in which dimensions
of the pharmaceutical care model are implemented – and which include mutual
development of a treatment plan, interprofessional collaboration, providing patients with
information to educate/empower them regarding their disease and medications, and
monitoring patients’ medication use – have several benefits. These include medication
adherence (Sturgess, 2003; Lee. et al., 2006; Mangiapane et al., 2005; Bajorek et al.,
2016; Ponniah et al., 2007), improved clinical outcomes (Cai et al., 2013), reduced
hospital readmissions and mortality rates, improved treatment knowledge (Ponniah et al.,
2007) and improved health outcomes (Lui et al., 2017), particularly among patients with
CVD (Tsuyuki, 2002; Omboni & Caserini, 2018) and those of ethnic backgrounds (Cheng
et al., 2013).
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Studies have established that patients prefer to visit community pharmacies that offer
disease management services rather than traditional pharmacy services (Feehan et al.,
2017; Kang et al., 2017). In one study, participants (9202 adult patients) expressed their
preference for pharmacies that offer preventative screening, address their health care
needs, empower them, answer their questions, and add any service results (including
dispensing data) to their medical records to enhance continuity of care. Importantly, the
demand for such services was higher among ethnic minority patients (Feehan et al., 2017).
While Study Three’s participant groups strongly preferred the implementation of the
pharmaceutical care model, Arabic-speaking participants were more likely to prefer this
model than their English-speaking counterparts. This may reflect Arabic-speaking
immigrants’ higher level of medication-related issues compared to their English-speaking
counterparts (Alzubaidi et al., 2018). These issues include poor understanding of their
disease and treatment (Lyra et al., 2007), poor patient–pharmacist relationship due to the
brevity of interaction, which leads to poor trust (Alzubaidi et al., 2018) and poor patient–
pharmacist communication (Alzubaidi et al., 2015) which may reflect poor English
proficiency (Alzubaidi et al., 2018). These issues contribute to poor medication use, poor
medication adherence and poor health outcomes (Alzubaidi et al., 2018).
Arabic-speaking immigrants’ needs (including those of Arabic-speaking participants in
Study Three) tend to be greater than those of their English-speaking counterparts. These
needs include tailored medication-related information (El Samman et al., 2013) and
effective patient–HCP communication and relationship (Alzubaidi et al., 2018). These
needs correspond with the pharmaceutical care model, given that this model entails
pharmacists evaluating each patient’s medication-related needs, including the need for
information and education, and developing, implementing and monitoring an
individualised medication plan by way of pharmacist–patient collaboration (Chung et al.,
2014; Lui et al., 2017; Stauffer, 2019). This collaboration may be achieved through an
effective HCP–patient relationship built on trust and effective communication.
It is also possible that Arabic-speaking participants had a stronger preference for the
pharmaceutical care model than their English-speaking counterparts as they had higher
SES and higher education than their English-speaking counterparts. Those with high
education and high SES tend to have good health literacy (van der Heide et al., 2013) and
understanding of the importance of medication management in CVD (Eswar, 2015).
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6.4.2.2 Preference for the chronic care model
The chronic care model, which provides a ‘framework’ for delivering improved care to
patients with chronic disease (Schmittdiel et al., 2008), was a strongly preferred model
among both participant groups (100% of English-speaking participants’ and 97.6% of
Arabic-speaking participants’ preference scores were above the median score). That is,
both participant groups strongly endorsed items relating to the chronic care model. This
finding is congruent with findings of Krucien et al., who identified that patients with
chronic disease value the implementation of the chronic care model. In their study,
participants valued the implementation of a customised chronic care model, rather than a
‘one size fits all’ approach, as participants’ needs varied (Krucien et al., 2015).
Evidence shows that proactive and planned care is important to decrease disease burden
among patients with chronic disease. This may be attained using a multi-faceted treatment
approach tailored to the individual patient’s needs, and in which HCP-directed, patientrelated and organisational interventions are combined. This combined approach, by way
of enhancing the six interconnected dimensions of the health system (Schmittdiel et al.,
2008), reflects the chronic care model (Cramm & Nieboer, 2012) (the chronic care model
dimensions and their descriptions are listed in Table 2.2, above).
Both participant groups strongly endorsed items relating to self-management support
(items relating to self-management include item 11 of the questionnaire). Selfmanagement support is an important dimension of the chronic care model. It involves
educating patients regarding problem-solving and decision-making (Sendall et al., 2017).
This dimension is important for patients with CVD as they need to manage their disease
on daily basis (Huygens et al., 2016), which may be the reason why both participant
groups strongly endorsed items relating to self-management support.
Arabic-speaking participants strongly endorsed items relating to self-management
support, possibly because immigrant patients tend to face significant challenges to selfmanagement ( Zhang et al., 2018; Joo & Lee, 2016; Jowsey et al., 2011) due to factors
including lack of tailored self-management interventions (Diaz et al., 2017; Haghshenas
& Davidson, 2011; Joo & Lee, 2016). Therefore, there is a need to implement patientcentred self-management support for immigrants with CVD. Additionally, Arabicspeaking participants in this study strongly endorsed items relating to self-management
support, possibly because they tended to be of high education and, therefore, may have
high health literacy and a good understanding of the need for self-management.
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Furthermore, they may have strongly endorsed items relating to self-management support
despite their tendency to prefer a paternalistic approach to care (AlHaqwi et al., 2015)
(self-management support includes educating patients regarding decision-making) as the
wording of some of these items indicate that HCP should provide instructions to assist
patients in disease management. This may have given participants the perception that
HCPs would be in control of decision-making and disease management.
The most commonly studied chronic care model dimension is self-management support,
which was examined in various studies (Lorig et al., 2001; Federman et al., 2019; Davy
et al., 2015). While some studies included individualised counselling or empowerment
programs, others included individualised patient treatment plans (Davy et al., 2015). The
provision of an individualised plan (which was strongly endorsed by both participant
groups) is crucially important for those with CVD as it may contribute to higher patient
satisfaction, improved adherence, improved self-management (Davy et al., 2015;
Hoffman, 2013) and improved clinical outcomes (Edelman et al., 2006; Rocco et al.,
2011).
Community resources, which is a dimension of the chronic care model, involves linking
patients to community resources for support (Sendall et al., 2017). It includes health
education campaigns provided by clergy, which have been shown to be effective in health
promotion among Arabic-speaking communities (Cohen-Dar & Obeid, 2017). Only
46.6% of Arabic-speaking participants in the current study expressed a preference for
attending such sessions (item 24). It is possible that Arabic-speaking participants, many
of whom tended to have high education, did not view clergy as qualified to discuss healthrelated issues.
Chronic care model dimensions include clinical information systems (Yeoh et al., 2018),
decision support (Grover & Joshi, 2015), coordinated delivery system design (also
referred to as delivery system redesign) (Grover & Joshi, 2015) and healthcare
organisation support. These dimensions may be implemented to rearrange care and health
care teams in order to meet patient needs more effectively. They may also improve
‘practice culture in relation to chronic disease management’ and promote the
development of a ‘proactive’ healthcare team that communicates effectively with
patients, to enhance care (Sendall et al., 2017, p. 2). Implementing these dimensions may
enable the delivery of continuous and coordinated care to those with chronic disease
(Stock et al., 2014). Continuous and coordinated care was strongly endorsed by both
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participant groups, possibly as patients with CVD tend to experience discontinued and
fragmented care (Aslani et al., 2011; Valaker et al., 2017).
It is suggested that implementing the chronic care model may improve the quality of
healthcare (Davy et al., 2015) and may enhance health outcomes among those with
chronic disease, including those with CVD (Yeoh et al., 2018; Stock et al., 2014). A recent
systematic review which analysed diabetes mellitus, hypertension, and CVD chronic care
model programs, showed that the implementation of the model may enhance medical
outcomes and patient adherence, decrease health service utilisation and reduce the risk of
heart failure and other cardiovascular diseases (Yeoh et al., 2018).
While it is suggested that the chronic care model is still limited by inadequate ‘academic
robustness’ (Yeoh et al., 2018), possibly due to bias (including selection bias regarding
racial and cultural diversity of participants) in some studies, the literature suggests that
the chronic care model dimensions are well studied (Sendall et al., 2017; Coleman et al.,
2009). The chronic care model dimensions or the combination of dimensions studied
(Davy et al., 2015), the type of setting used (Stock et al., 2014) and the way dimensions
were implemented in various studies have tended to vary. Despite study variations,
however, researchers have not identified significant differences in outcomes between
studies. (Stock et al., 2014). Studies agree that implementing the chronic care model may
improve the quality of health care (Davy et al., 2015) and enhance health outcomes (Yeoh
et al., 2018; Stock et al., 2014).

6.4.2.3 Preferences for the cultural competence model
This study established that 90.8% of Arabic-speaking participants had a strong preference
for the cultural competence model. That is, they strongly endorsed items relating to the
model. This is congruent with research by Kulwiki and Miller (2000) showing that
Arabic-speaking immigrants strongly endorse health care that is culturally competent. In
their study, participants expressed that not exploring or considering patients’ cultural
beliefs reflect insensitivity to their health care needs (Kulwicki & Miller, 2000). In the
same study, non-Arabic-speaking HCPs defined cultural competence differently, as they
defined it as the provision of consistent type of care to all patients regardless of their
cultural background. These HCPs indicated that patients should not be treated in a special
way and should not feel special because of their culture. Defining cultural competence
differently caused a mismatch in expectations between HCPs and patients and contributed
to HCPs’ inability to provide culturally competent care (Kulwicki & Miller, 2000).
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Arabic-speaking participants strongly preferred the implementation of the cultural
competence model, possibly because Arabic-speaking patients do not feel that they are
provided with the culturally competent care that they need (Aboul-Enein & Aboul-Enein,
2010; Kulwicki & Miller, 2000). Arabic-speaking participants in various studies report
being stereotyped, discriminated against, not provided with individualised care, and
experiencing lack of accessibility to culturally competent services, such as access to
female HCPs for female patients (Kulwicki & Miller, 2000). It is important to provide
Arabic-speaking immigrants with culturally competent care because cultural beliefs
affect behaviours towards illness and health (Cai, 2016; Purnell, 2002). Additionally,
culturally competent care may improve health care access, promote health-promoting
behaviour (Kulwicki & Miller, 2000; Salman, 2012), improve the quality of care
(Hammoud et al., 2005), improve health care utilisation and improve preventative care
among Arabic-speaking immigrants (Salman, 2012; Shah et al., 2008).
The findings of Study Three identified that those who have poor English-proficiency tend
to be more likely to support the cultural competence model than those with good Englishproficiency (Table 6.7a). This may be because these participants are less able to
understand health information and require information tailored to their linguistic needs.
Study Three’s findings also established that those who have lower levels of education
tend to be more likely to endorse the cultural competence model than those with higher
education. This is possibly because they may have lower health literacy and may need to
be provided with tailored information that they are able to understand.
While Arabic-speaking participants in this study indicated that they prefer not to discuss
cultural beliefs with their HCPs, Arabic-speaking participants in this study (Study Three)
and in various other studies have indicated that they need their cultural beliefs
incorporated into their care (Kulwicki & Miller, 2000). This apparent contradiction
possibly arises because Arabic-speaking participants perceive HCPs’ communication
methods to be invasive or offensive, which makes them reluctant to discuss cultural issues
with HCPs, despite perceiving such discussions as important in attaining culturally
competent care.
Poor HCP–patient communication (Kulwicki & Miller, 2000) may be the main
contributor to HCPs’ lack of knowledge regarding patients’ cultural beliefs. This points
to the importance of using appropriate communication techniques and of using interpreter
services in providing culturally competent care (Salman, 2012).
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Australian studies have reported that available cultural competence training for HCPs and
those studying health-related courses is not uniform (not standardised) and not clearly
described, with a ‘large component of informal learning’(Watt, Abbott & Reath, 2015,
p. 1). Consequently, many HCPs lack knowledge regarding important aspects of cultural
competence. Therefore, there is a need for effective cultural competence training to
enable the implementation of culturally competent care (Watt et al., 2015; 2016).
In order to provide Arabic-speaking immigrants with culturally competent care, there is
a need for cultural competence training among HCPs (Watt et al., 2015, 2016; Truong,
Paradies & Priest, 2014). Older literature focused on the ‘categorical’ approach to cultural
competence, in which HCPs are educated regarding the beliefs and values of a certain
broad cultural group and what is acceptable or unacceptable when dealing with this group.
However, this categorical approach to cultural competence may not be sufficient to
provide cultural competence, as different nations within a cultural group may have
slightly different cultural beliefs. Furthermore, culture is not static, and cultural groups
tend to undergo changes constantly. Additionally, individuals within a cultural group may
maintain or reject certain cultural beliefs due to factors including religious beliefs,
socioeconomic class or personality (Epner & Baile, 2012). Consequently, Kreuter et al.
suggest that there is a ‘paradox’ wherein, although ‘culture is a shared group
characteristic, yet tailoring [of care] depends on individual differences’ (Kreuter et al.,
2003, p. 137). Therefore, categorical approach to cultural competence may cause
stereotyping (Epner & Baile, 2012).
A newer approach to cultural competence focuses on a patient-centred approach that relies
on using tailored communication to explore individual patients’ cultural beliefs (Epner &
Baile, 2012). This, in turn, may enable HCPs to explore individual patients’ unique issues
that may influence their health and illness (Hammoud et al., 2005). It may also enable HCPs
to determine ‘what matters most to them in the experience of illness and treatment’ (Epner
& Baile, 2012, p. 35), determine their needs, establish mutual goals and develop
individualised care plans for treatment that are culturally competent and provide accurate
diagnosis (Epner & Baile, 2012). This is of significance given that studies have established
that there is lack of culturally tailored communication (Garrett et al., 2008), particularly
among Arabic-speaking immigrant patients (Kulwicki & Miller, 2000).
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6.4.2.4 Preferences for a PCC model
The Study Three results established that both English- and Arabic-speaking participants
have a strong preference for a PCC model (99.2% of both participants groups’ preference
scores were above the median score). That is, they strongly endorsed items relating to a
PCC model. This finding is consistent with findings of previous research reported by de
Boer, Delnoij and Rademakers (2013), who evaluated differences in preference for PCC
between patient groups including those with congestive heart failure. Their study showed
that while all patient groups strongly preferred PCC, those with congestive heart failure
had a stronger preference for PCC than other patient groups.
The findings of this and other studies establish that patients with CVD have a strong
preference for PCC (Mirzaei, 2013; Noel et al., 2005). In a study by Valaker et al. (2017),
participants with CVD stressed the need for care coordination, interprofessional
collaboration, information access and continuity of care. Participants also highlighted the
need for effective HCP–patient communication wherein HCPs listen to patients’ concerns
and attend to their individual needs. the authors concluded that a patient-centred approach
is needed for patients with CVD (Valaker et al., 2017). This may be because chronic
disease tends to be ‘a dynamic ongoing process’ that is controlled by many factors,
including access to care and resources, care coordination and continuity of care, effective
HCP–patient communication, and patient empowerment, all of which are PCC
dimensions. Such dimensions are fundamental to the patients’ ability to self-manage their
disease (Grilo et al., 2017). As self-management is important in CVD management, PCC
is particularly important for those with CVD.
Both participant groups in this study strongly endorsed items relating to effective HCP–
patient communication (including items 1, 7, 8, 10 and 25). Effective HCP–patient
communication is characterised by respect (Helleso, Eines & Fagermoen, 2012), is
individualised and tailored to the patient’s needs (Kaholokula et al., 2008) and involves
two-way communication (Mead et al., 2010) wherein HCPs use non-medical language
(Riegel & Carlson, 2002) to explain to patients their disease and treatment, and answer
their questions (Currie et al., 2015). Both participant groups may have strongly endorsed
these items because effective HCP–patient communication may enable patients to
undertake secondary prevention measures and manage their disease appropriately (Currie
et al., 2015). Therefore, effective HCP–patient communication has been a commonly
cited health care need among those with CVD (Currie et al., 2015; Valaker et al., 2017).
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Almost all Arabic-speaking participants in Study Three endorsed items relating to tailored
communication (10 and 16), which includes clarity (HCPs clearly explaining the patient’s
health condition and treatment in a way that the patient can understand, including the use
of simple words) and the use of an interpreter service when needed (Alzubaidi et al.,
2018). This is possibly because 61.8% of participants reported having unsatisfactory to
poor English proficiency. Poor language proficiency has been cited as common cause of
poor HCP–patient communication among Arabic-speaking immigrants (Kulwicki, Miller
& Schim, 2000; Alzubaidi et al., 2018; Salman, 2012). HCP–patient communication that
is tailored to the patient’s needs may encourage patients to speak freely with HCPs,
express their concerns and gather information needed to manage their disease
appropriately (Alzubaidi et al., 2018).
Good HCP–patient communication may also promote a good patient–HCP relationship
(which was strongly endorsed by both participant groups) characterised by trust, access
and respect (Robinson et al., 2008; Kibicho & Owczarzak, 2012). This, in turn, may
enable HCPs to explore important health care issues among Arabic-speaking patients,
who tend to value privacy highly (Hammoud et al., 2005). It may also contribute to
medication adherence (Alzubaidi et al., 2018), improved health outcomes and patient
satisfaction with care (Robinson et al., 2008; Kibicho & Owczarzak, 2012; Robinson et
al., 2008).
Continuity of care, which was strongly preferred by both participant groups, is also
needed in order to build a good HCP–patient relationship with Arabic-speaking
immigrants (Aboul-Enein & Aboul-Enein, 2010). Continuity of care can also enable
HCPs such as pharmacists to monitor patients’ medication use and collaborate with
physicians to address patients’ medication issues. This, in turn, may improve medication
adherence and use, and reduce side effects and health care costs (Cheng et al., 2013).
Both participant groups strongly endorsed items relating to information access (including
item 18). This finding is congruent with the literature. Participants may have highly
endorsed these items as studies showed that one of CVD patients’ most common unmet
health care needs is the need for information (Boyde et al., 2009; Valaker et al., 2017;
Timmins, 2003; Hanssen et al., 2005) regarding their disease, medications and preventive
lifestyle changes to enable them to self-manage their disease (Valaker et al., 2017;
Hanssen et al., 2005; Lie et al., 2012). In a study by El Samman et al. (2013), participants
were dissatisfied with the information that they were given, particularly medication184

related information, and expressed concerns regarding receiving limited counselling at
the pharmacy.
Study Three’s findings, and findings of similar studies (van Geffen et al., 2011; Boyde et
al., 2009; Hanssen et al., 2005) establish that patient-centred information tailored to the
individual patient is needed by patients with CVD, as their experience with the disease
and treatment (van Geffen et al., 2011), their health literacy levels (Aslani et al., 2011),
their literacy levels (El Samman et al., 2013) and their English proficiency vary.
Information access has been shown to improve medication adherence (van Geffen et al.,
2011) self-management (Valaker et al., 2017) and patient satisfaction with care (Hanssen
et al., 2005).
Both participant groups had a strong preference for care coordination. Again, this finding
is congruent with previous research (Noel et al., 2005; Valaker et al., 2017). Participants
may have had a strong preference for care coordination because poor care coordination
has been cited as barrier to care among those with CVD. Fragmented care may be more
common in CVD care as it involves multiple HCPs from various settings, with unclear
descriptions of the role of each (Valaker et al., 2017). Additionally, physicians may not
be able to coordinate patients’ care due to lack of time (Lalonde et al., 2012). Care
coordination promotes self-management and CVD secondary prevention (Valaker et al.,
2017) and improves the quality of healthcare (Laslett et al., 2012).
Language barriers also impact care coordination, as poor communication between HCPs
and patients hinders HCPs’ understanding of patients’ needs, such as the need to
coordinate transportation or the need for interpreter services (Ngo-Metzger et al., 2003).
Therefore, it is possible that Arabic-speaking participants strongly preferred care
coordination as 61.8% of participants reported having unsatisfactory to poor levels of
English proficiency.
Both participant groups in this study strongly endorsed items relating to interprofessional
collaboration, which is consistent with the literature (Cunningham, 2008). In a study by
Noel et al. (2005), participants with chronic disease expressed interest in being followed
up by non-physician HCPs, including pharmacists, to guide them in self-managing their
disease and assist them with polypharmacy-related issues, as their main health care
challenges were medication-related. Interprofessional collaboration is important for those
with CVD as it can result in improved treatment plans, improved monitoring and
management of patient adherence (Aslani et al., 2011), improved treatment outcomes,
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fewer medical errors, and improved patient and HCP satisfaction (Walsh et al., 2012). It
may also improve informational continuity (Walsh et al., 2012), which was strongly
endorsed by both participant groups.
Both participant groups strongly endorsed items relating to patient empowerment
(including items 11, 21 and 26), which is consistent with other studies (Hanssen et al.,
2005; Lie et al., 2012). Empowerment may enable patients with CVD to undertake
appropriate secondary prevention measures and self-manage their disease appropriately
(Valaker et al., 2017).
Poor English proficiency is a barrier to empowerment (Garrett, Forero et al., 2008).
Therefore, it is possible that 93 (71%) Arabic-speaking participants endorsed item 23, ‘I
should be referred to health services that include health care providers who speak my
language and are of my culture’, because they wish to be empowered by HCPs who can
accommodate their cultural and linguistic needs (El Samman et al., 2013).
It was observed that while both participant groups strongly endorsed item 11, ‘My health
care provider should talk to me about my goals in caring for my condition, help me to
make a treatment plan to improve my health, and give me a copy of this plan’, only 58
(44.3%) Arabic-speaking participants endorsed item 19, which relates to patient
involvement in health care decisions. It appears that Arabic-speaking participants do not
wish to be involved in health care decision-making or in developing a treatment plan.
They may have endorsed item 11 despite it including the phrase ‘help me to make a
treatment plan’ as the item is double-barrelled.
Despite the importance of patient involvement in decision-making in enhancing HCPs’
ability to determine patients’ needs, and improving treatment adherence (Suurmond &
Seeleman, 2006), Arabic-speaking participants did not strongly endorse items relating to
involvement. This may be due to having poor health literacy, which is common among
immigrants (Ng & Omariba, 2013; Magnani et al., 2018), cultural barriers to involvement
(Aboul-Enein & Aboul-Enein, 2010; Hammad et al., 1999), having poor English
proficiency (Oreja-Guevara et al., 2019) and being accustomed to Arabic-speaking
countries’ paternalistic approach to care (AlHaqwi et al., 2015). Additionally, many
Arabic-speaking participants in this study appeared to display low Internal HLC. This is
evident from their response to item 22, where nearly 50 % of participants were not willing
to be referred to services to improve their Internal HLC. They may not have been willing
to be referred to these services because patients with chronic disease tend to perceive poor
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control over health and, therefore, they may not view these services as beneficial to them
(Fan et al., 2016). This points to the importance of educating patients regarding the
importance of being in control of their health, addressing any barriers that they may have
and, if they prefer, referring them to services to improve their Internal HLC.
It is noteworthy that approximately half of each participant group endorsed item 20,
which relates to family involvement in decision-making (56.5% of Arabic-speaking
participants and 55.9% of English-speaking participants did not prefer family
involvement). Therefore, participants’ preferences vary, calling for an individualised
approach to family involvement.
Participants with better health status had a stronger preference for the three models
(the PCC model, the chronic care model and the pharmaceutical care model) than
those with worse health status. This may be because the chronic care model and the
pharmaceutical care model (which are patient-centred approaches to care) and the
PCC model all emphasise self-management. It has been shown that patients with
poorer health tend to prefer a ‘directed approach’ to care, rather than a PCC approach.
This is because they tend to perceive that a ‘directed approach’ ensures that their health
is well managed by the HCP and that the treatment they use is effective. Additionally,
they may not wish to be even partially responsible for their health outcomes (Mckinstry,
2000).
Although both participant groups had a high preference for a PCC model, Arabicspeaking participants were less likely to endorse PCC than their English-speaking
counterparts as they were less likely to endorse a few PCC dimensions (as was suggested
by their lower median preference scores). These dimensions include patient involvement
in care (that is, patient involvement in health care decision-making), and psychosocial
perspective (items 19, 9 and 2 respectively). While 98.4% of Caucasian English-speaking
background participants endorsed item 9, ‘My health care provider should ask me whether
I am experiencing anxiety, distress or depression, and provide me with the needed
support’, only 32.1% of Arabic-speaking participants endorsed it. This may be due to the
stigma and shame associated with mental illness within the Arabic culture (Tobin, 2000;
Youssef & Deane, 2006), confidentiality concerns (Al-Krenawi & Graham, 2000) and the
difficulty these immigrants face in establishing a trusting doctor–patient relationship
(Youssef & Deane, 2006). Additionally, while 70.1% of Caucasian English-speaking
background participants endorsed item 2, ‘My health care provider needs to know me
well (for example, my financial situation, and religious beliefs), and know my personality
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in order to treat my illness’, only 42% of Arabic-speaking participants endorsed it,
possibly as Arabic-speaking people value privacy highly (Padela et al., 2011).
Both participant groups preferred the implementation of a PCC model, possibly as it
reflects their needs. There is substantial evidence to support the effectiveness of PCC
implementation in improving health outcomes (Alamo, 2002; Dobscha, 2009; Greenfield
et al., 1988), patient satisfaction with care (Gulliford et al., 2007; Kinmonth et al., 1998),
treatment adherence (Kahn et al., 2007), self-management (Schmittdiel et al., 2008) and
clinical outcomes (Edelman et al., 2006; Rocco et al., 2011) among those with chronic
disease. Additionally, evidence shows that PCC interventions have a significantly
positive impact on the health outcomes of ethnic minority patients, particularly those with
chronic disease (Gulliford et al., 2007; Titchener, 2014; Zandbelt, 2007).

6.5 Study limitations
In this study, specific groups who would otherwise be eligible to participate and may
have wished to be included in this project were excluded from participation
(exclusion bias). These include those with cognitive impairment, who may not have
been able to give consent or complete the questionnaire. As the questionnaire
incorporated items regarding their health care challenges, this may have caused them
more distress and discomfort than other participants, given that people with cognitive
impairment tend to be more vulnerable to discomfort and stress.
It was possible that illiterate potential participants may have been discouraged to
participate in this study as this is a written questionnaire (which may result in nonresponse bias). To avoid this issue, the researcher stipulated orally to all potential
participants that participants who cannot read and write may involve any member of their
social network to assist them in filling in the questionnaire.
The use of questionnaires has been shown to be an effective data collection method.
However, they have certain limitations, including the possible selection of random
answers by participants, without reading the item appropriately or thinking about it
(survey bias). While this type of bias may not be fully controlled, participants were
encouraged to provide accurate answers to all items, and Rasch analysis was used to
identify erratic responder behaviour. These cases were reflected on and a decision was
made as to whether they should be included in the analysis or omitted. In this study there
were no omissions.
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Participants may respond to questionnaire items in a manner that they perceive will be
viewed favourably by researchers (for example, they may not wish to reveal that they
believe that fate controls their health). This can lead to social desirability bias. The use of
anonymous questionnaires has been shown to reduce social desirability bias, as
participants do not perceive that they will be linked to the answers they provide (Bowling,
2005).

6.6 Conclusion
Overall, the Study Three questionnaire could be cautiously used as subscales that resulted
from the EFA. This is because Cronbach’s alpha for the overall questionnaire was 0.64,
yet the Cronbach’s alpha values for the subscales that resulted from the EFA were 0.9,
0.7, 0.5, 0.64, and 0.78. These results provide early evidence that the value of the
constructs considered in the subscales would benefit from further study.
The cultural competence model question set may be used as a complementary set of items
for Arabic-speaking participants. However, it must be revised to improve its validity.
Therefore, further studies are needed to enhance its validity. There is a need to further
explore inter-relatedness between items and whether there are heterogeneous constructs.
Both participant groups strongly preferred a model of care that includes dimensions of
the pharmaceutical care model, the chronic care model and the PCC model.
Unique to this study, approximately 50% of both participant groups preferred the
implementation of Internal HLC as a model dimension, possibly due to the sample having
high education and, in turn, high health literacy. Hence, they may understand the impact
of health promoting behaviour on health, and the importance of being in control of their
own health. Given the benefits associated with displaying high Internal HLC, especially
among Arabic-speaking patients with CVD, these patients should be educated regarding
the need to be in control of their own health and, if they prefer, should be referred to
services that may improve their Internal HLC. Accordingly, Internal HLC should be
included as a dimension in any health care model for this patient group (HLC has not
been included in health care models previously).
Additionally, Arabic-speaking participants preferred the implementation of a model that
incorporates dimensions of the cultural competence model, which emphasises exploring
patients’ cultural beliefs in a culturally sensitive manner and incorporating these beliefs
in patients’ care.
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Overall, both participant groups preferred a health care model that incorporates
dimensions

including

good

HCP–patient

relationship,

effective

HCP–patient

communication, care coordination and continuity of care, access to care (particularly
information access), self-management support, empowerment, pharmacist–physician
(interprofessional) collaboration, and Internal HLC (Table 6.9). In addition, Arabicspeaking participants had a preference for individualised care (care that meets their needs
including their cultural and linguistic needs, including an individualised communication
approach and individualised care plan). However, it appears that, unlike Caucasian
English-speaking background participants, Arabic-speaking participants did not prefer
the implementation of model dimensions wherein HCPs may explore their personal life
and psychological issues, or involve them in health care decision-making. That is, they
preferred a model that does not include important dimensions such as patient involvement
in care and psychosocial context (Table 6.9). Patient involvement in care is important in
enhancing HCPs’ ability to determine patients’ needs and improving treatment adherence.
Additionally, exploring patients’ psychosocial context may enable HCPs to address
patients’ needs including referring them to mental health services when needed, and
providing them with care that meets their cultural beliefs.
Table 6.9
Participant preferences for model dimensions
Model dimension

Arabic-speaking

Caucasian English-speaking

participants

background participants

🗸

🗸

Effective HCP–patient communication

🗸

🗸

Care coordination and continuity of care

🗸

🗸

Good HCP–patient relationship

🗸

🗸

Self-management support

🗸

🗸

Empowerment

🗸

🗸

Pharmacist–physician

🗸

🗸

Internal HLC

🗸

🗸

Individualised care

🗸

x

Involvement in care

x

🗸

Psychosocial context

x

🗸

Access to care (particularly information
access)

(interprofessional) collaboration
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Therefore, Arabic-speaking participants preferred a Culturally Mindful, Customised Care
Model that includes the following dimensions: good HCP–patient relationship, effective
HCP–patient communication, care coordination and continuity of care, access to care,
self-management

support,

empowerment,

pharmacist–physician

individualised care, and developing Internal HLC.
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collaboration,

Chapter 7: General discussion
7.1 Introduction
7.1.1 What is health?
In Chapter 2, it was suggested that no one definition can capture the true meaning of
health, as various scholars define it differently. Therefore, it appears impossible to fully
define such a complex concept. This is more so as almost all definitions of health have
been provided by Western scholars (that is, Western literature), who may hold Western
views about health. This gives rise to an important question: would health be defined
differently by non-Western cultures? In the three studies conducted in this thesis, all of
which involved Arabic-speaking immigrants, this question arose once again. The findings
of this thesis show that Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD, who are of a non-Western
culture, appear to define health as the absence of symptoms. In contrast, the most recent
‘Western’ definition of health states that ‘ health is primarily a measure of each person's
ability to do and become what he wants to become’ (The Free Dictionary, 2006), which
takes into account that a person with a disease may have good functional capacity, leads
a normal life and, therefore, may be justified in reporting good health status.
As mentioned, it appears that health may be defined differently by non-Western cultures,
as they seem to define it as the absence of symptoms. Accordingly, it is possible that
many of the Arabic-speaking participants who indicated that they have good functional
capacity and lead a normal life reported poor health status, as they experience CVDrelated symptoms. Arabic-speaking participants in this thesis talked about their ‘poor
health’ as they talked about CVD and CVD-related symptoms; however, they did not
consider symptomless conditions, such as hypertension or hyperlipidaemia, as diseases
(Ypinazar & Margolis, 2006). This is not surprising as in the Arabic-speaking countries
‘disease’ is associated with symptoms, and symptomless diseases are not regarded as
diseases. Consequently, it appears that the meaning of health may vary between Western
and non-Western societies, as culture influences how people define health.

7.1.2 Perception of health
A person’s perceived health, which can be measured by her/his perceived health status,
may impact on their participation in care and self-management, and on health outcomes
(Piatt et al., 2016). Accordingly, the American Heart Association states that poor
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perception of health is a risk factor for, and a health outcome of, CVD (Rumsfeld et al.,
2013).
Poor perception of health has been attributed to social factors, psychological factors and
disease-related disability. For example, education level, depression, social class, lifestyle,
having chronic illness (with its associated disability) and having co-morbidities are
factors that may determine patients’ perception of health (Mavaddat et al., 2013).
Studies among immigrants, including those conducted in Australia, show that immigrants
tend to have poor perception of health (Dowling et al., 2019; Rodriguez-Alvarez et al.,
2017; Kobayashi, Prus & Lin, 2008). This is due to factors including having postimmigration financial issues (Dowling et al., 2019) and perceived discrimination
(Rodriguez-Alvarez et al., 2017). Furthermore, there is a positive link between social
integration and self-rated health (mental and physical health). That is, better health rating
is associated with good financial status, good English proficiency, ‘self-sufficiency’
(which is an acculturation dimension) and having friends of different ethnic backgrounds.
Accordingly, a social integration component is important in any resettlement program in
order to decrease health inequities among immigrants. This may enhance immigrants’
access to health information and provide emotional as well as social support. Those with
a high level of self-sufficiency tend to be more likely to identify their health needs and
necessary access to health services, which is important in CVD. Those with selfsufficiency can also address their own needs and have the ‘confidence and be able to find
solutions to their health needs’ (Chen, Ling & Renzaho, 2017, p. 6).
On the other hand, high education (university degree or above) (Dowling et al., 2019) and
having no chronic disease (Piatt et al., 2016) are associated with perceptions of good
health. It has been suggested that those with high education may recognise the importance
of self-efficacy and self-manage their disease more appropriately (Dowling et al., 2019).
This may explain immigrants’ health disparity, as many tend to have low education levels
(Magnani et al., 2018; Ng & Omariba, 2013) and high prevalence of chronic disease
(Juergens et al., 2016; Fedeli et al., 2018).
It is possible that many Arabic-speaking participants in this thesis rated their health as
unsatisfactory or poor because Arabic-speaking immigrants do not tend to integrate into
host societies (Al Wekhian, 2015). Additionally, it is possible that they rated their health
as unsatisfactory or poor because many rated their English proficiency as poor, some
reported that they encountered discrimination, and all of them have a chronic disease.
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Moreover, it is possible that many Arabic-speaking participants in Study One reported
many barriers to undertaking health-promoting behaviour and to self-management, due
to poor perception of health. This is given that 66.7% of Arabic-speaking participants
rated their health as unsatisfactory or poor compared to 36% of Caucasian Englishspeaking background participants.
HCPs need to recognise the impact of patients’ perception of health on patients’ adoption
of health-promoting behaviour and, in turn, their health outcomes (Veromaa et al., 2017).
HCPs need to assess patients’ perception of health using the simple question: ‘How are
you feeling today?’ (Piatt et al., 2016). They also need to address poor perceptions of
health to improve the health outcomes of those with CVD (Piatt et al., 2016).
Furthermore, given that perceived health impacts on patients’ participation in care and
self-management, and given that CR programs aim to assist patients in self-managing
their disease, there is a need to educate CR program participants regarding health and the
impact of health status on health (Piatt et al., 2016).

7.1.3 Illness behaviour
Perception of health may not be the only predictor of whether patients will undertake
secondary prevention measures and self-manage their disease appropriately. Another
contributing factor is illness behaviour (Sirri, Fava & Sonino, 2013). ‘Illness behaviour’
refers to any action taken by a patient to define the illness experience (including
interpreting symptoms and determining disease attributes) and to relieve the experience
(including seeking medical help and utilising health services) (Mechanic, 1995).
Therefore, one may argue that illness behaviour consists of two main constructs: defining
the illness experience, and displaying health-seeking behaviour.
It has been suggested that different patients may perceive and interpret symptoms
differently, and may seek help (or not) differently because individual patients may have
their own beliefs, norms, perceived disease threats, fears and perceived treatment rewards
(Larsen & Lubkin, 2009). This is in agreement with the health belief model, which
suggests that a person’s perception of susceptibility to a disease, severity of the disease,
benefits of actions taken and barriers to care (for example, access issues) predict whether
a person will adopt a health-related behaviour (Jones et al., 2015).
Illness behaviours may be influenced by various factors, including sociocultural factors
(Larsen & Lubkin, 2009). It has been shown that ethnicity (various cultures tend to
describe and interpret illness differently) may be an important determinant of an
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individual’s illness behaviour (Mechanic, 1995). People of different cultures may
interpret disease differently because of their cultural beliefs. This, in turn, may impact on
their adoption of health-promoting behaviour and on their health-seeking behaviour
(Wang et al., 2008). For example, some Arabic-speaking people attribute psychological
disease to satanic powers (Youssef & Deane, 2006). Consequently, they may not seek
help for these issues (Alzubaidi et al., 2015). Similarly, a study by Gholizadeh et al.
(2011) explored understandings and meanings of CVD and its risk factors among Middle
Eastern women living in Sydney, Australia. In that study, participants had cultural
misconceptions regarding CVD risk factors. In that study, participants did not tend to
consider diabetes, depression, anxiety and stress as CVD risk factors. These poor
perceptions of risk impeded their adoption of health-promoting behaviour and resulted in
low utilisation of beneficial health services. Similarly, in Study One of this thesis, cultural
beliefs including fatalism and risk factor misconceptions, including the belief that
physical activity may worsen CVD, contributed to insufficient adoption of healthpromoting behaviour and poor uptake of CR programs among Arabic-speaking
participants. Accordingly, some cultural beliefs may be a risk factor for poor uptake of
secondary prevention, which, in turn, may result in recurrent CVD events or death.
Illness behaviours may also be influenced by various social, psychological and
sociodemographic factors (Mechanic, 1995). It has been shown that age, gender,
education, family structure, social support and SES may be important determinants of an
individual’s illness behaviour (Mechanic, 1995). For example, those of a lower
socioeconomic class may delay seeking medical help even when experiencing severe
symptoms (Mechanic, 1995) as they tend to have characteristics including fatalism and
dependence and tend to place less value on health (Larsen & Lubkin, 2009). Studies
among Arabic-speaking immigrants (Shah et al., 2008; Alzubaidi et al., 2014)
(immigrants tend to have lower SES than non-immigrants due to factors including
unemployment and lower education) (Magnani et al., 2018; Ng & Omariba, 2013) –
including Study One of this thesis (66.7% of participants were of low to medium SES),
report that they tend to have fatalistic beliefs, which contribute to poor health-seeking
behaviour. This indicates that Chance HLC, which refers to a person’s belief that one’s
health is controlled by fate or is a matter of chance (Janowski et al., 2013), plays a role in
illness behaviour. This is given that patients with fatalistic beliefs may have poor healthseeking behaviour (Shah et al., 2008; Alzubaidy et al., 2014) as they believe that health
outcomes are determined by fate.
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However, Study Two of this thesis showed that Arabic-speaking participants tend to have
low Chance HLC. This is possibly because more than half of the participants had high
education levels (a bachelor’s degree or above) and high SES (which refers to a measure
of social class usually measured by education, income, or occupation) (StephensonHunter, 2018). It has been suggested that people of high SES, who are highly likely to
have higher levels of education, may be more likely to have low Chance HLC. The reason
for this is that they tend to have lower fatalistic beliefs, possibly due to having higher
health literacy (Wardle, 2003). Education has also been linked to health literacy (van der
Heide et al., 2013), so those with higher SES, and likely higher education, may be more
mindful and knowledgeable regarding the importance of health, the impact of healthpromoting behaviour on health, and the importance of being in control of their own health
(van der Heide et al., 2013). In contrast, it has been shown that those of a lower SES may
delay seeking medical help even when experiencing severe symptoms (Cheng et al.,
2018) as they tend to have characteristics including fatalism and dependence.
Furthermore, they tend to place less value on health (Larsen & Lubkin, 2009), possibly
due to low health literacy. Those with high SES are also likely to have greater financial
stability, which may promote a strong sense of control over their lives and health (Eswar,
2015) and may enable them to pay for more health services. Accordingly, they may not
delay seeking help (Spike et al., 2011; Eswar, 2015).
Illness behaviour among Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD has not been explored.
This research is needed given that illness behaviour may determine care selection, degree
of compliance, ‘course of illness’ and treatment procedure (Alzubaidi et al., 2015).

7.1.4 The health belief model
The HBM is a significant predictor of whether patients will undertake secondary
prevention measures. Within the HBM, there are predictors of health-related behaviours
that contribute to secondary prevention. These predictors include perceived susceptibility,
perceived ‘barriers’ or health care challenges, perceived benefit of undertaking healthrelated behaviours (for example, whether patients consider that their action will promote
secondary prevention, or whether they believe that external factors such as fate are the
main determinant of their condition), cues to action (for example, the provision of healthrelated information by HCPs), and self-efficacy (for example, whether they have
confidence in their ability to successfully undertake secondary prevention measures, or
whether they need empowerment) (Jones et al., 2015).
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Therefore, it is important to explore Arabic-speaking patients’ perceptions of CVD and
to address any misunderstandings in order to improve secondary prevention among this
patient group. This points to the importance of educating this patient group regarding
CVD. However, in Study One, Arabic-speaking participants’ disease misconceptions
such as belief that diet and physical activity may worsen their condition – which reflects
a poor perception of benefit – and belief in fate were compounded by perceived lack of
access to health information and health education (which are perceived barriers to care
and lack of provision of cues to action). These, in turn, resulted in poor undertaking of
secondary prevention. Participants in Study Three disclosed that they strongly preferred
to be educated by their HCPs and to be provided with information regarding secondary
prevention. Understanding patients’ disease explanatory models may enable HCPs to
tailor health-related messages and services to suit these patients, address their barriers to
secondary prevention, and enhance their perception of the benefits of secondary
prevention. Providing patients with cues to action by supplying them with sufficient
health information can improve secondary prevention among them. Further, addressing
any self-efficacy related issues may improve secondary prevention among this patient
group (self-efficacy is discussed in detail in section 7.2).

7.1.5 Value of health
There is limited research on the value of health among various patient populations. While
literature widely discusses social determinants of health and their impact on health
outcomes, there is limited research on the perceived value of health among individuals,
including those with CVD. It might be suggested that if individuals value health, they will
have the intention to maintain/retain it. While no studies have been conducted to
determine the value of health among those with CVD, studies of patients with CVD
suggest that they do value health, as they express the need to be equipped to be able to
manage their disease appropriately. Patients with CVD in various studies (Modesti et al.,
2014; Valaker et al., 2017), including participants in this thesis, have stressed the need
for effective HCP–patient communication. In their view, this may enable accurate
diagnosis and help them understand their disease and treatment so that they are able to
manage their disease appropriately. Further, patients with CVD in various studies have
spoken of the importance of empowerment in managing their disease (Valaker et al.,
2017). They have also spoken at length regarding the need for health information to be
able to self-manage their CVD appropriately (van Geffen et al., 2011; Pattenden, Roberts
& Lewin, 2007). These indicate that patients with CVD value health as they express a
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need to be well equipped to manage their disease appropriately in order to improve their
health outcomes.
Immigrant patients in various studies, including Arabic-speaking participants in Study
Three of this thesis, report the need for barriers to care (including linguistic and cultural
barriers) to be addressed in order to be able to manage their disease appropriately
(Kulwicki & Miller, 2000; Valaker et al., 2017; Al-Sharifi et al., 2019; Haghshenas &
Davidson, 2011; Pattenden et al., 2007; Renzaho & Oldroyd, 2014). This indicates that
they value health. Arabic-speaking immigrants with chronic disease in various studies
have also indicated that they want to be healed from their disease, which further suggests
that they value health. However, studies show that some Arabic-speaking patients believe
that disease and healing are wholly dependent on the will of God (Alzubaidi et al., 2015;
Shah et al., 2008). Hence, Arabic-speaking participants in some studies, including
participants with cancer and diabetes, report that prayer is the only form of treatment that
they use (Alzubaidi et al., 2015; Shah et al., 2008). Similarly, in Study One of this thesis,
some Arabic-speaking participants reported that they do not undertake secondary
prevention measures due to belief in fate as determined by God. Hence, it appears that
while Arabic-speaking immigrants value health, the action taken to improve health
outcomes varies depending on their cultural beliefs, such as belief in fate. It is important
to mention that, in contrast, some Arabic-speaking people, including Study Two
participants, display low Chance HLC (a person’s belief that one’s health is controlled by
fate), due to factors including high education (Albargawi et al., 2016).
Thus, it appears that patients with CVD – including immigrant patients such as Arabicspeaking immigrant patients – value health. However, immigrants appear to face many
barriers to attaining ‘good health’, including some cultural beliefs. These barriers should
be explored and addressed given the importance of attaining good health to the individual
and society.

7.1.6 Patients’ experience with CVD
Studies exploring patients’ experience with CVD have focused on patients’ challenges
rather than their overall experience. The patient journey following diagnosis with CVD
can be challenging. The challenges can be classified as disease-related (for example,
physical disability and inability to cope with symptoms) or health system-related (for
example, poor access to services and short consultation times).
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There is a degree of uncertainty and concern regarding life after a CVD diagnosis, with
symptoms including pain, complications, reduced capacity to work and reduced ability to
live a normal life (Lie et al., 2012; van Geffen et al., 2011). Furthermore, some patients
tend to feel uncertainty regarding their medications, particularly due to poor information
access (Lie et al., 2012). In a study by Pattenden, Roberts and Lewin (2007), patients with
heart failure and their caregivers reported issues with disease management including
medication side effects and polypharmacy. These issues significantly impacted on
patients’ quality of life and their functional status. The study highlights the need for
improved information access.
Patients with CVD report the need for health information, including medication-related
information (van Geffen et al., 2011). They stress the need for customised patient-centred
information as, in their experience, any information given tends to be of a general nature,
which does not meet their individual needs (Hanssen et al., 2005; Valaker et al., 2017).
Studies that compare information needs as perceived by patients – compared to needs as
perceived by HCPs – show that their perceptions may vary. Accordingly, there is a need
to explore individual patient’s information needs and preferences and to negotiate the
information that patients are provided (Timmins, 2005).
Additionally, some studies highlight poor referral to CR programs, which impacts on
patients’ undertaking of secondary prevention measures and their ability to self-manage
their disease appropriately (Valaker et al., 2017). CR is an evidence-based CVD
secondary prevention intervention that assists patients who have recently had a CVD
event to live a normal and productive life. Such an intervention aims to maximise patients’
psychological, physical and social functioning levels and minimise recovery time
(Bourchier & Woodall, 2011; Shepherd & While, 2012). CR programs provide guidance
and education, both of which are essential for the wellbeing of those patients following a
CVD event (Bourchier & Woodall, 2011; NHFA & Australian Cardiac Rehabilitation
Association, 2004). They provide CVD patients with benefits including symptom
improvement (Fernandez et al., 2011; Heran, 2011; Suaya et al., 2009); decreased risk of
recurrent CVD events or death, and improved independence (Heran, 2011; Suaya et al.,
2009; Sundararajan et al., 2004). Despite these benefits, only a small percentage of
eligible CVD patients are referred to, or participate in, outpatient CR programs (Clark et
al., 2014).
In Australia there are low referral rates to CR programs, particularly by GPs (Daly et al.,
2002; Witt, Thomas & Roger, 2005; Clark et al., 2014). Low referral rates may be
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attributable to poor communication between GPs and CR program coordinators, the
existence of unclear referral pathway (Patrick, 2010) or lack of patient motivation to
participate (Clark et al., 2013). Patient-related factors leading to poor CR participation
include personal or work commitments, functional impairment (Redfern, 2007), program
length, lack of family/doctor support and time conflicts (Clark et al., 2014). Other patientrelated factors include the perception that the disease is not severe, having higher
depression or anxiety scores, and poor self-efficacy (Clark et al., 2014).

7.1.7 Arabic-speaking immigrants’ experience with CVD
Arabic-speaking people make up the third-largest language group (after English and
Mandarin) in Australia. According to the latest data (2016 statistics), 4.9% of the
Australian population are of Middle Eastern origin, and 1.4% of the population reported
that they speak Arabic at home. This is compared to 2011 statistics where 1.3% of the
population reported that they speak Arabic at home. That is, currently there are at least
34,554 more Arabic speakers in Australia than there were in 2011, making the current
total number of Arabic speakers in Australia at least 321,728 people (ABS, 2016).
Both Arabic-speaking immigrants and Indigenous Australians have a high prevalence of
CVD. It has been documented that Arabic-speaking immigrants have higher prevalence
of CVD and recurrent CVD events than many other groups living in Australia
(Dassanayake et al., 2009; Dassanayake et al., 2011; Gallegos et al., 2019). While Arabicspeaking immigrants face similar challenges to CVD management as Indigenous
Australians, they also face further challenges due to factors such as poor English
proficiency. Furthermore, while there are initiatives to improve the health of Indigenous
people in Australia, such as the Closing the Gap program and the existence of Aboriginal
community-controlled health services, such initiatives are not available for Arabicspeaking immigrants with CVD. Therefore, there is a pressing need to mitigate Arabicspeaking immigrants’ health care challenges and address their health care needs.
The remainder of this chapter provides a general discussion that incorporates findings of
the quantitative and the qualitative studies presented and discussed in Chapters 4, 5 and
6 of this thesis, together with the literature relevant to these findings. This will, in turn,
lead to recommendations for the development of a model of care addressing the health
care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD in Australia.
It is important to note that the demographic characteristics of Arabic-speaking
participants in the three studies conducted in this thesis had similarities as well as
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differences. Notably, over 50% of participants in the three studies were above the age of
60 years (60.1% of Study One participants, 75% of Study Two participants and 60.3% of
Study Three participants). Additionally, 33.3% of Study One participants, 52% of Study
Two participants and 47.3% of Study Three participants had a bachelor’s degree or above.
Further, 67.7% of Study One participants, 58.4% of Study Two participants and 48.9%
of Study Three participants reported having unsatisfactory or poor health status.
Moreover, 40% of Study One participants, 56.2% of Study Two participants and 61.8%
of Study Three participants reported having unsatisfactory to poor English proficiency.

7.2 Self-efficacy
It has been stated that self-efficacy is important in understanding patients’ progress as
well as management of their disease and how they alter their lifestyle to improve their
health outcomes (Barham, Ibraheem & Zyoud, 2019). Self-efficacy refers to ‘the
individual’s belief in their own skills to plan and perform certain activities to attain
particular aims and leads to a greater sense of confidence and control, translating into a
greater theoretic likelihood of both intending to perform the behaviour and actually doing
so’ (de las Cuevas, Peñate & Sanz, 2014, p. 2). This construct is not static or ‘global’
(Bandura, 1997); individuals may have high self-efficacy regarding a certain task (for
example, their professional job) but low self-efficacy regarding another (for example,
self-managing their CVD).
Self-efficacy is vital to many behavioural models, including the health belief model. As
discussed in Chapter 2 (the literature review) and section 7.1.4 above, according to the
HBM a person’s perception of susceptibility to a disease, severity of the disease, benefits
of the action taken, barriers and cues to action, and self-efficacy may predict whether a
person will perform a health-related action or health-promoting behaviour such as
secondary prevention measures (Jones et al., 2015).
Self-efficacy beliefs can be developed through four main sources. These are mastering a
similar task, vicarious experiences (observation of others succeeding or failing at
performing an activity), verbal persuasion (belief in one’s own ability to attain a goal as
a result of receiving positive feedback/suggestions from others) and self-assessment of
physiological and psychological states suggestive of personal strengths and weakness to
attain a goal (Bandura, 1997).
Cardiac self-efficacy has been defined as ‘a cardiac-specific measure of a patient’s
confidence in his or her capacity to carry out activities which may be affected by
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symptoms and complications of their cardiovascular disease’ (Barham et al., 2019, p. 2).
Patients with high self-efficacy will adopt healthy lifestyle behaviours (Acikgoz Cepni &
Kitis, 2017; Chen, Acton & Shao, 2010), self-care behaviours (Chen, 2014) and selfmanagement, with a higher degree of confidence, and may persist even in the face of
challenges (Bandura, 1997). Self-efficacy has been shown to enhance healthy lifestyle
behaviours, self-management behaviours, psychological well-being, quality of life,
attendance of CR programs and treatment adherence (Fors et al., 2016).
Self-efficacy is an important prerequisite for undertaking appropriate self-management
behaviour (Sol et al., 2011), which is a key strategy in CVD secondary prevention
(Huygens et al., 2016). While patients with CVD need to self-manage their disease, many
patients are not equipped to undertake self-management due to lack of confidence in their
ability to undertake self-management measures (Sol et al., 2011), including managing
their symptoms, taking medications appropriately and undertaking secondary prevention
measures such as physical activity (Barlow et al., 2002). Thus, while information
regarding self-management is an important tool in self-management, some patients may
still be unable to self-manage their disease even after receiving ample health information.
This is due to factors including the individual’s perceived self-efficacy (Hoffman, 2013).
Perceived self-efficacy is central to any decision to take action. It is an influential factor
in defining the course of action the patient may take, the level of effort they may apply,
and their persistence in undertaking action in the face of challenges (Bandura, 1997).
Self-management entails empowerment, control and confidence. Accordingly, for
patients to be able to self-manage their disease appropriately, it is not only necessary to
teach them important skills and provide them with knowledge, but it is vital that they are
taught about cognitive processes to alter their behaviour using cognitive-behavioural
therapy (Hoffman, 2013; Jalali, Farghadani & Ejlali-Vardoogh, 2019). Hence, providing
patients with information and skills to self-manage their disease goes hand-in-hand with
training them to have high self-efficacy.
Therefore, high self-efficacy is central to CVD secondary prevention as it is essential for
making lifestyle alterations, which are influenced by the patient’s decisions to do so (Sol
et al., 2011). Improving self-efficacy among patients with CVD has been linked to
improved health-promoting behaviour (Sol et al., 2011) and clinical outcomes (Barham
et al., 2019). Higher levels of self-efficacy facilitate a patient’s effort and perseverance in
undertaking a certain health-promoting behaviour, even when faced with challenges
(Katch, 2010). Hence, self-efficacy has been labelled as an important component of CVD
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self-management programs (Katch, 2010). Studies among patients with CVD have shown
that incorporating a self-efficacy training component in self-management interventions
may enhance patients’ self-management, which, in turn may enhance patients’ health
outcomes (Katch, 2010; Sol et al., 2011).
Self-efficacy may be influenced by factors including sociodemographic (de las Cuevas et
al., 2014; Chen et al., 2010; Kostka & Jachimowicz, 2010) and socioeconomic factors
(Yuan et al., 2014). It has been shown that self-efficacy may be positively related to
education level (Xu, Leung & Chau, 2018; Yuan et al., 2014). Furthermore, there is a
positive relationship between self-efficacy and health literacy as, without knowledge,
self-efficacy alone cannot lead to effective self-management behaviour (Xu et al., 2018).
Self-efficacy may be negatively related to age (Xu et al., 2018) and depression (de las
Cuevas et al., 2014; Rydlewska et al., 2013), as those with depression may not believe
that they can manage their disease successfully.
It may be suggested that immigrants may have low self-efficacy, as they may not believe
in their ability to plan and perform health-related activities due to factors including low
SES, low education and poor health literacy (Magnani et al., 2018; Alzubaidi et al., 2018;
Kovai et al., 2019). It is possible that the reason Arabic-speaking immigrants in Study
One appeared not to acknowledge their role in self-management was that they perceived
poor self-efficacy. This is given that 66.6% did not undertake a university degree, nearly
50% were unemployed/retired, 60% were above the age of 60 years and most indicated
that they have poor health literacy that precludes them from being involved in health care
decision-making.
Self-efficacy moderates the relationship between HLC beliefs and health behaviour
(Kostka & Jachimowicz, 2010). Studies showed a positive relationship between Internal
HLC and self-efficacy (Kostka & Jachimowicz, 2010; Chen, 2014). Consequently,
Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD may have low self-efficacy given that they tend
to have low Internal HLC (as was also established in Study Two of this thesis), due to
their ethnicity (Bean, Cundy, & Petrie, 2007) and having a chronic disease (StephensonHunter, 2018; Wallston & DeVellis, 1978; Nagy & Wolfe, 1983).
Patients with chronic disease tend to have low Internal HLC, and high Powerful Others
HLC (Study Two showed that both participant groups had low Internal HLC and high
Powerful Others HLC), as they tend to perceive poor control over their health (Fan et al.,
2016). Given that chronic disease is associated with ongoing exposure to a circumstance
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that patients may not be able to fully control, having a chronic disease may give patients
the perception that they have poor control over health (Nagy & Wolfe, 1983).
Consequently, those with chronic disease tend to have low Internal HLC (StephensonHunter, 2018; Wallston & DeVellis, 1978; Nagy & Wolfe, 1983). Additionally, research
among Arabic-speaking patients shows that they tend to display low Internal HLC due to
their traditional health beliefs that link disease causes and health outcomes to outside
forces rather than themselves (Cohen & Azaiza, 2007; Azaiza & Cohen, 2008).
It is highly likely that Arabic-speaking participants in Study One appeared to have low
self-efficacy because they also appeared to have low Internal HLC. Arabic-speaking
participants in Study One did indeed appear to have low self-efficacy, as they did not
appear to have confidence in their capacity to undertake self-management measures.
Additionally, they reported poor self-management, poor adherence to treatment, did not
attempt to address their health care needs, and did not appear to persist with any of these
tasks in the face of challenges (Barham et al., 2019; Katch, 2010; Nafradi et al., 2017).
Study Two results (Study Two used different participants with the same inclusion and
exclusion criteria as Study One) established that Arabic-speaking participants had low
Internal HLC.
Having high Internal HLC may be particularly crucial for those with CVD, as those with
high Internal HLC tend to have high self-efficacy with its associated health-related
benefits (Kostka & Jachimowicz, 2010; Chen, 2014). Furthermore, those with high
Internal HLC and low External HLC tend to be more involved in health-promoting
behaviours, self-management, and health-related decisions (Chen & Lin, 2014; Fan et al.,
2016). It is possible that some of Arabic-speaking immigrants’ unmet health care needs
may be partially addressed should they display high self-efficacy and high Internal HLC.
This would lead them to take active steps to address some of their health care needs.
Therefore, Internal HLC should be included as one of the core dimensions of any health
care model for this patient group.
High Internal HLC, which has a positive relationship with PCC, contributes to the
provision of PCC as it may promote information provision, which, in turn, may promote
involvement in care, adherence, access and self-management, and may promote patient
empowerment. In turn, PCC has also been shown to promote self-efficacy (Finney Rutten
et al., 2016; Fors et al., 2016). Therefore, the implementation of a health care model that
includes the dimensions of PCC as well as Internal HLC as a dimension may significantly
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enhance Arabic-speaking participants’ self-efficacy. This, in turn, may improve their
health-promoting behaviour (Sol et al., 2011) and their clinical outcomes (Katch, 2010).
It should be noted that, like Arabic-speaking participants in Study Two of this thesis,
Caucasian English-speaking background participants displayed low Internal HLC.
However, Caucasian English-speaking background participants in Study One (a different
group of participants with exactly the same inclusion and exclusion criteria) reported
fewer unmet health care needs than their Arabic-speaking counterparts. They also
acknowledged their role in self-management and attempted to overcome barriers to care.
Hence, unlike Arabic-speaking participants, Caucasian English-speaking background
participants did not translate this perception of poor control over health (low Internal
HLC) into inaction. This may indicate that Caucasian English-speaking background
participants have higher self-efficacy than Arabic-speaking participants, given that they
appeared to have confidence in their ability to self-manage their disease and attempted to
overcome barriers to care (Barham et al., 2019; Bandura, 1997).
Given the benefits associated with having high Internal HLC and high self-efficacy
among those with CVD, health education programs should target those with low Internal
HLC and low self-efficacy. Arabic community centres, Arabic-speaking churches and
mosques tend to hold weekly social events, particularly for the elderly. Many of these
weekly social events start with a health/social topic. Hence, it is recommended that the
government fund low-budget health promotion interactive lectures at these locations in
order to educate Arabic-speaking people regarding the importance of having high Internal
HLC and high self-efficacy. These lectures should be presented by Arabic-speaking
HCPs. The lectures could be held during weekly social events or, in the case of a church,
following the Sunday mass, when social gatherings are common. The benefits of these
interactive lectures include education by HCPs who understand these people’s culture and
language, to be held in a familiar environment, which may assist in patients’
understanding and acceptance. Interactive lectures are effective health education channels
as they allow patients to ask questions and obtain clarifications (Carlson et al., 2019;
Kreps & Sparks, 2008).
It should be noted that while Arabic-speaking immigrants may not be encouraged to
discuss personal topics in a group setting, they may discuss general topics effectively in
group settings, as was observed in the Study Three focus group.
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Following the interactive lectures, participants should be invited to be assessed for selfefficacy and HLC orientations, and, if they prefer, should be referred to programs to
improve their Internal HLC and self-efficacy (cognitive-behavioural therapy) (Jalali et
al., 2019; Mehrtak et al., 2017). This is particularly important as 50% of Arabic-speaking
participants in Study Three indicated that they prefer not to be referred to these services,
while the other 50% preferred to join these services. It is also recommended that HLC
and self-efficacy training should be offered as part of any CR program to enable patients
to self-manage their disease effectively.

7.3 Health care provider opportunities
Provider support is central to self-management, which is a core aspect of CVD secondary
prevention (Ludman et al., 2002). Provider support should entail effective
communication, accessibility, partnership (Mead et al., 2010) and empowerment
(Angwenyi et al., 2019). Provider support has been shown to improve treatment
adherence (Angwenyi et al., 2019; Ludman et al., 2002), self-management (McCormack
et al., 2011; Mead et al., 2010) and health outcomes (Alzubaidi et al., 2017). Evidence
shows that provider support can elevate patients’ self-efficacy and capacity to selfmanage their disease, allowing them to make informed choices and helping them to
embrace healthy behaviours (Dineen-Griffin et al., 2019; Ludman et al., 2002) and access
health care (Haas et al., 2013).
Immigrant participants in various studies, and Arabic-speaking participants in Study One
of this thesis, have reported receiving poor provider support. This has been attributed to
ineffective HCP–patient communication (Juergens et al., 2016), poor information access
(Lecerof et al., 2011), lack of empowerment by HCPs (Jowsey et al., 2011; SandínVázquez, Larraz-Antón & Río-Sánchez, 2014) and poor referral to appropriate health
services such as CR programs, all of which facilitate self-management. Thus, it is possible
that Arabic-speaking participants in Study Three emphasised the need for selfmanagement support due to facing barriers to self-management, particularly poor
provider support.
HCP–patient communication plays a significant role in gathering accurate information,
providing accurate diagnosis, allowing patients to understand their disease and treatment
(Valaker et al., 2017), making accurate health-related decisions (Naughton, 2018) and
ensuring quality use of medicine (Bolton et al., 2002). Effective HCP–patient
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communication may improve treatment adherence, patient satisfaction with care and
health outcomes (Chandra et al., 2018; Zolnierek & Dimatteo, 2009).
Poor HCP–patient communication has been documented as a major barrier to provider
support (Zolnierek & Dimatteo, 2009; Jowsey et al., 2011). HCPs’ poor communication
– where they do not listen to patients’ concerns, do not answer their questions, do not
provide them with sufficient information and tend not to be clear – can be a barrier to
exploring patients’ individual needs. It can also be a barrier to meeting patients’
individual needs, leading to poor-self-management and misdiagnosis (Currie et al., 2015).
Participants in studies conducted among Arabic-speaking immigrants, including Study
One of this thesis, cited various examples of poor HCP–patient communication. These
include non-individualised communication, lack of clarity including use of medical terms
(which was cited by Arabic-speaking participants, and a few Caucasian English-speaking
background participants, in Study One), and the use of one-way communication, where
the patient is not listened to. Poor HCP–patient communication resulted in poor
information access, poor patient education, misdiagnosis and perceptions of disrespect
(El Samman et al., 2013; Girgis & Ward, 2004; Guirgis et al., 2012; Kulwicki et al.,
2000).
Poor communication tends to be blamed on lack of HCPs’ time (Valaker et al., 2017;
Filler, Jameel & Gagliardi, 2020; Sun & Rau, 2017). HCPs may rush consultations,
leaving patients with unanswered questions and feeling ill equipped to self-manage their
disease (Valaker et al., 2017). Poor communication – where HCPs do not allow time to
provide patients with information regarding their disease, treatment, lifestyle changes
needed following a CVD diagnosis, and CR programs – has been cited as a barrier to selfmanagement and medication adherence among those with CVD (Valaker et al., 2017;
Currie et al., 2015; Zolnierek & Dimatteo, 2009).
Unlike Caucasian English-speaking background participants in Study One, Arabicspeaking participants reported that poor communication, which they blamed on HCPs’
limited time, was a barrier to disease management and a cause of misdiagnosis. They also
appeared to have poor adherence to healthy lifestyle and medications (only a few cited
the importance of medication-taking in CVD management). Participants cited poor
provision of information during consultation/ pharmacy visit, which they tended to blame
on HCPs’ limited time, as a significant contributor to poor disease management. This
points to the need for HCPs, particularly pharmacists, to provide patients with sufficient
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information during counselling. Rushing consultations may also leave patients feeling
that their concerns are not of importance to HCPs, and that they are disrespected. This
may impact on the HCP–patient relationship (Study Three participants strongly advocated
good HCP–patient relationship). This, in turn, may decrease patients’ trust in HCPs and
lead to poor adherence (Mead et al., 2010; Valaker et al., 2017).
Therefore, it is recommended that HCPs ask those with significant communication
barriers, including Arabic-speaking immigrant patients, to book a long consultation.
Additionally, it is important that HCPs take sufficient time – possibly a series of
consultations – to appropriately explore patients’ concerns, needs and preferences.
Further, pharmacy-based disease management services and HMR may enable
pharmacists to appropriately explore and address patients’ health care needs, particularly
medication-related needs.
Poor HCP–patient communication tends to be significantly more prominent and common
among immigrant patients than among non-immigrant patients. This is due to factors
including poor English proficiency (Jowsey et al., 2011), cultural beliefs (Alzubaidi et
al., 2015) and poor health literacy (immigrants tend to have poor health literacy compared
to non-immigrants) (Paasche-Orlow et al., 2005). This is in agreement with findings of
the Commonwealth Fund’s 2001 Health Care Quality Survey, which showed that
although many patient groups express concerns regarding the quality of the HCP–patient
communication that they encounter, these concerns tend to be more prominent among
racial/ethnic minority patients and those with poor education/health literacy levels
(Schoen & Doty, 2004). Poor English proficiency may be a barrier to understanding
HCPs, expressing concerns, navigating the health care system and having the confidence
to self-manage the disease (Jowsey et al., 2011).
There is widespread acknowledgement of communication barriers among immigrant
patients, which tend to be attributed to factors including poor health literacy, cultural
beliefs (Alzubaidi et al., 2015) and poor English proficiency (Jowsey et al., 2011). Despite
this, immigrant participants in various studies, including Study One of this thesis,
reported that HCPs do not use individualised communication approaches that suit the
individual patient’s health literacy level, cultural beliefs (Bertran et al., 2015) and English
proficiency level (Jowsey et al., 2011; Alzubaidi et al., 2015). In an Australian study,
Arabic-speaking immigrants with diabetes reported that a significant barrier to
information access was poor HCP–patient communication, with HCPs not
communicating in ways that meet participants’ cultural and linguistic needs (Alzubaidi et
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al., 2015). Non-individualised communication impacts on patients’ information access,
self-management (Alzubaidi, 2015) and, in turn, CVD secondary prevention.
It is important that HCPs develop effective communication skills to enable accurate
diagnosis and enable them to equip patients to self-manage their disease. Study Three
participants were quick to recognise the importance of effective HCP–patient
communication. They strongly advocated effective HCP–patient communication wherein
HCPs listen to and address patients’ concerns , answer their questions, clearly explain
disease and treatment using non-medical terms, and ensure patient understanding. Arabicspeaking participants in Study One and Study Three stressed the need for HCPs to speak
more slowly to cater for their poor English proficiency. Furthermore, Study Three
participants strongly advocated the use of interpreters when needed, and referral to
services where HCPs speak their language and are of the Arabic culture.
In order to mitigate poor HCP–patient communication, such communication should be
tailored to patients’ needs. That is, there is a need for patient-centred communication.
Patient-centred communication has been defined as a communication method by which
HCPs can explore and understand the patient’s perspective (for example, concerns,
expectations, needs and feelings) and the patient’s unique psychosocial and cultural
perspectives, attain a mutual understanding of the patient’s issues and develop a suitable
treatment that meets the patient’s values (Epstein & Street, 2007). Patient-centred
communication emphasises the importance of listening to the patient, creating trust, being
empathetic and, most importantly, providing tailored communication (Green, 2012).
Tailored communication is important for immigrants with poor English proficiency,
unique cultural beliefs and poor health literacy. It has been suggested that patient-centred
communication has the following functions: facilitating a healing relationship through
building of trust, empathy, and mutual understanding; information exchange emphasising
patients’ information needs, patient’s literacy level, and culture; involving patients and
important others in decision-making through information exchange; and supporting
patient self-management by assisting patients to navigate the healthcare system,
encouraging patient autonomy and self-efficacy (Epstein & Street, 2007).
Patient-centred communication is associated with patient satisfaction with care,
especially among less confident patients such as those with poor language proficiency, as
it encourages and motivates them to express their views (Zandbelt et al., 2007). Further,
patient-centred communication has been associated with high self-efficacy, enhanced
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treatment adherence, effective chronic disease management and improved health
outcomes (Finney Rutten et al., 2016).
One barrier to patient-centred communication is that many HCPs have the perception that
patient-centred communication takes longer, which may place further pressure on the
HCP given their lack of time. However, it has been shown that patient-centred
communication is similar to other skills. That is, while it takes practice to perfect its
efficient use, eventually consultation time tends to be reduced as HCPs gain experience
in patient-centred communication (King & Hoppe, 2013).
Additionally, HCPs tend to lack knowledge about patient-centred communication. This
is compounded by limited patient-centred communication training in undergraduate
health courses. In a recent Australian study, HCPs spoke of barriers to patient-centred
communication – which included lack of time – and stressed the need for training to
elevate their confidence and ability to ‘facilitate’ patient-centred communication. Patientcentred communication training can enable HCPs to learn and implement effective
patient-centred communication approaches that suit the individual patient (Kilpatrick,
Elliott & Fry, 2019). HCP training has been shown to improve patient satisfaction with
information and care and enhance HCPs’ counselling (Haskard et al., 2008). Accordingly,
HCP communication training is recommended for currently practising HCPs and those
undertaking health-related pre-registration courses. They should be educated in patientcentred communication approaches that are effective, particularly among immigrant
patients. This is important given that a high number of immigrant patients use the
Australian health care system, due to immigrants having a high prevalence of chronic
disease. This training could be offered as part of continuing professional development.
It is also important to educate patients regarding effective HCP–patient communication,
including the need for assertiveness during consultation, to be able to obtain information
needed for effective self-management, and be able to obtain answers to their questions.
Moreover, it is important to alert them to their rights within the health care system
including the right to ask for an interpreter when needed, the right to be involved in health
care decision-making and the right to obtain needed information. This training could be
provided by Arabic-speaking HCPs as part of health promotion lectures delivered in
Arabic-speaking community settings (similar to the interactive lectures discussed in
section 7.2).
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Another barrier to provider support is poor patient empowerment. Patient empowerment
is an important component of the PCC model and was strongly advocated by both
participant groups in Study Three of this thesis. According to the WHO, patient
empowerment refers to ‘[a] process in which patients understand their role, are given the
knowledge and skills by their health-care provider to perform a task in an environment
that recognises community and cultural differences and encourages patient participation’
(WHO, 2009).
Patient empowerment enables patients with CVD to undertake secondary prevention
measures and self-manage their disease. Patient empowerment is facilitated through
appropriate health education and effective HCP–patient communication (Angwenyi et al.,
2019). Empowerment is important for those with CVD as it may enhance secondary
prevention, enhance health outcomes and decrease health service use (Yuan et al., 2017).
Patients with CVD in various studies, and in Study Three of this thesis, have reported the
need for empowerment. Participants in these studies stressed the need to be empowered
by way of being educated regarding their disease and treatment by their HCPs (Lie et al.,
2012; Valaker et al., 2017) as well as by being referred to CR programs (Hanssen et al.,
2005; Lie et al., 2012; Valaker et al., 2017).
The most commonly documented barriers to patient empowerment among immigrants are
cultural and linguistic barriers (Zhang et al., 2017). The Arabic-speaking immigrant group
faces major barriers to empowerment due to factors including sociocultural norms
(Olaya-Contreras et al., 2019) that they retain in their host countries, making patient
empowerment challenging (Gholizadeh et al., 2011; Olaya-Contreras et al., 2019; Sadig
et al., 2017). For example, the traditional Arabic diet tends to be a high-calorie diet; this
is compounded by their frequent social gatherings, which involve high-calorie meals
(Ozbay et al., 2007; Sadig et al., 2017), a cultural practice they continue to follow in their
host country (Olaya-Contreras et al., 2019). Additionally, poor HCP–patient
communication due to language barriers may be a barrier to patient empowerment by
HCPs, particularly in light of lack of HCPs’ time (El Samman et al., 2013). These issues
are compounded by lack of referral to CR programs, and lack of culturally competent CR
programs for immigrants such as Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD (Juergens et al.,
2016). Unlike Caucasian English-speaking background participants in Study One,
Arabic-speaking participants appeared to face barriers to empowerment including cultural
barriers (for example, following a traditional high-calorie diet, and fatalism), and
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language barriers. These barriers were also cited as barriers to CR participation. Poor
patient empowerment impacted on these patients’ CVD secondary prevention.
It is important to empower Arabic-speaking immigrants to undertake secondary
prevention measures, as health education is minimal in the Arab countries and
preventative care is very basic, and is unknown to many (Salman, 2012). Hence, HCPs
should educate Arabic-speaking patients on CVD secondary prevention. It is important
that the information provided be culturally competent, and linguistically suitable, as
Arabic-speaking participants in Study Three strongly advocated services and information
that are culturally and linguistically appropriate. Such education may enhance secondary
prevention and treatment adherence among this patient group (Omboni & Caserini, 2018).
While physicians tend to perceive that secondary prevention education is within the core
of their responsibility, barriers to patient empowerment include physicians’ lack of time
(Harris, 2008). This issue is further compounded by HCP–patient communication issues
faced by immigrants due to poor English proficiency (Jowsey et al., 2011; Al-Krenawi &
Graham, 2000), cultural beliefs (Al-Krenawi & JGraham, 2000) and poor health literacy
(Yuan et al., 2017), which may be barriers to patient empowerment by HCPs. Unlike
Caucasian English-speaking background participants in Study One of this thesis, Arabicspeaking participants, many of whom reported poor English proficiency, poor health
literacy and cultural barriers to secondary prevention, reported that their HCPs do not
educate them regarding CVD secondary prevention, nor do they refer them to CR
programs. It is possible that cultural and language barriers to care, as well as patients’
poor health literacy, impeded physicians’ ability to educate this patient group regarding
secondary prevention, particularly given physicians’ lack of time. Consequently, as
mentioned previously, there is a need for HCP education regarding effective patientcentred communication approaches that can be effective for immigrant patients. There is
also a pressing need for pharmacist–physician collaboration, which could enable
pharmacists (who must also be trained regarding effective communication approaches) to
educate these patients regarding secondary prevention, given physicians’ lack of time.
The availability of a HCP such as a pharmacist who can support patients with CVD,
provide them with individualised, patient-centred information, empower them, answer
their questions and support their self-management efforts, could significantly improve
secondary prevention among those with CVD. It could also play an important role in
monitoring medication adherence. Pharmacist–physician collaboration by way of
implementing pharmacy-based disease management programs was strongly advocated by
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Arabic-speaking participants in Study One, and by both participant groups in Study
Three, in light of physicians’ lack of time.
Evidence suggests that pharmacy-based disease management services – which include
the development of an individualised treatment plan, interprofessional collaboration,
providing patients with information to educate/empower them regarding their disease and
medications, and monitoring patients’ medication use – could enhance medication
adherence (Sturgess, 2003; Lee. et al., 2006; Bajorek et al., 2016; Ponniah et al., 2007).
They can also improve clinical outcomes (Cai et al., 2013; Bajorek et al., 2016), reduce
hospital readmissions and mortality rates, improve treatment knowledge (Ponniah et al.,
2007) and improve health outcomes (Lui et al., 2017), particularly among patients with
CVD (Tsuyuki, 2002; Omboni & Caserini, 2018) and those of ethnic backgrounds
(George, McNamara & Stewart, 2011).
Given GPs’ lack of time, there is a need to implement a low-cost community pharmacybased CVD management program. Pharmacists in this program can educate patients
regarding CVD risk factors and medication use in order to empower them to self-manage
their disease. Pharmacists can also provide patients with individualised information
(which was strongly advocated by Arabic-speaking participants in Study Three), after
assessing their health information needs , including assessing their health literacy levels.
Additionally, pharmacist–physician collaboration may enable pharmacists to monitor and
solve patients’ medication issues. Thus, these services could improve information access,
patient empowerment, treatment adherence and self-management, all of which are
important in CVD secondary prevention.
It should be noted that while Caucasian English-speaking background participants in
Study One were not keen on joining pharmacy-based CVD management programs,
Caucasian English-speaking background participants in Study Three strongly advocated
such a service. This is possibly because more details regarding the program were listed
in the Study Three questionnaire, given the purpose of that study. Accordingly, the service
may have been viewed by these participants as essential in meeting their health care
needs.
Pharmacists are in a good position to provide effective CVD management programs. This
is due to their high expertise, accessibility and established good relationship with
physicians, and because patients with CVD frequently visit community pharmacies to
obtain their medicines (Buss et al., 2018). However, pharmacy-based disease
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management programs are not offered in many pharmacies in Australia due to factors
including cost, lack of adequate remuneration, lack of physician involvement and lack of
community pharmacists’ time (Buss et al., 2018). In 2011, the Pharmaceutical Society of
Australia launched an evidence-based program called the ‘Health Destination Pharmacy’
in community pharmacies in an attempt to transform community pharmacies into health
hubs delivering clinical pharmacy services. The pilot phase, which took place between
2011 and 2013 and included 14 community pharmacies, enjoyed some success. However,
only approximately 30 pharmacies have signed up for the program by 2017. Initial
investigations suggested that one reason for lack of motivation to join the program is that
it takes longer to coach patients, on top of dispensing tasks. Lack of ‘customisation’ was
also an issue (Paola, 2018).
There is a need for future research to identify a cost-effective uniform community
pharmacy-based CVD management program whereby pharmacists are sufficiently
compensated for their service. It is suggested that pharmacists who conduct these services
should be non-dispensing pharmacists given lack of community pharmacists’ time. That
is, they should be employed in a similar manner to consultant pharmacists conducting
HMRs.
It is also reported that one barrier to provider support is lack of referral to CR programs.
The group of patients least likely to be referred to or participate in CR programs are
immigrant patients (Al-Sharifi et al., 2019; Gallagher et al., 2020). It has been
documented that GPs may not refer patients if they perceive that they are not motivated
to participate, or that the service does not suit them (Piepoli et al., 2015; Piepoli et al.,
2016). Unlike Caucasian English-speaking background participants in Study One,
Arabic-speaking participants who expressed interest in joining CR programs to enable
them to be empowered indicated that they have not been informed of CR programs. HCPs
may have perceived that, due to patients’ cultural and linguistic issues, poor health
literacy and apparent low self-efficacy, CR programs would not be suitable for them.
Moreover, there are no tailored programs for immigrant patient groups (Haghshenas &
Davidson, 2011; Neubeck et al., 2011). Immigrant patients do not tend to join health
programs that are not tailored to their needs. Evidence shows that CR programs that do
not meet immigrant patients’ linguistic and cultural needs tend to be unsuccessful (OlayaContreras et al., 2019). This calls for the development of tailored CR programs for Arabicspeaking immigrants with CVD, given that they tend to have high prevalence of recurrent
CVD events and death.
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According to the WHO, social determinants of health including culture and social norms
have a significant impact on chronic disease morbidity (Cockerham, Hamby & Oates,
2017). Hence, CR programs for immigrants cannot be successful unless social, cultural
and linguistic barriers to CR are addressed. Siddiqui et al. (2017) showed that the
implementation of a culturally competent lifestyle intervention significantly reduced
body weight, body mass index and low-density lipoprotein-cholesterol (LDL-cholesterol)
among the intervention group (Iraqi immigrants) compared to the control group. Tailored
health programs were strongly advocated by Arabic-speaking immigrants in Study Three,
with most participants strongly endorsing item 23, ‘I should be referred to health services
that include health care providers who speak my language and are of my culture’, as they
wished to be empowered by HCPs who can ‘accommodate’ their needs.
According to the literature, effective interventions to overcome health disparities among
immigrant groups should enhance health literacy and improve patients’ ‘competence’
during HCP–patient encounters. They should use the assistance of a ‘third party’, such as
a health worker, to enable the delivery of culturally competent information that can be
easily understood and implemented by the patient. Additionally, they should be designed
for a ‘specific’ immigrant population in order to meet their needs (Yuan et al., 2017).
It is recommended that culturally tailored, patient-centred and evidence-based CR
programs be developed and implemented among Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD
given their higher risk of recurrent CVD events and death compared to other patient
groups. These programs should be patient-centred and culturally tailored to suit these
patients’ needs and preferences. Members of the Arabic-speaking community, including
Arabic-speaking HCPs, should be involved in developing these programmes. In that
regard, members may suggest effective approaches to ensuring that the program is
culturally and linguistically suitable. The program should include trained Arabicspeaking health care workers to cater for patients who prefer to visit Arabic-speaking
HCPs. This would enable the provision of a culturally and linguistically suitable service
for those who prefer it.
The above-mentioned programs should include training regarding low-cost and timeefficient approaches to physical activity, such as effective home-based exercises. These
programs should also include cooking classes that enable patients to follow a healthy,
low-cost yet traditional diet. Individual patients’ barriers to secondary prevention,
including social and cultural barriers, should be discussed and addressed. The program
should focus on improving patients’ self-efficacy, Internal HLC and health literacy.
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Furthermore, a booklet outlining important information covered during the program
(including illustrations to enhance comprehension) should be provided to patients and
should be available in the Arabic and English languages.

7.4 Mitigation of language barrier
Australia is one of the most multicultural countries in the world (Dassanayake et al.,
2009). In Australia there are 200 ethnic groups, speaking more than 300 languages at
home (Dassanayake et al., 2009). There has been a significant rise in the number of
individuals with poor English proficiency between 2011 and 2016, possibly due to factors
including the significant influx of refugees from war-torn Arabic-speaking countries
following the Arab spring. The Australian Government has ‘unsuccessfully legislated for
the introduction of a requirement of English competency at the level of IELTS 6’(IELTS
refers to International English Language Testing System which is an English language
proficiency test designed for non-native English language speakers) in order to grant
immigrants the Australian citizenship (McDonald, Moyle & Temple, 2019, p. 113). This
is of concern given that immigrants, particularly Arabic-speaking immigrants, tend to
have high prevalence of chronic diseases such as CVD (Dassanayake et al., 2009;
Dassanayake et al., 2011; Gallegos et al., 2019; NSW Health, 2008) that necessitate
frequent encounters with the Australian health care system.
According to the literature, and Study One of this thesis, immigrants face various healthrelated issues due to poor English proficiency. This is because language barriers
contribute to health inequities by impeding effective HCP–patient communication (Filler
et al., 2020; Joo & Lee, 2016), decreasing health care access (Gesink et al., 2014; de
Moissac & Bowen, 2018; Garrett, Dickson et al., 2008; Yosef, 2008), hindering patient
involvement in decision-making (Dobler et al., 2017), hindering care coordination (NgoMetzger et al., 2003) and hindering empowerment (Maleku & Aguirre, 2014), all of which
are important dimensions of the PCC model which has been strongly advocated by Study
Three participants. Language barriers contribute to health disparities, poor treatment
adherence (Garrett, Dickson et al., 2008), delayed presentation, misdiagnosis, poor
confidence in the health care system – which may have an impact on health-seeking
behaviour (de Moissac & Bowen, 2018) – and poor health outcomes (Yeo, 2004).
Therefore, there is a need to mitigate immigrants’ language barriers to care.
Accessible care refers to care that is available at the right place and at the right time,
taking into account the needs of the various patient populations (Rogers, 1999).
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Accessible care contributes to health equity and improved health outcomes (Alzubaidi et
al., 2014). Consequently, access to care is one of the dimensions of PCC. Patient-centred
access involves providing patients with access to needed and preferred types of care,
which can be accessed in timely manner. It also involves appropriate access to health
services. Further, it involves the provision of individualised information that suits the
patient’s needs and preferences (that is, patient-centred information) and encourages
patients to exchange information, including regarding their concerns and needs (Scholl et
al., 2014).
One of the major contributors to poor access to care is language barriers (Gesink et al.,
2014; de Moissac & Bowen, 2018; Garrett, Dickson et al., 2008; Yosef, 2008).
Consequently, immigrants face poor access to care compared to their non-immigrant
counterparts (Henderson & Kendall, 2011; Guirgis et al., 2012). In a Queensland-based
study, immigrant participants (including Arabic-speaking participants) reported that
language barriers, which led to poor HCP–patient communication, were the main
contributor to poor access to care (Henderson & Kendall, 2011). Similarly, a Sydneybased study involving immigrant outpatients (including Arabic-speaking participants)
found that the most common barrier to access reported by participants was language
barriers. In that study, language barriers resulted in late presentation (that is, patients
tended to seek care at an advanced stage of the disease) (Guirgis et al., 2012). Likewise,
in another Sydney-based study Arabic-speaking participants reported that they did not
understand ‘anything at all’ due to factors such as being spoken to at a fast pace and not
understanding medical terminology. According to that study, these communication
barriers contributed to poor care provision and poor compliance (Garrett, Dickson et al.,
2008).
Poor English proficiency results in poor HCP–patient communication (Filler et al., 2020;
Joo & Lee, 2016), which, in turn, leads to poor information access (Al-Sharifi et al., 2019;
Floyd & Sakellariou, 2017). Patients with poor English-proficiency tend to experience
poor patient–HCP communication. This is because those with poor English proficiency
may not be able to express their concerns and needs, or to understand information
regarding their disease and treatment (Juergens et al., 2016; Attard et al., 2013), which
leads to poor information access (Aslani et al., 2011; Jacobs, 2001). This, in turn, may
result in poor adherence (Aslani et al., 2011), poor self-management (El Samman et al.,
2013; Gholami et al., 2014), poor health-seeking behaviour, dissatisfaction with care
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(Garrett, Dickson et al., 2008; El Samman et al., 2013), misdiagnosis (de Moissac &
Bowen, 2018) and poor health outcomes (Jacobs, 2001; El Samman et al., 2013).
Poor English proficiency is possibly the reason Arabic-speaking participants in Study
One (many of whom reported poor or unsatisfactory English proficiency) reported poor
information access. Unlike Caucasian English-speaking background participants in Study
One, Arabic-speaking participants reported that HCPs do not explore all their health care
concerns or answer their questions. Many participants reported that language barriers
(particularly HCPs speaking at a fast speed) contribute to communication barriers and
result in poor understanding of information provided by HCPs. According to participants,
this resulted in poor adherence and poor disease management. This points to the role of
patient-centred communication that is tailored to the individual patient’s needs, including
her/his linguistic needs, in improving information access among those with poor English
proficiency. Patient-centred communication encourages and motivates those with poor
language proficiency to express their views and may enable them understand the
information provided (Naughton, 2018).
Lack of provision of individualised information that suits the patient’s Englishproficiency level leads to poor information access as patients may not be able to
understand health information, including available resources (Bramberg et al., 2012;
Filler et al., 2020). Arabic-speaking immigrants in Study One of this thesis reported poor
access to information due to poor English proficiency. Hence, individual participant’s
English proficiency level played a role in the type of information modules preferred by
each participant, highlighting the need for accessible and patient-centred information. The
need for patient-centred information was evident in Study Three participants’
preferences, as participants strongly preferred individualised information that suits the
patient’s needs. Participants strongly preferred translated information, and the use of an
interpreter when needed. Patient-centred information access can improve adherence
(Currie et al., 2015), self-management (Valaker et al., 2017) and, in turn, secondary
prevention. It should be noted that Caucasian English-speaking background participants
also had various preferences regarding the type of information modules needed, which
indicates that patient-centred information is preferred by all patients with CVD.
It should be noted that while Arabic-speaking participants in Study One rejected the idea
of tailored information, Study Three participants strongly preferred it. This is possibly
because Arabic-speaking participants in Study One feared discrimination (if perceived as
different), which some have encountered in the health care system. Additionally, Study
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Three participants were more likely to report having unsatisfactory to poor English
proficiency than those in Study One (61.8% of Study Three participants vs 40% of Study
One participants).
Given the importance of information access in undertaking secondary prevention
measures and improving health outcomes and given that language barriers contribute
significantly to poorer information access (Garrett, Dickson et al., 2008; Maleku &
Aguirre, 2014), there is a need to provide patients with tailored information that suits their
linguistic needs. Therefore, HCPs should assess individual patient’s information needs
and provide them with individualised information that meets their needs and preferences.
It is recommended that the information provided be in the form of a consumer medicines
information (CMI) that should be available in the Arabic language (if preferred by the
patient). It should be simple and should be with demonstrations, to enhance
comprehension.
There are some easily accessible websites that provide information regarding various
health

topics

in

English

and

Arabic.

For

example,

Medline

Plus

(https://medlineplus.gov/languages/arabic.html) provides CMIs regarding a wide range
of diseases. These CMIs are also available in the Arabic language. Similarly, The
Australian Heart Foundation website provides online CMIs on heart health and healthy
lifestyle in English, Arabic and other languages. These CMIs contain illustrations to assist
with

comprehension

(see https://www.heartfoundation.org.au/heart-health-

education/info-lote). In addition, there are websites that offer medication-related CMIs in
the Arabic language. The websites provide detailed, simplified medication-related
information for a wide range of medications in Arabic. These websites are easily
accessible to HCPs, including English-speaking HCPs, and may allow the provision of
individualised information to patients with poor English proficiency. The information is
in printable form. It is recommended that these website addresses be circulated to HCPs
using the Pharmacy Board and Medical Board online newsletters. They should also be
circulated to Arabic community groups.
Poor language proficiency may also impact on patient empowerment, as HCPs may find
it difficult to educate patients with poor English proficiency regarding their disease and
treatment, leading to poor self-management and poor adherence (Garrett, Dickson et al.,
2008). According to Garrett et al., language barriers decrease health care equity as they
exclude patients with poor language proficiency from ‘institutional interaction’, which
leads to disempowerment (Garrett, Dickson et al., 2008). Unlike Caucasian English219

speaking background participants in Study One, Arabic-speaking participants, many of
whom reported poor English proficiency, reported that their English-speaking HCPs do
not empower them to self-manage their disease. Further, immigrants with poor English
proficiency may not be willing to be referred to preventative care services due to language
barriers (Al-Sharifi et al., 2019). Lack of understanding of HCPs tends to discourage
immigrant patients from joining CR programs (Chauhan et al., 2010). One of the reasons
for lack of uptake of CR programs by Arabic-speaking participants in Study One was
poor English proficiency, and this impacted in turn on their uptake of secondary
prevention measures. Therefore, it is important that those with poor English proficiency
are offered an interpreter, and that CR programs are tailored to Arabic-speaking
immigrants’ linguistic needs. These mitigation factors were strongly advocated by
participants in Study Three. Patient empowerment may enable patients with CVD to
undertake appropriate secondary prevention measures and to self-manage their disease
appropriately (Valaker et al., 2017).
Poor English proficiency may also impact care coordination among immigrants (Arabicspeaking participants in Study One and Study Three strongly advocated care
coordination), as poor communication between HCPs and patients hinders their
understanding of patients’ needs, such as the need for coordinating transportation or the
need for interpreter services (Ngo-Metzger et al., 2003). Care coordination promotes selfmanagement and CVD secondary prevention (Valaker et al., 2017) and improves
healthcare quality (Laslett et al., 2012).
Poor English proficiency may hinder shared decision-making, whereby patients are
involved in health care decision-making. When language barriers exist, it may be
challenging for HCPs to initiate shared decision-making, exchange the information
needed to facilitate shared decision-making, discuss treatment options and reach a
decision regarding a preferred treatment (Dobler et al., 2017). Consequently, language
barriers may prompt HCPs to adopt a paternalistic approach to decision-making (Dobler
et al., 2017). This was apparent in Study One of this thesis, where, unlike Caucasian
English-speaking background participants, Arabic-speaking participants who indicated
that they prefer to be involved in health care decision-making (those participants tended
to have high education levels) reported that they were not encouraged to do so. These
participants reported that they are never asked to provide their opinion and are never
provided with sufficient/any information to enable them to make informed decisions.
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Involvement in decision-making is important for patients with CVD as it enables HCPs
to explore patients’ needs and promotes adherence to treatment (Mah, Muthupalaniappen
& Chong, 2016). This is important given that Arabic-speaking participants in Study One
reported that HCPs do not explore or address all their concerns and needs, which, in some
cases, led to significant adverse health outcomes. Involvement in decision-making may
be important for Arabic-speaking people due to their need for their cultural beliefs to be
incorporated into the care, as their cultural beliefs play a major role in disease
management (Alzubaidi et al., 2017; El Masri et al., 2020; Kovai et al., 2019). Study
Three participants strongly advocated that cultural needs be incorporated into their care.
This could be attained by involving patients in health care decision-making.
Therefore, it is important to mitigate language barriers. This will facilitate patient
involvement in decision-making, improve HCP-patient communication (E. A. Jacobs,
2001) which in turn may improve health care access, improve patient empowerment,
(Maleku & Aguirre, 2014; White et al., 2019; Zimbudzi, Thompson, & Terrill, 2010) and
enhance care coordination, most of which appeared to be barriers to care among Arabicspeaking participants in Study One, and all of which are PCC dimensions. PCC was
strongly advocated by Study Three participants.
Therefore, in addition to the need for HCP training in patient-centred communication
approaches that meet the needs of those with poor English proficiency (as discussed
above), there is also a need to improve access to Arabic-speaking HCPs and to offer
Arabic-speaking patients with poor English proficiency a qualified health interpreter.
Some Arabic-speaking immigrants, including some Arabic-speaking immigrants in Study
One, prefer visiting Arabic-speaking HCPs due to having poor English proficiency (El
Samman et al., 2013; Quine, 1999). Similarly, Study Three participants strongly endorsed
item 23, ‘I should be referred to health services that include health care providers who
speak my language and are of my culture’. Seijo, Gomez and Freidenberg (1991) found
that immigrants who visited language-concordant physicians tended to ask more
questions and had better recall of information than those who visited English-speaking
physicians. However, Arabic-speaking immigrants in Australia, including those in Study
One of this thesis, reported difficulty locating Arabic-speaking HCPs (El Samman et al.,
2013), forcing those willing to visit Arabic-speaking HCP, to only visit English-speaking
HCPs instead. This contributed to poor HCP–patient communication. Therefore, it is
recommended that a HCP registry be developed that lists HCPs and languages spoken.
This registry could be circulated to Arabic community centres and religious organisation
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( for example, mosques and churches). In order to develop the registry, an invitation could
be sent out to physicians and pharmacists via the Pharmacy Board online newsletter, the
Medical Board Newsletter and the AHPRA Facebook page. HCPs who speak Arabic and
who are willing to be listed can complete a simple online form in which they list their
details. This list can be easily collated and circulated to Arabic community centres and
religious organisation.
The use of interpreter services may mitigate language barriers among immigrants
(Maleku & Aguirre, 2014; White et al., 2019; Zimbudzi et al., 2010). The Australian
Charter of Healthcare Rights emphasises that patients have the right to be offered and use
a ‘qualified interpreter’ when needed. Additionally, the Australian Government ‘Access
and Equity Framework’ for government services identifies effective communication
using approaches such as the use of interpreters as a ‘guiding principle’ (Vanstone, 2012).
Despite the above, there is underuse of interpreters by HCPs in Australia (White et al.,
2019; Fritz et al., 2016). Despite the need for medication-related information, particularly
by patients with CVD (Valaker et al., 2017), as highlighted by participants in studies of
this thesis, pharmacies do not offer interpreter services (Alzubaidi et al., 2018). Many
immigrants may be unaware of interpreter services offered by HCPs (White et al., 2019).
Further, Arabic-speaking participants in Study One, who stressed the need for interpreter
services to be present during medical encounters, indicated that this service is never
offered to them. Lack of use of interpreter services by HCPs is due to factors including
the time needed to ‘engage’ interpreters, short consultation times, lack of HCPs’
familiarity with the available interpreter services, and patient preference (Vanstone,
2012).
Many Arabic-speaking immigrants (El Samman et al., 2013; Ngwakongnwi et al., 2012),
including many participants in Study One, prefer to use family members as interpreters
to maintain their privacy, which is highly valued in their culture (Padela et al., 2011) as
emphasised by Study One and Study Three participants. However, Hammoud et al.
(2005) warn against using family members as interpreters, as using patients’ children as
interpreters may affect the ‘power structure’ of the family. Further, family members who
are unskilled at interpreting, particularly in the area of health (possibly due to poor health
literacy), may omit important information needed by a HCP to appropriately manage the
patient’s disease. Additionally, family members may conceal bad news (Hammoud et al.,
2005; El Samman et al., 2013). Using family members as interpreters may also deter
patients from asking HCPs sensitive questions. Additionally, it may be hard to access
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family/friends during consultation times (El Samman et al., 2013). Thus, it is important
to encourage Arabic-speaking immigrants to use an interpreter, while assuring them that
their privacy will be maintained.
While it was observed that many participants in Study One preferred to use family
members as interpreters, most participants in Study Three preferred the use of an
interpreter when needed. This may be because it was specified in the related questionnaire
item (Study Three questionnaire) that patient privacy must be maintained with the use of
an interpreter. Hence, it seems that the uptake of interpreter services by these patients
may increase once HCPs assure them that their privacy will be maintained.
Therefore, there is a need for assured privacy when providing Arabic-speaking patients
with an interpreter service. However, if patients have significant concerns that the
interpreter may know them or their circle, HCPs can consider booking an interpreter from
interstate. Further, if the patient is worried about confidentiality, the HCP may develop a
code word with the patient. Once the patient feels concerned about confidentiality in the
presence of the interpreter, they can use the code word to alert the HCP to end
conversation with the interpreter.
There is a need to offer Arabic-speaking patients with poor English proficiency a
‘qualified health interpreter’. The use of a qualified health interpreter may prevent clinical
errors, improve access to care, reduce health care expenditure (as it prevents misdiagnosis
and increases the uptake of preventative services) and ensure privacy.
Furthermore, to ensure understanding it is important when selecting a health interpreter
for Arabic-speaking immigrants to ensure that the interpreter not only speaks their
language but also has the same accent as the patient. This factor is not currently
considered by HCPs when booking an interpreter, which may be another reason patients
tend to use family members as interpreters.
It is also recommended that free English language classes be promoted to Arabicspeaking patients with poor English proficiency. The Australian Government offers free
English classes, including the Adult Migrant English Program. This program offers free
English classes in over 300 location around Australia as well as at-home English teachers
and online English classes (Collins et al., 2018). These services should be promoted in
Arabic community groups, churches and mosques, and also on related Facebook pages,
which may be accessible to younger people. These services go a step further as they also
provide ‘settlement skills’, including regarding the Australian culture. This may assist in
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patient integration in the Australian society, which may improve these patients’ health
literacy and access to care.
It is also recommended that, where possible, health care practices and pharmacies in
suburbs that are heavily populated by Arabic-speaking immigrants employ bilingual
support staff who speak Arabic. This could improve access to care among Arabicspeaking immigrants (de Moissac & Bowen, 2018). Again, assuring patients that their
privacy will be maintained is crucial when using bilingual staff. Additionally, a leaflet
should be circulated to health care practices and pharmacies regarding how to book
interpreters.

7.5 Mitigation of cultural barriers
Culturally sensitive health care has been defined as health care in which HCPs
acknowledge that patients may have cultural needs, respect and are sensitive to such
needs, and are willing and able to provide patients with services in a manner that is
relevant to patients’ needs (Isaacs, 2013). Cultural sensitivity enables the provision of
culturally competent care. Cultural competence refers to ‘the knowledge, skills, and
attitudes required for providing quality clinical care to patients from different cultural,
ethnic, and racial backgrounds’ (Cai, 2016, p. 269). It refers to an individualised care plan
that is initiated by an evaluation through a ‘cultural lens’ (Cai, 2016; Purnell, 2002).
Culturally competent care may improve health care access, promote health-promoting
behaviour (Aboul-Enein & Aboul-Enein, 2010; Al Abed, Davidson & Hickman, 2014;
Fritz et al., 2016), increase health care utilisation and improve preventative care among
Arabic-speaking immigrants (Salman, 2012; Shah et al., 2008).
Arabic-speaking immigrants face cultural barriers to care (Abuelezam, El-Sayed & Galea,
2018; Alzubaidi et al., 2018; Fritz et al., 2016) as they do not tend to be provided with the
culturally competent care that they need (Aboul-Enein & Aboul-Enein, 2010; Fritz et al.,
2016). It is well documented that Arabic-speaking immigrants may be stereotyped,
discriminated against, not provided with individualised care that meets their cultural
needs, and experience lack of access to culturally competent services (Aboul-Enein &
Aboul-Enein, 2010; Al Abed et al., 2014; Alzubaidi et al., 2017). According to Erickson
and Al-Timimi (2001), Arabic-speaking immigrants experience fear when consulting
HCPs who are not of Arabic-speaking background as they may not understand them or
understand their culture, and may negatively stereotype them. Similarly, in a study by
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Girgis and Ward (2004), Arabic-speaking participants reported that lack of culturally
competent services was a barrier to utilising health services.
Lack of cultural competence among HCPs results in poor access to care (Alzubaidi et al.,
2015), poor adoption of health-promoting behaviour (Serour et al., 2007), poor helpseeking behaviour (Al Abed et al., 2014; Alzubaidi et al., 2015; Salman, 2012) and poor
medication adherence (Alzubaidi et al., 2015). These have significant impact on CVD
management and health outcomes (White et al., 2019). According to Leininger’s cultural
care theory, the provision of health care that is not harmonious with the patient’s values
and beliefs leads to cultural conflicts, which, in turn, cause tension and poor adherence
(Wehbe-Alamah, 2008). Further, according to Lipson, people from the Middle East tend
to ‘ignore’ health care providers’ advice and do not comply with it if HCPs do not take
into account important cultural beliefs (Lipson, 1983). Arabic-speaking participants in
Study One also reported that they do not adhere to advice with which they do not agree.
Therefore, it is important to provide Arabic-speaking patients with culturally competent
care.
Cultural factors may contribute to poor access to care among Arabic-speaking
immigrants. An Australian study showed that Arabic-speaking immigrants face
significantly more access issues than their English-speaking counterparts. In this study,
access barriers faced by Arabic-speaking immigrants included sociocultural beliefs,
which impacted on these patients’ health-seeking behaviour (Alzubaidi et al., 2015). This
was also evident from Study One results, where fatalism was one of the barriers to
participants’ participation in CR programs.
Lack of culturally competent health services results in poor access to care. Therefore, a
major unmet health care need of Arabic-speaking immigrants is the need for culturally
competent health services. Despite the literature discussing at length the need for
culturally competent health services, including culturally competent CR programs to
improve secondary prevention among immigrants, these services remain non-existent.
This contributes to poor access and poor empowerment (Woodruffe et al., 2015). In an
Australian study, Arabic-speaking participants indicated that poor uptake of health
services, including rehabilitation programs, by Arabic-speaking immigrants is due to the
lack of culturally competent services. In this study, HCPs’ reportedly failed to refer
patients to these services as they perceived them to be culturally insensitive, and hence
not suitable for Arabic-speaking immigrants (Tobin, 2000).
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Studies (Aboul-Enein & Aboul-Enein, 2010; Abuelezam et al., 2018; Alzubaidi et al.,
2015; Girgis & Ward, 2004), as well as Study Three of this thesis, identify the need for
providing Arabic-speaking patients with culturally competent care, including the
provision of culturally competent health services. Arabic-speaking participants in Study
Three recognised the importance of cultural competence. They strongly preferred joining
programs that are culturally competent, particularly services that are conducted by
Arabic-speaking HCPs to ensure that they are culturally competent services. It is
important that HCPs and the health care system as whole are sensitive to Arabic-speaking
immigrants’ cultural needs, as cultural beliefs and medical causes shape these patients’
disease explanatory model and impact on their health-related behaviour and needs (Cai,
2016; Purnell, 2002).
Therefore, it is recommended that community-based, culturally tailored CR programs
(details of the recommended CR program are as recommended in section 7.3) and health
services be implemented in areas that are heavily populated with Arabic-speaking
immigrants. These services can be conducted by Arabic-speaking HCPs. This may
improve adherence to these services, particularly given that 93% of Arabic-speaking
participants endorsed item 23 of Study Three questionnaire. ‘I should be referred to health
services that include health care providers who speak my language and are of my culture’.
A further step towards Arabic-speaking immigrants’ education and empowerment may
be to offer Arabic-speaking patients with CVD community-based, culturally tailored
secondary prevention education lectures (interactive lectures). These lectures should be
held in their community centres, mosques and churches, using Arabic-speaking HCPs.
These services may maintain lifestyle changes obtained from tailored CR programs. This
is particularly important as, according to Fletcher et al. (2014), there is a significant need
for long-term support and advice for cardiac patients.
Cultural beliefs may be barriers to health-promoting behaviour among Arabic-speaking
patients, which, in turn, may impact on their undertaking of secondary prevention
measures (Serour et al., 2007; Hatahet, Khosla & Fungwe, 2002; Health Promotion Unit
of the Central Sydney Area Health Service, 2003). For example, Arabic-speaking
immigrants’ cultural beliefs regarding diet and smoking may form barriers to undertaking
secondary prevention measures (Serour et al., 2007). Arabic-speaking participants in
Study One indicated that they do not undertake secondary prevention measures due to
factors including fatalism and cultural beliefs regarding secondary prevention measures
such as diet and exercise. For example, some participants believed that a healthy diet (a
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diet low in fat and carbohydrates) and physical activity may worsen their condition.
Additionally, a few participants did not acknowledge that a low-fat diet is important in
secondary prevention (their traditional diet is high in fat content). This highlights the
importance of providing these patients with culturally competent verbal and written
health messages.
Culturally competent HCP–patient communication can contribute to Arabic-speaking
immigrants’ understanding and acceptance of health information, which, in turn, may
promote the undertaking of secondary prevention measures (Kreps & Sparks, 2008). This
highlights the importance of HCP communication training, which may enable HCPs to
explore patients’ cultural beliefs and to provide them with culturally competent health
advice. This, in turn, may promote information access, empowerment and healthpromoting behaviour (Kreps & Sparks, 2008).
The provision of culturally tailored written health information may promote healthpromoting behaviour by improving information access among this patient group and
enhancing their empowerment (Kreps & Sparks, 2008). Currently, there is insufficient
culturally tailored written health information for Arabic-speaking immigrant patients (El
Samman et al., 2013). Therefore, it is recommended that the available online Arabic
health information highlighted in section 7.4 (for example, the Arabic CMIs available on
The Australian Heart foundation website) be investigated for cultural competence and
appropriateness for those with poor health literacy, and amendments made as necessary
(if amendments are approved by the Therapeutic Goods Administration). Therapeutic
Goods Administration. Kreps and Sparks suggest that any health information provided to
immigrants should be ‘pre-tested’ with a representative sample of the target immigrant
population, in a similar manner to the pilot study conducted for Study Three of this thesis.
This is to ensure that the information aligns with patients’ beliefs and is linguistically
acceptable, clear and simple (Kreps & Sparks, 2008). Thus, tailored health CMIs should
be ‘pre-tested’ using a representative sample of Arabic-speaking immigrants. This is
important as Arabic-speaking participants in Study Three strongly advocated the
provision of health information that is clear, simple and tailored to their cultural and
linguistic needs. Further, the CMIs should contain illustrations to simplify the message;
this approach is important for those with poor health literacy (Kreps & Sparks, 2008).
Cultural competence may improve HCP–patient relationship, which was strongly
endorsed by Study Three participants. Culturally competent HCP–patient communication
can improve HCP–patient relationship (Kreps & Sparks, 2008) among Arabic-speaking
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immigrants. This is important as this patient population tends to experience poor HCP–
patient relationship, particularly pharmacist–patient relationship, due to factors including
brief encounters, poor communication and poor information provision (Alzubaidi et al.,
2018). These were also highlighted by Arabic-speaking immigrants in Study One. Good
patient–HCP relationship characterised by trust, access and respect (Aboul-Enein &
Aboul-Enein, 2010; Alzubaidi et al., 2015) may enable HCPs to explore important health
care issues among Arabic-speaking patients, who tend to highly value privacy (Hammoud
et al., 2005). It may also improve medication adherence (Alzubaidi et al., 2018), selfmanagement (Fritz et al., 2016), health outcomes and patient satisfaction with care
(Robinson et al., 2008; Kibicho & Owczarzak, 2012; Robinson et al., 2008).
In order to gain Arabic-speaking immigrants’ trust and establish a good relationship with
them, there is a need to utilise effective verbal and non-verbal communication skills and
to establish a personal relationship with them (Hammoud et al., 2005). This will allow
them to feel ‘comfortable’, trust HCPs and be able to communicate effectively with them.
As Arabic-speaking patients value hospitality, it has been suggested that HCPs who
frequently work with Arabic-speaking immigrants should allow a short time of ‘warm up’
before starting consultations (Aboul-Enein & Aboul-Enein, 2010). During this time,
HCPs might have a social conversation with Arabic-speaking patients to support rapportbuilding, establishing a good HCP–patient relationship and establish trust (Aboul-Enein
& Aboul-Enein, 2010). This, in turn, may improve treatment adherence (Alzubaidi et al.,
2018), self-management (Fritz et al., 2016), health outcomes and patient satisfaction with
care (Robinson et al., 2008; Kibicho & Owczarzak, 2012). Accordingly, Study Three
participants strongly preferred HCPs who are friendly and easy to talk to as a ‘friend’.
Given short consultation times, HCPs who work with Arabic-speaking patients should
recommend that Arabic-speaking patients book a long consultation.
Important

cultural

aspects

that

should

be

considered

during

HCP–patient

interaction/communication to improve HCP–patient relationship include family
involvement in care and patient privacy. In Arabic culture, family involvement in care is
fundamental to patient care, as family contributes to the social, psychological and
emotional well-being of Arabic-speaking patients (Halligan, 2006). Patients may be
distressed if family members are not involved in their care (Hammoud et al., 2005;
Lipson, Reizian & Meleis, 1987). Further, it is the whole family that makes health-related
decisions, not simply the patient. Thus, involving family in the care management of
Arabic-speaking patients may be important for delivering culturally competent care
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(Islamic Council of Victoria, 2010; Halligan, 2006; Hammoud et al., 2005; Hasnain,
2006). Given the importance of family to Arabic-speaking people, involving family in
care (depending on patient preference) may improve the HCP–patient relationship.
While Study One participants emphasised the importance of family in disease
management, Study Three participants’ preferences for family involvement varied,
pointing to the need for a patient-centred approach to family involvement. It is possible
that fewer participants in Study Three wished family to be involved as more participants
reported poor health status and, hence, may not have wished to burden their family.
One cultural aspect that needs to be considered by HCPs is patient privacy, which was
emphasised by Study One and Study Three participants. Therefore, there is a need for
assured privacy when exploring cultural, social and psychological issues among this
patient group. Assured privacy may improve HCP–patient communication and improve
HCP–patient relationship and trust. Additionally, prior to asking questions, HCPs should
explain the reason for asking and establish whether it is acceptable to ask. Questions
should also be asked in a non-intrusive manner. This includes asking non-leading
questions in a vague manner, which may establish trust. Furthermore, using a few words
will prompt the patient to speak freely.
Continuity of care (relational continuity) which was strongly advocated by both
participant groups in Study Three, plays a major role in building an effective HCP–patient
relationship, particularly among Arabic-speaking people, who tend to build trust over
time as they develop a personal relationship with the HCP (Aboul-Enein & Aboul-Enein,
2010). Therefore, there is a need for policies that acknowledge the importance of
continuity of care in improving HCP–patient relationship and health care quality in
primary care. Further, primary care practices should be encouraged to attain continuity of
care by being provided with incentives to do so. These incentives should be offered to
health care practices as well as pharmacies.
Given the benefits associated with cultural competence, there is a need to explore Arabicspeaking patient’s cultural beliefs and needs and incorporate them into their care. Arabicspeaking participants in various studies, including those in Study Three, have indicated
the need for cultural competence and for their cultural needs to be incorporated into their
care (Epner & Baile, 2012; Kulwicki & Miller, 2000). HCPs should explore Arabicspeaking immigrants’ cultural needs using an appropriate communication approach. This
is particularly important given that Arabic-speaking participants in Study One and Study
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Three indicated that they do not wish for their cultural beliefs and needs to be explored
due to fear of discrimination, yet, in Study Three, almost all participants indicated the
need for their cultural needs to be incorporated into their care. This apparent contradiction
possibly arises because Arabic-speaking immigrants perceive HCPs’ communication
methods to be intrusive or offensive/discriminatory. This makes them reluctant to discuss
cultural issues with HCPs, despite perceiving such discussions as important in attaining
culturally competent care.
Therefore, it is recommended that HCPs and future HCPs should be trained regarding
patient-centred, culturally competent communication. This may enable them to explore
individual patient’s unique issues that may influence their health and illness (Hammoud
et al., 2005) and determine ‘what matters most to them in the experience of illness and
treatment’ (Epner & Baile, 2012, p. 35). It may also enable them to determine patients’
individual needs and preferences, and be able to determine mutual goals and develop
individualised care plans for treatment that are culturally competent (Epner & Baile,
2012). This may support a reduction of stereotyping, the provision of culturally competent
care, and the improvement of these patients’ health outcomes (Epner & Baile, 2012).

7.6 Health literacy
Having good health literacy is important in the prevention, screening and treatment of
CVD (Magnani et al., 2018). Health literacy refers to ‘the degree to which individuals
can access and process basic health information and services and thereby participate in
health-related decisions’ (Nutbeam, 2000, p. 260). This definition implies that health
literacy is not associated solely with patients’ cognitive skills (Ngoh, 2009) but includes
the ability to comprehend information, the ability to access it and the ability to utilise it
effectively. Health literacy presupposes some literacy skills to be able to read information,
in order to understand it (Ngoh, 2009); hence, education has been linked to health literacy
(Magnani et al., 2018). However, Ngoh (2009) warns that a high education level does not
guarantee that a patient will have high health literacy. This is possibly because patients’
health literacy is determined by a combination of factors including cultural beliefs
regarding disease and treatment, and, possibly, the type of education attained. Hence, it
is possible that even highly literate/educated patients may not understand medical terms
as they are not familiar with them (Ngoh, 2009). This calls for a non-stereotypical
assessment of individual patient’s health literacy and the need to provide individual
patients with health information that meets their health literacy needs.
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Health literacy is one of the key factors that determine the health outcomes of patients
with CVD. This is because health literacy promotes effective HCP–patient
communication (Gerges et al., 2018), health-related knowledge, healthy behaviour
(Magnani et al., 2018), information access, patient involvement in decision-making
(Nutbeam, 2000), treatment/medication adherence (Aslani et al., 2011; Ngoh, 2009) and
empowerment (Magnani et al., 2018), all of which are important in CVD secondary
prevention (Magnani et al., 2018). Health literacy also impacts on self-rated health and
mortality. Hence, health literacy is a key contributor to health disparities between various
patient groups and an important determinant of health outcomes (Ng & Omariba, 2013).
Having a sufficient level of health literacy is linked to better understanding of disease and
treatment and improved self-efficacy, which, in turn, enhance the undertaking of healthpromoting behaviour among those with CVD (Gerges et al., 2018). Self-efficacy is
important in promoting healthy behaviours (Magnani et al., 2018) as it enables patients
to take control of their treatment and feel confident in undertaking secondary prevention
measures (Carlson et al., 2019; McCaffery et al., 2019).
Having sufficient health literacy enables effective HCP–patient communication (Ngoh,
2009). This enables patients to understand their disease and treatment, which should
enable them to self-manage their disease appropriately and prevent medication errors
(Magnani et al., 2018). On the other hand, those with poor health literacy may not fully
understand the impact of their disease or the services needed to enable them to selfmanage their disease (Ngoh, 2009). Ngo-Metzger and colleagues found that, compared
to patients with sufficient health literacy, those with poor health literacy are more likely
to report experiencing poor HCP–patient communication, including poor clarity
regarding disease and treatment as they are less likely to understand health information
compared to those with satisfactory health literacy (Ngo-Metzger et al., 2006).
Consequently, they may also be less likely to self-manage their disease, utilise preventive
health care services (Choudhry et al., 2019; Crengle et al., 2018), adhere to treatments,
and be more likely to experience medication errors (Choudhry et al., 2019).
Poor health literacy tends to be more prevalent among immigrants than their nonimmigrant counterparts (Choudhry et al., 2019; Gerges et al., 2018; Magnani et al., 2018).
In Australia, health literacy is lower among immigrants from non-English-speaking
countries (ABS, 2008; Ng & Omariba, 2013; Chauhan et al., 2010; Gerges et al., 2018).
There are a number of factors contributing to these immigrants’ poor health literacy,
including low education levels, poor English proficiency, low SES, cultural factors and
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poor literacy (Magnani et al., 2018; Ng & Omariba, 2013). These issues may be
compounded by the complexity of both the available health information and the health
care system (Choudhry et al., 2019). Immigrant patients do not understand their consumer
rights within the Australian health care system, including the right to ask for longer
appointments and to ask questions. Consequently, they may not ask questions or express
their needs when faced with an unapproachable HCP.
Poor health literacy has been reported by Arabic-speaking participants in Study One. This
may be because many (40%) Arabic-speaking participants in Study One reported having
unsatisfactory to poor English proficiency, which has been linked to poor health literacy.
Additionally, although some of these participants have high education (33.3% of
participants had a bachelor’s degree or higher), this may not necessarily indicate that they
have good health literacy (Ngoh, 2009). Further, it is well documented that Arabicspeaking immigrants do not tend to be well integrated into a host society even after many
years of living in that society (Al Wekhian, 2015). Accordingly, it is possible that lack of
integration may be a contributing factor to their poor health literacy, as they may continue
to have cultural beliefs regarding health and treatment that contribute to their poor health
literacy. This is particularly so as Study One participants appeared to have culturally
based inaccurate health beliefs. Hence, they had poor understanding of secondary
prevention measures, reported poor undertaking of healthy behaviour, reported
experiencing poor HCP-patient communication, and reported poor information access.
Additionally, some participants did not wish to be referred to CR programs due to
fatalistic beliefs. Further, Study One and Study Three Arabic-speaking participants
preferred not to be involved in health care decision-making, despite reporting that their
needs are not met. In fact, they did not understand the meaning of, and need for,
involvement in decision-making.
Poor health literacy may be a barrier to patient involvement in health care decisionmaking (Migrant & Refugee Women’s Health Partnership, 2018; Seo et al., 2016). Seo
et al. (2016) showed that satisfactory health literacy was significantly linked to patient
preference for involvement in decision-making, after controlling for ethnicity, age and
gender. Patients with poor health literacy may not be able to understand health
information regarding treatment options, and may have poor self-efficacy, which can be
barriers to their involvement in health care decision-making (Seo et al., 2016). Further,
patients with poor health literacy may not understand whether they have the right to
participate in health care decision-making and, like Arabic-speaking participants in Study
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One, may believe that HCPs are the only ones who know the best course of action (Seo
et al., 2016).
With growing interest in PCC, patient involvement in decision-making enables medical
decisions to be congruent with the patient’s preferences and needs (Seo et al., 2016).
Patient involvement in decision-making is important to those with CVD as it promotes
adherence and improves health outcomes (Schofield, 1995). It may be particularly
important for Arabic-speaking patients, as some participants reported that they do not
adhere to advice with which they do not agree. Patient involvement in decision-making
may also enhance immigrant-HCP communication as it may enhance common
understanding. It may also enhance HCPs’ ability to determine patients’ concerns and
needs (Suurmond & Seeleman, 2006), which, according to Arabic-speaking participants
in Study One, are not explored or addressed, which led to significant adverse health
outcomes (i.e., recurrent CVD events) in some cases.
Therefore, it is important to address poor health literacy among Arabic-speaking
immigrant patients in order to promote patient involvement in decision-making. The main
reason for Study One Arabic-speaking participants’ preference for a paternalistic
approach to decision-making was their perception of having low health literacy. It is also
important to rectify possible misunderstandings regarding what patient involvement in
decision-making means, as this will further promote shared decision-making in this
patient group.
Poor health literacy is a barrier to treatment adherence (Ngoh, 2009) as those with poor
health literacy may not understand health information and, in turn, may not recognise the
importance of their treatment (Ngoh, 2009). Accordingly, it is possible that Arabicspeaking participants in Study One indicated that they do not undertake secondary
prevention measures, and did not acknowledge the importance of adherence in secondary
prevention, due to the poor health literacy most of them reported having. Poor health
literacy may also have been the reason Arabic-speaking participants in Study Three
strongly endorsed items 10, ‘HCPs should clearly explain my health condition and
treatment in a way that I can understand (for example, use words that are easy to
understand)’.
Poor health literacy is also a barrier to access (Kreps & Sparks, 2008). Thus, it is possible
that Arabic-speaking participants in Study One, most of whom reported poor health
literacy, did not wish to be referred to CR programs given that they had poor knowledge
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regarding their disease and its consequences and regarding secondary prevention.
Additionally, some participants were not aware of the existence of CR programs, which
indicates that they have poor knowledge of how to navigate the health care system.
Further, they reported lack of understanding of health information, including oral
information, which impacted on their disease management.
Poor health literacy has been linked to poor health outcomes, medication errors and high
rates of hospitalisation (Ngoh, 2009). Poor health literacy negatively impacts not only on
the patient but also on the health care system, as it is associated with high health care
costs (Ng & Omariba, 2013). Therefore, it has been suggested that multifaceted
interventions that include HCPs, patients and the health care system are needed to address
poor health literacy among patients (Magnani et al., 2018).
In 2014, Australian health ministers endorsed a ‘National statement on health literacy’
developed by the Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care. This
recommended a coordinated method of enhancing health literacy by including health
literacy in health care systems (via effective legislations, plans, policies and the provision
of

funding

for

associated

educational

approaches),

enhancing

HCP–patient

communication – oral, written or by way of health campaigns – and promoting health
literacy education using national initiatives. These initiatives include the ‘Question
builder’, an online tool to help patients prepare questions that they need to ask HCPs
during the consultation and prepare for questions that HCPs may ask. This may enable
patient involvement in care (ABS, 2018). However, online approaches may not be
suitable for many patient populations, including the elderly and immigrants, both of
which groups have lower rates of computer literacy. Moreover, there is lack of initiatives
to improve the health literacy of immigrants; such initiatives need to meet these patients’
needs, including their cultural and linguistic needs.
Health literacy interventions tend to adopt a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach, as it is assumed
that various patients have the same needs. This is despite evidence that patients of
different cultural backgrounds may have different disease explanatory models and
cultural beliefs which may impact on their beliefs regarding treatment and on their healthseeking behaviours (Na, Ryder & Kirmayer, 2016). Therefore, there is a need for the
development of effective and tailored health literacy interventions that take into account
patients’ cultural needs (Na et al., 2016).
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The Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care National Statement on
Health Literacy acknowledges that immigrants from non-English-speaking backgrounds
face more significant barriers to health literacy. However, it does not suggest any
solutions to these challenges. Further, the Australian Government’s Multicultural
Statement emphasises the obligation to support immigrants to become ‘self-reliant and
active participants in society’, but contains no reference to health literacy (Migrant &
Refugee Women’s Health Partnership, 2018). Additionally, while state or local
government agencies and community organisations run ‘ad hoc’ health literacy programs
for immigrants and refugees, these services, when and if they are available, tend to target
immigrants as a whole (Migrant & Refugee Women’s Health Partnership, 2018) rather
than recognising that various cultures may have different belief models that impact on
their health literacy. Therefore, there is a need to target individual cultural groups; and,
given that cultural beliefs may also differ slightly between individuals, interactive health
literacy sessions can allow individual patient’s needs to be addressed.
Given their poor health literacy, their many health care challenges and needs – many of
which may be related to their poor health literacy – and the significant impact of health
literacy on these patients’ health outcomes, there is a need to assess the health literacy of
Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD. This should be done using a validated and
suitable tool such as the Eastern-Middle Eastern Adult Health Literacy screening
instrument. This is a simple 13-point questionnaire that was developed as a tool to assess
the health literacy levels of people of Eastern and Middle Eastern cultures. The instrument
is available in the Arabic language (Nair et al., 2016). There is also a need to provide
individual patients with tailored information to suit their health literacy level.
Pharmacists are in a unique position to assess and improve immigrant patients’ health
literacy and to provide them with individualised oral and written information that suits
their health literacy level in order to empower them to self-manage their disease
(McCaffery et al., 2019). Such information should also suit their linguistic and cultural
needs. This may be done within a pharmacy-based CVD management program as health
literacy may be enhanced by way of information provision, effective communication,
‘structured education’ and adjustments to health service delivery (McCaffery et al., 2019).
It is important that pharmacists undergo communication training prior to offering these
services to enable them to communicate effectively with immigrant patients.
It is also recommended that the government fund a series of low-cost health education
lectures to be delivered to Arabic-speaking immigrants who are members of Arabic
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community groups, churches and mosques. These health education lectures should
educate them regarding CVD and its treatment, how to navigate the health care system,
and how to be assertive during consultations. Assertiveness is important as it enables
patients to obtain information and ask questions, particularly when faced with an
unapproachable HCP, a situation reported by most Arabic-speaking participants in Study
One of this thesis. These lectures should also address possible patient misunderstandings
regarding the meaning of ‘patient involvement in health care decision-making’. These
lectures could be delivered by Arabic-speaking HCPs to enable the delivery of culturally
competent information. However, to enable the delivery of health literacy sessions, it is
important that HCPs are trained on health literacy, given the evidence that many HCPs
have poor understanding of health literacy issues and barriers that minority patients face
(Carlson et al., 2019).
Arabic-speaking patients who attend the abovementioned health literacy lectures should
also be provided with a booklet (should be available in Arabic and English to suit patient
preference) that reinforces topics discussed in these sessions, to be kept for reference by
the patients. Successful health education approaches include those that enable patients to
access information over time. Written health information was regarded as important by
many Arabic-speaking immigrants in Study One, and by some Arabic-speaking
participants in Study Three. These booklets should also be circulated at Arabic
community gathering locations and in primary health care services in areas heavily
populated by Arabic-speaking immigrants. The content of these booklets should be ‘pretested’ with a representative sample of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD, to ensure
that the information aligns with patients’ beliefs and is linguistically acceptable, clear and
simple (Kreps & Sparks, 2008). Furthermore, the booklets should contain illustrations to
simplify the message; this is important for those with poor health literacy (Kreps &
Sparks, 2008).
Health literacy is not limited to Arabic-speaking patients. A few Caucasian Englishspeaking background participants in Study One indicated that their HCPs are unclear – in
that they use medical terminology – which impacted on their information access. This
highlights the need for HCPs to be trained on effective approaches to communicating with
their patients, particularly those with poor health literacy.
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7.7 Conclusion
The Arabic-speaking immigrant group, which makes up the third-largest language group
(after English) in Australia, has a higher prevalence of CVD and recurrent CVD events
than other groups in Australia. This necessitates the mitigation of their many health care
challenges. Consequently, there is a need to improve their health literacy, self-efficacy
and Internal HLC. Additionally, there is a need to mitigate their language barriers and
cultural barriers to care. Importantly, there is a need for HCP support that enables them
to self-manage their disease appropriately and, in turn, improve their secondary
prevention. In doing so, these patients’ health care needs – including the need for effective
HCP–patient communication, access to care, continuity of care, care coordination,
pharmacist–physician

collaboration,

effective

HCP–patient

relationship,

self-

management support, developing Internal HLC, individualised care, and empowerment –
may be met.
Arabic-speaking participants in this thesis did not wish to be involved in health care
decision-making, mainly due to having poor health literacy and lacking understanding of
what involvement in decision-making entails (as established in Study One). However, it
has been shown throughout this thesis that it is important to involve this patient group in
health care decision-making, in order to provide them with their health care needs and
ensure that they adhere to treatment. Therefore, involvement in care (that is, patient
involvement in health care decision-making) should be included as a dimension of any
health care model for this patient group. Given the benefits associated with patient
involvement in care among Arabic-speaking patients with CVD, and given that the main
reason for them choosing a paternalistic approach to care is their perception of poor health
literacy, it is important to address poor health literacy among this patient group. These
patients’ health literacy should be enhanced through various channels, including
interactive lectures, and by pharmacists in pharmacy-based CVD management services.
It is also important to rectify possible misunderstandings regarding what ‘patient
involvement in care’ means, as this will further promote shared decision-making in this
patient group. In doing so, barriers to involvement may be addressed, which may enable
more Arabic-speaking patients to be involved in health care decision-making if they so
wish.
Arabic-speaking participants in this thesis strongly preferred that HCPs not explore their
social context, including their cultural beliefs, possibly because they perceive HCPs’
communication methods as intrusive or offensive/discriminatory. However, it is
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important to explore individual patients’ social contexts – more particularly, their cultural
beliefs – using appropriate communication approaches in order to determine their
individual needs (including their cultural needs) and provide them with individualised
care that is culturally competent. This may allow the reduction of stereotyping, the
provision of culturally competent care and the improvement of these patients’ health
outcomes. Therefore, it is important that social context be included as a dimension for
this patient group.
Effective HCP–patient communication may enable HCPs to explore these patients’ social
contexts, particularly their cultural beliefs. Hence, HCP and future HCP training
regarding effective HCP–patient communication that is patient-centred and culturally
competent is important. Notably, further research is needed regarding effective
approaches to exploring Arabic-speaking immigrants’ psychological context, given
complexity of the subject.
Thus, unlike Caucasian English-speaking background participants with CVD, Arabicspeaking participants with CVD need a Culturally Mindful, Customised Care Model.
Such a model may promote socio-cultural competence (acknowledging culture, traditions
and health literacy level, and communicating at a level that is easy for the patient to
comprehend). It may also emphasise culturally tailored HCP–patient communication and
tailored information provision, and treating the patient as a unique individual by
considering the patient’s cultural background, needs and preferences. These, in turn, can
improve secondary prevention and health outcomes among this patient group. Such a
model should emphasise the important role of pharmacists in addressing these patients’
needs. It should also emphasise the importance of providing patients with effective
chronic care that may improve their health outcomes. Unique to this thesis, the addition
of ‘developing Internal HLC’ as a dimension may significantly improve these patients’
self-efficacy, self-management and secondary prevention.
Therefore, based on Arabic-speaking participants’ needs and preferences, it is proposed
that a Culturally Mindful, Customised Care Model be developed and implemented for
this patient group. The model should include the following dimensions: effective HCP–
patient communication, access to care, continuity of care and care coordination,
pharmacist–physician

collaboration,

effective

HCP–patient

relationship,

self-

management support, patient involvement in care, social context, developing Internal
HLC, individualised care, and empowerment.
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Having identified mitigating factors that could improve these patients’ secondary
prevention, this thesis provides a series of recommendation which can be collated making
them easily implemented. This collation will be provided in the following chapter.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and recommendations
8.1 Introduction
Globally, the burden of CVD is substantial in terms of its prevalence (WHO, 2017a) and
its health, social and economic burden (Bloom et al., 2011; Carter et al., 2019).
International research (El-Sayed & Galea, 2009; Tu et al., 2015; McDermott-Levy & Al
Balushi, 2015) shows that Arabic-speaking immigrants have a higher prevalence of CVD
and CVD risk factors compared to other cultural groups, including the mainstream
cultural group of the countries under study. In Australia, evidence shows that Arabicspeaking immigrants have a higher prevalence of CVD and recurrent CVD events than
many other groups living in Australia (Dassanayake et al., 2009; Dassanayake et al., 2011;
Gallegos et al., 2019; NSW Health, 2008).
There is a substantial risk of CVD event recurrence among patients with existing CVD
(Lindh et al., 2018). Additionally, there is a significantly higher risk of death due to a
repeat CVD event, compared to an initial event (Redfern, 2011). CVD secondary
prevention has been shown to decrease the risk of subsequent CVD events or death (Li et
al., 2019) improve functional status and improve patients’ quality of life (Mayer-Berger
et al., 2014). Therefore, international (National Clinical Guidelines Centre, 2013; Perk et
al., 2012; Smith Jr. et al., 2011) and national (National Heart Foundation of Australia &
Cardiac Society of Australia and New Zealand, 2012) guidelines recommend CVD
secondary prevention for patients with CVD. These measures include lifestyle
modification, including diet and exercise; blood pressure control; type 2 diabetes mellitus
management; depression screening and treatment; using relevant pharmacotherapy; and
secondary prevention programs, including CR programs (Smith Jr. et al., 2011).
There is substantial evidence to suggest that immigrants face many more challenges to
secondary prevention than their non-immigrant counterparts (Lewey & Choudhry, 2014).
These challenges include challenges to self-management (Zhang et al., 2018; Joo & Lee,
2016; Jowsey et al., 2011), poor access to secondary prevention services (Juergens et al.,
2016) and gaps in the implementation of CVD secondary prevention interventions in
primary care (Huang et al., 2009). Therefore, immigrants tend to have significantly higher
rates of recurrent CVD events, and higher rates of CVD-related mortality, than nonimmigrants (Lauffenburger et al., 2014).
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Evidence shows that poor understanding of patients’ health care challenges and needs
may contribute to poor self-management as patients may not be sufficiently equipped to
manage their own health (Valaker et al., 2017). This can increase their risk of recurrent
CVD events or death (Piepoli et al., 2015). Evidence also shows that implementing a
suitable health care model can address the health care challenges and needs of specific
patient groups (Jayadevappa & Chhatre, 2011; Purnell, 2002; Hasnain et al., 2011; Padela
et al., 2011), including ethnic minority patients with chronic disease (Cooper et al., 2011;
Titchener, 2014). Despite this, the Arabic-speaking immigrant group appears to be one of
the lesser-studied patient groups. There is a paucity of studies exploring the health care
challenges facing Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD, and their needs to be able to
ideally manage their CVD. Consequently, there is lack of studies to determine a suitable
health care model that addresses the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD. This is despite evidence showing that implementing a suitable
health care model may improve treatment adherence (Kahn et al., 2007), selfmanagement (Schmittdiel et al., 2008), patient satisfaction with care (Gulliford et al.,
2007; Kinmonth et al., 1998) and health outcomes (Edelman et al., 2006; Rathert et al.,
2012; Rocco et al., 2011) among those with chronic disease (Gulliford et al., 2007;
Titchener, 2014; Yeoh et al., 2018; Zandbelt, 2007; Stock et al., 2014).
Therefore, to address this gap, a comprehensive study was conducted to determine the
health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD, and a suitable
health care model that can address those challenges and needs. In doing so, this thesis
answered the thesis questions: What are the health care challenges and needs of Arabicspeaking immigrants with CVD in Australia? What is a suitable health care model that
addresses the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD
in Australia? As such, the aim of this thesis was to provide recommendations for the
development of a suitable health care model that addresses the health care challenges and
needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD in Australia.

8.2 Main findings
Phase I of this thesis was designed as a qualitative exploration of the health care
challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD, using a comparative
approach with Caucasian English-speaking background patients with CVD utilised as a
comparison group. Caucasian English-speaking background patients refers to patients
who self-identified as ‘Western’ defined as someone of Caucasian identity, whose first
language is English, and who was born in Australia. The comparison assisted in
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determining whether a health care provider’s approach to assisting Arabic-speaking
immigrants to manage their CVD needs to be a tailored approach, or whether a common
approach (the mainstream approach to care) is suitable for both patient groups. Results
are reported in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
The key findings were that Arabic-speaking participants had a wider range of health care
challenges and needs than their English-speaking counterparts. These needs included
accessible care, effective HCP–patient communication, and patient empowerment. These
needs were also viewed by Caucasian English-speaking background participants as
important in CVD management; however, only a few Caucasian English-speaking
background participants cited them as unmet needs. Additionally, Arabic-speaking
participants expressed unique health care needs. These needs included assured privacy,
effective HCP–patient communication tailored to their English proficiency and health
literacy, and pharmacist–physician collaboration via interventions such as pharmacybased CVD management services. Further, while both participant groups stressed the
need for family involvement in care, and care coordination and continuity of care, only
Caucasian English-speaking background participants wished to be involved in health care
decision-making and for their psychosocial context to be explored by HCPs. Moreover,
it was observed that while Caucasian English-speaking background participants appeared
to have high Internal HLC, Arabic-speaking participants appeared to have low Internal
HLC and high External HLC.
After qualitative exploration of the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD in Phase I, and triangulating these findings, a quantitative approach
was used in Phase II. The second phase was designed as a multicentre, cross-sectional
questionnaire using Form C of the Multidimensional Health Locus of Control scales
(MHLC-C). The validated questionnaire was used to explore the dominant HLC profile
of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD (using a comparative approach). This is in light
of evidence showing that patients’ HLC profile impacts their disease management and
health outcomes.
Phase II findings described the dominant HLC profile of 96 Arabic-speaking participants
with CVD and 69 Caucasian English-speaking background participants with CVD, which
have not been investigated previously. The key findings were that both participant groups
had low Internal HLC, high Powerful Others HLC and low Chance HLC. It is important
that those with CVD display high Internal HLC, as those with high Internal HLC tend to
be more involved in health-promoting behaviours, including physical activity (Janowski
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et al., 2013; Steptoe & Wardle, 2001), and to undertake self-management measures
(Morowatisharifabad et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2016). Additionally, high Internal HLC
may promote information provision (which was one of the health care needs most
frequently cited by Arabic-speaking participants in Study One and Study Three), patient
empowerment and involvement in health care decision-making, which promotes
treatment adherence. This pointed to the need for Internal HLC to be included as an
important dimension of any health care model for this patient group. This is particularly
so given that, unlike Caucasian English-speaking background participants in Study One
(a different group of participants with exactly the same inclusion and exclusion criteria),
Arabic-speaking participants translated their perception of poor control over health (low
Internal HLC) into inaction. Results of that study are reported in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
Following Phase II, a quantitative approach was used in Phase III. The third phase was
designed as a multicentre, cross-sectional questionnaire. The written questionnaire was
used to determine Arabic-speaking immigrants’ (131 participants) preference for a model
of care provision that may address their health care needs. A comparative approach was
used with Caucasian English-speaking background patients with CVD (127 participants)
used as a comparison group. This has not been investigated previously.
Phase III key findings were that while both participant groups strongly advocated a model
of care that includes dimensions of the pharmaceutical care model, the chronic care model
and the PCC model, only Arabic-speaking participants advocated implementation of a
model that incorporates dimensions of the cultural competence model. This model
emphasises exploring patients’ cultural beliefs in a culturally sensitive manner and
incorporating these beliefs into patients’ care. Further, given the benefits associated with
displaying high Internal HLC, especially among Arabic-speaking patients with CVD,
Internal HLC should be included as a dimension in any health care model for this patient
group (HLC has not previously been included in health care models).
Overall, both participant groups advocated a health care model that incorporates
dimensions including effective HCP–patient communication, good HCP–patient
relationship, care coordination and continuity of care, access to care (particularly
information access), self-management support, empowerment, pharmacist–physician
(interprofessional) collaboration, and developing Internal HLC. Arabic-speaking
participants had an additional preference for individualised care (care that meets their
needs, including their cultural and linguistic needs). However, unlike Caucasian Englishspeaking background participants, Arabic-speaking participants did not advocate the
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implementation of model dimensions including patient involvement in care and
psychosocial context.
Thus, Arabic-speaking participants advocated a Culturally Mindful, Customised Care
Model that includes the following dimensions: good HCP–patient relationship, effective
HCP–patient communication, care coordination and continuity of care, access to care,
self-management

support,

empowerment,

pharmacist–physician

collaboration,

individualised care and developing Internal HLC. Results are reported in Chapter 6 of
this thesis.
Phase IV of this thesis involved a discussion that drew together the findings of the three
studies conducted in this thesis and explored the literature relevant to these findings. This
discussion established that, unlike Caucasian English-speaking background patients with
CVD, Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD face many health care challenges that
contribute to their higher prevalence of recurrent CVD events and death. Therefore, there
is a pressing need to mitigate Arabic-speaking immigrants’ many health care challenges
and address their needs. There is a need to improve their health literacy, self-efficacy and
Internal HLC. Additionally, there is a need to mitigate their language barriers and cultural
barriers to care. Importantly, there is a need for HCP support that can enable them to selfmanage their disease appropriately and, in turn, improve their secondary prevention.
This discussion further established that while Arabic-speaking participants preferred not
to be involved in health care decision-making, it has been shown throughout this thesis
that it is important to involve them in such decision-making in order to address their needs
and preferences and ensure that they adhere to treatment. Therefore, involvement in care
should be included as a dimension of any health care model for this patient group. Given
that the main reason for Arabic-speaking participants choosing a paternalistic approach
to care is their perception of poor health literacy, it is therefore important to address poor
health literacy among this patient group.
This discussion also established that Arabic-speaking participants strongly preferred that
HCPs not explore their social context, including their cultural beliefs. This is possibly
because they perceive HCPs’ communication methods as intrusive or offensive/
discriminative. However, it is important to explore individual patients’ social contexts,
including their cultural beliefs, using appropriate communication approaches in order to
determine their individual needs (including their cultural needs) and develop
individualised care plans for treatment that are culturally competent. This could reduce
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stereotyping, increase provision of culturally competent care and improve these patients’
health outcomes. Therefore, it is important that social context is included as a dimension
for this patient group. However, this necessitates HCP training regarding culturally
competent communication approaches.
Thus, as noted above, unlike Caucasian English-speaking background participants with
CVD, Arabic-speaking participants with CVD need a Culturally Mindful, Customised
Care Model. This is because this type of model may promote socio-cultural competence
(acknowledging culture, traditions and health literacy level, and communicating at a level
that is easy for the patient to comprehend). It may also emphasise culturally tailored HCP–
patient communication and information provision, and treating the patient as a unique
individual by considering their cultural background, needs (including linguistics needs)
and preferences. Such a model should emphasise the important role of pharmacists in
addressing these patients’ needs. It should also emphasise the importance of providing
Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD with effective chronic care that may improve
their health outcomes. Unique to this thesis, the addition of ‘developing Internal HLC’ as
a dimension could significantly improve these patients’ self-efficacy, self-management
and secondary prevention. It suggested that a Culturally Mindful, Customised Care Model
may enhance patients’ self-management, secondary prevention and health outcomes.
Therefore, based on Arabic-speaking participants’ needs and preferences, it is proposed
that a Culturally Mindful, Customised Care Model be implemented for this patient group.
The model should include the following dimensions: effective HCP–patient
communication, access to care, continuity of care and care coordination, pharmacist–
physician collaboration, effective HCP–patient relationship, self-management support,
social context, patient involvement in care, developing Internal HLC, individualised care,
and empowerment.

8.3 Contributions and significance
This work has made a significant contribution to CVD secondary prevention research
among Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD. The health belief model postulates that
perceived susceptibility, perceived ‘barriers’, perceived benefit of undertaking healthrelated behaviours, cues to action, and self-efficacy (Jones et al., 2015) are predictors of
health-related behaviour which contribute to secondary prevention. This model was
explored in relation to Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD. This is the first research
to show how perceived ‘barriers’ or health care challenges, poor perception of benefit of
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undertaking health-related behaviours (for example, due to believing that external factors
such as fate are the main determinant of health outcomes), lack of cues to action (for
example, poor provision of health-related information by HCPs) and poor self-efficacy
are linked to poor self-management among this patient group.
The findings of this research provide detailed information regarding Arabic-speaking
immigrants’ health care challenges and needs, many of which are currently unmet. They
also provide detailed information regarding the type of health care model needed to
address these patients’ health care challenges and needs. Such understanding may assist
in developing and implementing a Culturally Mindful, Customised Care Model for this
immigrant group, which meets their needs, which is currently lacking. This is important
as, to date, no health care model has been developed for this patient group, which tends
to have high prevalence of CVD and recurrent CVD events worldwide. The main
expected outcome of this project is to improve CVD management in the Arabic-speaking
community by improving their care. Therefore, it is expected that delivering a Culturally
Mindful, Customised Care Model could improve cardiovascular care in this patient group
and, in turn, improve their secondary prevention and health outcomes.
Further, lessons learned from the Arabic-speaking immigrant group in Victoria and NSW
may also apply to other Arabic-speaking immigrants around Australia and other Western
countries, contributing to improved health outcomes and quality of life, in Australia as
well as internationally.
Recommendations provided in this thesis may easily be adapted for application to other
non-English-speaking immigrant groups. It is observed from the literature that
immigrants, particularly those from non-English-speaking backgrounds, face similar
types of health care challenges to those of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD.
Further, many cultures, including Pakistani and Turkish cultures, have many features in
common with the Arabic culture. Therefore, the recommendations provided in this thesis
can be adapted so that with minor adjustments (if any), they can be applied to other
immigrant groups with chronic disease.

8.4 Recommendation for HCPs and the health care system
The findings of this thesis can be used to develop and implement a successful model of
care for Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD, a group that tends to have numerous
health care challenges and needs that contribute to their high prevalence of recurrent CVD
events and death. Such a model will improve the delivery of healthcare to this patient
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group and could improve their health outcomes and reduce the significant health care cost
associated with CVD.
The findings of this thesis provide useful insights for HCPs. The recommendations can
be used by HCPs who care for Arabic-speaking patients to improve disease management
among this patient group and, in turn, improve the quality of primary healthcare and
patients’ health outcomes broadly.
HCPs who work with Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD should recognise that they
need to adopt a Culturally Mindful, Customised Care (CMCC) approach. They should
acknowledge these patients’ need for effective HCP–patient communication, access to
care, continuity of care and care coordination, pharmacist–physician collaboration,
effective HCP–patient relationship, self-management support, patient involvement in
care, developing Internal HLC, consideration of their social context, individualised care,
and empowerment. Specific recommendations to attain these needs and to improve
secondary prevention among Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD are discussed next.
The thesis recommendations are summarised in Table 8.1 and discussed in the following
section.
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Table 8.1
Recommendations arising from thesis findings
1. A cost-effective, uniform community pharmacy-based CVD management service should
be developed and evaluated.
2. Patient-centred, culturally competent, and evidence-based CR programs should be
developed for Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD.
3. A series of interactive lectures should be delivered to educate Arabic-speaking patients
with CVD regarding: the importance of having high Internal HLC and high self-efficacy,
effective HCP–patient communication, effective ways to maintain lifestyle changes learnt
from tailored CR programs, and lectures to improve their health literacy.
4. Arabic-speaking immigrant patients should be encouraged to book a long consultation
with HCPs to enable effective HCP–patient communication and improve HCP–patient
relationship.
5. HCPs should undertake communication training regarding patient-centred and culturally
competent communication approaches.
6. HCPs should acknowledge the need for assured privacy when exploring social issues
among Arabic-speaking patients. Any questions should be asked in a non-intrusive
manner.
7. HCPs should acknowledge that prior to booking a qualified health interpreter (who must
have the same accent as the patient), patients must be assured that their privacy will be
maintained. If patients have significant concerns, HCPs can consider booking an
interpreter from interstate. The HCP could also develop a code word with the patient in
order to be able to end the conversation with the interpreter if they feel that the patient is
concerned. Additionally, a leaflet should be circulated to health care practices and
pharmacies regarding how to book interpreters.
8. Tailored health information that suit patients’ needs including their cultural and linguistic
needs should be developed and distributed.
9. A registry listing Arabic-speaking HCPs should be developed and circulated.
10. Health care practices and pharmacies in suburbs that are heavily populated with Arabicspeaking immigrants should seek where possible to employ bilingual support staff who
speak Arabic.
11. Information regarding free English language classes should be promoted in Arabic
community groups, churches and mosques, and on related Facebook pages.

Based on key results identified in this thesis, specific recommendations to attain the health
care needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD and to improve secondary
prevention among them include the following.
1.

It is recommended that a cost-effective, uniform community pharmacy-based CVD
management service, in which pharmacists are sufficiently compensated for their
service, be designed and evaluated. Pharmacists in this program should educate
patients regarding CVD risk factors and medication use in order to empower them to
self-manage their disease. They should also provide them with individualised
information, after assessing their health information needs. Additionally,
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pharmacist–physician collaboration may enable pharmacists to monitor and solve
patients’ medication issues. Thus, these services may improve information access,
patient empowerment, treatment adherence and self-management, all of which are
important in CVD secondary prevention. They may also improve clinical outcomes,
reduce hospital readmissions and mortality rates (Lui et al., 2017; Tsuyuki, 2002;
Omboni & Caserini, 2018; Cheng et al., 2013).
It is recommended that pharmacists who conduct community pharmacy-based CVD
management services should be non-dispensing pharmacists given community
pharmacists’ lack of time. That is, they should be employed in a similar manner to
consultant pharmacists conducting HMRs. Further, it is recommended that
pharmacists undergo communication training prior to offering these services to
enable them to communicate effectively with patients, particularly immigrant
patients. Community pharmacy-based CVD management services were identified by
Arabic-speaking participants in this thesis as important.
2. It is recommended that culturally tailored, patient-centred and evidence-based CR
programs be developed and implemented among Arabic-speaking immigrants with
CVD. Members of the Arabic-speaking community, including Arabic-speaking
HCPs, should be involved in developing these programs. The programs should
include trained Arabic-speaking HCPs to cater for patients who prefer to visit Arabicspeaking HCPs. These programs should include: patient training regarding low-cost
and time-efficient approaches to physical activity (such as effective home-based
exercises); cooking classes that enable patients to follow a healthy, low-cost yet
largely traditional diet; addressing individual patient’s barriers to secondary
prevention; and should focus on improving patients’ self-efficacy, Internal HLC and
health literacy. A booklet outlining important information covered during the
program should be provided to patients and should be available in the Arabic and
English languages.
Arabic-speaking participants in Study Three strongly preferred joining programs
conducted by Arabic-speaking HCPs who can ‘accommodate’ their needs, including
their linguistic and cultural needs. Evidence shows that CR programs for immigrants
cannot be successful unless social, cultural and linguistic barriers to CR are addressed
(Siddiqui et al., 2017). The availability of culturally competent CR programs may
result in improved access to care (Hamilton et al., 2016; Gallagher et al., 2020),
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undertaking of health-promoting behaviour, improved medication adherence and
improved self-management (Haghshenas & Davidson, 2011).
3. It is recommended that the government fund low-budget health promotion interactive
lectures at Arabic community centres, Arabic-speaking churches and mosques. These
lectures may educate Arabic-speaking patients with CVD about important health
promotion topics that enable them to manage their disease appropriately and reduce
recurrent CVD events and deaths. The benefits of these interactive lectures include
education by Arabic-speaking HCPs who understand these people’s culture and
language, to be held in a familiar environment to assist in patients’ understanding
and acceptance. These interactive lectures should include the following.
A) Lectures to improve the health literacy of Arabic-speaking immigrants with
CVD. These lectures should educate them regarding CVD and its treatment, how
to navigate the health care system, and patient privacy laws in Australia, and
should address possible patient misunderstandings regarding the meaning of
‘patient involvement in health care decision-making’. Attendees should be
provided with a booklet that reinforces topics discussed in these lectures, to be
kept for reference by them. These booklets should also be circulated at Arabic
community gathering locations, and primary health care services in areas that
are heavily populated with Arabic-speaking immigrants. The content of these
booklets should be ‘pre-tested’ with a representative sample of Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD, to ensure that the information aligns with patients’ beliefs
and is linguistically acceptable, clear and simple (Kreps & Sparks, 2008).
Additionally, the booklets should contain illustrations to simplify the message,
which is important for those with poor health literacy (Kreps & Sparks, 2008).
Improving Arabic-speaking immigrants’ health literacy is important given that
Arabic-speaking participants in this thesis reported poor health literacy. Having
a satisfactory level of health literacy is linked to better understanding of disease
and treatment, and improved self-efficacy, which, in turn, enhance the
undertaking of health-promoting behaviour among those with CVD (Choudhry
et al., 2019). It further promotes effective HCP–patient communication (Ngoh,
2009), information access (Carlson et al., 2019), patient involvement in health
care decision-making (Nutbeam, 2000), treatment/medication adherence (Aslani
et al., 2011; Ngoh, 2009) and empowerment (Magnani et al., 2018), which are
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important in CVD secondary prevention (Magnani et al., 2018; Ng & Omariba,
2013).
B) Lectures to educate patients regarding the importance of having high Internal
HLC and high self-efficacy. Following these lectures, participants should be
invited to be assessed for self-efficacy and HLC orientation. If they prefer,
participants should then be referred to programs to improve their Internal HLC
and self-efficacy (cognitive-behavioural therapy). This important as Arabicspeaking participants in this thesis and in other studies tended to have low
Internal HLC and appeared to have low self-efficacy. High self-efficacy among
patients with CVD has been linked to improved health-promoting behaviour (Sol
et al., 2011) and improved clinical outcomes (Lorig, 2003). Additionally, those
with high Internal HLC tend to be more involved in health-promoting behaviours
and self-management (Fan et al., 2016; Wallston & DeVellis, 1978).
C) Lectures to educate Arabic-speaking patients regarding effective HCP–patient
communication, including the need for assertiveness during consultation in order
to obtain information needed for effective self-management and obtain answers
to questions. This is particularly important when faced with an unapproachable
HCP, as was frequently reported by Arabic-speaking participants in Study One.
Moreover, it is important to alert these patients to their rights within the health
care system, including the right to ask for an interpreter when needed and the
right to obtain needed information.
D) Lectures to educate patients regarding approaches to maintaining lifestyle
changes learnt from tailored CR programs. This is an important step towards
Arabic-speaking immigrants’ education and empowerment. According to
Fletcher et al. (2014) there is a significant need for long-term support and advice
for cardiac patients.
4. It is recommended that HCPs ask Arabic-speaking patients to book long
consultations. This is particularly useful for those with significant communication
barriers (due to factors including language barriers) such as the Arabic-speaking
participants in Study One. These participants reported poor HCP–patient
communication due to HCPs’ limited time, which resulted in poor disease
management and misdiagnosis.
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Further, a long consultation may enable the development of a good HCP–patient
relationship, which was strongly advocated by Study Three participants. As Arabicspeaking patients value friendliness highly, long consultations would allow time to
‘warm up’ before starting the consultation (Aboul-Enein & Aboul-Enein, 2010).
During this time, HCPs should engage in social conversation with the patient. This
allows rapport-building, the building of a good HCP–patient relationship and creates
trust (Aboul-Enein & Aboul-Enein, 2010). This may enable HCPs to explore
important health care issues with Arabic-speaking patients, who tend to value privacy
highly (Aboul-Enein & Aboul-Enein, 2010). It may also improve medication
adherence (Alzubaidi et al., 2018), self-management (Fritz et al., 2016) and health
outcomes (Alzubaidi et al., 2018). This is important as this patient population tends
to experience poor HCP–patient relationship, particularly due to factors including
their brief encounters and poor communication with HCPs, and poor information
provision by HCPs (Alzubaidi et al., 2018).
5. HCPs need to acknowledge that Arabic-speaking patients need effective HCP–
patient communication that is tailored to their needs. That is, they need patientcentred, culturally competent communication. This communication approach may
enable HCPs to identify Arabic-speaking patients’ individual needs and preferences,
establish mutual goals, and provide patients with individualised care plans for
treatment that is culturally competent (Epner & Baile, 2012). Arabic-speaking
participants in various studies, including those in Study Three, indicated the need for
cultural competence and for their cultural needs to be incorporated in their care
(Alzubaidi et al., 2017; El Masri et al., 2020; Eldeeb, 2017). A patient-centred and
culturally competent communication approach may promote effective HCP–patient
communication, effective HCP–patient relationships (Kreps & Sparks, 2008;
Carlson et al., 2019), the undertaking of secondary prevention measures, treatment
adherence (Kokab et al., 2018) and health outcomes (Finney Rutten et al., 2016).
HCPs tend to lack knowledge regarding patient-centred and culturally competent
communication. Accordingly, HCP communication training is recommended for
currently practising HCPs and those undertaking health-related pre-registration
courses. This training could be offered as part of continuing professional
development. Training in patient-centred and culturally competent communication is
particularly important for HCPs who frequently work with Arabic-speaking patients.
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6. It is recommended that tailored information that suits patients’ needs be made
available for Arabic-speaking patients with CVD. This type of information was
strongly advocated by Study Three participants. There are some easily accessible
websites that provide information on various health topics in English and Arabic. For
example, Medline Plus (https://medlineplus.gov/languages/arabic.html) provides
CMIs in the Arabic language regarding a wide range of diseases. Similarly, the
Australian Heart Foundation website provides online CMIs on heart health and
healthy lifestyle in the Arabic language (https://www.heartfoundation.org.au/hearthealth-education/info-lote). In addition to these, there are websites that offer
medication-related CMIs in Arabic.
It is recommended that the abovementioned online Arabic health information be
investigated for cultural competence, clarity of language and appropriateness for
those with poor health literacy, and adjusted as necessary. This information should
be ‘pre-tested’ with a representative sample of Arabic-speaking immigrants with
CVD, to ensure that the information is linguistically and culturally acceptable, clear
and simple (Kreps & Sparks, 2008). It is recommended that these website addresses
then be circulated to HCPs via the Pharmacy Board and Medical Board online
newsletters. They should also be circulated to Arabic community groups. The
provision of culturally and linguistically tailored written health information that suits
those with low health literacy may improve information access, which can promote
empowerment, promote uptake of secondary prevention measures and improve
health outcomes (Kreps & Sparks, 2008; Baumeister et al., 2019; Choudhry et al.,
2019; Ilardo & Speciale, 2020).
7. Arabic-speaking immigrants in some studies (El Samman et al., 2013), including
some Study One participants, reported difficulty locating Arabic-speaking HCPs,
forcing them to visit English-speaking HCPs instead. This contributed to poor HCP–
patient communication and poor information access, which impacted on their disease
management.
Therefore, it is recommended that a HCP registry be developed, being a registry that
lists HCPs and languages spoken. In order to develop the registry, an invitation can
be sent out to physicians and pharmacists via the Pharmacy Board online newsletter,
the Medical Board Newsletter and the AHPRA Facebook page. HCPs who speak
Arabic and who are willing to be listed can complete a simple online form in which
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they list their details. This registry can then be circulated to Arabic community
centres and religious organisations.
8. One cultural aspect that needs to be considered by HCPs who work with Arabicspeaking patients is patient privacy, which was emphasised by participants in this
thesis. Therefore, there is a need for assured privacy when exploring social issues
among this patient group. Additionally, prior to asking questions, HCPs should
explain the reason for asking and ascertain whether it is acceptable to ask. Questions
should also be asked in a non-intrusive manner. This includes asking non-leading
questions in a vague manner, which helps establish trust. Assured privacy may
improve HCP–patient communication, HCP–patient relationship and trust.
9. According to the literature and the findings of this thesis, language barriers contribute
to health inequities by impeding effective HCP–patient communication (Garrett,
Dickson et al., 2008), decreasing health care access (Gesink et al., 2014; de Moissac
& Bowen, 2018; Garrett, Dickson et al., 2008; Maleku & Aguirre, 2014; Yosef, 2008)
hindering care coordination (Ngo-Metzger et al., 2003), hindering empowerment
(Kreps & Sparks, 2008) and impeding health-seeking behaviour (de Moissac &
Bowen, 2018). This results in poor health outcomes (Juergens et al., 2016).
Therefore, there is a need to mitigate these immigrants’ language barriers to care
through the use of interpreter services (Al-Sharifi et al., 2019; Ngwakongnwi et al.,
2012; Radwin et al., 2019). However, some Arabic-speaking immigrants (Eldeeb,
2017; Vanstone, 2012), including many participants in Study One, prefer not to use
interpreters so as to maintain their privacy, which is highly valued in their culture
(Aboul-Enein & Aboul-Enein, 2010). Many prefer to use family members as
interpreters, which has many negative consequences (Hammoud et al., 2005; El
Samman et al., 2013; Garrett, Dickson et al., 2008).
Therefore, Arabic-speaking patients should be assured that their privacy will be
maintained, before providing them with a qualified health interpreter (as was strongly
preferred by Study Three participants). However, if patients have significant
concerns that the interpreter may know them or members of their social circle, HCPs
can consider booking an interpreter from interstate. Furthermore, if the patient is
worried about confidentiality, the HCP may develop a code word with the patient; if
the patient feels concerned about confidentiality in the presence of the interpreter,
they can use the code word to alert the HCP to end the conversation with the
interpreter.
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It is important to ensure that an interpreter has the same accent as the patient, to
ensure understanding. This factor is not currently considered by HCPs when booking
an interpreter. Additionally, a leaflet should be circulated to health care practices and
pharmacies regarding how to book interpreters.
10. It is also recommended that health care practices and pharmacies in suburbs that are
heavily populated with Arabic-speaking immigrants employ (if possible) bilingual
support staff who speak Arabic. This could improve access to care among Arabicspeaking immigrants (de Moissac & Bowen, 2018; Gallagher et al., 2020; O’Donnell
et al., 2016). Again, assuring patients that their privacy will be maintained is crucial
when using bilingual staff.
11. It is recommended that free English language classes be promoted to Arabic-speaking
patients with poor English proficiency. The Australian Government does offer free
English classes including the Adult Migrant English Program. This program offers
free English classes in over 300 locations around Australia as well as at-home English
teachers and online English classes (Collins et al., 2018). These services should be
promoted in Arabic community groups, churches and mosques, and on related
Facebook pages. These services go a step further in providing ‘settlement skills’
including regarding Australian culture. This may assist with integration into
Australian society, which may improve patients’ health literacy and access to care.

8.5 Implications for future research
Future research in CVD secondary prevention for Arabic-speaking immigrants can build
on the findings of this thesis by formulating and implementing a successful Culturally
Mindful, Customised Care Model for Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD. While a
patient may view a certain way of delivering care as important to meeting her/his needs,
a HCP may view the same method as a breach of the principles of biomedical science, or
as impractical to implement. Therefore, to improve health care delivery and implement a
successful health care model for Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD, the model must
meet the needs of patients while also being effective and feasible from HCPs’
perspectives (Campbell et al., 2004). Thus, in order to implement a successful health care
model, future research should explore the views of HCPs regarding the findings and
proposed recommendations of this thesis. This thesis did not explore HCPs’ views as this
was not considered feasible within the scope of this thesis.
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8.6 Final comments
Given the high prevalence of recurrent CVD events and death among Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD, and the resulting substantial social and economic burden
(Dassanayake et al., 2009; Dassanayake et al., 2011; Gallegos et al., 2019; NSW Health,
2008; El Masri et al., 2017; ABS, 2008; AIHW, 2019a), the development of a Culturally
Mindful, Customised Care Model that addresses the numerous health care challenges and
needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD is crucial. Implementing a suitable
Culturally Mindful, Customised Care Model could improve treatment adherence, selfmanagement, patient satisfaction with care, secondary prevention and health outcomes
among this patient cohort. Ultimately, this will not only reduce the heavy economic
burden existing due to CVD but also save the lives of thousands of patients with CVD.
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Appendix A1: PCC integrative model developed by Scholl et al
PCC dimension

Description of the dimension

Principles
Important health
care provider
characteristics

A patient-centred HCP should be respectful, honest, tolerant, empathic,
compassionate, accountable, committed, self-reflective, and have
professional expertise.

Patient-health care
provider
relationship

This entails forming a partnership with the patient through
collaboration. Such a partnership should be characterised by constancy,
connection, mutual knowledge, mutual caring and understanding (of
responsibilities), trust, and guidance.

Treating the
patient as a unique
individual

HCPs must consider each patient’s uniqueness, by determining each
patient’s preferences, expectations, ideas, concerns, beliefs, needs,
values, and feelings. It is also important to explore the patient’s disease
as well as disease experience. This also entails the provision of tailored
care to each patient.

Biopsychosocial
perspective

A HCP must identify each patient as a whole person (for example,
should consider the patient’s life history, and personal issues) with
unique psychological, social, and biological context. A HCP must
understand the proximal context (such as social support, and
employment), and the distal context (such as ethnic background) of a
patient’s life.

Enablers
Patient-HCP
communication

To communicate in a PCC manner, a HCP should initially set the scene,
establish a schedule, and rank patient problems in order of importance.
To enhance patient-HCP communication, HCP should ask open ended
questions, summarise information, and request that the patient repeats
the information to ascertain understanding. Non-verbal behaviours such
as eye contact are also important.

Incorporation of
medical as well as
non-medical care

Non-medical care should also be incorporated into patient care (for
example, referring patient to support services when needed and being
perceptive to spiritual aspects of care).

Team building and
teamwork

Acknowledging the importance of developing an effective HCP team
(characterised by effective communication, common goals and values,
respect, trust, and accountability).

Access to care

Timely access to care which is tailored to meet the patient’s needs. This
may also include provision of information regarding how and when to
obtain referrals.

Continuity of care
and care
coordination

Provision of health care that is well coordinated and facilitates
continuity of care.
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Activities
Patient
information

Reciprocal information/knowledge sharing between patients and HCPs.
This aspect involves exploring patients’ knowledge, beliefs, and
information preferences and needs, and providing patients with tailored
information. Patients should also share information regarding their
disease including symptoms, and disease related anxieties.

Patient
involvement

HCP should encourage patients to participate when making health
related decisions. Shared decision making can only occur by providing
patients with sufficient information to enable them to make informed
decisions regarding their health, and respecting patients’ preferences
regarding participation.

Patient
empowerment

Acknowledging and actively supporting the patient’s ability to selfmanage her/his disease. It also includes supporting the patient’s
autonomy by referring them to educational programs.

Physical support

This refers to activities that ensure that the patient is physically
comfortable (for example, pain management).

Emotional support

A HCP should acknowledge the patient’s emotional state and respond
to any emotional issues present. HCPs may emotionally support the
patient by providing information to manage emotions, prescribing
medications, or suggesting psychotherapy.

Involving friends
and family

Involving the patient’s family and friends should the patient prefers
that.

Source: Adapted from Scholl et al., 2014.
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Appendix B4: Consent form for participants (English version)
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Appendix B5: Consent form for participants (Arabic version)
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Appendix B6: Interview guide

Part A: Demographic information


Do you identify yourself as:

Male ☐ Female ☐ Indeterminate/Intersex/Unspecified ☐



Your age
18-29☐ 30-39 ☐ 40-49 ☐ 50-59 ☐
60-69☐ 70-79 ☐ 80-89 ☐



Please tell me about how you live?
Alone ☐ With family ☐ Other☐ Please specify------------



What is your postcode?-------------------------------------------



What is the highest education attainment that you have achieved?
Primary School ☐ High School ☐ TAFE ☐ Bachelor or above ☐



What is your profession (if retired please indicate)?---------------------------------------



What country were you born in?---------------------------------------



How was your heart disease diagnosed (e.g.by a GP, or in hospital)?
By a GP ☐ In hospital ☐ Other ☐



In general, how would you rate your physical health?

Excellent ☐ Very Good ☐ Good ☐ Fair ☐ Poor ☐

Part B: The interview guide
1.

Who manages/ looks after your health? How?
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2.

What do you think health care providers who look after your health (such as
pharmacists and doctors) need to know about you, to be able to help you look after
your health and manage your illness? And do they?
a) How important is it to you that they find out about personal aspects (such as your
religious/cultural beliefs, social support, and financial issues) that may affect
your disease management?
b) To what extent do your health care providers understand your emotional
problems (such as any stresses you may have)?

3.

How well do you and your health care provider (such as a pharmacist and doctor)
communicate together ?
a) Do health care providers ask you about your health concerns and address them?
b) To what extent do health care providers listen to you, and encourage you to
express your health concerns and ask questions?
c) How clear are health care providers when they ask you questions and provide
you with information?
d) Do you only visit doctors and pharmacists who speak your language? Why?
e) If you need someone to assist you in understanding the doctor or other health
care professionals, do you use family member/friend or a health interpreter?
Why?

4.

Do you see the same health care provider (such as a GP, or a pharmacist) from one
visit to the next? How does this affect the quality of health care that you receive?

5.

Is it important that your regular doctor keeps track of all your health care (including
when seeing specialists, or going to special services)? Why?
a) What has your experience been like?

6.

To what extent would you like to be involved when health care decisions are being
made about your health?
a) What has your experience been like with this aspect?

7.

In relation to health care providers who look after your health, how willing do you
think they would be to meet with your family members/friends and involve them
when decisions are being made about health (if you indicate to them that it would
be helpful for you)? What has your experience been like?

8.

What do you do to prevent your disease from getting worse?

9.

What do your HCPs do to prevent your disease from getting worse?
a) Do HCPs educate you regarding ways to prevent your disease from getting
worse?
b) Do you receive sufficient information from HCPs to allow you to manage your
disease?
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c) What sources of health information suit you (in what language, and in what
form)?
d) Does health information need to be tailored to suit you (e.g. tailored to your
cultural or linguistic needs)?
e) Have you been referred to preventative services such as CR programs?
10. To what extent do you trust your doctors’ and pharmacist’s expertise?
a) How do you view the role of pharmacists in health care?
b) Would you be willing to join pharmacy-based cardiovascular disease
management services that may assist you in managing your heart disease?
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Appendix B7: Codebook
1.

Treating the patient as a unique individual:

Individuals playing a role in patients’ disease management: This refers to people such as
health care providers, family, and friends who assist patients with CVD with their CVD
management.
2.

Patient-HCP communication

Effective health care provider-patient communication: this refers to an appropriate
communication method between the health care provider and the patient by which they
may attain a positive relationship, and the patient may attain positive health outcomes.
For example, health care providers should ask open ended questions, listen to the patient,
and ensures that the patient understands the information.
Health care provider approachability: this refers to whether the patient feels comfortable
discussing health issues with the health care provider, including expressing health related
concerns, and asking questions, and, whether health care providers make them feel at ease
about these discussions.
Health care provider clarity: that is, the extent to which health care providers are clear
when asking questions and providing information to patients. For example, whether
health care providers use simple words, speak slowly when needed, and ask questions in
a way that allows the patients to elaborate. Further, the extent to which health care
providers need to be clear, from patients’ perspective.
Identity of preferred health care providers: that is, do patients prefer dealing with health
care providers who have a certain identity, or not? For example, do Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD prefer dealing only with Arabic-speaking health care providers, or
do they not have a preference?
Interpreter preference: that is, does the patient prefer to use an interpreter, or does she/he
use family members/friends?
Health care provider trust: this refers to the level of trust that the patient has for the health
care provider’s medical expertise.
3. Biopsychosocial perspective
Health care providers’ understanding of patients’ emotional problems: this refers to
whether health care providers explore and respond to the patients’ emotional problems
such as stress, depression, or, anxiety due to poor physical status, treatment issues,
prognosis, the impact of the illness on her/him, and/or financial impact of the illness.
Patient’s background information: this includes information relating to the patient’s
background and way of life, which a health care provider needs to gather, to be able to
assist the patient in managing her/his CVD. This information includes cultural beliefs,
employment, family/other support, personal issues, financial situation, and expectations.
Health care provider’s knowledge regarding each patient’s health concerns and health
care needs: this refers to whether health care providers explore all the patient’s health care
concerns, and address their needs including the need for their questions to be answered.
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4. Access to care
Health care access: refers to the extent to which patients are offered appropriate access to
care in a timely manner.
5. Continuity of care and care coordination:
Continuity of care: this refers to whether the patient is cared for by the same health care
professional every time, and why?
Care co-coordination: this refers to whether the patient’s regular health care provider cocoordinates all her/his healthcare, including coordinating front-line patient care with
support and ancillary services. Care coordination may include making the appointments
for referrals and obtaining results from referrals and discussing them with the patient.
6. Patient involvement:
Willingness to be involved: that is, to what extent would the patient like to be involved
when health related decisions are being made, and whether she/he feels encouraged to do
so.
Family /friends involvement in health care decision making: this refers to whether the
patient prefers that family/friends are involved when health care decisions are being made
regarding their health. Also, whether health care provider involve family member/friends
in health-related decisions, should the patient prefer that.
7. Patient empowerment:
Patient empowerment: the extent and type of support that allows patients to self-manage
their CVD. For example, health care providers may suggest health education programs to
assist patients in managing their CVD. They may also educate patients regarding how to
manage their CVD on daily basis, educate patients regarding how to determine when their
health is getting worse, and educate patients about symptoms to report and when to seek
further care.
Suitable patient information: this refers to the sources and forms of information that suit
the patient. Further, whether the information needs to be tailored to suit the patient (e.g.
tailored to the patient’s linguistic, or cultural).
CVD secondary prevention measures: this refers to measures that a patient undertakes to
prevent the worsening of her /his CVD e.g. she/he may adopt a healthy lifestyle.
Pharmacists’ role: this refers to the tasks pharmacists undertake as part of their job as
health care professionals.
Pharmacy-based heart disease management services: This refers to community
pharmacy-based services that may assist patients in managing their disease and their
medication use.
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Appendix C1: Information leaflet for community centre/senior citizens
club management- Study Two
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Appendix C2: Information leaflet for Facebook page administratorsStudy Two
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Appendix C3: Information leaflet for Arabic-speaking participantsStudy Two
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Appendix C4: Information leaflet for English-speaking participantsStudy Two
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Appendix C5: Consent form for participants- Study Two (English
version)
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Appendix C6: Consent form for participants-Study Two (Arabic
version)
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Appendix C7: The MHLC Form C (English version)
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Appendix C8: The MHLC Form C (Arabic version)
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Appendix C9: List of data collection locations-Study Two
Melbourne data collection locations
Sydney data collection locations
Facebook Pages used

Preston, Boxing Hill, Aspendale, Hallam,
Niddrie, and Bundoora.
Bexley, Kensington, Concord, and
Manly.
The Arabic trading post, The Lebanese
Australian, The Arabs Christian's in
Australia Trading Post, The Coptic
Trading Post Melbourne& Surroundings,
and The Australian Heart Foundation.
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Appendix D1: Study Three Questionnaire (English version)
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Appendix D2: Study Three questionnaire (Arabic version)
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Appendix D3: List of data collection locations-Study Three

Melbourne data collection locations

Melton,

Kensington,

Narre

Warren,

Roxburgh Park, Springvale, Donvale,
Oakleigh, Mills Park, and Thornbury.
Sydney data collection locations

Maroubra, Brighton, Auburn, Rhodes,
and Granville, and Collaroy.
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Appendix D4: The publication that resulted from this thesis

Exploring the Health Care Challenges and Health
Care Needs of Arabic‐Speaking Immigrants with
Cardiovascular Disease in Australia
Abstract

The Arabic-speaking immigrant group, which makes up the fourth largest language
group in Australia, has a high prevalence of cardiovascular disease. The objective of
this study was to explore the health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking
immigrants with cardiovascular disease (CVD), using a comparative approach with
English-speaking patients with CVD as the comparable group. Methods: Participants
were recruited from community settings in Melbourne, Australia. Face-to-face semistructured individual interviews were conducted at the recruitment sites. All interviews
were audio-taped, transcribed, and coded thematically. Results: 29 participants with
CVD were recruited; 15 Arabic-speaking and 14 English-speaking. Arabic-speaking
immigrants, and to a lesser extent English-speaking patients with CVD may have
specific health care challenges and needs. Arabic-speaking immigrants’ health care
needs include: effective health care provider (HCP)-patient communication, accessible
care, participation in decision-making, and empowerment. English-speaking
participants viewed these needs as important for CVD management. However, only a
few English-speaking participants cited these needs as unmet health care
needs. Conclusion: This study suggests that Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD
may have unique needs including the need for privacy, effective HCP-patient
communication that takes into account patients’ limited English proficiency, and
pharmacist-physician collaboration. Therefore, there may be a need to identify a health
care model that can address these patients’ health care challenges and needs. This, in
turn, may improve their disease management and health outcomes.
Keywords: Arabic; immigrants; cardiovascular; challenges; needs; preferences; uni
que; Australia
1. Introduction

The burden of cardiovascular disease (CVD) is substantial in terms of its worldwide
prevalence [1] and its health, social, and economic burden [2]. In 2016, 17.9 million
people died from CVD globally [3]. The World Health Organization projects that by the
year 2030, 23.6 million deaths will occur annually due to CVD [4]. In Australia, CVD is
the second leading cause of disease burden, accounting for 15% of total disease burden.
One person dies every 12 min due to CVD in Australia [5]. It is also a costly disease, as
in 2012–2013 it consumed the largest proportion of health expenditure in Australia ($5.0
billion) [6].
Factors such as genetic predisposition, birthplace, country of origin, and culture have
been shown to influence the prevalence of CVD and its risk factors between different
ethnic groups (people who differ from a dominant group in cultural origin, religion, or
colour) [7,8]. Several international studies [9,10,11] have suggested that Arabic-speaking
immigrants (immigrants are people born overseas who have settled in a country
permanently) [12] have a higher prevalence of CVD and CVD risk factors compared to
many other ethnic groups, including the mainstream cultural group of the countries
studied. In Australia, the Arabic-speaking immigrant group, which makes up the fourth
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largest language group (after English) [13], has a higher prevalence of CVD and recurrent
CVD events compared to many other groups living in Australia [8,14,15]. It has been
suggested that this may be due to lifestyle factors associated with their countries of origin,
including the consumption of a high calorie diet, physical inactivity, and high smoking
levels, which often persist in Australia [16].
The current arrival of immigrants/refugees from war-torn Arabic-speaking
countries, who tend to have a higher rate of chronic diseases [17,18], may indicate that
the prevalence of CVD among Arabic-speaking people in Australia is increasing
substantially.
There is a substantial risk of CVD event recurrence among patients with existing
CVD [19]. An Australian study (Briffa 2011) showed that among a total of 28,941
participants with established coronary heart disease, 43% of participants had recurrent
CVD events [19]. Additionally, there is a significantly higher risk of death due to a repeat
CVD event, compared to an initial event [20]. CVD secondary prevention has been shown
to decrease the risk of subsequent CVD events or death [21], improve functional status,
and improve patients’ quality of life [22]. Therefore, it is suggested that one of the most
effective ways of decreasing the burden of CVD is promoting CVD secondary prevention.
International [21,23,24] and national [25] guidelines recommend CVD secondary
prevention for all patients with existing CVD. Secondary prevention measures include:
smoking cessation, low alcohol consumption, being physically active, weight
management, blood pressure control, type 2 diabetes mellitus management, depression
screening and treatment, using pharmacotherapy, and secondary prevention programs
including cardiac rehabilitation [21].
There is good evidence to suggest that immigrants face many challenges to
secondary prevention compared to their non-immigrant counterparts [26]. These
challenges include poor access to secondary prevention services [27], and challenges to
self-management [28,29].
Patients with CVD need to self-manage their disease on a daily basis, by managing
their symptoms, adhering to pharmacotherapy, and adopting a healthy lifestyle [30].
Despite the benefits associated with self-management, particularly in the prevention of
recurrent CVD events, patients of ethnic backgrounds may have fewer resources to enable
them to self-manage their chronic disease [28,29]. For example, it has been reported that
they are usually not provided with sufficient information regarding appropriate
medication use [28]. Furthermore, few disease self-management interventions have been
tailored to enable their application to be adapted to ethnic minority patients [31,32].
Poor understanding of these immigrants’ health care challenges and needs may
contribute to poor self-management as patients may not be sufficiently equipped to
manage their own health [33], which may increase their risk of recurrent CVD events or
death [26]. There is a paucity of studies regarding the challenges facing Arabic-speaking
immigrants with CVD worldwide, and their needs to be able to ideally manage their CVD.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to explore the health care challenges and needs of
Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD, using a comparative approach whereby Englishspeaking patients with CVD were used as the comparable group. Comparing Arabicspeaking immigrants’ health care challenges and needs to those of English-speaking
patients with CVD will help to determine whether a health care provider’s approach to
assisting Arabic-speaking immigrants to manage their CVD needs to be a tailored
approach, or, whether it could be a common approach for both patient groups.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Research Design

This study was approved by the Charles Sturt University Human Research Ethics
Committee (protocol number 400/2017/10). The study was conducted between March
and June 2018.
A qualitative approach involving semi-structured individual interviews was used. To
gain an in-depth understanding of participants’ health care challenges and needs, an
interview guide consisting of open-ended questions was developed following an
extensive literature review. Questions were refined during the course of the interviews. A
semi-structured interview schedule allowed participants to speak freely, yet allowed for
exploration of the specific issues that were intended to be explored [34]. A written
informed consent form was signed by each participant before starting the interview.
2.2. Recruitment and Setting

Purposive sampling was used in this study, to ensure recruitment of participants with
a range of socio-demographic characteristics, disease characteristics, and experiences
with cardiovascular disease management. This sought to include all significant points of
view in this study. Further, a snowballing sampling strategy was used whereby
participants were asked to refer other patients who fit the eligibility criteria. Participants
were eligible to be included in this study if they met certain inclusion and exclusion
criteria (Table 1).
Table 1. Study inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Participants were recruited through two community centers, four senior citizens
clubs, and one general health practice in metropolitan locations in Melbourne, Australia.
Patients were informed about the study by each recruitment site’s receptionist. If
potentially eligible patients expressed interest in participating in the study, they were
referred to the student researcher for more details about the study. Potential participants
who indicated that they may be willing to take part in the research were screened for
eligibility. If eligible, potential participants were provided with written information
regarding the project, and a consent form. Twenty-nine interviews (15 Arabic-speaking
participants, and 14 English-speaking participants) were conducted at the recruitment
sites.
2.3. Data Collection and Analysis

Individual interviews rather than focus group interviews were used in this study as
Arabic-speaking people tend to value privacy [35]. Each interview lasted between 45 and
55 min. Demographic information was collected from each participant before the
interview, using a brief survey. During the interview, participants were asked about the
health care challenges that they face when managing their CVD and their needs to be able
to address their health care challenges. Participants were asked questions about their
knowledge regarding secondary prevention, the secondary prevention measures they
undertake, their barriers to secondary prevention, and their perceptions regarding HCPs.
For Arabic-speaking participants, the interview guide was available in Arabic as well as
English, to suit participant preference. However, all Arabic-speaking participants
indicated a preference to be interviewed in English.
The interviews were audio recorded and then transcribed verbatim. Hand-written
notes about the interviewer’s observations during interviews were also noted. All
transcripts were checked against the original audio recordings to ensure precision.
Interviews continued to be conducted until data saturation was attained. That is,
when no new information or themes arose.
Before analysing the data, the first author created a draft of the theory driven codes,
which was then reviewed by another three researchers (the student researcher’s research
supervisors). Then, all researchers finalised the theory driven code book. The collected
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data was imported into NVivo software (QSR NUD Vivo: version 11) and organised into
themes that described participants’ views using a thematic analysis framework. The
thematic analysis approach which is a commonly used qualitative analytical approach was
used to analyse the data for the following reasons. Firstly, thematic analysis concentrates
on finding meaning patterns across participants, to obtain more generalized views [36].
Secondly, it is flexible, allowing the provision of a rich and detailed account of the data.
Thirdly, it is useful for analysing data suited to inform interventions. This study’s aim
was to explore participants’ health care challenges and needs, and use the findings to
inform the implementation of a health care model to address these health care challenges
and needs [37].
For thematic analysis of the data, the data was read line-by-line to determine the
various responses for each interview guide question. Following this step, the data was
coded for identification of important findings, and then organised into themes that
described the perceptions and views of participants. While some codes were informed by
the theory driven codebook, new data driven codes were also developed during analysis.
Participant quotations were selected to clarify the creation of various themes and
subthemes. Relationships between the coded data and participants’ demographic
information were explored.
2.4. Rigor

This study followed Guba and Lincoln’s standards for transferability, credibility,
and confirmability [38]. To establish credibility, the steps taken to analyse the data have
been discussed. Additionally, participants’ responses were recorded word for word, and
transcribed word for word without any changes. Credibility was also attained by choosing
research methodology and techniques that suited the research question. To enhance
transferability, a thick description of the methodology and research procedures used was
provided. This will allow the reader to assess their transferability and potential to be
implemented in other settings. However, this study’s sample size of 29 participants (like
many other qualitative studies) is not large enough to enable generalization. In order to
establish confirmability, analyst triangulation (that is, using different analysts to review
the findings) was used.
3. Results
3.1. Study Participants

The sociodemographic characteristics of participants are shown in Table 2. The two
groups of participants were of a similar age, similar female to male ratio, similar
education status, and similar employment status. Compared to English-speaking
participants, more Arabic-speaking participants were living with family, and rated their
health as unsatisfactory to poor.
Table 2. Participants’ sociodemographic characteristics (n = 29).
While some Arabic-speaking participants had poor English-speaking proficiency,
they were able to express their views in English clearly.
3.2. Themes

Participants’ perceptions and point of view regarding their health care challenges
and needs revolved around six themes, being: Exploration of the biological and social
aspects of the disease by health care providers (HCPs), effective communication with
patients, accessible care, participation in decision-making, patient empowerment, and the
role of the pharmacist.
3.2.1. Exploration of the Biological and Social Aspects of the Disease by Health Care Providers
Biological Aspect
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Most Arabic-speaking participants reported that their HCPs do not explore all their
health-related issues or address them. Many reported that HCPs only allow them to
discuss one health- related issue/concern during any one consultation or pharmacy visit.
These issues appeared to be more pronounced among respondents with poor Englishspeaking skills, who visit English-speaking HCPs.
Most Arabic-speaking participants reported that HCPs do not explore each patient’s
unique health care needs and preferences, with some attributing this to stereotyping.
In contrast, most English-speaking participants reported that their HCPs explore all
their health-related issues and address them, and encourage them to express their health
concerns.
Social Aspect

In contrast to English-speaking participants’ views, most Arabic-speaking
participants indicated that HCPs should not explore patients’ social context including
family, cultural and religious beliefs, and employment. In the view of some participants,
exploring these issues is a violation of the patient’s privacy, while for others it is a cause
of discrimination/racism as they may be perceived as different.
A few Arabic-speaking participants encountered racism within the health care
system. One participant recalled that her culture was mocked by HCPs in hospital, which
resulted in her family’s poor trust in the health care system, and their reluctance to seek
health care.
“Staff [hospital staff] made fun of my culture there … so we [including family members]
do not want to go back there.” [Arabic-speaking participant 3]
3.2.2. Effective Communication with Patients

Most Arabic-speaking participants reported that their HCPs are unapproachable, as
they do not listen to them, and do not encourage them to express their health concerns.
Many participants cited lack of time as a possible reason for HCPs’ unapproachability.
Unapproachability appeared to be disclosed more by Arabic-speaking participants who
visit English-speaking HCPs, particularly those with poor English-speaking skills.
“If I speak honest, they haven’t time to listen to me … no time. He tried to finish.”
[Arabic-speaking participant 7]
Many Arabic-speaking participants reported that their HCPs are not clear as they do
not use simple language, tend to speak fast, and do not provide them with clear
information regarding their health condition, treatment plan, and medications. They
suggested that this impacts on their ability to manage their disease.
“I think he must speak slowly because … because I cannot understand if he speaks to me
normal. He can explain it in easy language not medical language or I can’t know how to
take medicine the right way.” [Arabic-speaking participant 7]
Participants who indicated that they prefer using an interpreter have reported that
they do not get offered an interpreter service.
A few English-speaking participants reported that their HCPs are unapproachable,
as they do not listen to them. Additionally, a few participants reported that their HCPs are
not clear as they do not provide them with clear information and tend to use medical
terms.
“Because of time limits, they tend to be unclear. For example, my pharmacist does not
explain much.” [English-speaking participant 6]
English-speaking participants indicated that clarity is important in self-management.
3.2.3. Accessible Care

Almost all Arabic-speaking participants reported that they face access issues. The
most cited access issue by Arabic-speaking participants was poor access to information
regarding their health condition, treatment plan, and medications, particularly by
pharmacists.
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“They [HCPs] do not give enough information like about medicine or about how I’m
going with health … I think important to tell me how I’m going or how to use my medicine,
things like that.” [Arabic-speaking participant 13]
Many Arabic-speaking participants preferred written information to enable them to
read the information more carefully at home to comprehend it, or to enable their children
to translate for them. However, some Arabic-speaking participants preferred verbal
information as they are illiterate (in both languages or English only).
Almost all Arabic-speaking participants identified that they do not need written
information that is tailored to their cultural needs as individuals’ cultural needs vary,
particularly that different Arabic countries have slightly different cultures, and different
parts of the same country may have slightly different cultures.
A few English-speaking participants reported that they face access issues including
poor information provision, particularly by pharmacists. Many participants indicated that
they try to address their access issues such as poor information access.
“I do not recall getting any written information about any medication. I was never asked
whether I was going well with my heart medications … I do my own research.” [Englishspeaking participant 5]
Most English-speaking participants indicated that they prefer written information to
enable them to read the information more carefully at home, or to keep it for future
reference. A few participants indicated that they prefer electronic information (websites
and emailed information). These participants tended to be young and held a university
degree.
3.2.4. Patient Empowerment

English-speaking participants appeared to have more knowledge regarding CVD
secondary prevention than Arabic-speaking participants. Further, most English-speaking
participants reported that they were undertaking secondary prevention measures.
Most Arabic-speaking participants reported that they follow a healthy diet plan. A
few participants reported that a healthy diet caused their health to deteriorate.
“He [general practitioner] tell me go home open the fridge, throw all the bread, cake,
rice, macaroni, spaghetti … Throw them away. I followed that for a week but I could not
follow. The symptoms getting worse when I follow that [diet].” [Arabic-speaking
participant 5]
While a few Arabic-speaking participants reported that they exercise, others reported
that they do not exercise due to the perception that it worsens their condition, or the belief
that their health is under God’s control.
When asked whether they would be interested in joining CVD-related health
programs to empower them to undertake secondary prevention measures, some Arabicspeaking participants expressed interest. However, only a few Arabic-speaking
participants have been informed of CVD-related health programs. Participants who
indicated that they would not be interested in joining these programs provided reasons
including poor English proficiency, and belief in fate.
Unlike Arabic-speaking participants, almost all English-speaking participants have
been informed of CVD-related health programs, which many viewed as important in selfmanagement.
When asked whether HCPs empower them to self-manage their disease, more than
half of the Arabic-speaking participants reported that their HCPs do not empower them
to self-manage their disease. Participants provided reasons including HCPs’ lack of time.
In contrast, many English-speaking participants reported that their HCPs empower
them to self-manage their disease.
3.2.5. Participation in Decision-Making
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Unlike English-speaking participants, most Arabic-speaking participants indicated
that they prefer not to be involved when health care decisions are being made regarding
their health. Most of those participants perceived they had poor health literacy, and
therefore were concerned that they may make the wrong health care decisions.
“I leave up to them. I am not a doctor and do not know so I cannot make decision. I leave
up to them … otherwise I can damage health.” [Arabic-speaking participant 1]
It should be noted that more than half of the Arabic-speaking participants reported
that when they do not agree with their HCPs’ advice, they do not follow it.
3.2.6. Role of Pharmacists

Both participant groups indicated that they have higher trust in physicians’ expertise
than pharmacists’ expertise.
Most Arabic-speaking participants reported that their pharmacists dispense their
medications and, at times, counsel them regarding new medications. However, they do
not provide them with sufficient information (including directions for use, and side
effects), do not follow up regarding ongoing medications, and do not explore, listen to,
or address their medication-related concerns, or, answer their questions, with some citing
pharmacists’ lack of time as a possible reason. Many perceived that pharmacists regard
themselves as “business owners”, not health professionals who look after patients’ health
care needs.
Arabic-speaking participants indicated that they have significant trust in pharmacists
in the Arabic-speaking countries. They discussed the extensive disease management role
these pharmacists have, suggesting that this impacts on patients’ trust in pharmacists.
Arabic-speaking participants indicated that they would be keen to join pharmacybased cardiovascular disease management services. Participants suggested that the care
provided by pharmacists in these services may complement the limited care provided by
physicians (due to physicians’ lack of time), and may prevent recurrent CVD events.
“For sure. Doctor have no time to do all check for heart. If pharmacist can do that, is
good because I check all time and I am relax, and not have another heart attack.”
[Arabic-speaking participant 12]
A few English-speaking participants reported that pharmacists do not provide them
with their needs, including the need for information.
English-speaking participants viewed pharmacists’ role as more limited than that
viewed by Arabic-speaking participants, as they suggested that pharmacists’ roles should
only include dispensing and patient counselling. Most English-speaking participants
identified that they would not be willing to join pharmacy-based cardiovascular disease
management services, providing reasons including inconvenience.
4. Discussion

Previous studies found that Arabic-speaking immigrants worldwide have some
health care challenges and needs, particularly the need for cultural sensitivity towards
issues such as modesty [16]. Studies emphasized physicians’ role in addressing these
issues [16,39]. This study adds to earlier work by exploring CVD patients’ perspective,
in the Australian context. The study’s results also yielded new knowledge regarding
participants’ health care challenges and needs, and how cultural sensitivity is rejected by
this group due to fear of being stereotyped.
4.1. Effective Communication with Patients

Both groups expressed the view that having effective communication skills, which
entail clarity, approachability, and two-way communication is important in promoting
appropriate use of medicine, self-management, and treatment adherence. This is
consistent with the findings of previous research [40,41,42].
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Poor HCP-patient communication was reported by most Arabic-speaking
participants, and a few English-speaking participants. This is in line with the findings of
previous research which shows that poor HCP-patient communication tends to be more
prominent among immigrants [42]. This is due to these patients’ poor English-speaking
skills, which may contribute to their inability to understand HCPs, express their health
concerns, and discuss symptoms, leading to negative health- related consequences
including misdiagnosis [43]. However, participants who have stressed the need for
interpreter services to be present during medical encounters have indicated that this
service is never offered to them. This is consistent with previous research which shows
that only 50% of HCPs offer interpreting services to patients with limited English [44].
This is despite the availability of free interpreting services, covering over 160 languages
[45].
Other barriers to effective HCP-patient communication cited by Arabic-speaking
participants were physicians’ use of medical terms (which was also cited by a few
English-speaking participants), and the fast speed with which many HCPs speak. These
barriers were also cited by participants from non-English speaking backgrounds in a
Sydney-based study (Garrett 2008). According to the study, these communication barriers
contributed to poor care provision, and poor compliance [40]. Therefore, there may be a
need for HCPs to provide patients with simplified information that suits their needs and
ensure that they understand this information.
Lack of HCPs’ time has been cited as a reason for poor HCP-patient communication
and lack of information access in this study, and in other studies [28]. While physicians’
short consultation time is determined by Medicare, the HCP could plan multiple
consultations with the patient until they are both satisfied that the patient’s health
concerns are identified and addressed. Additionally, patient referral to home medication
reviews (HMR) or Medscheck may allow pharmacists to spend enough time with each
patient, to explain treatments, answer the patient’s questions, and ensure safe use of
medications.
4.2. Accessible Care

The most common access barrier cited by both participant groups was poor health
information access. Participants spoke at length about poor information provision,
particularly by pharmacists. This finding is consistent with findings of previous research
[28,46]. In a study by Girgis and Ward (Girgis and Ward 2004), only 19.1% of
participants (Arabic-speaking patients with diabetes) reported receiving diabetes-related
information from their HCPs in the previous year [46]. Information access may enhance
patients’ understanding of their disease and treatment, which in turn may enhance
adherence, self-management [47], and health outcomes [48].
It was observed in this study that the type of information needed and the information
modalities preferred by various patients with the same condition (even within the same
cohort) varied depending on factors including English proficiency, and literacy/health
literacy level; pointing to the need for a patient-centered care approach to information
provision. Pharmacy services such as HMR and pharmacy-based chronic disease
monitoring services may enable pharmacists to play a major role in the provision of
patient-centered information access, by providing patients with medication- related
information that suits each patient’s information needs, using a tailored style that suits
each patient’s needs, and, by following up on ongoing medication use. This may improve
these patients’ use of medicine, enhance self-management, and improve health outcomes.
4.3. Patient Empowerment

Arabic-speaking participants appeared to have poor knowledge regarding CVD
secondary prevention and some Arabic-speaking participants have inaccurate beliefs
regarding secondary prevention measures [39,49]. These issues may possibly be due to
having poor health literacy, poor access to health information, and lack of empowerment
by HCPs. Despite Arabic-speaking participants’ need to be empowered regarding CVD
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secondary prevention, many participants have indicated that their HCPs do not empower
them to undertake appropriate secondary prevention measures. Empowerment may be
important for those with CVD as it may enhance secondary prevention, health outcomes,
and decrease health service use [50]. This highlights the importance of patient referral to
health programs, which may empower patients to appropriately manage their disease,
given HCPs’ short consultation time.
4.4. Exploration of the Social Aspect of the Disease by Health Care Providers

In contrast to English-speaking participants’ views, most Arabic-speaking
participants regarded exploring patients’ social context (including employment, and
cultural and religious beliefs) as a violation of patients’ privacy, which is highly valued
in their culture [51]. Studies conducted worldwide show that Arabic-speaking
immigrants’ health seeking behavior is determined by whether HCPs and health programs
use strategies to maintain patients’ privacy [52]. Therefore, it may be necessary for HCPs
to explain to patients the reason for asking any personal questions, before gathering any
personal information, and, to assure them that their privacy will be maintained.
Arabic-speaking participants perceived consideration of their cultural/religious
beliefs, and being provided with tailored health information, as being regarded as
different (i.e., not being regarded as members of the Australian society). Participants did
not prefer to be regarded as different and preferred to be viewed as integrated members
of the Australian society to avoid racism, which some have reported experiencing.
According to Jackson and Yoo (2012), there is a positive relationship between lack of
integration in a host society and “perceived racism”. Participants who reported that they
experienced racism have indicated that it resulted in distrust of the health care system.
Distrust of the system may have an impact on Arabic-speaking patients’ health, and health
seeking attitudes [53].
4.5. Participation in Decision-Making

Unlike English-speaking participants, most Arabic-speaking participants do not
prefer to be involved when health care decisions are being made regarding their health.
This difference between the two groups may be due to Arabic-speaking participants’
perception that they have poor health literacy, their cultural barriers to involvement
(including their high regard and respect for physicians’ opinions) [35,54], and the
significant HCP-patient communication barriers that Arabic-speaking participants face.
It appears that there is a misunderstanding among Arabic-speaking participants
regarding what involvement in decisions entails, as they perceive that it involves patients
making their own health care decisions. Given that most of these participants viewed
themselves as having poor health literacy, they preferred not to be involved. This finding
is consistent with the findings of previous research which shows that poor health literacy
is a significant barrier to shared decision-making [55,56]. Therefore, it is proposed that
Arabic-speaking immigrants’ understanding regarding involvement could be rectified
through workshops which could be conducted at Arabic community centres, mosques,
and churches.
Involvement may be particularly important for Arabic-speaking patients, as many
participants reported that they do not adhere to advice that they do not agree with.
Additionally, some Arabic-speaking people’s cultural/religious beliefs may affect the
type of treatment that they prefer, and in turn may affect treatment adherence.
Involvement may also enhance HCPs’ ability to determine patients’ concerns and needs
[57], which, according to this study’s participants, are not explored or addressed, which
led to significant negative health outcomes (recurrent CVD events) in some cases.
4.6. Role of the Pharmacist

In this study, both participant groups indicated that they have higher trust in
physicians’ expertise than pharmacists’ expertise. It is possible that pharmacists’ lack of
information provision, and lack of patients’ awareness regarding pharmacists’ extended
role in Australia (including chronic disease management) may have given participants the
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perception that pharmacists are not as competent HCPs as physicians [58]. Further, many
participants perceived that pharmacists’ main motive may be financial gain, which may
have further contributed to participants’ poor trust in pharmacists compared to physicians
[58].
Arabic-speaking participants indicated that they have significant trust in pharmacists
practicing in Arabic-speaking countries. In Arabic-speaking countries, where most
patients tend to be of low socioeconomic status, patients tend to rely on pharmacists to
prescribe and dispense medications, and manage their disease as they tend to be unable
to pay for a physician’s consultation [59]. Therefore, participants’ awareness of the
extensive role that pharmacists in the Arabic-speaking countries have, and their frequent
encounters with these pharmacists, may have led to the development of a good HCPpatient relationship that is characterised by trust, particularly when provided with a good
quality service. Trust in HCPs has been shown to promote adherence [60] and health
seeking behavior [61], which are important in secondary prevention.
Pharmacy-based chronic disease management services may improve patients’ trust
in pharmacists’ expertise, as pharmacists may have sufficient time to assist patients in
managing their disease, listen to their concerns, and address them accordingly. These, in
turn, may improve secondary prevention and health outcomes.
While Arabic-speaking participants indicated that they would be keen to join
pharmacy-based cardiovascular disease management services, about half of the
participants indicated that they would be interested in joining other CVD-related health
programs, such as rehabilitation programs. This may be because Arabic-speaking
participants reported poor access to medication-related information (verbal and written).
Therefore, they may have all expressed more interest in pharmacy-related programs to
ensure that they receive sufficient medication-related information from the pharmacist,
who may be obligated to spend sufficient time with them as part of the program.
According to Arabic-speaking participants, pharmacy-based disease management
services promote pharmacist-physician collaboration which may prevent recurrent CVD
events and improve health outcomes, particularly given physicians’ short consultation
times. Studies showed that pharmacy-based disease management services promote
adherence [62] and improve health outcomes [63]. Despite these benefits, these services
are currently under-used in preventative care [64].
5. Strengths and Limitations of the Study

Limitations of this study include the use of purposive sampling and the small sample
size, which may hinder the generalisation of the findings without further research.
Qualitative research is concerned with explaining a phenomenon rather than examining
statistical generalisation across a certain population [65]. Hence, this study’s recruitment
method aimed at recruiting participants with maximum variation to be able to obtain rich
data, which is a strength of this study.
The only Australian states that are heavily populated with Arabic-speaking people
are NSW and Victoria. A limitation to this study is that no interviews were conducted in
NSW. This was due to the high financial cost associated with conducting the interviews
in NSW. Therefore, sampling bias is possible. However, given that the inclusion and
exclusion criteria would not have changed if the interviews were conducted in NSW, it is
anticipated that the responses may not have varied significantly between the two states.
6. Impact on Policy and Practice

From a policy perspective, this study sheds light on the need to address the range of
health care challenges and needs of Arabic-speaking immigrants with CVD, a fast353

growing community with high prevalence of CVD. These challenges seem closely linked
to illiteracy, poor English proficiency, and poor health literacy levels. These manifest as
low levels of adherence to secondary prevention measures, and a poor HCP-patient
relationship, particularly the pharmacist-patient relationship. There is a need to raise
awareness regarding pharmacists’ significant roles in disease management. This may
enhance pharmacists’ practice capacity to manage these patients. Additionally, there is a
need for Community Pharmacy Agreements regarding pharmacy funding, which may
enable outreach to this patient group.
7. Conclusions

This study has indicated that Arabic-speaking participants have a wider range of
health care needs and challenges than English-speaking participants with CVD. Arabicspeaking immigrants’ health care needs include: accessible care, effective HCP-patient
communication, and patient empowerment. These needs were viewed by Englishspeaking participants as important in CVD management. However, only a few Englishspeaking participants cited these health care needs as unmet needs. It was suggested that
Arabic-speaking participants may have unique health care needs, including the need for
assured privacy, effective HCP-patient communication that is tailored to their needs based
on English proficiency and health literacy, and the need for pharmacist-physician
collaboration via interventions such as pharmacy-based CVD management services.
However, given the small sample size in this study, further investigation is warranted.
There may be a need to identify a health care model that can address these patients’
health care challenges and needs. This, in turn, may improve their disease management,
prevent recurrent CVD events, and improve their health outcomes.
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